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5 MAIN REASONS 
WHY RETAILERS SOURCE TECHNOLOGY & GEAR FROM THE

HAL LEONARD MI PRODUCTS DIVISION
Great Product 
Brands

It starts with great products. 
We only distribute popular, 
proven-best sellers that  
create faster turns and  
higher customer  
satisfaction.

Award-Winning 
Customer Service

From our knowledgeable sales reps to our exacting 
fulfillment team, our award-winning service gives 
retailers confidence that they are buying the right 

products and will get them in a timely, consistent 
manner. Our 24/7 online support and online 

chat service provides multiple ways 
for retailers to submit, track and 

confirm every aspect of their 
order easily. That is why 

Hal Leonard has been 
named MMR Magazine’s 
Dealers’ Choice Print 
Music Publisher of the 
Year winner every year 
since 1997.

Hal Leonard communicates in multiple ways 
to ensure retailers know about our products, 
special services, 
seasonal specials, 
and new releases. 
Via TechTALK email 
blasts, our monthly 
Herald newsletter, 
dealer trade shows, 
school state shows, 
fliers, phone calls, 
and store visits – Hal 
Leonard retailers are 
the best informed in 
the MI industry.

clear communication Effective Merchandising

Hal Leonard provides volumes of training mate-
rials including videos via our YouTube chan-
nel (named “HalLeonardTech”), in-store clinics, 
demos at trade shows, and printed materials. 
This helps retail-
ers and their staff 
understand what 
they are buying and 
help their custom-
ers get the right 
product. No other 
gear distributor pro-
vides this level of 
support.

Extensive Product Training

1
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MI Products

Kiosks, displays, post-
ers, and branded point-
of-sale materials are 
provided by Hal Leonard 
to make sure storefront 
retailers present these 
products most effective-
ly. We also offer a demo 
unit program that allows 
you to show products 
out of the box.
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TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES  
REPRESENTED BY HAL LEONARD

Creators of Mixcraft as well as sound libraries 
and CD label creation software.

Wireless page-turning units for mobile 
devices.

Technology products for musicians that covers 
digital audio, MIDI solutions, speakers, controllers, 
and more.

High quality hardware products designed for 
live sound applications.

Creators of the industry-standard Auto-Tune, 
as well as vocal & modeling plug-ins.

High quality audio interfaces for mobile,  
laptop and desktop studios.

Creators of Guitar Pro, a software notation 
program specifically geared towards 
guitarists. 

Artiphon launched the INSTRUMENT 1 on 
Kickstarter, where it became the most suc-
cessful crowdfund for a musical instrument 
worldwide. 

Encompassing Sibelius and Pro Tools, Avid 
provides industry-leading technology products 
in education, recording, video and live sound.

 
Designs and manufactures microphones for 
live, studio, and desktop markets.

EastWest Sounds is the #1 developer of virtual 
(software) instruments in the world. Hal Leonard 
offers EDU downloadable codes for students and 
teachers only via the Virtual Music Software Vault 
dealer program.

EBTech is a manufacturer of audio solution 
products that solve noise and hum problems, 
match signal voltage, and keep your cable 
connections in check.

Etymotic Research, Inc. is an engineer-
ing-driven research, development and manu-
facturing company.

Guitar pick-up manufacturer and creators of the 
popular Triple-Play unit.

Hard-disk storage solutions for the creative 
market. Bundled with cloud-based storage 
software Gobbler.

GeerFab Acoustics makes a line of innovative 
and affordable acoustical treatment products 
for any music space.

Manufacturer of iOS device accessories and 
audio connectivity.

Protect your gear with quality cases and carts 
for audio technology equipment from Grundorf.

Hamilton Stands is a leading manufacturer 
of quality stands for sheet music and wind 
instruments. Their new line Stage Pro is for 
guitars, amps, drums, and speakers.

Manufactures iConnect products, the world’s 
first audio and MIDI interface to support 
multiple iOS/PC/Mac computers at the same 
time.

Hardware and software manufacturer that 
specializes in guitar modeling, sample 
libraries, and mobile device accessories.

KAT Percussion produces a wide range 
of complete electronic drumsets as well 
as amplification tailored for the electronic 
percussionist.

For over ten years, Hal Leonard has built a technology distribution division to serve our dealers and  
make more music makers. We proudly partner with the best-renowned manufacturers to be your source  

for these types of products. As consumers finds more ways to record and share their music,  
Hal Leonard is there to support this growth area with quality brand-name products and great service.
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TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES  
REPRESENTED BY HAL LEONARD

Hardware manufacturer that specializes in 
controllers and accessories.

Manufacturer of music technology products, 
including guitars, amplifiers, effects, recording 
interfaces, live sound and wireless products.

Manufacturers of the Ultimate Ears (UE) 
line of in-ear monitoring systems and 
accessories.

M-Audio is a leading provider of digital audio 
and MIDI solutions. 

MAGIX offers user-friendly multimedia software 
including Samplitude and recently acquired from 
Sony – SoundForge, Acid, SpectraLayers, and 
Vegas.

MXL is a leading manufacturer of 
professional microphones for the music 
recording, broadcast, post production, and 
live sound markets. 

Online music notation application that allows 
the creation and sharing of any composition.

Developers of educational software, 
including the popular practice tool Band-in-
a-Box.

Industry-leading manufacturer of music 
production tools that include audio 
interfaces, preamps, speakers, mixers and 
the flagship DAW StudioOne.

 
One of the world’s leading makers of music 
creation software Reason and ReCycle.

Pro Tools, and its family of hardware and 
software, is the most widely used audio cre-
ation/production system in the industry. Pro 
Tools allows you to compose, record, edit and 
mix music and sound for picture at all levels 
– from home to the studio. 

Samson is an industry leader in professional 
audio solutions including mics, monitors, 
controllers, live sound, wireless systems and 
accessories.

Sibelius Software is a part of Avid Technology 
that develops and sells music notation and 
music education software.

Solomon manufactures low frequency 
microphones perfect for drums, including  
the LoFREQ and PUQ models.

Music products designed in the UK, from the 
world’s fastest pitch-to-MIDI converters to 
the most incredible guitar FX.

Software developer of recording and 
mastering programs Cubase and Wavelab 
as well as interfaces and recording bundles.

Since 1979, Summit Audio has manufactured 
some of the finest audio gear for the studio 
and live markets including the TLA-100A Tube 
Leveling Amplifier. 

Yamaha Corporation is the world’s largest 
manufacturer of musical instruments and 
also makes headphones and other recording 
and live sound accessories

Zivix is the manufacturer of the acclaimed 
Jamstik+, a portable digital guitar for iPad.

This marker shows up next to all the boxed 
software that also is available for purchase by a 
dealer for the end-user as a downloadable code. 
This secure and reliable electronic delivery service 
is processed through our Virtual Music Software 
Vault dealer program. See page 30 for details.

These software products are available for 
purchase through a provided code for digital 
download. Unless listed separately as being 
available in a boxed edition, these products 
are only available as download codes.

DL
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Pro Tools
Professional Audio Recording and Music Creation Software
New for 2018. No iLok required.*
Avid
Pro Tools is the audio workstation that redefined the industry, providing every-
thing you need to compose, record, edit, and mix music and audio. Proven and 
trusted by professionals in every segment of music creation, movie making, 
television, live sound, broadcast, and streaming media, Pro Tools enables you 
to expand your creative possibilities and opportunities and maximize efficien-
cy, so you can deliver the best sounding mixes possible.

Pro Tools updated features:
• 64 bit
• Offline Bounce (faster than real-time)
• Cloud Collaboration 
• Clip Effects
• Playlist enhancements
• Layered editing

Pro Tools Perpetual License 
Activation Cards (no iLok required)*
With these licenses, you own this version of Pro Tools forever. You get 7 days of 
support after registering. If you want 12 months of support, purchase the standard 
support & plug-ins item (HL 00153499).  With the perpetual edition, you also get 
12 months of updates and bonus plug-ins. After 12 months, you can purchase a 
12-month Update Plan (HL 00153498) to continue to get the Avid updates. Ex-
amples of recent updates are listed below under Pro Tools Annual Update Plans.
00267661 Professional ..................................................MSRP/MAP $599.00 
00267663 Student/Teacher ...........................................MSRP/MAP $299.00
00145345 Institutional ...................................................MSRP/MAP $299.00
00195737 Downloadable Edition .......................... DL  MSRP/MAP $599.00

Pro Tools Annual Subscription 
(no iLok required)*
The edition includes 12 months of Pro Tools, updates, bonus plug-ins, and 
support. Nothing more is needed. Once the 12 months elapses, you can renew 
for another 12-month subscription or purchase a perpetual license.
00267662 Professional ..................................................MSRP/MAP $299.00 
00267664 Student/Teacher .............................................MSRP/MAP $99.00 
00267665 Institutional .....................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Pro Tools Annual Renewal Plans
This is for anyone who already owns Pro Tools and wants the updates for 
another 12-month period. Below are examples of the active rollout Avid has 
recently shared with those on the renewal plan. For those who need to stay 
on top of the valuable updates, this is for them.

12.8: Released the most efficient Dolby Atmos mixing workflows in the 
industry only in Pro Tools HD.

12.8.1: Support for Third Party Time Compression/Expansion Plug-ins. Zplane 
is now available. Destructive Punch preparation and recording processes 
have been further optimized for increased performance on NEXIS workspaces.

12.8.2: Create music more easily – Based on your user requests, Pro Tools 
features many new MIDI enhancements to help speed and ease your work-
flow. Plus many more updates.
00160086 Activation Card ...............................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

RECORDING

Recording a demo or full-length album is any band or artist’s key to communicating their music, as well as 
marketing themselves to potential fans, clubs, and record labels. Recording software enables anyone, beginner 
to experienced engineer, to produce, record, edit, and mix a demo or album on their computer. Pieced together 
with a quality audio interface and studio monitors, musicians of any level can bring their projects to life with any 
of Hal Leonard’s industry-standard recording software titles.

Pro Tools Annual Standard Support and   
Bonus Plug-ins
Avid’s standard 12-month support ensures you have access to the best tech-
nical support available. With this 12-month standard support plan, you will 
receive unlimited web support (24-hr response), one phone support case per 
month, plus bonus plug-ins.
00153499 Activation Card ...............................................MSRP/MAP $99.00
00160087 Renewal .........................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Pro Tools Annual Education Updates,  
Support & Bonus Plug-ins
This item is for teachers, students, or institutions who already own the latest 
version of Pro Tools and their support, updates, and bonus plug-ins are about 
to expire.
00141713 Student/Teacher .............................................MSRP/MAP $99.00 
00146632 Institutional Activation Card.............................MSRP/MAP $99.00 
00146633 Institutional Certificate ....................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Pro Tools Legacy Upgrade with   
12 Months of Updates
This edition will upgrade from any previous Pro Tools edition except Pro Tools 
LE and the inMusic version of Pro Tools Express. With these SKUs, you don’t 
get the standard support and bonus plug-ins. If you want 12 months of stan-
dard support and bonus plug-ins, purchase HL 00153499.
00158024 Professional ..................................................MSRP/MAP $299.00 
00160106 Student/Teacher Renewal ...............................MSRP/MAP $99.00
00160107 Institution Renewal .........................................MSRP/MAP $99.00
00160108 Institution Certificate Reinstatement ...............MSRP/MAP $99.00

*iLok (Third Generation)
USB Key Software Authorization Device
PACE Anti Piracy
This can be purchased separately. See page 43 for a complete description.
00216159  .......................................................MSRP $49.95 • MAP $45.95
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Pro Tools HD (Stand-alone version)
Software Only (iLok no longer required*)
For the first time ever, you now have more ways to get 
and use Pro Tools HD. Pro Tools HD software is available 
as a stand-alone to purchase and own or subscribe to 
annually with this software only edition. For the best 
performance and sound quality, a complete Pro Tools |HD 
system is also available for purchase. The choice is yours!

00267666 Perpetual License .......................................MSRP/MAP $2499.00
00267667 Annual Subscription ......................................MSRP/MAP $999.00

Pro Tools HD Upgrade from Pro Tools
Software Only Edition
For the first time ever, you now have more ways to get 
and use Pro Tools HD. Pro Tools HD software is avail-
able as a stand-alone to purchase and own or sub-
scribe to annually with this software only edition. For 
the best performance and sound quality, a complete 
Pro Tools HD system is also available for purchase. 
The choice is yours!

00216181  ..................................................................MSRP/MAP $1899.00

Advanced Support for Pro Tools HD –   
12-Month Activation Card
Avid knows that in the competitive world of professional music production, 
downtime isn’t an option and keeping up to date is absolutely critical. That’s 
why we are happy to be able to offer you Avid’s Advanced Support for Pro 
Tools HD plan. This annual plan ensures that your Pro Tools HD system 
remains current with up-to-the-minute releases and upgrades from Avid. 
What’s more, the Advanced Support for Pro Tools HD plan comes with Avid’s 
top-tier support, including unlimited1 support calls that go straight to Avid’s 
high-priority queue. As for online support, you can expect 1-hour turnaround 
times on support inquiries via the web.
00159105 Reinstatement ..............................................MSRP/MAP $999.00
00159104 Renewal .......................................................MSRP/MAP $399.00

Pro Tools Control
Free iPad app allows you to wirelessly control Pro Tools 
and any EUCON-enabled audio and video software. 

Available at the Apple AppStore.

Pro Tools Custom Keyboards
Avid
This affordable Pro Tools Custom Keyboard uses the same symbols and color 
coding system built into Avid control surfaces while retaining all the con-
ventional alphanumeric labels that appear on standard computer keyboards. 
00633270 Windows ...................................................... MSRP/MAP $199.00 
00633111 Mac ..............................................................MSRP/MAP $199.99

Audio Production Basics with Pro 
Tools First
by Frank D. Cook and Eric Kuehnl
This book teaches the basics of composing, 
recording, editing, mixing, and processing 
audio using the free Pro Tools | First software. 
Designed for the beginner in digital audio, it 
offers a first step for aspiring audio engineers, 
new media professionals, and anyone else 
seeking better results for their audio endeavors.

00235690 Book w/Online Audio & Video ............................................ $24.99

RECORDING

Pro Tools HD Pro Tools Pro Tools First

Ideal for...

Pros who need maximum track 
counts, the highest performance, 
scalability, and surround sound 
for demanding music and 
post production

Pros who want to compose, 
record, edit and mix music or 
sound for picture with 
a complete set of tools 
and advanced workflows

Aspiring music and audio pros on a limited 
budget who want to try the essential 
features of Pro Tools

Availability

Comes bundled with Pro Tools 
HDX and Pro Tools HD Native 
systems; or available by itself

Can be purchased alone or as 
part of a Pro Tools software/
hardware bundle; can be used 
with or without hardware

Available as free download at  
www.apps.avid.com/ProToolsFirst/

Supported Tracks Pro Tools HD Pro Tools Pro Tools First

Maximum simultaneous audio 
tracks @ 48/96/192 kHz

256/128/641 
(up to 768/384/192)2

96/48/24 
(mono or stereo)

16/16/16 (mono or stereo)

Maximum inputs 192 32 4

Audio recording (maximum 
simultaneous tracks)

256 32 16
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Cubase 9.5 
Steinberg Software
With millions of musicians, producers and sound engineers around the world using Cubase every day, Cubase is one of the most popular digital audio work-
stations of our time. Due to its pristine sound quality, intuitive handling and unrivaled range of advanced tools, Cubase is not only considered by many users as 
the most complete DAW on the market today, but also sets the benchmark for contemporary music production software. The latest Cubase update significantly 
enhances the workflow, the quality and the creative tool set of your favorite digital audio workstation, with amazing new features and sharp improvements.

Cubase Pro 9.5
Advanced Music Production 
System
Cubase Pro condenses almost 
three decades of Steinberg 
development into the most cut-
ting-edge DAW anywhere. Used 
by star producers and musicians 
for composing, recording, mix-
ing and editing music, Cubase 
Pro combines outstanding audio 
quality, intuitive handling and a 
collection of highly advanced 
audio and MIDI tools. Whether 
you record an orchestra, a huge 
live rock show, or a band in the 
studio, Cubase Pro is sublime in 
every sense of the word. 

Features include:
• Ideal for professional producers, mixing engineers, composers
• 32-bit/192 kHz Steinberg audio engine with 5.1 surround support
• 64-bit mixing engine
• 256 physical inputs and outputs
• Record and mix unlimited audio, instrument and MIDI tracks
• Unlimited instrument tracks
• 64 VST instrument slots
• MixConvert delivers unmatched downmixing quality
• Powerful automation system with 4 modes, dedicated control panel 

and Virgin Territories mode
• Direct Offline Processing
• Complete suite of over 90 high-end audio and MIDI VST effect pro-

cessors
• Comprehensive set of 8 outstanding instruments with over 3,000 

sounds
• Track Edit Groups: multitrack editing with single-click actions
• VariAudio 2.0: MIDI-style note editing of monophonic audio tracks and 

automatic voicing harmonization
• Upgraded Key and Drum Editor for intuitive note, chord or beat cre-

ation and editing
• Professional music notation and score editing and printing feature set
• Enhanced Chord pads: A great way to playfully and creatively com-

pose with chords
• Full instrument expression control on single-note level, plus intuitive 

handling of articulations and dynamics

00262120 Retail Boxed Edition .....................MSRP $739.99 • MAP $579.99
00262124 Educational Boxed Edition ............MSRP $739.99 • MAP $359.99

Cubase Artist 9.5
With a rich feature set tailored to 
instrumentalists and songwriters 
who put music first, Cubase Artist 
offers all you need to develop 
your songs and productions from 
scratch. Streamlined recording 
and vocal editing tools, inspi-
rational composing features, 
superb virtual instruments, FX, 
amps, and much more – Cubase 
Artist offers a wealth of opportu-
nities for aspiring artists seeking 
its equal in price and quality.

Features include:
• Ideal for seasoned musicians, project studio owners, bands
• 32-bit/192 kHz Steinberg audio engine
• 64-bit mixing engine
• 32 physical inputs and outputs
• Record and mix up to 64 audio and 128 MIDI tracks
• 32 instrument tracks
• 32 VST instrument slots
• Suite of over 70 high-end audio and MIDI VST effect processors
• Comprehensive set of 8 outstanding instruments with over 2,600 

sounds
• Upgraded Key and Drum Editor for intuitive note, chord or beat cre-

ation and editing
• Basic music notation and score editing and printing feature set
• Enhanced Chord pads: A great way to playfully and creatively com-

pose with chords
• Full instrument expression control on single-note level

00262119 Retail Edition ...............................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99
00262123 Educational Boxed Edition ............MSRP $419.99 • MAP $199.99

Cubase Artist 9.5 Upgrade from AI
00262121  ...................................................MSRP $189.99 • MAP $149.99

CUBASE TUTORIALS
Mixing and Mastering with Cubase
by Matthew Loel T. Hepworth • Quick Pro Guides
00333396 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ....................................................................... $16.99

The Power in Cubase
Tracking Audio, MIDI, and Virtual Instruments
by Matthew Loel T. Hepworth • Quick Pro Guides
00333395 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ....................................................................... $16.99
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Cubase Elements 9.5 
Personal Music Production System
Cubase Elements welcomes you to the world of Cubase, offering a stream-
lined music production environment with plenty of features that help seize 
the moment when musical creativity strikes. Sharing the same pristine audio 
quality as its larger siblings in the Cubase family, Cubase Elements provides 
the perfect starting point for intuitive song writing, studio-grade recordings 
and finalizing your mix. Do you want to elevate your sound to a new level? 
Cubase Elements is your next step.

Features include:
• Ideal for home recordists, bands, singer/songwriters,  

creative musicians
• 32-bit/192 kHz Steinberg audio engine
• 64-bit mixing engine
• 24 physical inputs and outputs
• Record and mix up to 48 audio and 64 MIDI tracks
• 24 instrument tracks
• 16 VST instrument slots
• Over 40 audio effect processors
• 3 outstanding virtual instruments
• Key and Drum Editor for intuitive note, chord or beat creation  

and editing
• Basic music notation and score editing and printing feature set
• Chord pads: A great way to playfully and creatively compose  

with chords

00262118 Retail Boxed Edition .......................MSRP $130.99 • MAP $99.99
00262122 Educational Boxed Edition ..............MSRP $130.99 • MAP $66.99

Reason 10 
Propellerhead
New sounds and new gear pave the way for new music, and Reason 10 is 
here with a rackload of new synths, instruments, samples and more. Grain 
and Europa: two massive, brand new synthesizers. Klang Tuned Percussion, 
Pangea World Instruments, Humana Vocal Ensemble: three new live-sound-
ing organic instrument devices. Radical Piano: a top-notch acoustic piano. 
Synchronous: creative modulation device. Loop Supply and Drum Supply: a 
multi-gigabyte infusion of cutting-edge drum loops and samples. This is the 
most feature-packed, content upgrade ever. Reason 10 features two brand 
new synthesizers, three sampled instrument collections, 3+ GB of drum sam-
ples and loops, a flexible studio piano, a rhythmic modulation effect and more.

RETAIL BOXED EDITIONS
00254556 Full Version ..................................MSRP $449.00 • MAP $399.00
00254557 Upgrade from Any Previous Version ...............MSRP/MAP $129.00
00254559 Upgrade from Essentials/LTD/Adapted Owners............MSRP/MAP 

$329.00

EDUCATIONAL EDITIONS
00254560 Student/Teacher Boxed Edition .....................MSRP/MAP $349.00
00254561 5-User Network Multi-License ....................MSRP/MAP $1199.99
00254563 5-User Network Multi-License Upgrade ........MSRP/MAP $399.00
00254562 10-User Network Multi-License ..................MSRP/MAP $1999.99
00254564 10-User Network Multi-License Upgrade ......MSRP/MAP $649.00

FRENCH EDITIONS
00254565 Retail Boxed Edition .....................MSRP $449.99 • MAP $399.00
00254566 Upgrade from Any Previous Version ...............MSRP/MAP $129.00
00254567 Upgrade from Essentials/LTD/Adapted Owners............MSRP/MAP 

$329.00
00254569 Student/Teacher Edition ...............MSRP $349.00 • MAP $299.00
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Reason Essentials 10 
Propellerhead
Reason Essentials is easy to get started with and will have you making music 
in no time. It comes loaded with the instruments, effects and sounds you need 
to get going. Create, compose, record and finish your music with this integrat-
ed software music production studio with audio recording, all the editing tools 
you need, built-in collaboration tools and a massive collection of instruments, 
sounds and effects. It’s the perfect choice for writing recording, remixing and 
producing great-sounding tracks.

At the heart of Reason Essentials is a virtual rack that builds itself as you 
create your song. Fill your rack with as many devices as you need to get your 
sound. Reason Essentials’ legendary instruments and effects cover every 
need from acoustic and organic to electronic and synthetic.

Capture your musical ideas in Reason Essentials’ powerful sequencer. Record 
and edit audio, MIDI or automation with powerful recording and editing tools. 
Always in sync with your flow, forever adapting to you and your working 
methods, Reason Essentials’ sequencer simply gets you there faster.
00254558 Retail Boxed Edition .......................MSRP $129.00 • MAP $69.00
00254568 French Boxed Edition .....................MSRP $129.00 • MAP $69.00

Reason Recycle 2.2 
Total Sample and Loop Control
Propellerhead
From Propellerhead Software comes a suite of programs that gives you full 
creative control over your looped material. ReCycle turns concrete-rigid loops 
into musical modeling clay, allowing you, the loopist, to do pretty much what 
you desire. In simple terms, ReCycle lets you do with sampled loops what you 
can do with beats programmed from individual drum sounds – like alter the 
tempo, or replace sounds and process them individually.
00113138 Professional Edition ....................MSRP  $249.00 • MAP $199.00
00113139  Academic Edition ........................MRSP  $149.00 • MAP $119.00

* Available via The Virtual Music Software Vault (VSSD) program. 

See page 30 or ask your Hal Leonard rep for details. 
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Mixcraft® – Version 8
Acoustica
Acoustica is releasing the new Mixcraft 8 Recording Studio and Mixcraft 
8 Pro Studio. Boxed editions will ship sometime in February. Among the 
new features and enhancements are integrated Melodyne pitch-correction 
technology (Pro Studio exclusive), Omni Sampler 8-output version (Pro 
Studio exclusive), effects sidechaining, mix down to stems, MIDI Clock/Sync 
transmission, mixer delay compensation, performance panel recording, VST3 
and MP4 support, UI / workflow enhancements to Markers, Track View, Mixer, 
Sound Editor and so much more.

Mixcraft® Pro Studio 8 
Complete Audio Production Suite
00214939 Retail Edition (Boxed) ....................................MSRP/MAP $179.00
00214943 Academic Edition (Boxed) ..............................MSRP/MAP $129.00

Mixcraft 8 
Recording Studio
00214941 Retail Edition (Boxed) ......................................MSRP/MAP $89.00
00214945 Academic Edition (Boxed) ................................MSRP/MAP $64.00

Mixcraft 8 and Mixcraft Pro Studio 8  
Teacher’s Guide
Acoustica
00222710  ........................................................................................$24.95
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Samplitude   
Pro X3
Record. Edit. Create.
MAGIX
Samplitude Pro X3 has been 
designed from the start as 
a DAW that answers to the 
highest quality standards. 
Carefully selected mastering 
plug-ins, efficient editing func-
tions and extremely precise 
algorithms have continually 
set new benchmarks in the 
audio industry for more than 
25 years. A 64-bit hybrid audio 

engine, powerful multicore support, 384 kHz sample rate, and VST3 and 
ARA support make Samplitude Pro X3 a powerhouse for audio editing. With 
detailed MIDI editing, high end plug-ins for sound design and editing, profes-
sional software instruments and a sound neutral audio engine, Samplitude 
Pro X3 forms the creative heart of your music production.

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00256504 Retail Edition .................................................................. $399.00
00256480 Educational Edition ......................................................... $200.00

Samplitude Pro X3 
Suite 
MAGIX
Samplitude Pro X3 has been 
designed from the start as a 
DAW that answers to the high-
est quality standards. Carefully 
selected mastering plug-ins, 
efficient editing functions and 
extremely precise algorithms 
have continually set new bench-
marks in the audio industry for 
more than 25 years. A 64-bit 
hybrid audio engine, powerful 
multicore support, 384 kHz 
sample rate, and VST3 and ARA 

support make Samplitude Pro X3 a powerhouse for audio editing. With 
detailed MIDI editing, high end plug-ins for sound design and editing, profes-
sional software instruments and a sound neutral audio engine, Samplitude 
Pro X3 forms the creative heart of your music production.

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00256505 Retail Edition .................................................................. $599.00
00256479 Educational Edition ......................................................... $300.00

Samplitude   
Music Studio
MAGIX
Bring your music productions to life in 
the best possible quality. Samplitude 
Music Studio provides you with a com-
plete professional solution for recording, 
composing, mixing and mastering your 
songs.
00201967 Boxed Edition . MSRP $99.99
00256478  Educational Downloadable 

Code ........................ $50.00

Music Maker Premium
MAGIX
Music Maker Premium (MMP) is a 
unique virtual studio with more than 
8,000 included sounds, intuitive drag 
& drop controls, countless instruments 
and professional functions for mixing & 
mastering. And best of all, Music Maker 
is now easier to use than ever before.
00201966 Boxed Edition MSRP $99.99

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00201968 Retail Edition ........... $99.99
00256471 Educational Edition .. $65.00

ACID Music   
Studio 10
A Total Music Production Platform
MAGIX
Get in the producer’s chair and take con-
trol. ACID Music Studio is the ideal gateway 
to total music production. It’s easy – drop 
a beat on the timeline and dig in. Put the 
software to work and take advantage of all 
the production tools you need to make the 
music you’ve always wanted to hear. Keep 
it simple or go deep – ACID Music Studio 
has everything you need when you’re ready 
to take it to the next level. With built-in 
tutorials to guide you, you’ll be composing, 
editing, and mixing like a pro in no time – 

even if you’re a newcomer to the world of computer music.

00130848 Retail Edition .......................................................... MSRP $59.95 

00130880 Academic Edition .................................................... MSRP $42.95  

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00145959 Retail Edition .................................................................... $59.95
00145944 Academic Edition .............................................................. $29.95
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StudioOne® Professional 3 
PreSonus
StudioOne 3 Professional raises the bar. Sporting an elegant single-window 
workspace with robust drag-and-drop functionality and multi-touch support, 
version 3 of this powerhouse DAW gives you more smart features aimed at 
making you a total creative beast. These include an on-the-fly Arranger Track 
with Scratch Pads that lets you freely experiment with musical or sonic ideas. 
An upgraded Browser that lets you find, preview, and drag and drop tem-
po-matched backing tracks, samples, effects, instruments, presets, and more. 

With StudioOne 3 Professional, you get an all-new interface that’s optimized 
for high-resolution displays. It not only looks good, but it also gives you the 
assistance you need – when you need it – with dynamic, context-sensitive 
documentation, help, and tool-tips. The interface also includes multi-touch 
support, definable Macro Controls, Studio One Remote for iPad, Automation 
Curves, a smart user-definable tools palette; and a re-tooled console for more 
accurate and intuitive mixing.
00148958  Retail Edition with Codes and USB Drive 

 ...................................................MSRP $479.95 • MAP $429.95
00148959  Retail Edition with Codes .............MSRP $449.95 • MAP $399.95
00148967  Educational Edition with Codes and USB Drive 

 ...................................................MSRP $479.95 • MAP $229.95

StudioOne® Artist 3 
Retail Edition with Codes and USB Drive
PreSonus
If you want to get in on the easy-to-use digital audio workstation you’ve 
heard on countless hits, PreSonus Studio One 3 Artist is the way to go. It’s 
easy to find ideal tempo-matched backing tracks, capture inspiring sounds 
and performances on physical or virtual instruments, mix with pro effects, 
and even share your music online with your friends and fans. Studio One 3 
Artist keeps you inspired and in the flow – focused on your music, not the 
music-making process.

With version 3, PreSonus has taken Studio One Artist to the next level with 
cool new virtual instruments, fast ways to find the right backing tracks, 
step sequencing for easily programming beats and other musical parts, an 
improved mixing console, and interface tweaks that make working more 
productive and enjoyable.
00148961  Retail Edition with Codes and USB Drive 

 ...................................................MSRP $179.95 • MAP $129.95
00148962 Retail Edition with Codes ...............MSRP $149.95 • MAP $99.95
00148969  Educational Edition with  

Codes and USB Drive .....................MSRP $179.95 • MAP $79.95

StudioOne® 3 – Artist to 
Professional upgrade
Box + License + Usb Media Stick
00148964  Box/License/USB Media Stick ......MSRP $379.95 • MAP $329.95
00148965  Box/License Only .........................MSRP $349.95 • MAP $299.95
00148971  Educational Box/Product Key/USB Media Stick 

 ...................................................MSRP $379.95 • MAP $179.95

STUDIO ONE TUTORIALS
Studio One for Engineers  
and Producers
by William Edstrom, Jr. • Quick Pro Guides
00333875 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ....................................................................... $16.99

Power Tools for Studio One 2
by Larry the O
00333222 Vol. 1 – Book/DVD-ROM Pack .......................................................... $39.99
00110295 Vol. 2 – Book/DVD-ROM Pack .......................................................... $39.99
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Vocal Studio Pro II Recording Bundle
M-Audio
Vocal Studio Pro II is the all-in-one solution for your computer-recording 
projects. Lay down vocals on your latest tune. Narrate your next podcast. 
Add a voice-over to your multimedia production. Vocal Studio Pro II does it 
all. The unique combination of high-performance hardware and easy-to-use 
software makes it possible. Simply plug the microphone into the interface, 
connect the interface to the computer, put on the headphones, and you’re 
ready. Completing this powerful package are two complementary software 
selections: Ableton Live Lite and a collection of Waves plugins. Together, they 
deliver a comprehensive path for transforming the ideas in your head into 
musical works and ideas you can share with the world.
00153098  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.99 

The UR22 mkII Recording Pack
Steinberg Software
Get ready for the perfect introduction to music recording and mixing, featuring 
a full production toolkit with first-class components to get you started right 
away! The UR22mkII Recording Pack has everything you need to record and 
produce your first songs on your computer or iPad: the popular UR22mkII 
twin-channel USB audio interface, the studio-quality ST-M01 condenser 
microphone and the durable ST-H01 monitor headphones – including all nec-
essary cables! Also included is a complete suite of music software for Mac, 
PC and iPad centered on Cubase AI, the streamlined version of Steinberg’s 
legendary music production studio – all integrated with your audio interface 
for easy startup and installation!
00211515  ...................................................MSRP $299.99 • MAP $249.99

iTwo Studio Recording System Bundle
PreSonus
A complete, all-PreSonus hardware/software recording kit – just add a Mac, 
PC or iPad!

Start recording right-out-of-the-iBox with this complete, all-PreSonus pack-
age! Record with the ultra-mobile AudioBox iTwo bus-powered, 2-channel, 
USB/iPad audio/MIDI interface for Mac, Windows and iPad; award-winning 
Studio One Artist DAW software for Mac and Windows; and easy-to-use 
Capture Duo recording software for iPad.

Transfer songs wirelessly direct to Studio One or wired via Itunes between 
iPad and Mac or PC. Capture sound with the M7 large-diaphragm condenser 
mic and monitor with high-definition HD7 headphones.
00142756  ...................................................MSRP $299.95 • MAP $249.95

Pro Tools + Eleven Rack Bundle
Revolutionary Guitar Recording and  
Effects Processing System
Includes 1-Year Subscription
Avid
Get the guitar tone you’ve always dreamed of – in your studio and on stage. 
Pro Tools® + Eleven® Rack is a specially designed bundle for guitarists that 
comes with the world’s most popular professional recording software, a DSP-
accelerated audio interface that offers mind-blowing, hyper-realistic tones of 
world-renowned classic amps and effects, and the Eleven Rack Expansion 
Pack add-on, giving you unprecedented tonal versatility. Get the experience 
of playing through a full guitar rig with the innovative tone cloning and True-Z 
input in Eleven Rack. Enjoy the freedom to explore different tones in your 
recorded performances and create professional-quality productions more 
easily, thanks to the unique hardware and software integration. And rock 
your talent on stage using the interface as your standalone amp modeler and 
signal processor. No matter how you use it, you’ll always have the right tone 
at your fingertips when you need it. Includes 1-year subscription to Pro Tools.
00150164  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $699.95 
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Raspberry Studio
Premium Mobile USB and iOS 
Vocal Recording System
Blue Microphones
Raspberry Studio is the ultimate mobile 
recording system for vocals and instru-
ments. Informed by Blue’s illustrious 
studio heritage, the Raspberry micro-
phone delivers dramatic, studio-qual-
ity sound directly to your laptop or 
mobile device. With custom recording 
software from PreSonus®, advanced 
mastering software from iZotope®, 
and a collection of quick start tem-
plates, Raspberry Studio makes it easy 
to produce professional recordings on 
the go.
00249462  ..........MSRP/MAP $219.99

Snowball Studio 
Pack
USB Mic and Software 
Bundle Pack
Blue Microphones
Finally, a USB mic that’s not 
only easy to use, but sounds 
as good on your desktop 
as it does in a profession-
al recording studio. Meet 
the Snowball; the world’s 
first professional USB mic. 
Whether you’re recording a 
guitar at your kitchen table 
or a complete band in the 
studio, the Snowball can 
capture it with detail unheard 
of before in a USB mic. 
Includes custom PreSonus 
Studio One Artist software.

00197506  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $99.95

Yeti Pro Pack
USB Studio Mic and Software Bunclde Pack
Blue Microphones
The Yeti Pro is the world’s first USB microphone com-
bining 24 bit/192 kHz digital recording resolution with 
analog XLR output and Studio One® recording software 
and iZotope® Nectar® Elements advanced studio vocal 
effects. Featuring three custom condenser capsules and 
four different pattern settings, the Yeti Pro can capture 
digital audio with up to four times the clarity found on 
CDs. Plus, the Yeti Pro features a cutting-edge A-D con-
verter chip and separate analog circuit path for usewith 
professional studio mixers and preamps. You also get a 
built-in headphone amplifier for zero-latency monitor-
ing, and direct controls for headphone volume, pattern 
selection, mute, and microphone gain. So whether you 

record at home, in a studio (or in the Himalayas!), the Yeti Pro is your ultimate 
sound solution.

System Requirements:
• PC: Windows 7, Windows Vista, XP Home Edition or XP Professional 

USB 2.0 High Speed port required; 256 MB RAM (minimum)
• Macintosh: Mac OSX (10.6.4 or higher) USB 2.0 High Speed port 

required; 256 MB RAM (minimum)
00197541  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $269.99

Yeti Studio Pack
Recording System Pack with USB Mic
Blue Microphones
Yeti Studio combines the award-winning Yeti USB microphone with Studio 
One® recording software and iZotope® Nectar® Elements advanced studio 
vocal effects. Start recording fast with customized easy-to-use quick-start 
templates. Using Yeti Studio means more productivity, and more profession-
al-level content.

• Create like a Pro using the world’s most popular USB mic, together 
with custom PreSonus Studio One Artist software

• Get recording quickly with custom Yeti Studio tempaltes for voice-
overs, podcasts and music

• Sweeten your voice with included iZotope Nectar Elements vocal 
effects

• Mac and PC compatible, all serial numbers and software download 
information included

00139418  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $149.99
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MIXING/MASTERING

WaveLab Pro 9.5 
Audio Editing and  
Mastering Suite
Steinberg Software
For more than 20 years WaveLab has constantly 
pushed back the boundaries of what is possible in 
mastering, audio editing, restoration and analysis 
by including features carefully crafted for mix-
ing and mastering studios, post-production facil-
ities, sound designers, musicians, journalists and 
broadcasters. Its comprehensive set of features, 
customizability and outstanding audio quality are 
the reasons WaveLab became the world’s most 
popular professional platform for audio refinement.

With extraordinary features for mastering, editing, 
analysis, restoration and audio refinement, WaveLab 
Pro 9.5 makes no compromises when it comes to 
audio quality. Introducing the most comprehensive 
and intuitive feature set ever crafted, WaveLab 
Pro reinvents audio refinement once again. Its 
redesigned user interface and the new exchange 
feature allow for faster workflows, while the unique 
mastering plug-in suite, MasterRig, and its mid/side 
capabilities push your creative envelope.

Features include:
• World’s leading audio editing and master-

ing solution with up to 384 kHz sample 
rate support

• State-of-the-art spectral editing func-
tionality including a modern Spectrogram 
with a Wavelet display, a cutting-edge 
Spectrum Editor, Steinberg’s Audio 
Inpainting technology and a live 
Spectrogram meter

• Full M/S compatibility provides compre-
hensive M/S audio editing, processing and 
monitoring

• MasterRig high-end mastering plug-in 
suite including 6 modules, 8 instances and 
full M/S support

• RestoreRig restoration plug-in suite 
including DeClicker, DeCrackler, DePopper, 
DeNoiser and DeBuzzer

00262048 Retail .MSRP $739.99 • MAP $579.99
00262050 Educational ..............MSRP $739.99 •  

MAP $329.99

WaveLab Elements 9.5 
Personal Audio Edition System 
Steinberg Software
The affordable yet highly powerful WaveLab 
Elements production environment is devoted to 
the needs of home producers and musicians, 
delivering uncompromising quality when it comes 
to editing and restoring audio material alongside 
creating state-of-the-art podcasts. The smallest 
member of the current WaveLab product range 
provides a convincing toolset which will most cer-
tainly meet your requirements while seamlessly 
integrating into your home studio setup. WaveLab 
Elements is the ideal choice for project studios, 
podcasters and musicians.

Features include:
• Audio editing and mastering application 

based on the professional WaveLab Pro 
version with loudspeaker management, a 
modern Spectrogram, batch conversion 
capabilities and top-end restoration tools

• Professional mixing/editing capabilities 
such as track and output effects to 
achieve the best results when polishing 
your audio files

• Over 30 effects and processors including 
MasterRig, RestoreRig, dynamic effects, 
delays, reverbs and many offline proces-
sors

• Enhanced audio analysis and error correc-
tion functions perfectly suited to improve 
your audio

• CD burning engine for transferring your 
creative ideas to CD

00262047 Retail ...MSRP $130.99 • MAP $99.99
00262049 Educational ..............MSRP $130.99 •  

MAP $66.99

T-RackS MAX
Mix & Mastering Workstation
33 Audio Processor Models
IK Multimedia
Powerful processing and effortless mixing and 
mastering are just a click away. The T-RackS MAX 
bundle for Mac/PC gives you the keys to your very 
own professional mixing and mastering studio 
complete with 33 T-RackS high-end audio pro-
cessor modules that range from compressors to 
limiters, equalizers to channel strips and more. All 
of the gear has been modeled after some of the 
most desirable production equipment of all time.

Taken as a whole, it’s a must-have set of sonic 
tools for sculpting individual tracks and full mixes 
for the discerning producer, engineer or musician. 
The T-RackS MAX bundle is the most compre-
hensive collection of processors from the popular, 
best-selling mixing and mastering plug-in suite 
– and best of all, it offers its amazing assortment 
at a price that’s a full 83% off what it would cost 
to acquire all of its pieces individually.
00264826  ..........................MSRP/MAP $529.99
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SpectraLayers Pro 4
Advanced Audio Spectrum Editor
MAGIX
In SpectraLayers Pro 4, you can work with the 
individual sounds in an audio file fully visually. 
Transpose, extract and optimize sounds in ways 
never imagined thanks to the unique layers con-
cept for the frequency spectrum. SpectraLayers 
Pro transforms sound into a unique visual world 
of multidimensional audio data. Outstanding pro-
gram design, a high performance audio engine 
and seamless integration with other DAWs make 
SpectraLayers Pro one of the world’s most revo-
lutionary spectral editing platforms.

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00256506 Retail Edition ........................$399.95
00256483 Educational Edition ...............$200.00

Sound Forge Pro Mac 3
Advanced Audio Waveform Editor
MAGIX
With the ability to record at 24-bit/192kHz, expect 
astounding audio clarity. With the ability to edit 
down to the sample level, expect absolute audio 
precision. Audio mastering engineers around the 
world depend on the award-winning SOUND 
FORGE Pro Mac to generate flawless audio. 
Includes iZotope RX Elements & iZotope Ozone 
8 Elements

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00256638 Retail Edition ........................$299.00
00256481 Educational Edition ...............$150.00

Sound Forge Audio Studio 10
Audio Editing and 
Production Software
MAGIX
Sound Forge Audio Studio 10 software gives you 
the tools you need to record, edit, and master 
great-sounding audio on your home computer. 
You can capture vocals and instruments effective-
ly, mix, edit, and restore audio, and even import 
songs from CDs and MP3s with Sound Forge 
Audio Studio 10. You can even make your own 
karaoke tracks with the onboard Vocal Eraser 
function! Once you’re ready to output the audio, 
converting to several formats is incredibly easy 
with Sony’s Sound Forge Audio Studio 10. It’s a 
great value!

Features include:
• Import music from your own CDs and 

MP3s
• Great mixing capabilities
• Restore damaged audio
• Remove vocals for karaoke tracks
• Synchronize audio with video
• Simple audio recording
• Enhance audio with effects
• Make your own karaoke tracks
• Easy drag-and-drop editing
• Integrated CD burning
• Encode audio and video to several formats
• Learn as you go with amazing tutorials

00130849 Retail Edition ..........................$59.95 

00130881  Academic Edition ....................$42.95 
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AUTO TUNE

A crucial add-on to any host software piece, plug-ins can help you take your musical project to the next 
level. Plug-ins can drastically enhance the features and options within a recording or notation program, while 
enhancing the creative process by pushing over the boundaries of what you can do. Need to tune up those 
vocal tracks? Looking to add unique effects to your guitar work? Hal Leonard’s vast selection of plug-ins will 
help meet the needs of any musician or engineer.

Auto-Tune Pro
Antares
This is the world’s leading recording software 
plugin for creating perfectly tuned, natural-sound-
ing recordings and dramatic vocal effects intro-
duces a number of innovative features that 
build on the product’s legacy as the best-selling 
audio plugin of all-time. The most technological-
ly advanced of these new features, Flex-Tune, 
allows users to control the level of correction 
applied to notes that are out of tune. This fea-
ture allows singers a greater freedom when 
expressing a song’s emotional moments in vocal 
recordings. Auto-Tune works in two modes – an 
automatic mode designed to be intuitive for all 
user levels and a more technical graphical mode 
for advanced refining.

This new download-only version of Auto-
Tune, Auto-Tune Pro, features:

• Automatic and Graphical editing modes
• Streamlined user interface
• Automatic Key detection
• ARA intergration for faster workflow
• Classic Mode for the legendary Auto-Tune 

3 sound

DOWNLOADABLE EDITION DL
00263645.............................MSRP/MAP $399.00

Auto-Tune Vocal Studio Pro
Includes Auto-Tune Pro & AVOX 4
Antares

DOWNLOADABLE EDITION DL
00267668.............................MSRP/MAP $699.00

Auto-Tune Live 
Real-Time Pitch Correction  
and Auto-Tune Vocal Effect
Antares
Auto-Tune Live is a real-time tool for correcting 
intonation and timing errors or creatively modi-
fying the intonation of a performance. Auto-Tune 
Live provides world professional standard Auto-
Tune pitch correction optimized for tracking and 
live performance with ultra-low latency and com-
prehensive MIDI control. Thanks to its ultra-low 
latency, Auto-Tune Live allows instant response in 
performance or when tracking in the studio. And 
with its MIDI control capabilities, you can control 
all of Auto-Tune Lives’ key performance parame-
ters in real time, for the ultimate in creative pitch 
processing.
00102496...........MSRP  $249.00 • MAP $199.00

Auto-Tune EFX 3 
Auto-Tune Pitch Correction,  
Vocal Effect and Auto-Motion  
Pattern Generation
Antares
Powered by the same core technology as Antares’ 
professional standard Auto-Tune 7, Auto-Tune EFX 
3’s new variable Retune Speed and Humanize 
controls provide an entirely new level of nat-
ural, realistic pitch correction. With its unique 
Auto-Motion Vocal Pattern Generation, stunning 
new vocal effects are only a mouse click away. 
Designed to make almost everything automatic, 
Auto-Tune EFX 3 is the most affordable vocal 
production tool that provides Antares’ world-re-
nowned real-time pitch correction. Users just set 
the key and scale of their track, adjust the Retune 
Speed for their desired effect, and Auto-Tune EFX 
3 does the rest. For songs with complex chord 
progressions or modulations, they can optionally 
set up custom scales or use their host’s automa-
tion facility to allow the processing of virutally 
any vocal line.

00130416  ...........MSRP $129.00 • MAP $99.00 
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MUSIC NOTATION

Sibelius 8 
Avid
Sibelius is the world’s best selling music composition and notation software, 
offering sophisticated, yet easy-to-use tools that are proven and trusted by 
top composers, arrangers, publishers, educators, and students alike. With 
Sibelius 8, you can express, accelerate, and promote your creativity in more 
ways than ever before, enabling you to deliver beautiful, professional scores 
faster and share audio and video versions of your work – with stunningly 
realistic musical phrasing – to make your talent stand out from the crowd. It’s 
the fastest, smartest, easiest way to write music for live performance,  film 
and television, media entertainment, or in the classroom.

New features include: 
• Get more expressive playback with Espressivo 2.0
• Hear more accurate scores with improved notation interpretation 
• Navigate large scores with the new Timeline window 
• Share your score 
• Export video of your composition 
• Export scores to Avid Scorch.

00147320 Professional Edition ......................................MSRP/MAP $599.95
00147322 Academic Edition ..........................................MSRP/MAP $295.00
00147325 Upgrade from Legacy Edition ........................MSRP/MAP $149.95  
00147324 Crossgrade ...................................................MSRP/MAP $199.95 
00153089 Annual Subscription Crossgrade ...................MSRP/MAP $119.99

Sibelius® First 
Avid
It’s time to share the song in your head with the rest of the world. Sibelius® 
First unleashes the songwriter in you – simply and easily. If you’re more 
comfortable with a guitar or keyboard than the intricacies of musical notation, 
Sibelius First is for you. It’s the fast and easy way to create great-looking 
scores with the acclaimed Sibelius notation technology – ready to print, share, 
perform and host online. Simply play your MIDI keyboard or MIDI guitar (or use 
your PC or Mac) and First turns your music into notes and chord symbols. Just 
add lyrics – and your name. The world is waiting.
00147319.......................................................................MSRP/MAP $119.95

Sibelius + Photoscore +  
Audioscore Bundle Packs
Boxed Editions
00128137 Professional Edition ......................................MSRP/MAP $899.95 
00128180 Legacy Upgrade ...........................MSRP $499.95 • MAP $389.00 
00128183 Academic Edition .........................MSRP $645.00 • MAP $645.95 

Download Cards
00147323 Academic Edition ................ DL  MSRP $645.95 • MAP $645.00
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PhotoScore Ultimate 8
Advanced music scanning
Avid
Platform: Hybrid (Windows & Macintosh)

Perfect for: Anyone who wants to scan handwritten music into Sibelius.

PhotoScore Ultimate 8, the full-featured version of the PhotoScore Lite scan-
ning software for Sibelius, is the fastest way to scan music for transpositions, 
arrangements, and editions. PhotoScore Ultimate reads printed and hand-
written music or PDFs in seconds – not just the notes, but also printed slurs, 
dynamics, lyrics, guitar tab, chord diagrams, and more. You can then edit 
or transpose the music, play it back, extract the parts, and print – just as if 
you’d input it yourself. AudioScore Ultimate 7 instantly recognizes handwritten 
music – no need to describe the style of handwriting. You get exceptional 
accuracy, including support for dynamics and hairpins, among other musical 
styles. Version 8 also delivers additional enhancements, such as improved, 
integrated support for PDF files; more accurate recognition of printed text; 
faster, easier, and more versatile editing; and an enhanced Pages pane.

Key Features
• Scan handwritten music
• Converts PDF scores into music notation
• Transpose, play, print, and make Sibelius files
• Export to all music notation and sequencing programs
• Reads standard, guitar tab and percussion staves
• Scan lyrics, chord symbols and text in 120 different languages
• Reads 64 staves per page, two polyphonic voices, 

different clefs, articulations, hairpins, slurs, and more

PHOTOSCORE ULTIMATE 8
00153092 Professional Edition ..................................... MSRP/MAP $249.00 

PHOTOSCORE + ULTIMATE + AUDIOSCORE ULTIMATE 8
00153094 Professional Bundle ..................................... MSRP/MAP $369.00 
00153091 Professional Bundle with Upgrade Plan ........ MSRP/MAP $899.99 
00153095 Educational Bundle with Upgrade Plan ......... MSRP/MAP $599.00 

Sibelius AudioScore Ultimate 8
Fully-featured version of AudioScore Lite from Sibelius
Platform: Hybrid (Windows & Macintosh)

AudioScore Ultimate 8 – the full-featured version of the AudioScore Lite audio 
transcription software included with Sibelius 7.5 – makes it easy to transcribe 
CD tracks and MP3 files to a score. By using the most intelligent technology 
available, you can convert up to 16 simultaneous instruments/notes into mul-
tiple staves, with up to four voices per staff. Immediately after transcribing 
your music, you can send it directly to Sibelius – or save MusicXML, NIFF, 
and MIDI files for use in most other music programs. Version 8 now features 
a significantly enhanced audio recognition engine, and more accurate tran-
scription with improved barline determination and note recognition. You’ll also 
experience improved sound quality when you play back individual notes with-
in the original recording. There’s an Instrument recognition and Instruments 
pane for quickly allocating notes to instruments – plus a clearer and more 
straightforward transcription process.

Key Features
• Use a mic to perform directly into Sibelius Mic-to-Score™ 

Automatic Notation. Create musical scores 
by singing or playing into your computer using only 
a microphone–no prior musical knowledge required!

• AudioScore Ultimate 8 gives instant graphical feedback about the 
pitch of a performance over time, so it is possible to see exactly 
where mistakes are being made and improve while performing. 
Train to sing and play perfectly in tune and immediately see the 
improvements on screen.

00153093  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $249.00
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Dorico 1.2 
Advanced Music Notation System
Steinberg Software
Dorico redefines the gold standard in scoring software. Built from the ground 
up with today’s multi-core 64-bit CPUs in mind, Dorico will take advantage of 
all of your system’s horsepower while the intuitive workflows help you focus 
on each aspect of score preparation. The beauty and balance of Dorico’s 
output is unrivaled, with hundreds of options to control every aspect of your 
music’s appearance. And with Steinberg’s award-winning audio engine at its 
heart, Dorico allows you to use your VST instruments and effects to produce 
great-sounding playback too.

Dorico 1.2 is a milestone in the maturity of our new professional scoring 
application, and introduces not only the most sophisticated support for chord 
symbols in any software, but also repeat endings, piano pedaling, editable 
note spacing, huge improvements to input and editing in Write mode, greatly 
expanded functionality for the piano roll editor in Play mode, and much, much 
more.

Features include:
• Best automatic notation and engraving of any software
• Easy note input
• Excellent results by default – saves time
• Intelligently adjusts notation as you write
• Stunning playback – nearly 1500 sounds included

00211511 Retail Edition ...............................MSRP $739.99 • MAP $579.99
00211513 Academic Edition .........................MSRP $739.99 • MAP $349.99
00211514 Crossgrade Edition .......................MSRP $739.99 • MAP $299.99
00211542 Crossgrade Educational Edition ....MSRP $739.99 • MAP $179.99

Guitar Pro 7
Tablature Editor Software
Arobas Music
Guitar Pro 7 is a major upgrade of the world’s most popular tablature 
and sheet music editor for guitarists. The enhancements will make Guitar 
Pro smarter and more helpful than ever. This new version is available for 
Windows and Mac operating systems. The enhanced editing features include 
the possibility of displaying all of the instrumental tracks as guitar tablature, 
the addition of new music-notation symbols, and improved management of 
file-importing and exporting. The graphical user interface and audio master-
ing have been re-designed for ever greater intuitiveness and ease-of-use.

Features include:
• Editing professional-looking scores
• Reading music scores & tabs
• Tools that simplify songwriting
• Audio mixing
• Sharing and printing files

00214948  ...................................................... MSRP $75.00 • MAP $70.00

Power Music  
Professional
for Mac and PC
AirTurn
If you are looking for a profes-
sional software solution to manage, 
annotate and display your music 
on a PC or Mac, Power Music 
Professional is for you! More than 
just a music display system, Power 
Music gives you total control over 
your music collection – sheet music 
and chord sheets. With Power Music 
Professional, you can free yoursself 
from the hassles of paper because 
all your music will be in one place, 
instantly available on-screen for 
practice and performance. It also 

allows you to create and manage your chord sheets, converting them from 
PDF and Word documents into fully transposable chord sheets. You can also 
give everyone in the band, group or orchestra access to the set list and their 
music, fully annotated.
00159371  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $69.00
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Notion 6 
PreSonus
Bring musical inspirations to life and enhance 
your creativity with the blazingly fast and intuitive 
Notion 6 music composition and performance 
environment. Compose when and how you want 
– on Mac, PC or mobile – even with your own 
handwriting*. Take projects to the next level with 
deep studio integration. Hear and perform music 
with the full realism of samples by the London 
Symphony Orchestra and more.

Features include:
• Easily compose, playback, and edit 

music
• Best playback of any notation product, 

with samples by the London Symphony 
Orchestra, Soundiron and more

• Perform scores using Notion as a live 
instrument and save your performance

• Create a score on a Mac or Windows 
computer and continue to edit on iPad 
or iPhone

• Write parts by hand and watch them 
convert to digital notation

• Get a polished sound with PreSonus 
Studio One Native Effects Limiter, 
Compressor, and Pro EQ plug-ins

• Send audio and MIDI data directly 
to and from Studio One, or integrate 
Notion with other leading digital audio 
workstations via ReWire

00198598  Boxed Edition ...........MSRP $199.95 •  
MAP $149.00

Notion Conducting
Curriculum Workbook
PreSonus
Notion’s Conducting makes teaching the art of 
conducting interactive and fun! This unique soft-
ware curriculum includes the sounds of the entire 
London Symphony Orchestra, putting students 
in control of a real-world orchestra, as they 
develop their conducting schools. Just use Notion 
Conducting in tandem with the included full-
sized workbook and included instructive videos. 
Students can work at home, or in the classroom 
and receive immediate feedback, as they edit 
dynamics, articulations, or metronome marks. All 
you need is a computer keyboard to take advan-
tage of Notion Conducting.    
00125103..............MSRP $149.95 • MAP $79.95

Progression 3 by Notion
Composition Software for Guitar, Bass 
and Drums
PreSonus
If you’re a guitarist, you want a guitar-centric 
approach to creating sheet music. Progression 3 
lets you enter tab and notation more easily than 
ever and hear your music played back with real 
instrument samples. New features include effects 
from PreSonus Studio One, an enhanced chord 
library, and a custom chord editor and capo fea-
ture. Progression makes short work of creating 
your own guitar tab, lead sheets, and standard 
sheet music-complete with your audio track. Juice 
your musical ideas using tablature, notation, or 
both, with drag-and-drop functionality and an 
interactive fretboard. Progression instantly and 
seamlessly integrates your score with real audio 
samples performed by professional musicians at 
top studios. Progression is 64-bit compatible, 
comes with VST-hosting capabilities, and offers full 
ReWire support.
00137797  .............MSRP $49.95 • MAP $49.99  
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3-Year Subscription
00137591.........................................$99.99

5-Year Subscription
00137592.......................................$149.99
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SOUND LIBRARIES

When composing and creating music electronically, any artist knows how important it is to hear the music played 
back as it was heard in the creator’s head. When composers need more than just the standard MIDI sounds, they 
turn to sound libraries to provide the authentic and realistic playback of their composition. Hal Leonard’s selection 
of sound libraries includes orchestras, concert bands, pianos, synthesizer, marching corps, and much, much more.

HALion 6 
VST Sampler & Sound Creation System
Steinberg Software
HALion is the most comprehensive virtual sampling and sound design sys-
tem available today and excels the present creative process for producers 
and sound designers in all areas. It covers the complete creative workflow 
from recording and sample editing to programming advanced synthesis and 
modulation setups. With HALion, create customized user interfaces and export 
ready-to-release instrument libraries with every step streamlined to the 
greatest extent. The powerful set of oscillators for seamless sample playback 
as well as the next-generation synthesis make HALion a versatile creative tool 
in simply every situation. Its broad library includes thousands of high-class 
and deep-sampled instruments and cutting-edge synthesizer sounds for all 
kinds of musical genres.

Features include:
• State-of-the-art sampler and sound creation system tailored to the 

demands of professionals
• Advanced library creation tools including Macro Page Designer, 

drag-and-drop Library Creator and HALion scripting
• Powerful multi-timbral audio engine with disk-streaming sample 

playback, tone-wheel organ simulator and high-end virtual analog, 
granular and wavetable synthesis

• AudioWarp for cutting-edge time-stretching and pitch-shifting
• FlexPhraser module drives beats, arpeggios and complex tonal 

phrases
• Outstanding library including over 3,400 synthesized sounds and 

breathtakingly authentic acoustic instruments
• Flexible user interface with multi-monitor support allowing you to 

customize and save your own windows and screen sets
• Wide range of high-end audio effects, including REVerence convo-

lution reverb, VST Amp simulation and many more
• Up to 192 kHz, 32 stereo outputs and 6-channel surround support
• Cross-platform compatibility: Windows (VST 3, VST 2, AAX) and 

macOS (VST 3, AU, AAX) plug-in and standalone support
00238748 Retail Edition ...............................MSRP $449.99 • MAP $349.99
00238749 Academic Edition .........................MSRP $449.99 • MAP $209.99

HALion Sonic 3 
Premier VST Workstation
Steinberg Software
HALion Sonic brings the concept of all-in-one workstations to the virtual 
world. With a massive sample content library in combination with powerful 
synthesizer engines, HALion Sonic is a versatile sound production instrument 
comprising everything from deep-sampled acoustic instruments to cut-
ting-edge synthetic sounds. Equipped with an easy-to-use interface, intuitive 
workflows and an extremely stable audio engine, HALion Sonic lets you focus 
on being creative. Developed for the studio as well as the stage, its pristine 
audio quality, the excellent content library and the wide range of high-end 
effects make HALion Sonic the ultimate creative tool for musicians, producers 
and composers worldwide.

Key features include:
• Easy-to-use yet powerful premier music production workstation 

for synthesized sounds and breathtaking recreation of acoustic 
instruments

• Outstanding library, including over 3,200 instrument sounds creat-
ed by top sound experts at Steinberg and Yamaha

• Powerful multi-timbral audio engine with disk-streaming sample 
playback and high-end virtual analog, granular and wavetable 
synthesis

• Wide range of high-end audio effects, including REVerence convo-
lution reverb, VST Amp simulation and many more

• FlexPhraser for dynamically driving beats, arpeggios and complex 
tonal phrases

• Unique morphing filters, seamlessly blend between up to 4 out of 
24 filter types

• MediaBay sound management system for immediate access to the 
libraries

• Stage-optimized workflows with dedicated player view, rapid build-
ing of keyboard splits or layers, and switching of entire multi-set-
ups with a single command

• Full VST Expression 2 support for smart articulation editing in 
Cubase

• Cross-platform: Windows (VST 3, VST 2, AAX) and macOS (VST 3, 
AU, AAX) plug-in and standalone support

00238750 Retail Edition ...............................MSRP $329.99 • MAP $249.99
00238751 Academic Edition .........................MSRP $329.99 • MAP $149.99
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Absolute 3 
VST Instrument Collection
Steinberg Software
With over 6,000 presets and over 80 GB of first-class sounds, advanced 
VST technology and state-of-the-art sound design, Absolute presents the top 
range of Steinberg’s highly acclaimed VST instruments in one comprehensive 
collection.

Absolute includes excellent acoustic instruments like The Grand and HALion 
Symphonic Orchestra, the ultimate drum studio Groove Agent, the granular 
synthesizer Padshop Pro, the classic virtual analog synthesizer Retrologue, 
the powerful music production workstation HALion Sonic and the heavy-
weight sound creation system HALion. Dark Planet, Hypnotic Danceand 
Triebwerk add even more samples and presets to the massive arsenal of 
sounds. Absolute combines exceptional quality and premium value at a 
fantastic price.

Latest additions:
• HALion 6 excels your creativity in all areas with ground-breaking 

new sound design features, next-generation wavetable synthesis, 
easy live sampling tools and jaw-dropping new instruments

• HALion Sonic 3 elevates your sound with a massive 25 GB library 
expansion including no less than six stunning new instruments and 
nine amazing new effects.

00238752  ...................................................MSRP $599.99 • MAP $499.99

Groove Agent 4 
Ultimate Drum Studio
Steinberg
Groove Agent 4 combines the creative power of three different rhythm 
modules: the acoustic, beat and percussion agents. Each of these specialist 
tools offers its own approach to drums and rhythms, with special ways of 
creating your own inspiring beats in a huge range of styles. And the creative 
potential of each Agent can be combined with any of the others; four Agent 
slots allow you to mix and match your ideal rhythm section. Or combine the 
Acoustic and Beat Agents to create ultra-modern hybrid beats. This unique 
feature unleashes myriad opportunities for creating imaginative, inspiring 
drums – whatever your genre.
00139421  Professional Edition .....................MSRP $239.99 • MAP $179.99  
00139422  Educational Edition ......................MSRP $239.99 • MAP $109.99  

Pianissimo 
Virtual Grand Piano
Acoustica
Pianissimo is a Virtual Grand Piano, 
delivering the rich, warm sound 
and expressiveness of a classic 
grand piano. It operates as a VSTi 
plug-in, or runs as a stand-alone 
application.
00117497 .............MSRP $79.95 •  

MAP $68.95
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Total Studio 
MAX
The Ultimate Studio 
Bundle
Includes AmpliTube 
MAX, SampleTank 
MAX, T-RackS MAX 
& Philharmonik 2
IK Multimedia
Everything you could 
ever need for recording, 
sound design, mixing 
and mastering on your 
computer and more – 

that’s Total Studio MAX. An exciting bundle for the discerning producer who 
truly wants it all, it collects all three of the comprehensive MAX bundles, 
AmpliTube MAX, SampleTank MAX and T-RackS MAX bundles, plus adds 
in Miroslav Philharmonik 2 to create the ultimate IK Multimedia bundle for 
studio use.

Create your ultimate guitar or bass dream rig with AmpliTube MAX’s massive 
collection of over 300 pieces of guitar and bass gear, including gear from the 
world’s top manufacturers. Mix, master and add that perfect professional fin-
ishing touch with T-RackS MAX’s 33 high-end processors modeled on some 
of the most popular hardware modules ever made. Explore a new universe 
of sound with SampleTank MAX and Miroslav Philharmonik 2, which provide 
a massive library of over 110GBs worth of samples with over 7,300 instru-
ments. And you can do all of this for one extremely low price that’s a full 89% 
off what it would cost you to buy everything individually.
00264827  ..................................................................MSRP/MAP $1029.99

SampleTank 
MAX
The Complete 
Sound and Groove 
Workstation
Over 4,600 instru-
ments and 52GB of 
samples
IK Multimedia
There’s a vast uni-
verse of sounds out 
there that’s ready to be 
explored. SampleTank 
MAX for Mac/PC gives 

you complete, open and unrestricted access to an absolutely massive 52GB 
library of instruments, loops, MIDI patterns and more. SampleTank MAX gives 
you a palette with beautiful samples of just about every single instrument ever 
created from acoustic to electric, ethnic to electronic and beyond.

Quite simply, SampleTank MAX is the most complete version of the ultimate 
sound and groove workstation ever released. And, what’s more, it gives you all 
of this sonic flexibility for one incredibly low price that’s 70% off what it would 
cost if you were to buy each of the instrument collections in this all-inclusive 
bundle individually.
00264825  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $529.99

AmpliTube 
MAX
The Ultimate 
Tone Studio
Over 300 Guitar 
& Bass Gear 
Models
IK Multimedia
Take your gui-
tar and bass play-
ing to the max with 
IK Multimedia’s 
AmpliTube MAX bun-
dle for Mac/PC, the 

ultimate guitar and bass tone studio for Mac/PC. Save big on an incredible 
collection of gear models at an amazingly low price compared to buying each 
piece individually. AmpliTube MAX gives you your very own fully stocked tone 
studio complete with over 300 pieces of gear. It includes a virtual collection 
of meticulously rendered models of some of the most coveted gear on the 
planet. With it you get 80 amplifiers, 92 cabinets, 88 stompbox effects, 24 
rack effects, 19 mics and 2 tuners that you can use to build your very own 
custom guitar and bass rigs.
00264824 Boxed Edition ................................................MSRP/MAP $529.99

EastWest Virtual Instruments Sounds –  
Available for Teachers & Students!
Hal Leonard has arranged to offer retailers the ability to sell downloaded 
codes from the legendary EastWest Sounds library for students and teachers 
through our Virtual Music Software Vault dealer program. EastWest is the #1 
developer of virtual (software) instruments in the world. Hal Leonard offers 
over 41 packs! Our EastWest selection is designed and specially priced 
for the academic and recording school market only. The purchaser must 
prove they are a student or teacher in order to register these products.
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VIDEO EDITING

Media Composer 8 Software
Avid
Media Composer is proven and trusted by professional editors in every seg-
ment of film, television and broadcast. Designed to handle high volumes of 
disparate file-based media, Media Composer delivers accelerated high-res-
to-HD workflows, real-time collaboration and powerful media management, 
eliminating time-consuming tasks so you can focus on telling a great story. 
And now the choice is yours – edit on premises, remotely through the cloud, 
on demand, through a low-cost subscription, or purchase a license outright 
– making Media Composer the most versatile and accessible tool for profes-
sional creative editorial.

00139950 No Dongle ...................................................MSRP/MAP $1299.00  
00139951 With Dongle ................................................MSRP/MAP $1799.00
00143884 Academic Edition ..........................................MSRP/MAP $295.00

Other Media Composer Components Sold Separately:

Software Annual Subscription
Avid
A Media Composer Subscription allows you to work – without transcoding – 
with most file formats and resolutions, including SD, HD, stereoscopic (3D), 4K 
and beyond. It also features built-in effects, transitions and titling tools. With 
a Media Composer Subscription, you can mix and match different formats, 
frame rates and resolutions in the same timeline without rendering. Media 
Composer Subscription features Full 4:4:4 HD RGB support, color correction 
tools and ProRes encoding (Mac version only).
00143880......................................................MSRP $599.99 • MAP $599.99

Production Pack
Avid
The Avid Media Composer 8 Production Pack is bundle of third party plugins 
for Media Composer that includes iZotope Insight, NewBlue Titler Pro v2 and 
Sorenson Squeeze. An activation card is included with a link for downloading 
the software and activating via the Avid website.
00143881......................................................MSRP $599.00 • MAP $599.99

Media Composer to Symphony  
Software Option
Avid
Get the advanced tools you need to professionally correct and grade color, 
design stunning visual effects and master your projects with the Avid Media 
Composer to Symphony Software Option. This powerful software option adds 
advanced, secondary and relational color correction tools to help you get the 
look you want, enables you to deliver multiple formats from a single master 
source and design stunning visual effects with Boris Continuum Complete 
Lite.
00141084  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $749.00

Media Composer – USB Custom Keyboard
Avid
The Media Composer Custom Keyboard from Avid is a USB keyboard designed 
for Windows-based Media Composer systems. The keyboard features col-
or-coded keys with icons that give clear, simple visual cues for keyboard 
shortcuts. It is also an ideal way to learn the key commands of this program. 
Using keyboard shortcuts while working in an application will help improve 
your workflow, making this keyboard a useful addition to your system.
00143882 USB Keyboard for PC ...................................................... $100.00
00143883 USB Keyboard for Mac .................................................... $100.00
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Vegas Pro 15
Professional Video & Audio 
Production and Disc Authoring
MAGIX
VEGAS Pro has always been an inno-
vator. Version 15 carries on this legacy 
and delivers a completely customizable 
interface that provides ultimate flex-
ibility. Filled with new features, both 
inside and out, VEGAS Pro powers your 
creativity. Whether you work in HD or 
4K, VEGAS Pro stands ready to be your 
creative partner. Video/Audio produc-

tion and DVD/Blu-ray disc authoring all in one powerful package.

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00256643 Retail Edition  ................................................................. $599.00
00256486 Educational Edition  ........................................................ $300.00

Vegas Pro Suite –  
Version 15
Professional Video & Audio 
Editing, Disc Authoring & High-
End Plug-ins
MAGIX
When inspiration strikes, you need a 
tool that gives you the power to fol-
low that inspiration with maximum 
productivity. VEGAS Pro Suite makes 
inspired productivity a reality. Start 
with a world-class NLE, add a powerful 

disc-authoring application, and balance it out with a collection of high-quality 
plug-ins to create a suite of amazing products that delivers professional 
results.

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00256647 Retail Edition .................................................................. $799.00
00256489 Educational Edition ......................................................... $400.00

Vegas Pro Edit –  
Version 15
Professional Video & Audio 
Production
MAGIX
VEGAS Pro Edit delivers a set of com-
plete, modern editing tools in a lean, 
logical interface to help you realize your 
optimal creativity. The new, completely 
customizable, user interface enables 
you to work fast and efficiently. Filled 
with new features that deliver the 

power, accuracy, and speed you need to achieve professional results, version 
15 takes innovation and creativity to new heights – again.

DOWNLOADABLE EDITIONS DL
00256645 Retail Edition .................................................................. $399.00
00256487 Educational Edition ......................................................... $200.00

Nuendo 8 
Advanced Audio Post-Production System
Steinberg Software
Providing unique features for game audio production, TV and film post-pro-
duction and ADR workflows, ranging from an improved integration with game 
middleware over creative tools for sound designers through to a highly flex-
ible direct offline processing system, Nuendo 8 truly is the new standard for 
audio-to-picture work.

Nuendo 8 brings the offline processing workflow to a higher level. The new 
direct offline processing allows you to apply your most often used processes 
and plug-ins as a chain for one or multiple selected clips. Auto Apply lets 
you use offline processing with the feel of real-time effects, but without the 
CPU load – keeping your MixConsole clean for the mixing stage. You can 
copy your process chain to other clips or save it as a preset to use it in other 
projects. The list of processes is always available for each clip, allowing for 
later non-destructive changes. Any change will be applied to all selected clips.

New features of Nuendo 8 include:
• Game sound composing & production improvements, including 

Game Audio Connect 2 and the ability to rename events from a list
• Sound Randomizer and Sampler Track functions perpetuate cre-

ative sound design on a higher level
• Workflow novelties including MixConsole History, The Lower Zone, 

User Profile Manager, plus dedicated punch points, a new video 
engine and audio input/side-chaining for VST 3 instruments

• Immersive sound for an enhanced soundfield with Auro 3D and 
Dolby Atmos support

• New plug-ins and instruments including Frequncy EZ, HALion Sonic 
SE 3 and Retrologue 2

• Updated plug-ins like AutoPan, Maximixer and other dynamic plug-
ins

• Premium sound content including Pro Sound Effects library and 
Production Grooves

• Musical features from Cubase like the Score Editor, Chord Track 
and Chord Pads and VST Expression 2

00261981 Student Boxed Edition ................MSRP $2100.00 • MAP $480.00
00261982 Educator Boxed Edition ............MSRP $2100.00 • MAP $1000.00
00261983 Educator 5-User Multipack ......MSRP $1700.00 • MAP $1400.00
00261985 Educator 5-User Multipack Renewal ................MSRP $1700.00 •  

MAP $1100.00
00261984 Upgrade from Nuendo 7 .............MSRP $2100.00 • MAP $250.00
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THEORY & CREATION

Music theory, composition, arranging, and ear training make up the cornerstone for any educational music 
program. Understanding and grasping these elements during their academic year helps to develop every musician. 
Hal Leonard’s selection of software programs for theory and instruction cover every age, grade, and budget level.

Practica Musica 6
Ars Nova Software 
Your Personal Music Tutor™
Practica Musica® is a complete tutor for both music theory and ear training. With a friendly coordinated onscreen textbook 
and hundreds of interactive learning activities, it provides a fun learning experience for both beginners and advanced students. 

With this software, users can: 
• Learn to read music 
• Improve their musical ear 
• Use the digital copy of the Exploring Theory Textbook 
• Interact with the program 
• Write their own music
• Go beyond the basics with music theory and ear training exercises for the more advanced student 
• Track students’ progress 
• Export MIDI files 

Features a wide spectrum of learning activities, including writing tools for compositions, and strongly interactive capabilities.

INDIVIDUAL LICENSES
00631859 Single ............................................................................................................................................MSRP $99.99

SITE LICENSES
00631511 30-Seat Site License ...................................................................................................................MSRP $850.00
00631512 Additional Seats .............................................................................................................................MSRP $10.00

Band-in-the-Box 2018
Pro Edition for Windows
Steinberg Software
There are over 50 exciting new features in 
Band-in-a-Box® 2018! PG Music is intro-
ducing “Video RealTracks,” which work like 
RealTracks but also include videos of the 
musician’s performance. They’ve added a new 
audio driver system (Windows Audio Session) 
that has ultra-low latency. The Audio Chord 
Wizard has been redesigned and is now built 
into Band-in-a-Box®. Audio Harmonies feature 
has been enhanced with Audio Transcription, 
which converts a monophonic audio track to 
MIDI (notation), Fix Tuning to fix an out-of-tune 
audio recording, and more.

You can save the Notation Window to a video 
in sync with the audio track playback. PG 

Music has added notation support for time signatures like 12/8, 6/8, 9/8. 
The Toolbar has been enhanced with skins and more customization. You 
can open or save ABC notation files, which are very common song files on 
the internet with chords and melody. Songs can now be saved as MP3 files 
in high resolution. The Audio Edit Window is redesigned with new GUI and 
features... and more!
00264817 Boxed Edition for Windows .............................................. $129.95

Band-in-a-Box 2017
Pro Edition for Macintosh
PG Music Inc.
PG Music announces the release of Band-
in-a-Box 2017 for Mac, with over 80 new 
features! This latest features included in this 
edition includes:
• The main screen GUI has been rede-
signed with many requested improve-
ments, including a new, smaller footprint, 
configurable toolbars, and more
• RealTracks sound better than ever with 
improved stretching and transposition qual-
ity (Elastique 3), better phrase transitions, 

and Natural Arrangements
• New “Woodshedding” RealTracks have been added, called 12-Key 

Guitar RealTracks from Brent Mason played in 12 keys with Hi-Q 
Tab/Notation which is ideal for studying and learning

• RealDrums enhancements including Half/Double/Triple time, 
Multiple Drum/Percussion/Loops on one drum track, and more

• A dedicated Song Titles Browser with metadata info on over 8,000 
popular songs

• UserTracks enhancements include Half/Double/Triple time, rests, 
3/4 waltz support, and more

• New VST Synthesizer (sforzando SFZ Synth) with support for the 
popular .SFZ sound format, as well as PG Music’s Hi-Q sounds

00242595 Boxed Edition for Mac ..................................................... $129.00
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THEORY & INSTRUCTION

Rising Software has created expert music software for students, teachers, 
and pros. Auralia and Musition 5 are especially useful in the classroom, pro-
viding a user-friendly environment for teachers to keep and assess records, 
map curriculum, and create ear training and music theory exercises. Students 
receive quality feedback and they benefit from this cloud-based system by 
being able to complete their work at school or at home. Available for Windows 
and Mac.

Musition 5 
Rising Software
Musition is the ultimate music theory teaching tool complete with 38 import-
ant music theory topics. This software is great for beginners to advanced 
students.

Musition has awesome tools for creating quizzes, worksheets, exams, track-
ing, and student assessment, helping teachers spend less time marking 
papers and more time teaching!
00196751 Retail Edition (Single) ...................MSRP $149.00 • MAP $149.00
00196752 Student Edition (Single) ...................................MSRP/MAP $99.00
00196756 1-Year Subscription ........................................MSRP/MAP $29.00
00196763 Multi-User (5+ Seat) License ........................MSRP/MAP $100.00

Auralia 5 
Rising Software
Each of the 43 topics in Auralia 5 has carefully graded levels, allowing easy 
use of Auralia with beginner through advanced students. The integrated les-
sons and courses provide ideal preparation for each topic.

Sophisticated tracking allows teachers to easily monitor and assess students’ 
work, set tasks and assignments, and even run exams with high quality con-
tent that students will love. People have always loved Auralia’s clean and ele-
gant interface, designed to keep students focused on the essential eartraining 
task. Subtle enhancements in Auralia 5 continue this legacy!
00196749 Retail Edition (Single) ....................................MSRP/MAP $149.00
00196750 Student Edition (Single) ...................................MSRP/MAP $99.00
00196755 1-Year Subscription ........................................MSRP/MAP $29.00
00196762 Multi-User (5+ Seat) License ........................MSRP/MAP $100.00
00196765 Multi-User Upgrade (5+ Seat) License ............MSRP/MAP $70.00
00196758 Cloud 12-Month Sub-Site License ..................MSRP/MAP $29.00

Auralia 5 & Musition 5  
Bundle Pack
Rising Software
00196753 Retail Edition ..............MSRP/MAP $249.00
00196754 Student Edition ...........MSRP/MAP $159.00
00196757  Student Edition, 12-Month Subscription

 ....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00196764  Multi-User (5+ Seat) License .....................  

 ................................. MSRP/MAP $160.00
00196767 Multi-User Upgrade (5+ Seat) License ..........MSRP/MAP $115.00



:EEliGROOVE 3 
Exceptional video tutorials about your studio tools 

0.. 

Get ready to leam about your favorite Instruments, DAWs, 
Plug-ins, Recording, Mixing and Production techniques, 
from industry professionals dedicated to making your 

instruments and sludio tools easy and exciting to leam. 

Using the code inside the box, you'll get ins1ant access to 
every in-depth video tutorial on the www.Groove3.com 

website, plus any that get added during your membership. 
New video fflles are released every week! 

Join today and supercharge the most inporlant piece of
gear in your sludio ... Your brain! 

Only available through the retail channel! 
#143567 is a 90 Day All-Access Web Pass that sells for $45. This 
exclusive edition, that can only be purchased from a retailer, also 
gives you an extra 30 days of access to all of Groove3's content for 
FREE, totaling 120 days. 
#143568 is a 1 Year All-Access Web Pass that sells for $150. In 
this exclusive retail editon, you get an additional 3 months of 
Groove3 site time for FREE, for a total of 15 months! 

User features include: 
• For all musicians, producers, engineers & mixers.
• Tutorials presented by industry professionals and veterans.
• Simple to use video control interface for Mac and PC.
• Get free iOS & Android app to view on portable devices.
• All major internet browsers supported. 

Groove3.com proudly supports: 
Ableton • Auto-Tune • AKAI • Bitwig • Cubase • Camel Audio  
Digital Performer • Eventide • FabFilter • FXpansion 
IK Multimedia • iZotope • Logic • Mainstage • Melodyne Native 
Instruments • Pro Tools • Reaper • Reason • Slate Digital  
SONAR • Sound Toys • Spectrasonics • StudioOne • SugarBytes 
Toontrack • Universal Audio • UVI • Waves • XLN Audio 
Hal Leonard Music Tech & Instrument Video tutorials and many 
more. Over 1000 Hours and growing!

EZ Order Line 1-800-554-0626 
www.halleonard.com/dealers 

HL# 00143567 - $45.00 HL# 00143568 - MSRP $150.00 - MAP $89.99
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software
SOFTWARE TUTORIALS & MEDIA

ABLETON
Sound Design, Mixing, and 
Mastering with Ableton Live 9
by Jake Perrine • Quick Pro Guides
00122311 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$19.99

Producing Music with  
Ableton Live 9
by Jake Perrine • Quick Pro Guides
00122310 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$19.99

Ableton Grooves
Programming Basic and Advanced 
Grooves with Ableton Live
by Josh Bess • Quick Pro Guides
00120187 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$19.99

Power Tools for Ableton Live 9
Master Ableton’s Music Production and 
Live Performance Application
by Jake Perrine • Power Tools Series
00333217  ..............................................$39.99

Ableton Live 9
MusicPro Guides DVDs
00116771 Beginner/Intermediate Level ...$39.99
00116772 Advanced Level ......................$39.99

AUTO-TUNE
Mastering Auto-Tune
by Max Mobley • Quick Pro Guides
00102672 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

Auto-Tune 7
MusicPro Guides DVDs
00321311 Beginner/Intermediate Level ...$39.99
00321312 Advanced Level ......................$39.99

CUBASE
Power Tools for Cubase 7
Master Steinberg’s Power Multi-plat-
form Audio Production Software
by Matthew Loel T. Hepworth
00333397 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$39.99

Mixing and Mastering with 
Cubase
by Matthew Loel T. Hepworth • Quick Pro 
Guides
00333396 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

The Power in Cubase
Tracking Audio, MIDI,  
and Virtual Instruments
by Matthew Loel T. Hepworth • Quick Pro 
Guides
00333395 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

NOTION
Create Music with Notion
Notation Software for the Busy Musician
by George J. Hess • Quick Pro Guides
00130406 Book/Online Media .................$19.99

PRO TOOLS
Pro Tools First Audio  
Production Basics
by Frank D. Cook and Eric Kuehnl
00235690  ..............................................$24.99 

Producing Music with Pro 
Tools 11
by Glenn Lorbecki • Quick Pro Guides
00122307 Book/Online Media .................$19.99

Mixing and Mastering with 
Pro Tools 11
by Glenn Lorbecki and Greg “Stryke” Chin 
• Quick Pro Guides
00122309 Book/Online Media .................$19.99

Tracking Instruments and 
Vocals with Pro Tools
by Glenn Lorbecki • Quick Pro Guides
00333213 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

The Complete Pro Tools 
Shortcuts
by José “Chilitos” Valenzuela
00333056  ..............................................$29.99

REASON
Reason 7
MusicPro Guides DVDs
00121669 Beginner/Intermediate Level ...$39.99
00121670 Advanced Level ......................$39.99

Sound Design and Mixing  
in Reason
by Andrew Eisele • Quick Pro Guides
00333225 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

The Power in Reason
by Andrew Eisele • Quick Pro Guides
00333224 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

STUDIO ONE
Power Tools for Studio One 2, 
Vol. 2
by Larry the O
00110295 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$39.99

Studio One for Engineers and 
Producers
by William Edstrom, Jr. • Quick Pro Guides
00333875 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

Power Tools for Studio One 2, 
Vol. 1
by Larry the O
00333222 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$39.99

SONAR
The Power in Cakewalk SONAR
by William Edstrom, Jr. • Quick Pro Guides
00333874 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$16.99

Sonar X2 Producer
MusicPro Guides DVD
00115068 Beginner/Intermediate Level ...$39.99
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technique & reference books

An Age Without Samples
Originality and Creativity in the Digital World
by Ikutaro Kakehashi
00172648  ..............................................$24.99

Alan Parsons’ Art & Science of Sound 
Recording: The Book
by Alan Parsons and Julian Colbeck
00333735 Hardcover ..............................$49.99)

Zen and the Art of Recording
by Mixerman
00127033  ..............................................$24.99

The Pensado Papers
by Dave Pensado & Herb Trawick •  
Music Pro Guides
00120020  ..............................................$29.99

The iPad in the Music Studio
Connecting Your iPad to Mics, Mixers, 
Instruments, Computers, and More!
by Thomas Rudolph & Vincent Leonard •  
Quick Pro Guides
00119488  ..............................................$19.99

The Art of Recording a Big Band:  
Al Schmitt
90 minutes.
00153744 DVD ........................................ $24.99

Audio Made Easy
Or How to Be a Sound Engineer Without 
Really Trying, Fifth Edition
by Ira White
00196797 Softcover with Online Media ...$19.99

Beyond Mastering
A Conceptual Guide
by Steve Turnidge
00333850  ..............................................$24.99

The Blackbird Academy Foundations
Must-Know Audio and Recording Principles
by Kevin Becka
00172794  ..............................................$19.99

The Bruce Swedien Recording Method
by Bruce Swedien with Bill Gibson
00333302 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$39.99

Confessions of a Record Producer
How to Survive the Scams and Shams of 
the Music Business
5th Edition – Revised and Update
by Moses Avalon • Backbeat Books
00146064  .............................................. $29.99

Modern Recording  
Techniques – 8th Edition
by David Miles Huber and Robert E. Runstein
00123125  ..............................................$61.95

Pitch Correction Software Now!
by Max Mobley
00102673 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$14.99

How to Record at Home on a Budget
by Chad Johnson
00131211 Book/Online Audio ..................$17.99

The Drum Programming Handbook
The Complete Guide to Creating  
Great Rhythm Tracks
by Justin Paterson • Backbeat Books
00128560  ..............................................$39.99

Essential Guide to Songwriting,  
Producing & Recording
by Darryl Swann • Musicians Institute Press
00113117  ..............................................$16.99

Practical Recording Techniques –  
6th Edition
The Step-by-Step Approach to  
Professional Audio Recording
by Bruce Bartlett and Jenny Bartlett  
Focal Press
00151730  ..............................................$48.95

Audio Engineering 101
A Beginner’s Guide to 
Music Production
by Timothy A. Dittmar • Focal Press
00151729  ..............................................$35.95

Recording Secrets for the  
Small Studio
by Mike Senior • Focal Press
00151728  ..............................................$44.95

The Future of the Music Business
How to Succeed with  
New Digital Technologies
Fourth Edition
by Steve Gordon • Music Pro Guides
00123126 Book/Online Media .................$29.99

Electronic Dance Music Grooves
House, Techno, Hip-Hop,  
Dubstep, and More!
by Josh Bess • Quick Pro Guides
00128989 Book/Online Media .................$24.99

Unlocking Creativity: A Producer’s 
Guide to Making Music & Art
by Michael Beinhorn • Music Pro Guides
00122314  ..............................................$24.99

Getting Started with Music Production
Hal Leonard Recording Method
by Robert Willey • Music Pro Guides
00128992 Book/Online Media .................$29.99

Make Your Own Music
A Creative Curriculum Using  
Music Technology
by Richard McCready • Music Pro Guides
00131001  .............................................. $24.99

Music 4.1
A Survival Guide for Making Music in the 
Internet Age
by Bobby Owsinski • Music Pro Guides
00151138  .............................................. $24.99

Power Tools for Synthesizer Programming
The Ultimate Reference for Sound Design: 
Second Edition
by Jim Aikin
Foreword by Stephen Fortner
00131064  ..............................................$29.99

The Complete Guide to Connecting 
Audio, Video, and MIDI Equipment
Get the Most Out of Your Digital,  
Analog, and Electronic Music Setups
by José “Chilitos” Valenzuela
Music Pro Guides
00127919  ..............................................$39.99

The Music Producer’s Handbook
by Bobby Owsinski • Music Pro Guides
00151139  .............................................. $34.99

Recording Unhinged
Creative and Unconventional Music  
Recording Techniques
by Sylvia Massy • Music Pro Guides
00142105 Hardcover with Online Media .. $29.99

The Secrets of Dance Music Production
by David Felton • Sample Magic
00209877 Book/DVD Pack .......................$39.99

The Storyteller’s Dilemma
Overcoming the Challenges in the Digital 
Media Age
by Louis Hernandez Jr.
00160411 Hardcover ...............................$24.99
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history books & films

Abbey Road –  
Revised & Updated
The Recording Studio That Became a 
Legend
by Brian Southall, Peter Vince & Allan Rouse
Omnibus Press
00335774  ..............................................$24.95

Behind the Boards
The Making of Rock ‘n’ Roll’s Greatest 
Records Revealed
by Jake Brown
Music Pro Guides
00333472  ..............................................$24.99

Behind the Boards II
The Making of Rock ‘n’ Roll’s Greatest 
Records Revealed
by Jake Brown
00120810  ..............................................$24.99

Behind the Glass
Top Record Producers Tell  
How They Craft the Hits
by Howard Massey
Backbeat Books
00330589  ..............................................$29.99

Behind the Glass, Volume II
Top Record Producers Tell How  
They Craft the Hits
by Howard Massey
Backbeat Books
00332815  ..............................................$24.99

The Great British  
Recording Studios
by Howard Massey
foreword by Sir George Martin
00333513  ..............................................$34.99

In the Studio with  
Michael Jackson
by Bruce Swedien
Forewords by Quincy Jones & Rod Temperton
00332801  ..............................................$24.99

Sound Explosion!
Inside L.A.’s Studio Factory  
with the Wrecking Crew
by Ken Sharp
Wrecking Crew LLC
00156003.................................................$50.00

DOCUMENTARIES

Magnolia  
Home Entertainment
Hal Leonard announces an 
exclusive US distribution 
arrangement with award-winning 
Magnolia Home Entertainment. 
Magnolia offers some of the best 
documentaries on the history of 
music. Great for home and the 
classroom. All of them feature 
hours of extra footage that are not 
available in the rented editions. 
Own the DVD or Blu-Ray and get 
the whole story whenever you 
want it.

The Wrecking Crew! 
There Was Only One Band  
Behind Them All
Magnolia Home Entertainment
00156345 DVD ........................................$26.98
00156346 Blu-Ray Disc ...........................$29.98

Muscle Shoals 
The Incredible True Story of a 
Small Town with a Big Sound
Magnolia Home Entertainment
00156347 DVD ........................................$26.98
00156348 Blu-Ray Disc ...........................$29.98

The Art of Recording   
a Big Band: Al Schmitt
The Art of Recording a Big Band focuses on the 
legendary Al Schmitt, the most celebrated music 
engineer, producer and mixer of all time winning 
22 Grammy® Awards. It includes interviews with 
Al’s longtime partner Steve Genewick as well as 
Chris Walden, Dave Pensado, Ryan Hewitt, Kenny 
Wild and a cameo appearance by engineer and 
mixer Andrew Scheps.  90 minutes.
00153744 DVD ........................................$24.99



More videos are added every month.

DO YOU GET THE MONTHLY TECH TALK EMAIL?
Be sure to get signed up to receive this dealer-only blast. It features the latest tech product releases, monthly specials 

and updates including the TechTalk Training Video releases.
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DESKTOP INTERFACES
interfaces & controllers

The audio interface is the most important piece to any digital recording set up. Interface factors such as a quality 
build, preamps, converters, connections, and control options are important when choosing the right unit for any 
set up. All interfaces are available in USB or firewire connections, and include anywhere from 1 to 26 different 
channels of audio inputs. Check out a portable 1-2 channel desktop unit for working with a small space or 
limited budget. Take any studio to the next level with an 8 or more channel rack or desktop unit with more input 
and control options. For guitar players, check out some of the guitar-centric interfaces we have to offer, that 
allow for direct input, include amp modeling software, and provide low latency monitoring.

AudioBox iOne
2x2 USB/iPad Recording System
PreSonus
A great choice for mobile musicians and podcast-
ers, the AudioBox iOne is USB bus-powered, com-
patible with Apple iPad®, compact, ruggedly built, 
and works with virtually any Windows, Mac, or 
iPad recording software. It offers one instrument 
input and one mic input with high-performance 
Class A mic preamplifier, balanced TRS monitor 
outputs, and professional-quality, 24-bit/96 kHz 
converters. It comes with PreSonus’ Studio One® 
Artist DAW software for Mac® and Windows® and 
works with free Capture™ Duo for iPad recording 
software, with direct wireless transfer of your 
recordings to Studio One.
00131409  ...........MSRP $159.95 • MAP $99.95  

AudioBox iTwo
2x2 Advanced USB/iPad Recording 
System
PreSonus
A great choice for mobile musicians, sound 
designers, and podcasters, the AudioBox iTwo is 
USB bus-powered, compatible with Apple iPad®, 
compact, ruggedly built, and works with virtually 
any Mac®, Windows®, or iPad recording software. 
It offers 2 combo mic/line/instrument inputs with 
high-performance Class A mic preamplifiers, pro-
fessional-quality, 24-bit/96 kHz converters, and 
MIDI I/O. It comes with PreSonus’ Studio One® 
Artist DAW software for Mac® and Windows® 
and Capture™ Duo for iPad recording software, 
with direct wireless transfer of your recordings 
to Studio One.
00131410  .........MSRP $199.95 • MAP $149.95

AudioBox iTwo Studio  
Recording System Bundle
PreSonus
See the Recording Bundles section on page 21  
for a complete description.
00142756  .........MSRP $299.95 • MAP $249.95

AudioBox USB 96
2.2 USB 2.0 Recording System
PreSonus
This simple, handy little recording interface has 
just the right features for basic recording needs, 
allowing you to plug in and start recording up 
to 24-bit, 96 kHz audio right away. The two 
front-panel combo mic/instrument inputs make 
it ideal for singer/songwriters, podcasters, and 
guitar or guitar-bass collaborations. A mix control 
lets you control the level between the input signal 
and computer playback, without hearing annoying 
delays. You also get a pair of balanced line-level 
outputs, an ultra-loud, crystal-clear headphone 
out, plus MIDI I/O, so you can connect your favor-
ite synth or MIDI controller. 
00237319  ...........MSRP $129.95 • MAP $99.95

AudioBox™ 1818VSL
Advanced 18x18 USB 2.0  
Recording System with Real-Time 
Monitoring Effects
PreSonus
Recording bands and project-studio owners will 
love the revolutionary 18-channel, rack-mount 
AudioBox™ 1818VSL! It has the power of an 
18x18 StudioLive digital mixer, including signal 
processing with near-zero latency and the same 
high-end pro audio quality, including high-head-
room XMAX™ Class A preamps. Plus delay, 
reverb, and a complete StudioLive™ 16.0.2 
Fat Channel for compression, limiting, down-
ward expansion, parametric EQ, and high-pass 
filter on all inputs and playback streams.  The 
1818VSL sports 2 mic/instrument inputs and 
6 mic/line inputs with high-headroom XMAX 
preamps, 8-channel ADAT I/O, 2 effects buses, 
and more. It comes with PreSonus’ Studio One® 
Artist DAW and is compatible with virtually any 
recording software.
00125059............MSRP $629.95 • MAP $499.95

Studio 26
USB Audio Interface with 2 XMAX-L 
Preamps
PreSonus
Great for podcasters, live streaming, DJs, and 
musicians on the road or in the studio, the 
Studio 26 2x4 USB 2.0 bus-powered audio/MIDI 
interface can record up to 24-bit, 192 kHz audio. 
Equipped with PreSonus XMAX-L solid-state 
preamps and high-end converters, it delivers 
professional quality audio in a rugged, compact 
enclosure, allowing you to create your next hit in 
your studio or on the go. A complete, all-in-one 
recording solution, the Studio 26 comes with 
PreSonus’ award-winning Studio One Artist DAW 
software for Mac and Windows.
00237317  .........MSRP $259.95 • MAP $199.95
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DESKTOP INTERFACES
interfaces & controllers

Studio 68
USB Audio Interface with 2 XMAX Preamps
PreSonus
An excellent choice for producers and musicians working in small studios, the 
Studio 68 provides the right I/O and features for recording and performing. 
The Studio 68 is a great choice for small studios and has all the right stuff 
for teaching music, too! A Cue Mix A/B function lets you toggle between two 
mixes while monitoring through headphones – perfect for both DJ-ing live 
and listening in on a performer’s monitor mix. Six LED meters indicate input 
and output levels.
00237318  ...................................................MSRP $389.95 • MAP $299.95

Studio 192
26 x 32 USB 3.0 Audio Interface and Studio Command Center
PreSonus
The PreSonus Studio 192 is the first USB 3.0 audio interface to deliver excep-
tional sonic fidelity and flexible connectivity, as well as professional monitor-
ing and mixing controls, in a single rack-space. Whether you’re a producer or 
an audio engineer, an independent band or a sound designer, the Studio 192 
was built for you to create.

The Studio 192 is designed to be the central hub for any project or profes-
sional studio. The onboard talkback mic can be routed to any mix. Onboard 
Dim and Mono options let you take control of your main mix. Listen to any 
mix from either headphone amp. Use the ten balanced outputs for monitor 
mixing, speaker switching, or both, depending on how you work. With its 
flexible software and abundant I/O, the Studio 192 fits into any recording and 
production environment.
00152382  .................................................MSRP $1199.95 • MAP $899.95

Studio 192 Mobile
22 x 26 USB 3.0 Audio Interface and Studio Command Center
PreSonus
Studio 192 Mobile is an ultra-low-latency USB 3.0 audio interface and studio 
command center. It offers 22 x 26 I/O and pristine audio quality up to 192 
kHz with 2 digitally controlled XMAX™ Class A mic preamps and flexible con-
nectivity options, including ADAT Optical I/O that lets you expand the system 
with a PreSonus® DigiMax™ DP88 8-channel A/D/A converter/preamp. Tight 
integration with included Studio One® DAW and the companion Studio One 
Remote app for iPad® provides remote control over microphone preamp and 
zero-latency monitor mixing from your recording environment. Studio One’s 
exclusive hybrid Fat Channel plug-in runs on your computer’s processor and 
on the Studio 192 Mobile DSP, seamlessly switching between playback and 
recording. Zero-latency monitoring with effects is also available from included 
UC Surface control software for third-party DAW users.
00157615  .................................................. MSRP $799.95 • MAP $599.95 

Quantum Series
PreSonus
Taking full advantage of the high-speed Thunderbolt 2 bus and ADAT Optical 
I/O, the PreSonus Quantum audio/MIDI interface delivers up to 26 inputs and 
32 outputs, with extremely low latency. Boasting superb audio quality; 24-bit, 
192 kHz recording and playback; recallable XMAX microphone preamps; and 
the ability to expand your system as your needs grow, it’s a great choice 
for a wide variety of professional and semi-pro producers and electronic 
musicians.

Every design decision during Quantum’s engineering was made with one 
goal in mind: speed. Quantum sports high-speed Thunderbolt 2 connectivity 
and a no-frills, direct-to-daw architecture, with no DSP. The result is our 
leanest, fastest, lowest-latency interface to date. Cutting-edge 24-bit, 192 
kHz converters with 120 dB of dynamic range and a surprising amount of 
expandability and software control options round out the package.

Quantum 1
26 x 32 Thunderbolt™ 2 Audio Interface/Studio Command Center
The Quantum 1 offers two combo mic/line/instrument inputs and six combo 
mic/line inputs, each with a digitally-controlled XMAX preamp and individual 
+48V phantom power. You also get two 1/4" TRS main outputs, eight 1/4" TRS 
aux outputs, and two independent headphone outs with dedicated volume 
controls. But that’s just the start. With ADAT Optical I/O and S/PDIF stereo 
digital I/O, you can have up to 18 digital inputs and outputs. And if you need 
even more I/O channels, you can stack up to four Quantum interfaces via 
Thunderbolt to create a monster system with up to 96 in and out. BNC word 
clock I/O ensures your Quantum and other digital audio devices operate in 
tight sync. And of course you get MIDI I/O, too.
00237320  .................................................MSRP $1299.95 • MAP $999.95

Quantum 2
22 x 24 Thunderbolt™ 2 Audio Interface
PreSonus
The Quantum 2 offers two combo mic/line/instrument inputs and two combo 
mic/line inputs, each with a digitally-controlled XMAX preamp and individual 
+48V phantom power. You also get four balanced 1/4" TRS outputs and a 
headphone out with dedicated volume control. But that’s just the start. With 
ADAT Optical I/O and S/PDIF stereo digital I/O, you can have up to 18 digital 
inputs and outputs. And if you need even more I/O channels, you can stack up 
to four Quantum 2 interfaces via Thunderbolt to create a monster system with 
up to 80 in and out. BNC word clock I/O ensures your Quantum 2 and other 
digital audio devices operate in tight sync. And of course you get MIDI I/O, too.
00257824  ...................................................MSRP $999.95 • MAP $699.95
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UR12 
USB Audio Interface
Steinberg
Combining an extremely compact design, extraor-
dinary build quality witha rugged metal casing, 
full iPad connectivityand the outstanding D-PRE 
mic preamp, the UR12 redefines quality for its 
class of USB interfaces. 24/192converters offer 
you levels of audio fidelity rarely seen on an 
interface of this size, while the legendary D-PRE 
gives yourrecordings incredible detail, depth and 
dynamics. Guitarists, vocalists, songwriters and 
producers requiring a very portable interface with 
amazing sonic characteristics need look no fur-
ther. The included upgradable Cubase AI version 
offers a streamlined,easy-to-use music toolset 
with everything you need when inspiration strikes.
00143026  ...........MSRP $119.99 • MAP $99.99

UR22 mkII 
USB Audio Interface
Steinberg
Record and compose music in studio quality 
on your laptop or iPad with the UR22 mkII. 
Engineered to offer outstanding quality for its 
price class, the UR22 mkII offers a full-on mobile 
production platform for laptops and – using the 
additional power input – also for iPads. Plug in 
condenser and dynamic microphones to one of 
the two onboard D-PRE preamps, connect your 
guitar to the Hi-Z input, add MIDI equipment 
via the onboard MIDI I/O and connect monitor 
speakers and headphones to monitor your sound. 
The UR22 mkII is the ideal portable production 
interface for your PC, Mac or iPad.
00156085  .........MSRP $199.99 • MAP $149.99

See UR22 mkII Recording Pack listed on page 12.

UR242
USB Audio Interface with iOS Compatibility
Steinberg Software
Be ready to record music in studio quality on your 
notebook or iPad with the UR242. Engineered to 
offer outstanding audio and build quality in its 
price class, the UR242 combines choice compo-
nents with advanced onboard DSP-powered FX to 
offer solutions for a huge range of mobile produc-
tion scenarios. Plug in condenser and dynamic 
microphones to one of the two onboard D-PRE 
preamps, connect your guitar to the Hi-Z input 
and use the dedicated line inputs for your key-
board. Add MIDI equipment, monitor speakers and 
headphones, and monitor sound with top-quality 
FX at zero latency. UR242 is the ideal portable 
production interface for your PC, Mac or iPad.
00146160  .........MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99

UR44
6 x 4 USB 2.0 Audio Interface  
with 4x D-PREs, 24-bit/192 kHz  
support and MIDI I/O
Steinberg
The perfect balance between connectivity and 
portability: the UR44 is a powerful audio/MIDI 
interface designed to suit a huge range of record-
ing and production situations. Four mic preamps, 
six inputs, four output channels, MIDI I/O ports, 
onboard DSP power and full iPad connectivity 
offer an outstandingly flexible feature set.
00125632............MSRP $399.99 • MAP $299.99

UR28M 
USB Audio Interface
Steinberg
Designed and engineered to exacting standards, 
the ultra-compact UR28M desktop interface fits 
nicely in any studio environment of individual 
musicians and producers of small-scale projects. 
The UR28M integrates high-speed USB 2.0 con-
nectivity and DSP mixing with the REV-X reverb 
and Channel Strip effects to create latency-free 
monitor mixes thaks to its dspMixFx technology 
while the 3x3 monitor matrix provides sufficient 
means to switch between various monitoring set-
ups. Together with the included Cubase AI music 
production software and native VST 3 plug-ins, 
the high-resolution analog TRS and digital S/
PDIF and I/O over six channels plus acclaimed 
D-Pre mic preamps provide overall pristine audio 
quality that will turn any PC or Mac computer into 
a powerful digital audio workstation.
00631831............MSRP $499.99 • MAP $399.99

UR824 Rackmount 
USB Audio Interface
Steinberg
Providing the perfect choice for individual musi-
cians and producers, the rackmountable UR824 
interface with premium D-Pre mic preamps cap-
tures the artist’s performance and plays back 
production masterpieces in pristine sound quality. 
Ultra-fast USB 2.0 connectivity to Macs and PCs 
plus the range of analog and digital I/O offer the 
flexibility to work with the included streamlined 
version of Cubase, other Cubase versions or really 
any DAW of choice. The DSPpowered mixer based 
on dspMixFx technology rounds out the feature 
list, allowing for latency-free monitoring with 
onboard effects. One instance of the REV-X reverb 
and eight instances of the Sweet Spot Morphing 
Channel Strip are also included as native VST 3 
plug-ins, turning the UR824 into the all-in-one 
solution.
00631830............MSRP $999.99 • MAP $799.99
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M-Track 2x2 & 2x2M
2-In/2-Out 24/192 USB Audio Interfaces
M-Audio
With the M-Track 2x2 & 2x2M, you can create flawless 24-bit/192kHz 
studio-quality recordings with an intuitive and easy-to-use audio interface. 
Boasting an elegant pro-grade metal chassis with a large central volume 
knob, the M-Track 2x2 & 2x2M features all-new transparent low-noise pre-
amps and pristine A/D converters that deliver the highest audio performance 
in its class. The M-Track 2x2 & 2x2M enables you to record up to 2 channels 
at once with its dedicated XLR+1/4” balanced combo input, and an all-new 
1/4" instrument input that has a specially designed gain and impedance 
stage to provide the most accurate representation of a guitar or bass plugged 
directly into the interface.

M-Track 2x2
00191871  .....MSRP $199.00 • 
MAP $99.00

M-Track 2x2M
5-pin MIDI In and Out connec-
tions are included for connecting 
synths, sequencers and other 
external MIDI gear. 
00191872  .....MSRP $299.00 • 
MAP $149.00

M-Track Eight
8-Channel USB Audio Interface
M-Audio
Add a professional edge to your studio with the M-Track Eight from M-Audio. 
This 8-input USB audio interface enables you to track large music ensembles, 
record the band, or mic an entire drum set with pro-grade audio components 
and a myriad of connections. Eight combo XLR+1/4" inputs accommodate 
nearly any source, from phantom-powered microphones to your favorite 
guitar, and eight dedicated outputs offer versatile playback options. The XLR 
inputs are designed to work with microphones and other Lo-Z sources, and 
the phantom power switch enables you to use condenser microphones by 
delivering 48v phantom power to the XLR inputs (Channels 1-4; 5-8). M-Track 
Eight also has two conveniently located inputs on the front panel that can 
be switched to allow instrument- level signals, so you can plug your electric 
guitar or bass directly into M-Track Eight and start recording. Individual gain 
knobs with meters help ensure the proper input level by providing real-time 
visual feedback.
00128710......................................................MSRP $499.00 • MAP $399.99  

Duet
2 In x 4 Out USB Audio Interface
Apogee
Apogee Duet sets the industry standard for portable professional audio record-
ing on Mac and iPad. Made for the musician, producer and engineer that wants 
the ultimate sound quality and elegant simplicity, Duet features legendary 
Apogee AD/DA conversion, 2 world-class microphone preamps, USB MIDI I/O 
and ESS Sabre32 DAC technology. Take advantage of Duet’s low latency USB 
connection and powerful native Mac processing to join the ranks of top engi-
neers and producers who count on Apogee to deliver hit after hit.

With Duet’s 2 Combo inputs you can connect microphones, guitar, keyboard 
or line level devices such as external mic preamps or a mixing board. Duet 
also includes 4 analog outputs – 2-1/4" balance outputs for connection to 
speakers or outboard equipment and a separate, independently controlled 
1/4" stereo headphone output.
00155762  ...................................................MSRP $649.00 • MAP $595.00 

Quartet for iPad & Mac
12 In x 8 Out USB Audio Interface & Studio Control Center
Apogee
Apogee Quartet is the ultimate desktop audio interface and studio control 
center for professional recording on Mac and iPad. Made for the musician, 
producer and engineer that wants the ultimate sound quality and studio 
control in a compact desktop form factor, Quartet features legendary Apogee 
AD/DA conversion, 4 world-class microphone preamps, USB MIDI I/O, ESS 
Sabre32 DAC technology and monitor controls.

Take advantage of Quartet’s low latency USB connection and powerful native 
Mac processing to join the ranks of top engineers and producers who count on 
Waves and Apogee to deliver hit after hit.
00182831  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $1395.0
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Element Series
Thunderbolt Audio I/O Boxes for Mac
Apogee
Apogee’s Element Series is a new way of incorporating an interface into the 
recording chain. The rugged boxes take the best of cutting-edge Apogee 
gear like Symphony I/O Mk II, Ensemble Thunderbolt and Groove and puts it 
into simple form factors. With streamlined hardware features and advanced 
software control (see below), the Element series delivers ultimate recording 
quality and performance at unprecedented prices.

General specs all units share:
• Sound quality equal to Apogee Ensemble Thunderbolt
• AD/DA conversion for recording up to 192kHz/24-bit
• World-class mic preamps built-in, with selectable 48v phantom power
• Single port Thunderbolt connectivity to Mac for ultra-low latency 

performance (1.41ms round-trip at 96kHz with a 32 buffer setting)
• New Element Control Software for Mac provides all control of hardware 

parameters including input gain, output level and low latency monitoring
• New Element Control Mobile App provides wireless remote control 

of hardware via iPhone, iPad or iPod touch
• Works with Apogee Control – Desktop hardware remote control 

accessory (sold separately)
• Multi-Unit Thunderbolt support – connect any two Element audio 

I/O boxes directly to Thunderbolt ports on your computer

Apogee Element 24
10 In x 12 Out Thunderbolt Audio I/O Box for Mac
Apogee
Element 24 is perfect for the independent musician recording with 1 or 2 
inputs at a time.
00201961  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $595.00

Apogee Element 46
12 In x 14 Out Thunderbolt Audio I/O Box for Mac
Apogee
Element 46 is great for any collaborating musician recording at home, on the 
go or in a small project studio. With 4 analog inputs (including 4 world-class 
mic preamps), 2 headphone outputs and stereo speaker outputs, Element 46 
is the perfect upgrade from an entry level audio interface.
00201962  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $895.00

Apogee Element 88
16 In x 16 Out Thunderbolt Audio I/O Box for Mac
Apogee
With streamlined hardware features and advanced software control, Element 
88 delivers the best sound quality of any 8 IN x 8 OUT audio interface under 
$1,500. Ideal for the producer, engineer or musician, Element 88 gives you all 
the I/O you need to record drums or a full band.
00201963  ..................................................................MSRP/MAP $1495.00

Element Control
Remote Control for Elements via USB 
Cable
Apogee
Sometimes, it just feels right to have hardware 
control at your fingertips – we know, we pioneered 
this approach with Apogee Duet. With the Apogee 
Control hardware remote, you have 8 buttons and 
a control knob that you can configure to control a 
wide range of settings. Apogee Control Hardware 
Remote connects directly to your Mac using a 
simple USB cable.

00214947  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $195.00

ONE for Mac
Single Channel USB Audio Interface
Apogee
The “Swiss Army Knife” for personal recording and 
audio production! Apogee ONE is an all-in-one por-
table USB audio interface that gives you everything 
you need to make professional recordings on the go. 
Connect a microphone, guitar or use ONE’s excep-
tion built-in omnidirectional microphone to easily 
capture your music without compromise. ONE even 
lets you record with a microphone (either built-in or 
external) and guitar simultaneously. Using Apogee’s 
industry-leading AD/DA conversion and mic preamp 
technology, ONE produces pristine music, podcast, 
and voice-over recordings while delivering studio 
quality sound to your headphones for precision 
mixing or hi-fi listening. With an intuitive controller 
knob and seamless compatibility with Mac OS X, 
ONE is easy for anyone to use and works great with 
GarageBand, Logic Pro X, Pro Tools, Ableton, or any 

Core Audio compatible application.
00171350  ...........................................................MSRP $249.99 • $249.00

One for Mac – iOS Upgrade Kit
Apogee
Features:

• Includes Power Supply, International Adapters, and Lightning cable

• Connects Apogee ONE for Mac to iPad, iPhone or iPod touch with Lightning 
connector
00191869  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00
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iConnect MIDI1
MIDI Interface, Lightning 
Edition
iConnectivity
iConnect MIDI 1 is a 1-in-1-out 
USB or iOS 16-channel MIDI 
interface to connect your MIDI 
compatible controller, keyboard, 
synthesizer or drum machine to 
your computer or iOS device. 
iConnect MIDI1 is bus powered 
and is plug and play compatible 
with Windows and Mac com-
puters as well as iOS devices. 

Features include:

• 1 in and 1 out set of MIDI DIN ports

• Supports 16 channels of MIDI I/O

• iOS compatible

• Mac and PC compatible

• USB bus powered

• Plug and play – no drivers needed

• USB MIDI Class compliant
00154859  .............MSRP $79.99 • MAP $59.99 

Mio
1-In-1-Out USB to MIDI 
for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
mio is a 1-in-1-out USB 
16-channel MIDI interface to 
connect your MIDI compatible 
controller, keyboard, synthesize 
or drum machine to your com-
puter, mio is USB bus powered 
and is plug and play compatible 
with Windows and Mac com-
puters. 

Features include:

• 1 in and 1 out set of MIDI DIN ports

• Supports 16 channels of MIDI I/O

• USB bus powered

• Mac and PC compatible

• Plug and play – no drivers needed

• 5 ft long USB to MIDI DIN cable

• USB MIDI Class compliant
00154862  .............MSRP $49.99 • MAP $35.00 

iConnect MIDI2+
Multi-host 2x2 MIDI Interface with 
Audio passThru™ for Mac, PC and iOS
iConnectivity
iConnect MIDI2+ completely redefines the con-
cept of a MIDI & audio interface, integrating 
today’s professional multiple-computer set-ups 
with iOS devices and traditional MIDI hardware. 
Not only does iConnect MIDI2+ support two com-
puter devices simultaneously – Macs, PCs and 
iOS (iPad, iPhone, iPod touch) – its Audio passThru 
technology routes audio between them digitally 
with zero signal degradation, simply appearing as 
an audio interface to the operating systems. 
00154860  .............MSRP $99.99 • MAP $89.99

iConnect MIDI4+
Hyper-Connective Networkable 
Multi-Host MIDI Interface with Audio 
passThru™ for Mac, PC and iO
iConnectivity
Use your iPad, iPhone or iPod touch with your 
Mac/PC like a plug-in, controller and so much 
more! iConnect MIDI4+ completely redefines the 
concept of a MIDI & audio interface, integrating 
today’s professional multiple-computer set-ups 
with iOS devices and MIDI hardware. 

Many MIDI devices include a USB port for input/
output of MIDI. iConnect MIDI4+ accommodates 
for this by addition of a USB host port that allows 
musicians to integrate their USB MIDI devices seam-
lessly. iConnect MIDI4+’s MIDI host port supports up 
to 8 USB MIDI synths, controllers, etc. enabling all 
computing devices that are connected to iConnect 
MIDI4+ to send and receive MIDI from devices that 
are connected to its USB host port. iConnect MIDI4+ 
also has an ethernet port. Users can connect iCon-
nect MIDI4+ to wireless router, ethernet hub/router, 
or any ethernet enabled device via its dedicated eth-
ernet port and is network discoverable, allowing for 
musicians to control any of the devices connected 
to iConnect MIDI4+ via network connection, adding 
further control and connectivity options.
00154861  .........MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99 

Mio2
Advanced 2-In/2-Out USB to MIDI 
Interface for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
mio2™ belongs in every music creator’s MIDI 
arsenal. It’s a powerful little interface to connect 
your MIDI gear and/or computers. Share MIDI 
between two computers and two MIDI devices at 
the same time! It can also work stand-alone. Filter, 
merge, remap MIDI with computers or without.
00191861  .............MSRP $89.99 • MAP $69.99

Mio4
Advanced 4-In/4-Out USB to MIDI 
Interface for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
Only iConnectivity brings you this much power and 
flexibility in a MIDI interface. Only mio4™ lets you 
overcome your MIDI connection problems. Work with 
two computers at the same time! (Or one, or sev-
eral more over the network, or use it stand-alone.) 
Connect all your MIDI devices – USB MIDI, 5-pin, even 
Network MIDI – and let this rugged, versatile interface 
put you in control of your setup and workflow.
00191862  .........MSRP $179.99 • MAP $149.99

Mio10
Advanced 10-In/10-Out USB to MIDI 
Interface for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
Let mio10™ overcome your MIDI connection 
problems. Harness the power of two computers at 
the same time – or one, or use the mio10 stand-
alone. Connect all your MIDI devices – and let 
this rugged, versatile interface put you in control 
of your MIDI setup and workflow. No need for 
separate MIDI merger/filter/processor units - it’s 
all built in to streamline your MIDI setup. Create 
faster, better, and in exciting new ways.
00191863  .........MSRP $349.99 • MAP $299.99

AUDIO INTERFACES (MIDI)
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iConnect AUDIO2+
Hybrid Multi-Host Audio + MIDI Interface
iConnectivity
Enjoy audiophile-quality sound at home and on the go. iConnectAUDIO2+ 
delivers seamless integration: connect your mics, synths, MIDI, instruments, 
speakers, headphones, and even up to two computers (Mac/PC/iOS)! With its 
two premium inputs and six outputs, iConnectAUDIO2+ is the perfect choice 
for musicians, producers, and DJs who demand extreme power and flexibility 
in a portable package.

Features include:
• Multi-host device ports – use with one computer device plus an iOS 

device at the same time, or up to two computer devices (Mac/PC) at 
the same time

• Audio passThru™ routes audio digitally between computer devices
• 2 XLR 1/4" TRS combo analog inputs, each with individual +48V 

phantom power toggle and impedance switching
• 4-1/4" TRS balanced analog outputs
• 1/4" Headphone output with independent mix
• 1 x 1 MIDI DIN in/out
• iConfig software (Mac/PC/iOS) makes it simple to set up filtering/rout-

ing/mixing/merging scenes – which are also stored in flash memory 
on the device

• High-resolution audio – up to 24-bit/96kHz AD/DA conversion
• USB audio and MIDI class-compliant
• Capacitive touch display and control surface
• Bus-powered
• Charges an iOS device when used with optional power supply (not 

included)
00156386  .................................................. MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99 

iConnect AUDIO4+
Audio + MIDI Interface for iOS/
Mac/PC
iConnectivity
Plug everything into one interface – 
your computers and iOS devices, high-
res audio, MIDI, USB, 5-pin MIDI, mics, 

instruments, speakers, headphones...the iConnect AUDIO4+ integrates it all 
seamlessly. And it sounds amazing! From iConnectivity comes the world’s 
first audio and MIDI interface to support multiple iOS/PC/Mac computers at 
the same time. Make your iPad a touch-controlled plug-in in your DAW. Send 
dozens of MIDI and digital audio channels back and forth between two com-
puters. Or run and record your entire studio from your iOS/PC/Mac by itself. It 
all becomes one integrated music machine.

Features include:
• Multi-host Device ports (use 2 computer devices at the same time)
• Host port for connecting up to 8 MIDI peripherals (with Class-

compliant devices connected to a powered hub)
• Audio and MIDI passThru routes audio digitally between two comput-

ing devices
• Standalone computer-less operation – mix/merge audio and host 

5-pin DIN + USB class compliant MIDI
• 4 XLR – 1/4" TRS combo analog inputs
• 4 Premium microphone preamplifiers with 48v phantom power
• 4 1/4" TRS balanced analog outputs
• 1/4" Headphone output with independent mix
• 1x1 regular 5-pin DIN MIDI in/out
• 29 routable MIDI ports: Mac, PC, iOS, 5-pin MIDI DIN and class com-

pliant USB MIDI devices
• Comprehensive audio mixing and routing between connected USB 

computing devices and analog outputs
• iConfig software (Mac, Windows, iOS) makes it simple to set up filter-

ing/routing/merging scenes – which are also stored in flash memory 
on the device

• High-resolution audio – up to 24-bit/96kHz AD/DA conversion
• Capacitive touch user controls
• Charges an iOS device

00154719  .................................................. MSRP $349.99 • MAP $299.99

iConnect Audio 2/4
iConnectivity
ConnectAUDIO2/4 is the portable inter-
face you’ve been waiting for – built to 
take everything you can throw at it. 

Features include:
• Solid construction
• Touch-sensitive front panel lets you control every parameter (no 

software needed)
• 2 Ultra-low noise combi mic/line/instrument inputs for studio-qual-

ity recording
• 2 independent stereo outputs let you monitor one track in head-

phones while playing back another over the main outs – great for 
DJs!

• Built-in MIDI In and Out connections
• Complete “studio-in-a-box” solution – with Ableton Live Lite and a 

ton of content to get you up and making music instantly
00214962  ................................................................... MSRP/MAP $149.99

30-Pin to USB Type B  
iOS In-line Connection Cable
iConnectivity
00154864  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.99 

Lightning to USB type B  
iOS In-line Connection Cable
iConnectivity
00154865  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

9V 18W Optional Power Adapter
for iConnectAUDIO2+
iConnectivity
See page 43 for a complete description
00191864  .........................................MSRP/MAP $29.99
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iConnect PlayAUDIO 12
Audio Outerface
iConnectivity
For those who rely on live computer audio & 
MIDI, and need a bulletproof, fail-proof solution 
for control and playback of backing tracks, vir-
tual instruments or anything else you can think 
of, PlayAUDIO12 is the solution. Designed by 
touring musicians and engineers, PlayAUDIO12 is 
purpose-built for professional on-stage use. Your 
audience won’t accept compromises, and now 
you don’t have to either.

12 ultra-low noise outputs bring studio quality 
interfacing to the live arena. Need more outputs? 
No problem! PlayAUDIO12 is easily linked with 
additional PlayAUDIO12 interfaces, giving you 
connectivity which grows with the needs of your 
production. PlayAUDIO12 enables you to add a 
second computer for redundancy / failover pro-
tection. Automatically detects if a computer fails 
and, in a flash, automatically switches to another 
synchronized computer.

Forget the expensive, complex systems that have 
gone before, PlayAUDIO12 does it all seamlessly 
in one compact, elegant, and affordable box. With 
PlayAUDIO12 you need never suffer the embar-
rassment of a silent show, ever again. Connect up 
to 8 MIDI Class Compliant controllers and sound 
modules, or even more MIDI interfaces using the 
unique iConnectivity USB MIDI Host port. Create 
a MIDI network across long distances using the 
built-in PA12 Ethernet interface, ideal for large 
stages. PlayAUDIO12 puts MIDI control over your 
performance how and where you need it.
00214964  .........MSRP $599.99 • MAP $499.99

G2M – Version 3
Universal MIDI Converter
Sonuus
MIDI guitar made simple! Plug in guitar, connect 
MIDI device, PLAY! The G2M is a simple-to-use, 
highly effective, guitar-to-MIDI converter. It is 
“universal” because it doesn’t need a special 
pick-up mounted on your guitar, but instead sim-
ply connects to your guitar like any other effects 
pedal or tuner. Designed to give accurate trigger-
ing, with very low-latency, it is a true plug-and-
play solution for monophonic MIDI guitar. It can be 
used to sequence bass lines and guitar solos and 
add an edge to your live performances – it opens 
up many creative possibilities.

• Any electric guitar/bass can be used as a 
solo MIDI guitar/bass

• No instrument modifications or special 
pickups required

• Robust note detection – minimizes wrong 
notes

• Fast, accurate pitch-bend determination, 
or chromatic mode

• Very low latency & very fast tracking
• Built-in precision tuner for standard guitar/

bass tuning
• Battery-powered with long battery life
• Compact, lightweight and portable.

00255616  .............MSRP $99.00 • MAP $79.99

Breakout MIDI Cable for G2M
Sonuus
00255857  .............MSRP $24.00 • MAP $19.99

i2M musicport
MIDI Converter & Hi-Z USB Audio 
Interface
Sonuus
Continuing from the appeal of the G2M and B2M, 
the i2M musicport combines the features of both 
these units (to support both guitar and bass) with 
an optimized USB interface for even faster MIDI 
performance. Featuring extended MIDI features 
and configurability to satisfy the most demanding 
users, and a high-impedance audio interface that 
won’t suck the tone from your instrument, the 
i2M musicport is the new way to connect your 
musical instruments to your computer. Designed 
particularly for guitar and bass, it works with 
most musical instruments including wind instru-
ments and the human voice. Now you can record 
great-sounding tracks and play synthesizers and 
samplers how you have always wanted to: by 
using your favourite instrument.

• 1 kHz/48 kHz digital audio with Hi-Z input 
preamp.

• No instrument modifications or special 
pickups required.

• Robust note detection – minimises wrong 
notes.

• Very low latency & ultra-fast tracking.
• Ultra-fast, accurate MIDI pitch-bend or 

chromatic mode.
• Ultra-compact, lightweight and portable.
• USB bus-powered (no power supply 

required).
• Future-proof upgradeable firmware.

00255618  ...........MSRP $129.00 • MAP $99.99
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Uno
1 In / 1 Out MIDI Interface
M-Audio
Our smallest and simplest USB MIDI interface, 
USB Uno offers basic 1 x 1 operation and 
bus-powered mobility – and even comes with its 
own built-in USB and MIDI cables. What could be 
simpler?
00633032................MSRP $39.95 • MAP $39.99

Yamaha UX16  
MIDI/USB Converter
Yamaha
The UX16 USB-MIDI Interface cable is the fastest 
and easiest way to connect your keyboard to your 
computer, allowing the instant transfer of MIDI data. 
Simply plug the USB side into your computer and the 
MIDI side into your keyboard and access a limitless 
array of programs, software, and MIDI devices that 
expand your musical creativity. You also have the 
ability to save and edit your songs in the computer. 
With the UX16, the possibilities are endless.
00750326................MSRP $79.95 • MAP $49.99

iLok (Third Generation)
USB Key Software Authorization Device
PACE Anti Piracy
The all-new Thsird Generation iLok holds over 1500 
licenses in a strong metal case that works with all 
iLok-enabled software and features a sleek new 
design. This new edition is half the size, twice as 
fast, and holds three times the amount of licenses as 
the 2nd Generation of iLok. It is also fully backward 
compatible with the 2nd generation iLok, so if your 
software shows that it works on the 2nd generation 
iLok, it works on this new generation as well.
00216159  .............MSRP $49.95 • MAP $45.95

PUC+
Wireless Interface for MIDI Controllers and 
iOS devices
Zivix
The PUC is a Bluetooth enabled, wireless MIDI 
interface designed specifically for iOS devices. 
The PUC allows you to wirelessly connect any 
MIDI device (keyboard, DJ controller, drum pad, 
floor pedal controllers, etc.) directly to your 
iPad. PUC can also work with any platform that 
supports a MIDI connection over WiFi. The PUC 
communicates directly to the iPad via WiFi directly 
as a device, no “host” WiFi network is necessary. 
PUC uses an open standard for Core MIDI over 
WiFi. Once your legacy MIDI signals are translated 
into Core MIDI by the PUC, any Core MIDI compat-
ible app can recognize it.
00149739  ...........MSRP $129.99 • MAP $99.99

iConnect spinXLR
Turntable Pre-amp Phantom-Powered 
Interface
iConnectivity
The spinXLR is the missing link between the turn-
table and the studio. 

Features include:
• Record, sample, or just listen – inte-

grating a turntable into your studio has 
never been easier. Just plug in and go!

• Balanced XLR outputs deliver 
unmatched fidelity, even with long cable 
runs.

• Phantom powered – takes power direct-
ly from your mixer or audio interface via 
the XLR jacks! No extra cables or power 
supply required.

• Built-in standard RIAA equalization 
curve for accurate phono output.

• Easily sample or convert your vinyl with 
full professional quality.

• Simple and self-contained – this box is 
all you need.

00214963  .............MSRP $69.99 • MAP $59.99

9V 18W 
Optional 
Power 
Adapter
for iConnectAU-
DIO2+
iConnectivity

Optional power adapter for use with the iCon-
nectAUDIO2+ that will charge iOS devices and 
power the iConnectAUDIO2+. The power adapter 
is only necessary for keeping an iOS device 
charged; the iConnectAUDIO2+ itself is powered 
over the USB bus (in USB Device port 2). Please 
use only the iConnectivity 9V/18W center positive 
supply, or you risk damaging the device. North 
American, UK, and EU plug types included.
00191864  ............................MSRP/MAP $29.99
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AcousticLink
Guitar Recording Pack
Alesis

Features:
• Complete guitar-to-computer package with acoustic-guitar pickup, 1/4"-to-USB cable, and 

Cubase LE software
• Single-coil pickup gives your acoustic guitar hassle-free output
• GuitarLink 1/4"-to-USB cable makes connecting any guitar or bass to your computer quick  

and easy
• Quick and easy, do-it-yourself installation and removal with no modification needed
• Works with iPad via Apple USB Adaptor (sold separately)
• Pickup mounting brackets feature soft, shock-absorbing cushions for high performance
• Built-in analog-to-digital conversion for CD-quality recording
• 16.5-foot (6m) GuitarLink cable length

00121459  Pickup and Guitar to USB Cable ................................................. MSRP $79.00 • MAP $49.00

USB-MIDI Cable
AudioLink Series  
MIDI-to-USB Cable
Alesis

Features:
• Control virtually any MIDI-compliant 

software
• Turn any device with MIDI output into a 

USB-MIDI controller
• Plug-and-play, class-compliant USB for 

Mac and PC
• Works with iPad via Apple USB Adaptor 

(sold separately)
• 6-foot length (1.8 meter)
• Compatible with most Mac and Windows 

class-compliant drivers and software

00121465  MIDI to USB Cable 
 .............MSRP $79.00 • MAP $49.00

MicLink
AudioLink Series  
XLR-to-USB Cable
Alesis

Features:
• Connect any dynamic mic to USB for 

recording 16-bit, 44.1 kHz digital audio 
output

• Internal analog-to-digital conversion 
system

• Works with iPad via Apple USB Adaptor 
(sold separately)

• Plug-and-play connection 
for Mac and PC

• 16.5-foot length (5m)
• Compatible with most Mac and Windows 

(32-bit) class-compliant drivers 
and software

00121463  XLR to USB Cable .........MSRP $79.00  
 ......................................MAP $49.00 

GuitarLink
AudioLink Series  
1/4"-to-USB Cable
Alesis

Features:
• Connect guitars, basses, or line-level 

audio source to USB for recording
• 16-bit, 44.1 kHz digital 

audio output
• Internal analog-to-digital conversion 

system
• Works with iPad via Apple USB Adaptor 

(sold separately)
• Plug-and-play connection for Mac and PC
• 16.5-foot length (5m)
• Compatible with most 

Mac and Windows (32-bit) class-compliant 
drivers and software

00121460  XLR to USB Cable .........MSRP $69.00  
 ......................................MAP $49.00

GuitarLink Plus
Computer Guitar  
Processing System
Alesis

Features:
• Connects guitar and other line-level 

instruments to your computer
• Internal, analog-to-digital audio conversion 

at 16-bit, 44.1 kHz
• Plug-and-play USB connection for Mac and PC
• Works with iPad via Apple USB Adaptor 

(sold separately)
• 16.5-foot length (5m) to provide 

unrestricted performances
• Compatible with most Mac and Windows 

class-compliant drivers and software
• Included Guitar Rig LE® software lets you shape 

your sound and record your performances

00121461  Guitar to USB Cable ......MSRP $99.00  
 ......................................MAP $79.00
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The Control Surface is a necessary hardware component to any recording set-up. By bridging the gap between 
onscreen digital mixing and analog buttons and faders, control surfaces allow any engineer and musician to gain 
more access to their workflow. With options for transport functions, channel strips, fader mixing, and more, Hal 
Leonard’s selection offers a variety of options and price points for any user.

Artist Mix
Avid
Featuring eight touch-sensitive knobs and motorized faders in a compact 
footprint, Artist Mix is the perfect Artist Series controller for mixing audio. 
Artist Mix offers all the controls needed to quickly adjust audio levels, plug-
in parameters, panning, automation modes, and much more with excellent 
visual feedback including metering via eight, high-resolution OLED displays. 
For larger projects, up to four Artist Mixes can be connected.

Features:
• 8 touch-sensitive motorized faders
• 8 touch-sensitive rotary knobs
• 8 high-resolution OLED displays
• Flexible and intuitive layout

00633255  ................................................ MSRP $1399.95 • MAP $995.00 

Artist Color
Avid
When it comes to color grading, using a mouse can leave you seeing red – 
literally. With the compact, ergonomic Artist Color, you gain deep hands-on 
control to get the look you’re after – with great precision and speed. Whether 
you use Color, Smoke for Mac, STORM, or REDCINE-X, you get the superior 
feel and control of high-end grading hardware at a fraction of the cost, plus 
unparalleled access to all software color functions. And with programmable 
Soft Keys, you can customize the surface to speed your workflow. Artist Color 
features EUCON (Extended User Control), a high-speed open control protocol 
that has been adopted by many of the world’s leading software developers. 
Apple Color, Autodesk Smoke, RED REDCINE-X, The Foundry STORM, and 
other applications support EUCON™, giving you highly responsive control 
over almost all software functions. You gain a tightly connected experience 
in which the control surface acts and feels like a physical extension of your 
software.
00633253....................................................MSRP $1699.95 • MAP $995.99

Pro Tools S3
Control Surface Studio
Avid
S3 is a compact, EUCON-enabled, ergonomic desktop control surface that 
offers a streamlined yet versatile mixing solution for the modern sound engi-
neer. Like S6, S3 delivers intelligent control over every aspect of Pro Tools and 
other DAWs, but at a more affordable price. While its small form factor makes 
it ideal for space-confined or on-the-go music and post mixing, it packs 
enormous power and accelerated mixing efficiency for faster turnarounds, 
making it the perfect fit everywhere, from project studios to the largest, most 
demanding facilities.
00141572  ..................................................................MSRP/MAP $4999.00  

Pro Tools 
Dock
EUCON-Award, 
Compact Ethernet 
Control Surface
Avid
Accelerate your edit-
ing and mixing tasks 
in creative new ways. 
Based on the advanced 

touchscreen workflows of the award-winning Pro Tools S6 and hybrid com-
mand of the bestselling Artist Control, Pro Tools Dock provides intelligent 
studio control in a portable, affordable surface. Working together with your 
iPad, you get the quick touchscreen access and tactile precision control you 
need to complete music and post projects faster using your favorite DAWs 
and video editing software. And when paired with Pro Tools S3, you gain new 
timesaving touch workflows and custom control. Mixing deadlines have met 
their match.

Key Features and Benefits include:
• Get extensive touchscreen control
• Enhance your existing workflow with EUCON
• Get deep Pro Tools integration
• Bring enhanced touch workflows to Pro Tools S3
• Adjust parameters with a twist
• Speed up tasks with Soft Keys
• Navigate your project your way
• Get your hands on important channels
• Automate tracks with ease

00155724  ..................................................................MSRP/MAP $1199.00 
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FaderPort
USB DAW Controller
PreSonus
Compatible with virtually all major DAW programs, the FaderPort connects 
via USB and provides a high-quality, touch-sensitive, motorized, 100 mm 
Alps fader for writing fades and automation in real-time. It also controls your 
DAW’s recording transport, solo, and window selection. Manage markers and 
punch in and out with a footswitch (not included). You can even create custom 
key mappings.

Features include:
• Touch-sensitive, 100 mm long-throw, motorized Alps fader
• Complete recording-transport controls
• Record Enable, Pan, Mute, Solo, and Undo/Redo controls
• Connects via USB 1.1
• Compatible with all major recording software for Mac® and 

Windows®

00125084  ...................................................MSRP $179.95 • MAP $129.95

Power Supply for FaderPort (9V DC)
PreSonus
00125174  .......................................................MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95

FaderPort 8
8-Channel Mix Production Controller
PreSonus
The FaderPort 8 features eight 100 mm motorized, touch-sensitive faders; 
digital scribble strip displays; and a unique Session Navigator to make mixing 
and controlling your favorite DAW application quick and easy. The FaderPort 
8 is compatible with virtually any DAW host for Mac OS X or Windows, with 
support for HUI and Mackie Control and native control of Studio One, including 
Control Link support as well as parameter follow, allowing you quick access to 
any control under your mouse. Its ergonomic design makes it a comfortable 
companion to your keyboard and mouse.
00211531  ...................................................MSRP $599.95 • MAP $499.95

FaderPort 16
16-Channel Mix Production Controller
PreSonus
The FaderPort 16 features sixteen 100 mm motorized, touch-sensitive faders; 
digital scribble strip displays; and a unique Session Navigator to make mixing 
and controlling your favorite DAW application quick and easy. The FaderPort 
16 is compatible with virtually any DAW host for Mac OS X or Windows, with 
support for HUI and Mackie Control and native control of Studio One, including 
Control Link support as well as parameter follow, allowing you quick access to 
any control under your mouse. Its ergonomic design makes it a comfortable 
companion to your keyboard and mouse.
00257823  .................................................MSRP $1299.95 • MAP $999.95
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Oxygen V4 Series
USB MIDI Controller Keyboards
M-Audio
The latest range of Oxygen keyboards offer all the control and features today’s 
producer requires including transport control, assignable knobs and trigger 
pads. Available in 25, 49 or 61 key models, the Oxygen series combines a 
velocity-sensitive keybed with a series of 8 trigger pads. Used for launching 
audio clips, triggering percussion sounds and more, the pads also provide 
velocity – sensitive response and illuminated feedback. Control capabilities 
expand with 8 assignable knobs – perfect for adjusting plugin parameters 
and mixing tasks. The Oxygen 25 features an assignable master fader while 
the Oxygen 49 and 61 provide 9 total faders for virtually limitless MIDI manip-
ulation. Each keyboard in the series features an LCD screen and transport 
controls for seamless operation with digital audio software. A 6.3mm (1/4") 
sustain input jack is built in for expressive performances.

Every keyboard in the Oxygen series includes a powerful software package 
for creating music right away, starting with Ableton Live Lite – a dynamic 
music creation software, lets musicians develop songs with extensive MIDI 
and audio processing tools. Twist, an acclaimed spectral-morphing software 
synthesizer from SONiVOX, creates swirling sonic textures that come to life 
with inspiring depth and motion.

OXYGEN 25 V4
00137669  ...................................................MSRP $159.95 • MAP $119.99  

OXYGEN 49 V4
00137670  ...................................................MSRP $229.95 • MAP $169.99  

OXYGEN 61 V4
00137671  ...................................................MSRP $299.95 • MAP $229.99

Hammer 88
88-Key Hammer-Action USB/MIDI Keyboard Controller
M-Audio
Introducing Hammer 88, a premium, no-compromise keyboard controller, 
ideal for professional, semi-pro players or students seeking the realistic grand 
piano feel to use with virtual instruments or sound modules. At the heart of 
Hammer 88 are 88 velocity-sensitive, fully-weighted hammer-action keys 
that are guaranteed to faithfully capture every subtle nuance of your perfor-
mance, while providing the unmatched response of a traditional grand piano – 
classic feel fused with the unrivalled sonic capabilities of virtual instruments. 
It’s the perfect combination for performers and producers to experience their 
plugin collection like never before.

Features include:
• USB-MIDI connection for playing virtual instruments, controlling 

recording software and more
• 5-Pin MIDI output to trigger external MIDI devices
• Pitch bend, modulation, volume and ± controls for expressive  

performances
• Multiple modulation, volume and ± controls for expressive press
• Inputs for Sustain, Expression and Soft pedals
• USB-powered, no power supply required
• No drivers required, supports plug-and-play connectivity to your 

Mac or PC
• iOS compatibility using the Apple iPad Camera Connection Kit  

(sold separately)
• Multiple keyboard zones for layering, splits and 4-note chords with 

a single key press
• Clean, professional editing with included Hammer 88 Controller 

Editor
• Power adapter (optional) for stand-alone use
• Includes Music Rest

00243946  ...................................................MSRP $699.00 • MAP $399.00

When musicians and engineers alike are in the middle of the creative process, work flow is everything. 
Keyboards and MIDI controllers offer users a tactile surface to compose, create, edit, mix, and manage their 
sessions efficiently and effortlessly.  Hal Leonard offers a wide variety of units from 25-88 key keyboards, mixing 
surfaces, and editing units ideal for anyone looking to enhance their workflow and streamline their creativity.
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Code 49/61
USB MIDI Keyboard Controllers with X-Y Touch Pad
M-Audio
M-Audio presents its Code Series keyboard controllers, a family of three 
full-featured models, combining all of the production power and performance 
you need to get the most from your music software and MIDI gear. The Code 
Series offers several thoughtful design touches that enable you to create and 
perform your best. A keyboard should not be an obstacle standing in the way 
of creativity. Instead, it should function as a direct extension of your thoughts 
ensuring that you convey musical ideas with immediacy, precision and clarity.

Code 49
00236746  ...................................................MSRP $449.00 • MAP $299.00

Code 61
00236723  ...................................................MSRP $499.00 • MAP $349.00

Axiom AIR Series
AIR MIDI Controllers
M-Audio
The Axiom AIR series from M-Audio is a highly evolved line of keyboard 
controllers. Featuring exclusive Hypercontrol automatic-mapping technology 
and groundbreaking Ignite software from Avid, Axiom AIR controllers provide 
an instant fully immersive music creation experience. Everything, from their 
ultra-responsive keys and pads to their multi-color buttons and long-throw 
faders, has been crafted to provide a seamless evolution for your ideas, from 
conception to expression.
00113180  32-Channel Mini Controller ............MSRP $129.95 • MAP $99.99

Axiom 2.0
Advanced Semi-Weighted USB MIDI Controller
M-Audio
The M-Audio® Axiom® keyboard controller combine all the production power 
and performance you need to get the most from your music software and 
MIDI gear. More than just “data-entry” controllers, the Axiom keyboards fea-
ture piano-style, semi-weighted keys for a more musical playing experience. 
Large dynamic trigger pads make it easy to program beats and trigger one-
shot samples while the knobs, sliders, and buttons deliver complete real-time 
control over your software. DirectLink mode automatically maps the Axiom 
to common DAW functions* including transport, mixer, track pan, and virtual 
instrument parameters – no complicated setup required. The Axiom controller 
even features a sleek, angled top panel and centrally positioned LCD for easy 
viewing in any environment.
* Supported DAWs include Ableton Live, Apple GarageBand, Apple Logic 
Pro, Apple Logic Express, Pro Tools M-Powered 8.0 and higher, Pro Tools 
LE, Pro Tools|HD, Propellerhead Reason and Steinberg Cubase.

00633194 Axiom 61 .....................................MSRP $499.95 • MAP $399.99

Keystation II Series
M-Audio
Step into computer-based music creation and performance with Keystation II 
keyboard controllers from M-Audio. These are simple, powerful MIDI control-
lers designed for sequencing music and playing virtual instruments on your 
Mac or PC. It features full-size velocity-sensitive keys and a series of controls 
that expand the range of playable notes, expressive capabilities, and enhance 
your recording workflow. Use the octave range buttons; pitch-bend and mod-
ulation wheels; and transport and directional controls to play, perform, and 
record with your music software without using a mouse or trackpad. They 
also include a 1/4" (6.3mm) sustain pedal input that lets you use an external 
control pedal, such as the SP-2 (sold separately), for genuine piano sustain.

Keystation 49 II with Ignite
00137665  .....................................................MSRP $149.95 • MAP $99.99  

Keystation 61 II with Ignite
00137666  ...................................................MSRP $199.95 • MAP $169.99  

Keystation 88 II with Ignite
00137667  ...................................................MSRP $249.95 • MAP $199.99  

USB/MIDI KEYBOARD CONTROLLERS
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Keystation Mini 32 II
M-Audio
Step into computer-based music creation and performance with the 
Keystation Mini 32 II keyboard controller from M-Audio. Keystation Mini 32 II 
is a simple, powerful MIDI controller designed for sequencing music and play-
ing virtual instruments on the go. It features 32 velocity-sensitive synth-action 
keys and a series of controls that expand the range of playable notes and 
expressive capabilities. Use the pitch-bend, modulation, and sustain buttons 
to create dynamic performances or productions with your Mac or PC. Plus, 
onboard octave controls allow you to access the full melodic keyboard range 
to play anything from bass lines to piano harmony to lead melodies.
00117487  .......................................................MSRP $99.95 • MAP $79.99

Q88
88-Key USB/MIDI Keyboard Controller
Alesis
Enjoy the extended range of a full piano keyboard. Equipped with 88 
semi-weighted, velocity-sensitive keys, the Q88 provides an excellent feel 
that conveys all the nuances of your playing. Pitch bend and modulation 
wheels ensure an expressive performance, plus you can transpose to quickly 
play in any key. At just 22 pounds (10kg), the compact and portable Q88 is 
equally at home on stage and in the studio.
00122040......................................................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $199.00

V25
25-Key USB MIDI Controller
Alesis
Loaded with full-sized, synth-action keys, the V25 USB MIDI keyboard 
controller is perfect for using with virtual instruments, plug-ins, and other 
applications. You get the feel of large keys with a square front in a compact 
controller. Eight backlit, velocity- and pressure-sensitive LED pads let you 
tap out rhythms, trigger loops, and play synthesizers. A quartet of assignable 
knobs and buttons give you the power to map almost any function of your 
plug-ins to a tactile controller. Add that to the pitch and mod wheel, and you 
have a controller that’s ready to take charge of your software. A single USB 
cable sends MIDI data and provides power to your keyboard. It also includes 
Ableton Live Lite 9 and a Software Preset/Parameter utility.

Features include:
• Compact USB controller for controlling plug-ins and virtual 

instruments
• Full-sized, synth-action keys with a square front
• 8 velocity and pressure sensitive backlit pads
• 4 illuminated, assignable knobs and 4 buttons
• PitchBend and Modulation wheels
• USB bus powered
• Includes Ableton Live Lite Alesis Edition

00128807  .....................................................MSRP $179.00 • MAP $89.99

VX49
49-Key USB/MIDI Controller with Full-Color Screen
Alesis
At the heart of the VX49 is a 4.3" full color high-resolution display screen. 
This screen allows you to directly interface with your DAW and virtual 
instrument plugins better than ever before. The VX49 also features an all 
new custom 49-key semi-weighted keybed with aftertouch, 4 banks of 8 
RGB backlit velocity- and pressure-sensitive drum pads, 8 360-degree per-
formance-ready knobs, 8 dual-function switch pads, backlit and rubberized 
pitch and mod wheels, built-in “Roll Mode” and arpeggiator features, and 
much more. With an unprecedentedly efficient control layout and workflow, 
the VX49 is the perfect choice for today’s most demanding producers and 
keyboardists.
00159644  ...................................................MSRP $599.00 • MAP $399.00
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Graphite 49
USB MIDI Controllers
Samson Audio
Samson Graphite USB MIDI Controllers give you all the performance and 
production control you need to get the most out of your music software. 
Combining an intuitive semi-weighted keyboard with a feature set that is both 
useful and accessible,  Graphite is a sleek, powerful tool that allows you to 
express your most dynamic musical ideas.
00140041  ...................................................MSRP $259.99 • MAP $179.99

Graphite M25/32
Mini USB MIDI Controllers
Samson Audio
Samson’s Graphite M USB MIDI Controllers give you all the music production 
control you need for home studio and mobile applications. With iPad/USB bus 
power and plug-and-play operation, the Graphite M controllers make it easy 
to get the most out of your music software, no matter where creativity strikes.

GRAPHITE M25
00140043  .....................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $79.99  

GRAPHITE M32
00140042  .....................................................MSRP $114.99 • MAP $69.99  

Carbon 
USB MIDI Controller
Samson Audio
The Samson Carbon USB MIDI Controllers make musical performance and 
production accessible to everyone. For seasoned musicians and young 
creators alike, Carbon  offers versatile, easy-to-use features in a compact, 
lightweight controller that’s well-suited for the stage and studio.

CARBON 49
00140038  .....................................................MSRP $124.99 • MAP $99.99  

CARBON 61
00140039  ...................................................MSRP $179.99 • MAP $129.99  

iRig Keys I/O
Keyboard Controllers for Mac, PC and iOS
IK Multimedia
The iRig Keys I/O series evolves as the only controller available that integrates 
25 or 49 full sized keys together with a fully-fledged professional audio inter-
face featuring 24-bit audio up to 96kHz sampling rate, balanced stereo and 
headphone outputs, plus a combo input jack for line, instrument or mic input 
– with Phantom power. Together with an audio interface, iRig Keys I/O also 
packs all the controls you would expect from a premium controller including 
velocity sensitive multi-colored pads and programmable touch-sensitive slid-
ers, buttons and knobs for unique expressiveness and fast workflow.

It is Apple MFi certified and comes with a Lightning cable. Plus, bundled 
inside is over $550 (25 Keys) and $750 (49 Keys) worth of IK full software 
and apps that includes SampleTank 3, Miroslav Philharmonik 2 CE, Syntronik, 
and T-RackS Deluxe mix and mastering suite. All this provides an unmatched 
selection of everything that is needed to make complete, finished productions.

iRig Keys I/O 25
25-Key Keyboard Controller for Mac, PC and iOS
00214966  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.99

iRig Keys I/O 49
49-Key Keyboard Controller for Mac, PC and iOS
00214965  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $299.99
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nanoKEY2
Korg nanoSERIES2 Slim-line USB-MIDI Controller
Korg
Each of the nanoSERIES2 of ultra-compact and low-profile USB-MIDI control-
lers will fit perfectly in front of your laptop computer or desktop keyboard, 
offering impressive control while conserving valuable set-up space. Simply 
connect a single USB cable, and you’ve got a music production studio on your 
desk at home or on the go. The nanoSERIES2 controllers are the ideal com-
panions for the 37-note, natural-touch Korg microKEY. The latter’s dual USB 
hub ports allow any two nanoSERIES2 controllers to be connected directly to 
the microKEY to create a customized, expanding control center for any music 
production system.

The nanoKEY2 is equipped with 25 velocity-sensing keys and an advanced 
design for reliable recording.
00750404 Black ...............................................MSRP $70.00 • MAP $49.99
00750403 White ...............................................MSRP $70.00 • MAP $49.99

nanoKONTROL2
Korg nanoSERIES2 Slim-line USB-MIDI Controller
Korg
Each of the nanoSERIES2 of ultra-compact and low-profile USB-MIDI control-
lers will fit perfectly in front of your laptop computer or desktop keyboard, 
offering impressive control while conserving valuable set-up space. Simply 
connect a single USB cable, and you’ve got a music production studio on your 
desk at home or on the go. The nanoSERIES2 controllers are the ideal com-
panions for the 37-note, natural-touch Korg microKEY. The latter’s dual USB 
hub ports allow any two nanoSERIES2 controllers to be connected directly to 
the microKEY to create a customized, expanding control center for any music 
production system.

The nanoKONTROL2 provides knobs, switches, and faders – perfect for 
controlling any DAW computer based DAW or numerous types of other music 
production software.
00750408 Black ...............................................MSRP $84.00 • MAP $59.99
00750407 White ...............................................MSRP $84.00 • MAP $59.99

nanoPAD2
Korg nanoSERIES2 Slim-line USB-MIDI Controller
Korg
Each of the nanoSERIES2 of ultra-compact and low-profile USB-MIDI control-
lers will fit perfectly in front of your laptop computer or desktop keyboard, 
offering impressive control while conserving valuable set-up space. Simply 
connect a single USB cable, and you’ve got a music production studio on your 
desk at home or on the go. The nanoSERIES2 controllers are the ideal com-
panions for the 37-note, natural-touch Korg microKEY. The latter’s dual USB 
hub ports allow any two nanoSERIES2 controllers to be connected directly to 
the microKEY to create a customized, expanding control center for any music 
production system.

For entering drum parts, the nanoPAD2 is the top choice. It boasts 16 respon-
sive pads and an X-Y touchpad, just as on the KAOSSILATOR PRO.
00750406 Black ...............................................MSRP $84.00 • MAP $59.99
00750405 White ...............................................MSRP $84.00 • MAP $59.99
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microKEY Series
MIDI Keyboard/USB Controllers
Korg
With all of the endless options, configurations, and choices that modern technology offers musicians today, in the end, the simplest solution is often the best 
solution. An uncomplicated, straightforward design, compact size, and easy connectivity made the first-generation microKEY series a bestseller.

The second-generation microKEY lineup retains those attributes and adds iPad and iPhone support, plus a damper pedal jack for improved playability. We’ve also 
added a 49-key model, for the player who needs a few more keys in a still-compact format.

In all, the microKEY series has evolved to become even more convenient and versatile, making it an ideal choice for first-time and more established players alike. 
Whether you’re producing in the studio, or creating on the go, the microKEY will give you exactly what you need – and nothing you don’t.

microKEY 25
25-Key Ultra-Compact MIDI Keyboard/USB Controller
00263649  .....................................................MSRP $105.00 • MAP $74.99

microKEY2 37
37-Key Compact MIDI Keyboard
iOS-Powerable USB Controller with Pedal Input
00263647  .....................................................MSRP $125.00 • MAP $89.99

microKEY2 49
49-Key Compact MIDI Keyboard
iOS-Powerable USB Controller with Pedal Input
00263648  ...................................................MSRP $170.00 • MAP $119.99

microKEY2 61
61-Key Compact MIDI Keyboard
iOS-Powerable USB Controller with Pedal Input
00263650  ...................................................MSRP $210.00 • MAP $149.99

microKEY Air 61
61-Key Bluetooth MIDI Keyboard/USB Controller
Korg
Too many wires in your studio? Are they literally holding you back from 
the freedom of different configurations and setups? KORG, creators of the 
best-selling microKEY series and the next-gen microKEY2 series can help 
you break free with the new microKEY Air series of wireless MIDI controllers! 
The microKEY Air supports Bluetooth Smart Apple Bluetooth Low Energy 
MIDI. You can easily connect wirelessly to iPad/iPhone music apps such as 
KORG Gadget, KORG Module, and GarageBand, as well as any MIDI-capable 
music production software on your Mac or Windows. Painstaking tuning of 
the Bluetooth capabilities means high stability and low latency, no strings – or 
wires – attached.
00263651  .....................................................MSRP $255.00 • MAP 189.99
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WIRELESS INSTRUMENT 
CONTROLLER

Instrument 1
Artiphon
Hal Leonard is excited to bring this “Best in Show” award-winning, innovative 
instrument exclusively to the retail market. The INSTRUMENT 1 made by 
Artiphon is the ultra-expressive, next-generation digital instrument that lets 
anyone play their favorite music software using familiar techniques. Designed 
for pros and casual players alike, the INSTRUMENT 1 is the world’s most 
versatile MIDI controller, offering unparalleled expressiveness in a package 
that is portable, affordable, and amazingly fun. Its patented multi-instrument 
design lets you strum like a guitar, bow like a violin, and tap like a keyboard or 
drum pad. It plugs into iPhone, iPad, Mac, or PC and connects with hundreds 
of music apps. Musicians of all ages and skill levels can explore unlimited 
configurations by combining tunings, techniques, and playing positions to 
design your own custom instruments. It’s simply one of the most revolutionary 
products made to produce new ways to make music.
00257364 Black Model ..................................................MSRP/MAP $399.00
00257363 White Model .................................................MSRP/MAP $399.00

Instrument 1 Soft Case
Artiphon
00257366.........................................................................MSRP/MAP $49.99

Instrument 1 Strap
Artiphon
00257365.........................................................................MSRP/MAP $19.99

WIRELESS CONTROLLERS

 WIRELESS GUITAR  
CONTROLLER

Triple Play
Fishman
Playing guitar just got 
more fun! Triple Play™ is 
the ultimate wireless gui-
tar controller. The ultra-slim 
pro design and Fishman’s 
intuitive software pack get 
you set-up and working fast. 
Unlock your guitar’s poten-
tial – powerful and unlimited 
sound capabilityis at your 
command – all with the 
freedom of wireless control.

Compose – Open up new unlimited creative options with every possible 
instrument at your command. Full accurate notation lets you share your 
music with members of your band. If you’re a beginner, accurate note-
by-note transcriptions help you learn faster and more intuitively.

Perform – Integrate your guitar with any virtual instrument or hardware 
synthesizer to provide on stage access to an unlimited array of instru-
ments, samples and sounds to enhance your performances.

Record – The best solution to integrate your guitar with your favorite 
DAW running on a PC, Mac or iPad as a complete music recording and 
production tool. Build an entire arrangement from drums to bass; add 
keyboards, horns and strings, all from the Triple Play Wireless Guitar 
Controller.

00119297......................................................MSRP $615.31 • MAP $399.00

Jamstik+ The  
SmartGuitar
Portable Digital Guitar for 
iPad
Zivix
The jamstik is a Bluetooth 
enabled, portable digital guitar 
that connects to your favorite 
Apple device. It uses light to 
scan your fingers as you play 
with real strings on real frets. 

Features include:
• Convenient and Portable: Play and learn wherever you are, when your 

schedule allows, and at your pace.
• Affordable: The jamstik is a guitar and lessons in one. The free jamTu-

tor app is all you need to start playing in minutes.
• Authentic: Real strings and real frets.
• Easy to start: The jamstik is so easy to use, you’ll be playing within 

minutes out of the box.
• Learn Quickly: You decide how much, how fast. The interactive learn-

ing platform and instant feedback keeps learners of all ages engaged.
• Wireless: Connects to your smart phone, tablet, Mac or PC via Wifi.
• Extensible: Compatible with hundreds of music apps.
• Versatile: The jamstik can sound like a piano, drums, harp, even a 

sitar, and many more.
• Fast: Very low latency MIDI connectivity.

00149740  ...................................................MSRP $329.99 • MAP $299.99
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BX D3
Powered Studio Reference Monitors
M-Audio
A studio monitor is no ordinary loudspeaker. Unlike a conventional speaker, a true monitor must be unerringly accurate, with a flat frequency response and 
vanishingly low distortion. It has to tell you, the music producer – dependably and unquestionably – exactly what is or is not in your recording. In a studio-grade 
monitor speaker, there is no place for the usual list of speaker colorations and limitations prevalent in conventional loudspeakers. Response peaks/dips, uneven 
polar response, high THD, nasal midrange, bloated mid-bass, and crossover-induced phase incoherence do nothing but undermine the confidence demanded 
for superior mix performance.

Introducing M-Audio’s BX-D3 monitors – the return of a studio icon and the successor to the industry-renowned BX D2 monitors. Trusted by recording/mix 
engineers and composers globally, M-Audio’s BX monitors guarantee absolute surgical precision and repeatable engineering excellence.

BX5 D3
5" Powered Studio Reference Monitor

Features include:
• Class A/B bi-amp with 100 watts (60 LF, 40 HF) provides cleanest 

sound available
• Exclusive computer optimized waveguide design focuses high-fre-

quency dispersion
• 5" Kevlar® woofer with damped rubber surround produces accu-

rate, powerful sound
• 1" natural silk dome tweeter delivers the most nuanced high-fre-

quency details
• Positioning LED shines brightest at perfect position
• Smooth front panel means no destructive diffraction
• Internally flared rear port reduces distortion and enhances bass 

response
• XLR and 1/4" TRS/TS inputs connect to all your equipment
• Acoustic Space Control adjusts bass response to perfectly fit your 

mixing environment
00243945  ...................................................MSRP $249.00 • MAP $149.00

BX8 D3
8" Powered Studio Reference Monitor

Features include:
• Bi-amplified design with 150 watts (80 LF, 70 HF) for powerful, 

accurate sound
• 8" Kevlar low-frequency driver with high-temp voice coil and 

damped rubber surround
• 1.25" natural silk dome tweeter delivers superb transient details
• Computer-optimized tweeter waveguide for precise imaging
• Acoustic Space Control to fine-tune low-end response to your room
• Optimized rear port for extended low-frequency response
• XLR balanced and 1/4" balanced/unbalanced inputs for connecting 

audio interfaces, mixers, synthesizers, DJ gear, and more
• Volume control enables you to dial in the perfect monitor playback 

level
• Wide range 37-22kHz frequency response covers full musical 

spectrum
00243944  ...................................................MSRP $349.00 • MAP $249.00
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Eris™
2-Way Active Studio Monitor
PreSonus
When it’s time to replace those cheap “comput-
er” speakers with serious 2-way professional 
studio monitors, you’re ready for the Eris E5. 
With Kevlar™ low frequency transducers, low-
mass silk-dome tweeters, responsive Class AB 
amplification, and professional acoustic-adjust-
ment controls, the compact Eris E5 represents 
an outstanding value in its class. It includes RF 
shielding, current-output limiting, over-tempera-
ture protection, and subsonic protection, and 
unlike comparably priced studio monitors, it has 
controls for simulating different listening envi-
ronments and flattening frequency response to 
enable accurate mixing.
00125069  Eris E5 MSRP $199.95 • MAP $149.95
00125070  Eris E8 MSRP $399.95 • MAP $249.95

Eris E44/E66 MTM
Active MTM Nearfield Monitor
PreSonus
The Eris E44 and E66 deliver an expanded and 
highly accurate frequency response and the 
widest stereo field available in their class. Their 
nested Midwoofer-Tweeter-Midwoofer (MTM, 
also known as “D’Appolito”) configuration offers 
improved off-axis response and spatial resolu-
tion. The result is a more consistent listening 
experience, smoother frequency response, and an 
ultra-wide, detailed stereo soundstage.

Conventional 2-way designs can cause signif-
icant early reflections from their surrounding 
environment. The E44 and E66 overcome this by 
positioning a 1.25-inch, silk dome high-frequency 
driver between two 4.5-inch (E44) or 6.5-inch 
(E66) midrange drivers. The two smaller woofers 
work in parallel to partially contain the dispersion 
of the tweeter, minimizing phase displacement. 
The result is incredibly detailed stereo imaging.

Both the E44 and the E66 feature two midrange 
drivers that cover the same frequency range. The 
drivers are placed so that their acoustic centers 
are less than one wavelength apart for any of 
the frequencies they reproduce; as a result, 
the combined signal of both drivers propagates 
forward like a single waveform. This makes the 
comparatively small midrange drivers in the E44 
and E66 behave like a single, larger driver. This 
mutual coupling provides a highly dynamic output 
in a compact footprint.

Eris E44 MTM
00155373  .........MSRP $399.95 • MAP $249.95 

Eris E66 MTM
00155374  .........MSRP $499.95 • MAP $349.95 

R65/R80 Monitor
Active AMT Studio Monitors
PreSonus
The R65 and R80 feature a custom 6.8-square inch 
Air Motion Transformer (AMT) tweeter that responds 
to the subtlest waveforms and the highest frequen-
cies. This allows you to hear the “air” and the greater 
sense of space that is characteristic of audiophile 
recordings. The R series’ transparent and highly 
accurate sound makes them ideal for use in both 
commercial and home recording studios as well as 
broadcast and post-production environments.

In order to dampen resonance peaks at higher fre-
quencies, conventional dome tweeters are injected 
with fluid to raise their mass, sacrificing transient 
response time. By contrast, the custom-designed 
AMT tweeter in the R65 and R80 uses an incred-
ibly thin, folded Kapton membrane (< 0.01 mm) 
with an inlayed aluminum circuit functioning as 
the voice coil, allowing the tweeter to move at the 
same instant as the electric current. The resulting 
reactive response time provides marked clarity 
and superior transient reproduction.

Unlike a traditional 1-inch dome tweeter, which 
provides a mere 506 mm2 projection area, an 
unfolded AMT tweeter diaphragm provides 8 to 
13 times the projection area so its sound cover-
age is much larger. For example, the 4,400 mm2 
PreSonus R65 and R80 tweeter provides cover-
age equivalent to that of a 3-inch dome tweeter. 
This enables the R-series monitors to provide a 
much wide stereo soundstage than traditional 
designs.

R65 Monitor
00155375.....................................MSRP $499.95  

MAP $399.95 
R80 Monitor
00155388.....................................MSRP $629.95  

MAP $499.95 
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Sceptre™ S6
CoActual™ 2-Way Studio Monitors
PreSonus
The Sceptre S6 two-way monitor combines an 
6.5-inch low/mid-frequency driver and a 1-inch 
(25 mm), horn-loaded, high-frequency transducer 
into a single coaxial unit with aligned voice coils. 
Its advanced coaxial design, based on Fulcrum 
Acoustic’s TQ™ Temporal Equalization, works 
integrally with a 32-bit, 96 kHz, dual-core pro-
cessor to deliver clarity and coherence that has 
previously only been available in ultra-high-end 
systems. Add 180 watt, Class D biamplification; 
acoustic ports; a rich set of acoustic adjustments; 
and full speaker protection; and you have a new, 
affordable monitoring standard.
00125071 .....................................MSRP $899.95  

MAP $499.95

Sceptre™ S8
CoActual™ 2-Way Studio Monitors
PreSonus
The Sceptre S8 two-way monitor combines an 
8-inch low/mid-frequency driver and a 1-inch 
(25 mm), horn-loaded, high-frequency transducer 
into a single coaxial unit with aligned voice coils. 
Its advanced coaxial design, based on Fulcrum 
Acoustic’s TQ™ Temporal Equalization, works 
integrally with a 32-bit, 96 kHz, dual-core pro-
cessor to deliver clarity and coherence that has 
previously only been available in ultra-high-end 
systems. Add 180 watt, Class D biamplification; 
acoustic ports; a rich set of acoustic adjustments; 
and full speaker protection; and you have a new, 
affordable monitoring standard.
00125072 .....................................MSRP $999.95 

MAP $599.95

Temblor™ T10
Active Subwoofer
PreSonus
Intended for serious personal studios and pro-
fessional music-production environments, the 
Temblor™ T10 lets you take charge of the 
low-frequency foundation of your mix. An ideal 
companion to Eris™ and Sceptre™ active refer-
ence monitors, the Temblor T10 compliments full-
range monitors without overshadowing them and 
extends the reach of your full-range system’s low 
end with a more musical and natural approach. 
Extensive user controls include input gain, con-
tinuously variable lowpass filter for creating a 
seamless crossover transition, and a switchable 
highpass filter that removes content below 80 Hz 
from the full-range signal sent to the monitors.
00125074 .....................................MSRP $499.95 

MAP $399.95
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Resolv SE Series
2-Way Active Studio  
Reference Monitors
Samson Audio
Samson’s Resolv SE 2-Way Active Studio 
Reference Monitors offer a redesign from the 
classic Resolv A-Series monitor, with more accu-
rate sound reproduction and a stylish new look. 
Resolv SE utilizes the latest innovations in speak-
er engineering, which can be used with multiple 
monitors to provide superb stereo imaging for 
recording, post-production and other multimedia 
applications.

Resolv SE5
Features include:

• 70 watts of power
• 5-inch woven carbon fiber woofer
• 50Hz-27kHz frequency response

00140049  .........MSRP $164.99 • MAP $124.99  

Resolv SE6
Features include:

• 100 watts of power
• 6.5-inch woven carbon fiber woofer
• 45Hz-27kHz frequency response

00140050  .........MSRP $194.99 • MAP $149.99  

Resolv SE8
Features include:

• 100 watts of power
• 8-inch woven carbon fiber woofer
• 40Hz-27kHz frequency response

00140051............MSRP $259.99 • MAP $199.99  

Resolv RXA Series
2-Way Active Studio Reference Mon-
itors with Air Displacement Ribbon 
Tweeter
Samson Audio
Samson’s Resolv RXA5 2-Way Active Studio 
Reference Monitor delivers the sonic elements 
that are essential to any studio setup. Uniting 
the latest advances in speaker technology and 
active electronics, the RXA5 is a true reference, 
professional studio monitor with a flat frequency 
response with no hype, just precise audio imaging 
for recording, mixing, mastering and other multi-
media applications.

Resolv RXA5
Features include:

• 2.5" aluminum Air Displacement Ribbon 
Tweeter

• 5" copolymer woofer with butyl coating
• 70 watts of power
• Smooth, flat frequency response of 

50Hz-27kHz
00140053  .........MSRP $299.99 • MAP $149.99  

Resolv RXA6
Features include:

• 2-way active studio monitor (sold indi-
vidually)

• 2.5" aluminum Air Displacement Ribbon 
Tweeter

• 6" copolymer woofer with butyl coating
• 100 watts of power
• Smooth, flat frequency response of 

45Hz-27kHz
00140054  .........MSRP $374.99 • MAP $249.99  

Resolv RXA10S
Active Studio Subwoofer with Remote 
Control
Samson Audio
Samson’s Resolv RXA10S Active Studio Subwoofer 
brings extended low frequency response to your 
studio setup. The RXA10S provides 250 watts 
of power, a 10” woofer with butyl surround, as 
well as ultra-fast recovery and quick transient 
response for exceptionally tight bass. In addition, 
premium studio integration features, including 
filtered outputs, variable Low Pass Filter control 
and a wireless remote control, make the RXA10S 
essential to any studio.

The included RXA10S remote provides com-
plete wireless control over your monitor setup. 
Independent subwoofer and full system level 
controls allow precise adjustments, while 1-touch 
Dim and Mute functions are also available. For 
increased flexibility, the RXA10S has both XLR and 
RCA inputs and satellite outputs for your near field 
monitors. It also includes a Sub Bypass footswitch 
input and phase switch.
00149741  ..........................MSRP/MAP $329.99 
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MONITOR CONTROL SYSTEMS

Monitor Station V2
Desktop Studio Control Center
PreSonus
Manage multiple audio sources and sets of monitor speakers, track using 
illegally loud headphone amplifiers, and talk back to your drummer – all from 
your desktop. Switch quickly and easily between up to four audio sources 
with a selection of input types. Audition your music with your choice of three 
stereo pairs of speaker outputs, each with separate level control – and four 
screaming-loud headphone outs.

With Monitor Station V2, you can evict the drummer from the main room, 
banish the guitarist to the bathroom, shove the singer into a closet, and make 
them like it. The Monitor Station V2 offers powerful options that allow you to 
configure it for the way you like to work.
00125087..................................................... MSRP $369.95 • MAP $299.95 

Central Station PLUS
Studio Control Center with Remote Control Bundle
PreSonus
The professional choice for monitor control, the Central Station PLUS enables 
you to easily manage three sets of stereo analog sources and two stereo 
S/PDIF digital sources and audition them with three pairs of speakers. You 
get screaming-loud headphone amps; fast, accurate metering; an audio-
phile-quality, passive signal path; and a wealth of special features – all in 
one rackspace. The included remote control lets you manage your monitors 
from your desktop.

Features include:
• 3 sets of stereo analog inputs and 2 sets of S/PDIF digital inputs
• 3 sets of stereo speaker outputs with Select switches and trim pots
• Passive audio path with no op amps or ICís
• Onboard talkback microphone and talkback input
• Dual 30-segment, fast-acting, peak-hold LED metering
• Remote controllable via included Control Station Remote (CSR-1)

00125083  ...................................................MSRP $699.95 • MAP $599.95 

MONITOR STANDS

MS100
Studio Monitor Stands
Samson Audio
These professional-grade isolated studio moni-
tor stands feature telescoping columns for height 
adjustment (30 - 50 inches). The adjustable vise-
style speaker bracket fits most studio monitors and 
the heavy bases come with carpet spikes. Ideal for 
Auro 3, 5 & 6, Resolv 40a, Resolv 50a, Resolv 2.1 
and Rubicon 5a monitors.
00140120  ................................................ $199.99 

MS200
Heavy Duty Studio Monitor Stands
Samson Audio
This pair of professional-grade islotated 
studio monitor stands feature telescoping 
columns for height adjustment, solid metal 
speaker platforms, heavy bases with carpet 
spikes, and have a 40 lb maximum speaker 
load. Ideal for Auro 8, Resolv 65, Resolv 65a, 
Resolv 80a and Rubicon 6a monitors.
00140121  .................................... $249.99
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AV32/AV42
Desktop Speakers for Professional Media Creation
M-Audio
Upgrade your sound with AV monitor speakers from M-Audio. The acous-
tically-inert MDF cabinets eliminate clarity-robbing resonances. Onboard 
amplification provides 10 Watts of power per channel. The two-way design 
features an optimized bass reflex design and OptImage IV waveguides to 
deliver extended bass and crystal-clear highs.

Offering both a 1/8-inch stereo jack and RCA inputs, the AV speakers are 
compatible with all your gear, including your tablet, computer, or mobile 
device. The convenient headphone output allows you to work privately at any 
hour. Ideal for producing all kinds of media, the AV monitors are also perfect 
for gaming, watching videos, and listening to music. Cables are included.

AV32
00148373........................................................MSRP $149.95 • MAP $99.99

AV42
00148374......................................................MSRP $199.95 • MAP $149.99

Eris™ E4.5
2-Way Active Studio Monitors
PreSonus
Don’t let their size and price fool you: Eris E4.5 powered speakers deliver 
amazing sound quality in a compact package. Perfect for home studios or 
as high-fidelity replacements for computer speakers, Eris E4.5s pack a seri-
ous punch, thanks to 4.5-inch Kevlar™ low frequency transducers; 1-inch, 
low-mass, silk-dome tweeters; responsive 25W Class AB amplification per 
speaker; and professional acoustic-adjustment controls, the diminutive Eris 
E4.5 represents an outstanding value in its class. Unlike comparably priced 
studio monitors, Eris E4.5 has controls for simulating different listening envi-
ronments and flattening frequency response to enable more accurate mixing.
00125068......................................................MSRP $249.95 • MAP $199.95

Ceres 3.5BT
2-Way 3.5" Powered Speakers with Bluetooth (Pair)
PreSonus

Features include
• 3.5" Kevlar Woofer cone for Mids & Bass
• 1" Silk dome Tweeter for Treble
• 25W Class AB Amplification Per Side
• For Music, Movies, Games, Production
• Bluetooth for Connecting to Smartphones
• Acoustic Tuning Adjustment Controls
• Meets European ErP Energy Directive
• RF Interference and Overload Protection
• 80 to 20,000 Hz Frequency Response
• 1/8" Stereo Headphone Output Included

00139878  ...................................................MSRP $299.95 • MAP $229.95

Ceres C4.5BT
2-Way 4.5" Powered Speakers with Bluetooth (Pair)
PreSonus

Features include
• 4.5" Kevlar Woofer cone for Mids & Bass
• 1" Silk dome Tweeter for Treble
• 25W Class AB Amplification Per Side
• For Music, Movies, Games, Production
• Bluetooth for Connecting to Smartphones
• Acoustic Tuning Adjustment Controls
• Meets European ErP Energy Directive
• RF Interference and Overload Protection
• 70 to 20,000 Hz Frequency Response
• 1/8" Stereo Headphone Output Included

00139881  ...................................................MSRP $349.95 • MAP $299.95  
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Active Studio Monitors  
MediaOne BT
with Bluetooth®

Samson Audio
Samson’s MediaOne BT Active Studio Monitors are 
the ideal speakers for all your multimedia needs 
and feature the ability to connect to your smart 
phone, laptop or tablet via Bluetooth. Whether 
you’re listening to music, producing tracks, watch-
ing videos or gaming, these monitors provide 
dynamic and reliable audio. MediaOne BT monitors 
feature the highest quality components, a stylish 
new look and are packaged as a stereo pair.

Features include:
• 2-way active studio monitors with 

rear-vented, precision-tuned port  
enclosures (sold as a stereo pair)

• Bluetooth connectivity to connect wire-
less music sources

• 1-inch silk dome tweeters
• Front panel LED indicator, level control, 

headphone output and stereo input
• Back panel Bluetooth pairing button, 

RCA inputs, passive monitor terminals 
and AC power connector

• AV shielded for multimedia applications
• Passive crossover design for linear 

response from bottom to top

MediaOne BT3
Features include:

• 3-inch copolymer woofers
• 15 watts per channel RMS, 30 watts per 

channel Peak
00140046  ...........MSRP $129.99 • MAP $99.99  

MediaOne BT4
Features include:

• 4-inch copolymer woofers
• 20 watts per channel RMS, 40 watts 

per channel Peak
00140047  .........MSRP $174.99 • MAP $149.99  

MediaOne BT5
Features include:

• 5-inch copolymer woofers
• 20 watts per channel RMS, 40 watts 

per channel Peak
00140048  .........MSRP $279.99 • MAP $199.99 

MediaOne 10S
Active Studio Subwoofer  
(100 Watts)
Samson Audio
Samson’s MediaOne 10S Active Studio Subwoofer 
is the ideal subwoofer for all your multimedia 
needs. Whether you’re listening to music, pro-
ducing tracks, watching videos or gaming, the 
MediaOne 10S offers premium performance with 
incredible low-end clarity. It’s the perfect addition 
to any home studio and entertainment center, as 
well as Samson MediaOne Series active studio 
monitor setups.

The MediaOne 10S has been designed from the 
ground up to provide accurate monitoring of low 
frequencies and produce engaging, clear bass. 
With a powerful 10" copolymer woofer and tuned 
bass reflex port, the MediaOne 10S will enhance 
any monitoring setup with an extended low fre-
quency response. In addition, its all-wood cabinet 
construction and elegant protective mesh grill 
assure the subwoofer looks as good in your home 
studio, living room or den as it sounds.
00146565............MSRP $239.99 • MAP $179.99

MediaOne M30
Pair of 2-Way Powered  
Studio Monitors
Samson Audio
This compact, full-range speakers provide a 
solution for all your desktop and multimedia 
applications. Whether you’re listening to music, 
producing tracks, watching videos or gaming, this 
stereo monitor pair features an internal amplifier, 
solid wood construction and high-quality compo-
nents that produce big sound, while occupying 
minimal desktop space.

Features include:
• 3" copolymer woofers, 3/4" silk dome 

tweeters
• Crystal clear high-end performance, 

exceptional bass response
• Bass Boost switch
• Stereo RCA inputs
• Stereo 1/8" Sub and headphone outputs

00250003  ...........MSRP $103.99 • MAP $79.99

Meteor M2
Multimedia Speaker System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Meteor M2 Multimedia Speaker System 
is the ideal sound solution for desktops, laptops and 
tablets. Through the use of premium components, 
innovative sound design and custom digital signal 
processing, the full metal Meteor M2 breathes 
new sonic life into your favorite music, movies 
and games. The Meteor M2 is carefully crafted to 
deliver powerful full-range sound that goes way 
beyond its compact size. The stereo pair speaker 
system combines 2.5" drivers and rear-ported 

passive radiators to produce exceptional low-end performance normally confined to larger speakers and 
3-piece systems with dedicated subwoofers. Ready to use right out of the box, the Meteor M2 comes 
with a speaker cable to connect the stereo pair, as well as an 1/8" Aux cable to connect the speakers 
to your computer, tablet, smartphone or MP3 player. The active speaker’s side panel features a Power 
(I/O) button, as well as a Volume control for making quick adjustments. In addition, the Meteor M2’s zinc 
die cast construction provides solid durability, while their sleek, elegant finish looks great on any desk.
00139515  ............................................................................................. MSRP $194.99 • MAP $149.99 
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iLoud Micro Monitor
IK Multimedia
iLoud Micro Monitor is a full-featured ultra-compact stereo reference moni-
toring system. It’s a pair of portable studio monitors with a professional-qual-
ity bi-amplified design that provides a true and accurate sound with a true 
linear frequency response. iLoud Micro Monitor is powered by four ultra effi-
cient class D power amps that deliver a combined 50W RMS of power. Each 
offer extreme clarity and superior bass response via two 3/4" tweeters and 
two 3" woofers. These features are augmented by an on-board 56-bit DSP 
processor. It gives you total control of the monitor’s performance, allowing for 
stunningly accurate and detailed sound for mixing in small spaces without the 
typical compromises of small monitors.
00158578  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $299.95

iLoud Padded Travel Bag
IK Multimedia
Dimensions: 11.8" x 7.8" x 5.5"
00190257  ........................................................................................ $39.99

Elevate MKII Series
Powered Desktop Studio Speakers
Alesis
Alesis Elevate MKII studio speakers deliver full-range sound with impressive 
clarity and warmth to all your mixes, masters and multimedia content. Elevate 
speakers bring out every detail of the sound, unencumbered and crystal clear. 
Unlike conventional speakers that use vibration-prone plastic cabinets, the 
Elevate’s dense wood cabinets suppress clarity-robbing resonances, resulting 
in clearer sound and stronger bass. Elevate studio speakers contain pow-
erful woofers and crisp-sounding one-inch silk-dome tweeters that deliver 
full lows, clean highs and a precise stereo image. The internal amplifier is 
custom-designed and equalized to work perfectly with Elevate’s drivers, for 
impressive impact and output capability. For ease of operation, Elevate’s 
on/off/volume knob is conveniently located on the front panel of the right 
speaker. Packaged in stereo-matched sets, Elevate  studio speakers give you 
everything you need, all in one box.

Elevate 3 MKII
00241101  .....................................................MSRP $199.00 • MAP $99.00

Elevate 5 MKII
00241102  ...................................................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $149.00

NEW RACK SHELL PRODUCTS FOR THE STUDIO
By Grundorf
Offer options for your customers to customize their recording space with the modular Grundorf Rack Shell Series! 
These products feature durable fixtures that hold 2 to 12 rack spaces. Ask your Hal Leonard sales rep for more details 
on the entire selection and options.
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ER4® Series
Earphones
Etymotic
Over 30 years ago, Etymotic invented noise-isolating, in-ear earphones. 
Etymotic’s original design, developed for auditory research and hearing test-
ing, used balanced – armature receivers and established these speakers as 
the gold standard for high-definition, in-ear earphones. ER4 earphones were 
the first high-fidelity, noise isolating in-ear earphones to use this technology 
in a consumer earphone, and are recognized as the world leader for response 
accuracy to which all other earphones are compared.

ER4® SR
Studio Reference Earphones
Etymotic
Flat response.
00214953  ................................................................... MSRP/MAP $349.00

ER4® XR
Extended Reference Earphones
Etymotic
Slight bass boost.
00214954  ................................................................... MSRP/MAP $349.00

ER3SE In-Ear Earphones
Studio Edition
Etymotic
The ER3SE Studio Edition provides a high level of sensitivity, making it a 
perfect match for porta-ble media players on the market today. The ER3SE 
delivers high accuracy with a flat response, re-sulting in professional grade 
sound reproduction at an affordable price.

Features include:
• Studio grade accuracy
• Precision machined metal bodies with anodized finish
• 35+ dB of external noise isolation
• Assortment of eartips
• Detachable cable allows for easy replacement
• High-performance balanced-armature driver

00262426  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $179.00

ER3XR In-Ear Earphones
Extended Response
Etymotic
The ER3XR Extended Response builds on the sound quality of the ER3SE, 
while providing a slight bass boost for those listeners who prefer a lift in the 
low end response.

Features include:
• Enhanced and extended bass
• Precision machined metal bodies with anodized finish
• 35+ dB of external noise isolation
• Assortment of eartips
• Detachable cable allows for easy replacement
• High-performance balanced-armature driver

00262427  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $179.00
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Sound Tap
Ultimate Ears 
Personal Monitoring 
System
Logitech
Turn any stage mix into a 
headphone mix when you 
start using in-ear moni-
tors now with the Sound 
Tap personal monitoring 
system. Sound Tap works 
with any stage setup. If 
sits between any mixing 
board or speaker. You can 

support both line level and speaker level inputs. It’s as easy as: Tap (walk up 
to any stage or studio and tap into any audio source); Plug (sits in the signal 
path without affecting anything or anyone); and Play (adjust input level, 
volume & go).

Features include:
• Spike protection and active impedance matching
• 20 Hz - 20 kHz frequency response
• ~30 hours of battery life on a pair of 9V batteries
• 1/8" stereo headphone jack, 1/4" Combo XLR

00242597  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $249.00

UE 900
Ultimate Ears 900 Noise-Isolating Earphones
Logitech
Crafted and tuned by same engineers who build our pro earphones for 
recording artists and sound engineers, the Logitech UE 900s feature a unique 
quad-armature design-two for the low end, one for the mid-range, and one 
for high frequencies. The result is nothing short of a revelation in music lis-
tening – a wide, front-row-center soundstage, take-your-breath-away depth 
and clarity, piano-like timbre, and just the right amount of color on the bass 
and treble.

The Logitech UE 900s come with two detachable, braided cables. The mic 
and on-cord controls let you answer calls with just one touch, change tracks 
and adjust volume-all without touching your iPhone® or iPod®. A second stan-
dard cable is included for those who need to listen to music and nothing else.

When it comes to noise isolation – and great sound – fit matters. So, for max-
imum comfort and up to 26 dBs of noise isolation, the Logitech UE 900s come 
with eight pairs of specially designed ear cushions. Choose from five sizes of 
silicon cushions and three sizes of Comply® foam cushions, each designed 
with a large-bore opening to ensure the sound is delivered cleanly. Because 
nothing should come between you and the music you live for.
00124048......................................................MSRP $399.00 • MAP $279.00

Ultimate Ears 
Sound Guard
Logitech
With the UE Pro Sound 
Guard, artists receive pro-
tection from unexpected 
sound spikes that occur 
from microphone drops, 
audio feedback, incorrect 
volume settings and other 
sound hazards that may 
occur while performing or 
recording. 
00147347 ... MSRP $199.99

 • MAP $199.00

EARPLUGS
ER•20XS High-
Fidelity Earplugs
Etymotic
The ER·20XS is the next genera-
tion of Etymotic’s industry-leading 
ETY·Plugs High-Fidelity Earplugs. 
ER·20XS earplugs are discreet 
and have the identical response of 
ETY·Plugs through 4 kHz. Above 4 
kHz they have improved high-fre-
quency clarity without compromis-
ing protection. ER·20XS earplugs 
feature a low-profile, stem-less 
design that sits snugly in the outer 
ear without protruding. This makes 
it especially comfortable to wear 
under hats, helmets and other 
headgear. ER·20XS earplugs come 

with a small, flexible pull tab that allows for easy removal, an easy-to-install 
neck cord and a carrying case. 
00157383 Universal Size Clear .......................................................... $24.95

Music•PRO 
Electronic 
Earplugs
Etymotic
The ultimate in hearing pro-
tection. Designed for musi-
cians who want to hear nat-
urally, need protection when 
hearing is at risk, and want 
to avoid the inconvenience 
of removing earplugs to hear. 
Music•PRO circuitry auto-

matically changes output levels as sound input levels change. Hearing is 
natural, as if nothing is in the ears, until sound exceeds safe levels. As sound 
levels increase, earplugs gradually provide 9- or 15-dB sound reduction. 
Natural hearing is restored when sound returns to safe levels.
00157384  .................................................................... MSRP/MAP $299.95
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HP4
4-Channel Headphone Amplifier
PreSonus
Tired of straining to hear the headphones? The HP4’s four 130 mW headphone 
outputs are clear, clean, and screaming loud, all packed in a compact, 1/3U 
chassis. Features include balanced L/R line inputs and outputs, global mute, 
overall level control, and sum to mono. The line outputs can feed another HP4 
or an HP60.
00125085......................................................MSRP $159.95 • MAP $129.95

HP2
Battery-Powered  
Headphone Amp
PreSonus
The PreSonus HP2 is a compact, battery-powered headphone amp that can 
be used on stage for in-ear monitoring or in the studio with conventional 
headphones.

This mono/stereo amp features volume and pan knobs, an 1/8" headphone 
input and a mini-XLR input that’s available on the back. In mono mode, you 
can mix two channels, and the pan control can then be used to increase your 
own channel with an output level of 100 mV. The HP2 is especially well-suited 
for in-ear monitoring and gives you control over the volume of your personal 
monitoring signal.
00152389......................................................MSRP $149.95 • MAP $109.95 

HP60
6-Channel Headphone Mixing System
PreSonus
The HP60 solves a host of common headphone-monitoring problems. Each of its 
six headphone amps puts out 150 mW; if you canít hear this headphone system, 
you’re stone deaf. Two global input channels and a Mix control let you adjust the 
click for each musician. Individual inputs let you send each musician a custom 
mix for “more me.”

Features include:
• 6 screaming-loud (150 mW/channel) headphone amplifiers with 

level control
• 2 stereo input channels (A and B) with Mix control and Mute switch
• Talkback-microphone input with level control, Talk button, and 

footswitch jack
• 6 stereo 1/4" external analog line inputs (1 per channel) for “more 

me”
• 1 balanced XLR input for external dynamic talkback microphone

00125086......................................................MSRP $379.95 • MAP $299.95

QH4 4-Channel Headphone Amplifier
Samson Audio
The QH4 is a 4-channel headphone amplifier designed to distribute your audio 
to up to four individual headphones, each with its own volume control. Its 
compact design is perfect for use with any studio or desktop workstation, as 
well as with your laptop or smartphone when you’re recording on the go. The 
QH4 features two balanced 1/4" inputs to connect with your mixer or recording 
interface, as well as a stereo 1/8" Aux input that’s perfect for playing music via 
your smartphone or another line level device. The four independent high-power 
amplifier channels deliver clean, crisp audio to up to four sets of headphones. 
Engineered with an ultra-low noise floor and wide dynamic range, the QH4 is 
a tremendous value compared to other headphone amplifiers on the market.
00214870  .....................................................MSRP $114.99 • MAP $69.99
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SR450/SR550
Studio Headphones
Samson Audio
Samson’s latest Studio 
Reference Series head-
phones offer exceptional 
sonic clarity and comfort 
in a durable, lightweight 
design that’s perfect for 
studio and mobile appli-
cations.

The SR450 (on-ear) & 
SR550  (closed-ear) offer 
designs for maximum 
sound isolation. They also 
feature premium 40mm 
drivers with rare earth mag-
nets that generate powerful 
audio with a wide frequen-
cy response. Designed for 
extended listening ses-
sions, they feature mem-
ory foam cushioned ear 
cups and headband for 
an incredibly comfortable, 
secure fit.

SR450
00146562..MSRP $42.49 • 

MAP $29.99

SR550
00146563..MSRP $56.99 • 

MAP $39.99

Z25
Studio Headphones
Samson Audio
For musicians and music 
lovers who don’t want 
to sacrifice sonic quality 
for style, Samson’s Z25 
headphones introduce a 
sleek, modern design with 
outstanding comfort and 
sound that is never overly 
hyped. 

Features include:
• Ideal for tracking 

and music moni-
toring

• Tuned for enhanced 
bass response

• Lightweight, 
low-profile design 
with protein leather 
cushioning

• Closed-back design 
with 90-degree 
rotating ear cups

• Premium 40mm 
drivers with rare 
earth magnets

• 20Hz-20kHz fre-
quency response

• Hardwired 8-foot 
straight cable and 
1/4-inch adapter 
included

00156731  MSRP $99.99 • 
MAP $49.99

Z35
Studio Headphones
Samson Audio
Leveraging Samson’s expe-
rience in designing profes-
sional studio monitors, the 
versatile Z35s feature a 
natural, flat response and 
collapsible ear cups with 
high-protein leather pads 
ideal for both studio and 
mobile field audio. 

Features include:
• Ideal for field audio 

and music moni-
toring

• Tuned for a flat, 
detailed response

• Lightweight, 
low-profile design 
with high-protein 
leather cushioning

• Collapsible, closed-
back design with 
90-degree rotating 
ear cups

• Premium 40mm 
drivers with rare 
earth magnets

• 20Hz-20kHz fre-
quency response

• Hardwired 8-foot 
straight cable, 1/4-
inch adapter and 
protective carry 
pouch included

00156732  MSRP $144.99 
• MAP $69.99

Z45
Professional Studio 
Headphones
Samson Audio
At first glance, you’ll notice 
the striking chrome-ac-
cented design of the Z45s, 
complete with collapsible 
ear cups and lambskin 
pads for superior portability 
and comfort. When putting 
them on, be prepared for a 
unique listening experience. 
Their noticeably warm, 
wide mid-range response 
and spacious soundstage 
reveals sonic details not 
previously heard.

Features include:
• Ideal for professional 

recording and DJ 
reference

• Tuned for a natural, 
warm mid-range

• Lightweight, 
low-profile design 
with genuine lamb-
skin cushioning

• Collapsible, closed-
back design with 
90-degree rotating 
ear cups

• Premium 40mm 
drivers with rare 
earth magnets

• 15Hz-22kHz fre-
quency response

• Detachable 8-foot 
straight and 4-10-
foot coiled cables

• 1/4-inch adapter 
and protective carry 
pouch included

00156733  MSRP $214.99 
• MAP $99.99

Z55
Professional Reference 
Headphones
Samson Audio
Designed for critical stu-
dio reference, the flagship 
Z55s deliver exceptional 
tonal balance and imag-
ing with superior detail. 
Genuine lambskin cushion-
ing, exceptional lightweight 
components and rugged, 
collapsible construc-
tion complete a superior 
fatigue-free listening expe-
rience. 

Features include:
• Ideal for professional 

recording, mixing 
and studiophile 
music monitoring

• Tuned for exception-
al balance, detail 
and spacious sound-
stage

• Lightweight, low 
profile design with 
genuine lambskin 
ear pads

• Collapsible, closed-
back design with 
90-degree rotating 
ear cups

• Premium 45mm 
drivers with rare 
earth magnets

• 10Hz-25kHz fre-
quency response

• Detachable 8-foot 
straight, 4 to 
10-foot coiled and 
4-foot straight with 
microphone and 
call/answer control 
cables

• 1/4-inch adapter 
and protective carry 
pouch included

00156734  MSRP $289.99 
• MAP $149.99
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HDH50 Headphones
M-Audio
Building upon M-Audio’s world-class reference 
monitor technology, the HDH50 high-definition 
headphones bridge the gap between studio mon-
itor engineering and private audio. Incorporating 
premium audio components into a rugged, dura-
ble design, HDH50 delivers critical sound repro-
duction and audio isolation for use in profession-
al recording and monitoring environments. The 
over-the-ear design helps reduce fatigue during 
extended studio sessions, and the plush padding 
ensures that the HDH50 stays secured. For music 
production and listening, the HDH50 headphones 
deliver purpose-built, high-fidelity sound.
00128714  .........MSRP $249.00 • MAP $199.99

M40/M50
On-Ear Monitoring Headphones
M-Audio
M40/M50 headphones feature powerful drivers 
and a comfortable on-ear design, ideal for long 
hours in the studio monitoring your mixdown 
tracks. With an impressive frequency response, 
the M40/M50 headphones deliver the detail 
and accuracy needed for every kind of music. 
The leather cushioning on the flexible headband 
and ear cups provides a fatigue-free listening 
experience for even the longest-lasting, most 
demanding sessions. The detachable cable is 6 ft. 
(1.8m) long and includes a 1/4-inch adapter for 
compatibility with all equipment. The M40/M50 
brings M-Audio’s industry-leading studio monitor 
engineering to personal headphone audio.

M40
00147316................MSRP $99.00 • MAP $59.00

M50
00147317..............MSRP $119.00 • MAP $79.00

Ella
Planar Magnetic 
Headphone with 
Built-In Audiophile 
Amp
Blue Microphones
Ella has accomplished the 
impossible – a master-
ful blend of detail, impact 
and transparency that 

will change the way you hear music.Combining 
detailed planar magnetic drivers with the impact 
of dynamic technology, Ella maximizes the poten-
tial of your source material – from audiophile 
re-masters to 180-gram vinyl to music on your 
phone. Ella leverages our relentless pursuit of 
exceptional soundto deliver the most inspiring 
listening experience possible.

• Custom, ultra-detailed 50mm x 50mm 
planar magnetic drivers

• Built-in 250mW audiophile amplifier
• Revolutionary personalized fit for superior 

comfort
• Sealed over-ear design for immersive 

isolation
00233539  ..........................MSRP/MAP $699.99

Mix-Fi
Powered High-Fidelity 
Headphones with Built-
In Audiophile Amp
Blue Microphones
Mix-Fi combines a built-in 
custom audiophile amplifier 
and insanely great-sounding 
drivers for a true high-fidelity 

listening experience. With a revolutionary, person-
alized fit, premium 50mm drivers and a perfectly 
matched amplifier, Mix-Fi delivers the most accu-
rate yet inspiring sound you’ve ever heard. It’s 
like having the power and quality of a hi-fi system 
inside your headphones.

Features include:
• High-powered audiophile amplifier cus-

tom-designed for Mix-Fi
• Multi-jointed headband for superior 

comfort and performance
• 50mm fiber-reinforced ultra-responsive 

dynamic drivers
• Powers on and off automatically when 

headphones are opened & closed
• Amplifier control: passive, active, and 

enhanced bass
00264598  ..........................MSRP/MAP $299.99

Lola
Sealed Over-Ear 
High Fidelity 
Headphones
Blue Microphones
Lola completely 
reimagines the form 
and function of a 

headphone so you get optimal sound performance 
and listen-all-day comfort. Experience new details 
in your music with custom 50mm drivers and 
an advanced ergonomic design that combine to 
deliver mind-blowing audio on everything from 
pro-AV or studio gear to laptops, tablets and 
phones. This is no ordinary headphone – join the 
rebellion and start listening differently. 

Features include:
• Visionary design for unprecedented end-

to-end performance
• Custom 50mm drivers deliver incredible 

sound
• Revolutionary personalized fit for superior 

comfort
• Sealed over-ear design for immersive 

isolation
00154866 Black Model .......................................

MSRP/MAP $249.99 
00154867 White Model ......................................

MSRP/MAP $249.99

Sadie
Premium Headphones 
with Built-In Amp
Blue Microphones
Nowadays, you probably lis-
ten to more music on your 
laptop and phone than any-
where else. Ironically, those 
devices have weak, noisy 

audio outputs that really aren’t made for music. 
That inspired us to reimagine the modern head-
phone and design it around a built-in audiophile 
amplifier, which delivers dynamic, detailed and 
clear sound – no matter what you’re plugged into. 
Sadie is the evolution of the ultimate listening 
experience first pioneered by Blue’s groundbreak-
ing Mo-Fi powered headphones. By further refin-
ing Blue’s revolutionary fit and sonic soundstage, 
Sadie delivers even higher levels of performance 
to reveal new details in your favorite music. The 
result is a headphone that makes every device 
sound like a big home hi-fi system. You won’t 
believe how much music you’ve been missing.

• High-powered custom audiophile amplifier 
onboard

• Custom 50mm drivers deliver incredible 
sound

• Revolutionary personalized fit for superior 
comfort

• Sealed over-ear design for immersive 
isolation

00233516  ..........................MSRP/MAP $399.99
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RH1C
Portable Stereo 
Headphones
Yamaha
Designed for on-the-
go musicians seeking 
a lightweight head-
phone, RH1C delivers 
remarkable acoustic 

presence and full, bright sound through an advanced dynamic range and 
open-ear design. Finished with comfortable ear cushions, the economic 
RH1C is the perfect accessory for portable personal systems. Other features 
include: 98 dB/mW of sensitivity; 32 Ohms of impedance; 20 Hz-20 kHz of 
full-spectrum frequency response. Includes 8’, oxygen-free copper cord with 
1/8” plug and 1/4” adaptor.
00751030................................................................................. MSRP $19.99

CM500
Headphones with 
Built-In Microphone
Yamaha
Combining closed-ear, 
noise-reducing head-
phones with a sensitive, 
electret microphone, the 
CM500 creates the ideal 
choice for audience-in-
teractive DJs or school 
music labs. Crafted with 

high-impact materials and an ultra-flexible headband, its solid construction 
withstands repetitive twisting and hard use found in music labs and on the 
dance floor. Optional bias supply included for use with audio devices that do 
not provide 15V phantom power.
00751033 ..........................................................MSRP $79.99 • MAP $59.99

HPH-MT120
Studio Series Headphones
Yamaha
Modern music production technology has 
taken revolutionary leaps over the last 
ten years. Greater-than-CD resolution, 
noise-free recording and all-digital pro-
cessing are commonplace. Now with 
the HPH-MT120, Yamaha has created 
headphones that are ideal for monitoring 
in these demanding environments. We’ve 
applied advanced technology and metic-
ulous adjustment to deliver the clearest 

and most accurate sound, all to complete the final and most important link in 
the recording chain – the sound that reaches your ears.
00121906 ......................................................MSRP $179.95 • MAP $149.95

HD7
Professional Monitoring Headphones
PreSonus
PreSonus’ high-definition HD7 headphones take advantage of a patented, 
semi-open sound chamber to deliver exceptionally deep low frequencies with 
a balanced and yet powerful bass punch. Accurate midrange and extended 
treble response let you pick out the fine details of a mix or track. The light-
weight, ergonomic design adjusts to any head size, offering a comfortable 
listening experience during long recording sessions. Whether you’re monitor-
ing, tracking, mixing, or just listening for pleasure, you can expect impressive 
sonic performance from your HD7 headphones.
00125088 ..........................................................MSRP $79.95 • MAP $59.95

Ultra Isolation Headphones
Model KTUI26
KAT Percussion
Enjoy your own private musical space and block out unwanted external noise 
with KAT’s new KTUI26 Ultra Isolation Headphones. Designed especially for all 
musicians needing superior noise isolation for critical listening. The KTUI26’s 
wide dynamic range and superior noise cancelling capabilities make it the 
ideal choice for private practicing and studio recording sessions. KAT Ultra 
Isolation Headphones make practicing acoustic drums sound like a studio 
mix. They are great for long studio sessions, because they all but eliminate 
ear fatigue and are perfect for recording or tracking with minimal bleed.
00775657  .....................................................MSRP $116.99 • MAP $69.99
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Controlling sound waves reflecting in any music room is critical to a successful listening and recording 
experience. Whether deadening a room that is too “boomy” or dampening a rehearsal space to save your 
hearing, any serious musician or engineer should consider treating each room to get the best results.

MultiZorber II
GeerFab Acoustics
The MultiZorber II offers the lightweight quality of foam with the acoustic 
performance of fiberglass. The new fabric front allows for greatly enhanced 
mid and high frequency absorption, along with a more refined look than the 
original MultiZorber.

Features include:
• 2" - 2 pcf density fiberglass with nylon sailcloth on the back and 

Guilford FR701 fabric on the front
• Portable acoustic environment
• NRC 0.90 against a wall or ceiling
• NRC 1.35 as a free-standing baffle
• No adhesive or impaling clips needed
• For easy, damage-free-hanging on a wall, try the 3M Command 

Wire Hook, 5 lb rating (Model 17069)
• Mounting options: offset from a wall, hang in free space as a baffle, 

install in a corner as a bass trap, hang from a ceiling
• Class A fire rated, made in the USA

00194929 Coin (24 x 48 Panel) .........................MSRP $99.99 • MAP $79.99
00194928 Black (24 x 48 Panel) .......................MSRP $99.99 • MAP $79.99
00194930 Black (24 x 24, Pair of 2) ................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $89.99
00194931 Coin (24 x 24, Pair of 2) .................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $89.99

MultiZorber OC703
GeerFab Acoustics
The groundbreaking MultiZorber OC703 features the Owens Corning 703 
substrate and the *InvisiGrommet mounting system.

Features include:
• 2" - 3 pcf Owens Corning 703 fiberglass board with nylon sailcloth 

on the back and Guilford FR701 fabric on the front
• Best looking and lightest weight OC703 product on the market
• Portable acoustic environment
• NRC 1.05 against a wall or ceiling, even more as a free-standing 

baffle
• *InvisiGrommet mounting system, with the grommets on the back, 

allows for the easiest, least intrusive mounting of any acoustic 
panel

• 2448 panels can be hung vertically and horizontally
• Optional offset spacer for increased absorption
• Install in a corner as a bass trap
• Class A fire rated, made in the USA

00194935 Black (24 x 24, Pair of 2) ..............MSRP $129.99 • MAP $109.99
00194936 Coin (24 x 24, Pair of 2) ...............MSRP $129.99 • MAP $109.99
00194932 Black (24 x 48 Panel) .....................MSRP $119.99 • MAP $99.99
00194933 Coin (24 x 48 Panel) .......................MSRP $119.99 • MAP $99.99
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ProZorbers 
The ProZorber is a Guilford fabric-wrapped 6-7pcf rigid fiberglass (Owens 
Corning 705) panel with a scrim backer. Choose the ProZorber for the most 
stylish, elegant look for your studio, rehearsal or broadcast environment, and 
even for your living room listening area! 

Features include:
• NRC .95 for 2" panels and NRC .80 for 1
• The square edges offer more absorption than beveled edges – over 

8% more for the 1" and nearly 17% more for the 2"
• Includes impaling clips for permanent and semi-permanent  

installation
• Optional 2" offset impaling clips for increased bass absorption
• Over 30% savings compared to the current popular products
• Class A fire-rated
• 100% made in the USA
• Each panel arrives in a custom-sized white cardboard box with prom-

inent red label.

ProZorber 2448
One 24" x 48" Acoustic Treatment Panel
GeerFab Acoustics
00149996 Black 1" (1 panel) ............................... MSRP $129.99 • MAP $109.99
00149997 Black 2" (1 panel) ............................... MSRP $159.99 • MAP $139.99
00149998 Coin 1" (1 panel) ................................ MSRP $129.99 • MAP $109.99
00149999 Coin 2" (1 panel) ................................ MSRP $159.99 • MAP $139.99

ProZorber 2424
Pair of Two 24" x 24" Panels
GeerFab Acoustics
00143563 Black 1" (pair) .............................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $109.99
00143564 Coin 1" (pair) ...............................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $109.99
00143565 Black 2" (pair) .............................MSRP $159.99 • MAP $139.99
00143566 Coin 2" (pair) ...............................MSRP $159.99 • MAP $139.99

ProZorber 
Impaling Clips 
4-Pack
Optional 2" Gap Offset 
Impaling Clips
GeerFab Acoustics
00150000  ................ $19.99
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Gobbler
Each G-Tech hard drive comes with a free 12-month 
subscription to Gobbler. Gobbler is the cloud 
collaboration platform for audio production. Designed 
to provide a cutting-edge cloud sync and collaboration 
experience, Gobbler 2.0 grees users from the need to 
focus on files, and makes collaboration as simple as 1 
click. Supporting Apple Logic, Ableton Live, and AVID 
ProTools (with more to come), Gobbler 2.0’s Collect 
feature automatically finds all needed audio and video 
files when syncing a project. Gobbler’s many users 
include such legendary names as John Legend, Elton 
John and Ryan Tedder. 
Learn more at www.gobbler.com

G-DOCK ev with 
Thunderbolt
G-Technology
The G-DOCK ev with Thunderbolt 
storage solution is a two bay, swap-
pable drive system with user con-
figurable RAID 0,1 and is designed 
to optimize the digital content 
workflow. Part of the Evolution 
Series, G-DOCK ev ships with two 
hot-swappable USB 3.0 G-DRIVE 
ev hard drives for convenience and 
portability. Pop in any combination 
of G-DRIVE ev hard drives into the 
G-DOCK ev for ultimate flexibili-
ty. The Evolution Series includes 
not only the G-DOCK ev, but also 
G-DRIVE ev. Designed for speed 
and flexibility, G-DRIVE ev offers 
transfer speeds up to 136MB/s, 
features USB 3.0 for use as a single 
direct attached drive and a SATA 
connector for use in the G-DOCK 
ev. Features include: allows for up 
to 2TB of storage • compatible with 
Mac or Windows • selectable RAID 
mode • 3-year limited warranty • all 
cables included.
00142292  .......................$649.95 

G-DRIVE
Professional External USB 
3.0 Hard Drive –  
Up to 2000GB Storage
G-Technology
A high performance storage solu-
tion features screaming fast USB 
3.0, eSATA, and FireWire® inter-
faces. Available in storage capac-
ities up to 2TB, G-DRIVE is perfect 
for storage-intensive applications 
like audio/video editing, digital 
photography, music libraries, and 
high-speed data backup. G-DRIVE 
is plug and play on Mac OSX and 
ready to use with Time Machine®. 
An all-aluminum enclosure with an 
integrated heat-sync system keeps 
G-DRIVE running cool and quiet. 
G-DRIVE supports professional 
music production tools including 
Pro Tools, Logic Studio, Cubase, 
Nuendo, Digital Performer, and 
many more. G-DRIVE comes prefor-
matted HFS+ with Journaling and 
is Time Machine® compatible right 
out of the box! 
00142283  Up to 2000GB Storage

 .......................$159.95 

00142284  Up to 3000GB Storage
 .......................$179.95 

00142286  Up to 6000GB Storage
 .......................$399.95 

G-DRIVE ev
USB 3.0 Hard Drive with 
500GB Storage
G-Technology
The rugged G-DRIVE ev hard drive is 
the new go-to device for seamless 
plug-and-play USB 3.0 connectiv-
ity in the field. With speeds up to 
136MB/s, use it alone onsite, then 
insert the drive into the G-DOCK ev 
back at your workstation to trans-
fer your content with the ultra-
fast, high-performance Thunderbolt 
interface. Designed to work with 
the Evolution Series, the G-DRIVE ev 
streamlines your capture, transfer, 
and distribution process. Features 
include: up to 500GB of storage • 
stylish aluminum design • compat-
ible with Mac or Windows • 3-year 
limited warranty.
00142289 500GB Storage ..$99.95 

00142290  1000GB Storage
 .......................$149.95 

G-DRIVE ev SSD
An External Solid-State Evo-
lution Series Drive
G-Technology
With a need for speed, take the 
power of the G-DRIVE ev SSD 
with you. With extreme solid-state 
performance connected with USB 
3.0, you’ll get transfer rates up to 
400MB/s. Use it alone or with the 
G-DOCK ev with Thunderbolt and 
experience up to 480MB/s for the 
ultimate flexibility and expandability 
that today’s creative professionals 
demand. Pros need faster, more 
flexible ways to capture, share and 
distribute their work – and from the 
field to the studio, G-Technology’s 
innovative Evolution series stream-
lines digital content workflow as 
never before. Shoot on-site, transfer 
to studio and distribute to your part-
ners, all with one system. Features 
include: works with Time Machine®, 
plug-and-play setup on Mac OS • 
compatible with Mac or Windows 
• stylish aluminum design • 3-year 
limited warranty.
00142291  .......................$499.95 

studio & rehearsal support
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G-DRIVE mobile
Portable USB and  
FireWire Drive
G-Technology
G-DRIVE mobile features USB 3.0 and FireWire 
interfaces, exceptional throughout performance, 
and up to 1TB capacity – making it the per-
fect storage option for portable use. It’s Time 
Machine® ready so backing up all of those import-
ant documents, music, digital video and photos, 
is easy! Also the G-DRIVE mobile is bus-powered, 
and that means when you’re on your way out, 
you don’t need to add an external AC power sup-
ply to your laptop case. G-DRIVE mobile comes 
preformatted HFS+ with Journaling and is Time 
Machine® compatible right out of the box! A sim-
ple initialization is all it takes to prepare G-DRIVE 
mobile for use with Windows® systems! 

Features include: 
• up to 1TB of storage 
• compatible with Mac or Windows 
• stylish aluminum design 
• 3-year limited warranty.

00142282  ............................................$159.95 

G-DRIVE with Thunderbolt
High-Performance USB 3.0 Storage 
Solution – Up to 3000GB
G-Technology
A high-performance storage solution featuring 
ultra-fast Thunderbolt and USB 3.0 interfaces 
in an all aluminum enclosure. G-DRIVE with 
Thunderbolt is perfect for storage-intensive appli-
cations like audio/video editing or digital photog-
raphy. 

Features include: 
• up to 3TB of storage 
• 165MB/s transfer rate 
• compatible with Mac or Windows 
• stylish aluminum design 
• 3-year limited warranty 
• works with Time Machine®, plug-and-play 

setup on Mac OS.
00142288  Up to 4000GB Storage ..........$399.95 

G-DRIVE Slim (No Gobbler)
7200 rpm Portable USB 3.0 Drive
G-Technology
Bring up to 500GB of data with you or transfer 
it to and from a computer using USB 3.0 tech-
nology with the 500GB G-DRIVE slim 7200 rpm 
Portable USB 3.0 Drive from G-Technology. This 
drive is well suited for use with digital photos, vid-
eos, music, documents, and more. It is compatible 
with both Windows and Mac and connects to ei-
ther system using a USB 3.0 (5 Gb/s) interface. It 
is also backwards compatible with USB 2.0 and 
features a rotational speed of 7200 rpm, which 
allows for data transfer rates of up to 125 MB/s. 
This drive is also powered using USB 3.0 bus 
power, meaning that no additional external power 
source is required.

Features include:
• 500GB, ultra-slim external hard drive
• Light-weight compact aluminum enclo-

sure
• Apple Time Machine compatible
• Bus powered via high-speed USB 3.0 

ports
00160139 Up to 500 GB Storage ........................

MSRP/MAP $79.95
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Hum X
Ground Loop 
Exterminator
Model Hum X
Ebtech
Exterminate ground 

hum at the source! Filters unwanted low voltage 
from ground line that cause ground Hum while 
maintaining ground connection. Simply plug Hum 
X into the offending outlet and plug your equip-
ment into Hum X. That’s it! Max current draw 6 
amps. LED indicator and two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Eliminate Ground Loop at the source
• Filters unwanted currents and voltages 

in the Ground line while maintaining 
safe ground

• Simply place on end of power plug and 
plug Hum X into wall outlet

• LED shows that Hum X is working
• Suitable for 120 Volt North American 

Type A or B outlets only
• Maximum recommended current draw 

6 Amps
• Available in hang-able, resealable clear 

clamshell packaging or contactor box
00242743  ............................MSRP/MAP $79.00

Hum  
Eliminator™ 2
2-Channel Box with 
1/4" “Smart Jacks” 
(TS or TRS)

Model HE-2
Ebtech
Eliminates ground loop hum. Just plug the HE-2 
in between the offending pieces of equipment and 
you’re done. Also converts balanced and unbal-
anced signals. 2 channel box version. Cold-rolled 
steel housing, passive design (no power required) 
& two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Simply plug the Hum Eliminator between 

the offending pieces of equipment to get 
rid of ground loop or cable related hum

• Uses 1:1 isolation transformers to break 
loop antenna and balance audio lines

• Also converts balanced and unbalanced 
signals

• 1/4" smart jacks can accept any combi-
nation of mono or stereo plugs

• Available in 2 channel box or 8 channel 
single space rack

• Passive device (No power required)
• Hang-able/resealable clear clamshell 

packaging
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year 

warranty
00242744  ............................MSRP/MAP $72.00

Hum  
Eliminator™ 2 
XLR
2-Channel Box with 
XLR Jacks

Ebtech
Two channel Hum Eliminator™ equipped with 
1/4" ins/outs AND XLR ins/outs. Use any combi-
nation of 1/4" and XLR ins/outs. Cold-rolled steel 
housing, passive design (no power required) & 
two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Simply plug the Hum Eliminator between 

the offending pieces of equipment to get 
rid of ground loop or cable related hum

• Uses 1:1 isolation transformers to break 
loop antenna and balance audio lines

• Also converts balanced and unbalanced 
signals

• Two 1/4" XLR channels in hand held box
• Use any combination of 1/4" or XLR ins/

outs
• 1/4" smart jacks can accept any combi-

nation of mono or stereo plugs
• Passive device (No power required)
• Hang-able/resealable clear clamshell 

packaging
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year 

warranty
00242745 Model HE-2-XLR ...MSRP/MAP $93.00

Hum Eliminator 8
8-Channel Single Space Rack with 1/4" “Smart Jacks” (TS or TRS)
Ebtech
Eight channel single space rack version with 14" jacks. Reversible racks ears, 
passive design (no power required), two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Simply plug the Hum Eliminator between the offending pieces of 

equipment to get rid of ground loop or cable related hum
• Uses 1:1 isolation transformers to break loop antenna and balance 

audio lines
• Also converts balanced and unbalanced signals
• Eight 1/4" channels in single space rack
• Reversible or removable rack ears
• 1/4" smart jacks can accept any combination of mono or stereo plugs
• Passive device (No power required)
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year warranty

00242746 Model HE-8 ..................................................MSRP/MAP $240.00

Hum Eliminator™ 8 XLR
8-Channel Single Space Rack with XLR Jacks
Ebtech
Eight channel single space rack version with XLR jacks. Reversible racks ears, 
passive design (no power required), two-year warranty.

Feature include:
• Simply plug the Hum Eliminator between the offending pieces of 

equipment to get rid of ground loop or cable related hum
• Uses 1:1 isolation transformers to break loop antenna and balance 

audio lines
• Also converts balanced and unbalanced signals
• Eight XLR channels in single space rack
• Reversible or removable rack ears
• Passive device (No power required)
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year warranty

00242747 Model HE-8-XLR ...........................................MSRP/MAP $267.00
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Line Level 
Shifter® 2
2-Channel 
Box with 1/4" 
“Smart Jacks” 
(TS or TRS)

Ebtech
Increase or decrease signal voltage (-10dBV and 
+4dBu) without adding noise. Use any combina-
tion of 1/4" and XLR ins/outs. Eliminates ground 
loop hum. Converts balanced and unbalanced 
signals. 2 channel box version. Cold-rolled steel 
housing, passive design (no power required) & 
two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Increase or decrease signal voltage 

(-10dBV and +4dBu) without adding 
noise

• Also contains Hum Eliminator technolo-
gy to get rid of hum caused by ground 
loops or unbalanced cables

• Also converts balanced and unbalanced 
signals

• 1/4" jacks can accept any combination 
of mono or stereo plugs

• Available in 2 channel box or 8 channel 
single space rack

• Passive device (no power required)
• Hang-able/resealable clear clamshell 

packaging
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year 

warranty
00242748 Model LLS-2 .........MSRP/MAP $83.00

Line Level 
Shifter® 2 
XLR
2-Channel Box 
with XLR Jacks
Ebtech

Two channel Line Level Shifter® equipped with 
1/4" ins/outs AND XLR ins/outs. Cold-rolled steel 
housing, passive design (no power required) & 
two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Increase or decrease signal voltage 

(-10dBV and +4dBu) without adding 
noise

• Contains Hum Eliminator technology to 
get rid of hum caused by ground loops 
or unbalanced cables

• Converts balanced and unbalanced 
signals

• Two 1/4"/XLR channels in hand held 
box

• Use any combination of 1/4" or XLR ins/
outs

• 1/4" jacks can accept any combination 
of mono or stereo plugs

• Available in 2 channel box or 8 channel 
single space rack

• Passive device (No power required)
• Hang-able/resealable clear clamshell 

packaging
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year 

warranty
00242749 Model LLS-2-XLR .............MSRP/MAP 
$105.00

6-in-1 Cable 
Tester
Ebtech
Checks XLR, 1/4", RCA, 
1/8", TT & MIDI cables 
for continuity and/or 
intermittent connections. 
Detects opens and shorts 
for each pin and holds 
LED reading so you know 

exactly where the problem is! Other features 
include test tone generator (+4, -10, Mic), phan-
tom power detector, grounded XLR shield detec-
tor and cable wiring display. Two AA batteries 
required. Two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Checks XLR, 1/4", RCA, 1/8", TT & MIDI 

cables for continuity and/or intermittent 
connections

• Detects opens and shorts for each pin
• Includes test tone generator (+4, -10, 

Mic)
• Phantom power detector
• Grounded XLR shield detector
• LED readout grid serves as handy cable 

wiring display
• Two AA batteries required
• Hang-able/resealable clear clamshell 

packaging
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year 

warranty
00242752 Model CT ............MSRP/MAP $108.00

Line Level Shifter® 8
8-Channel Single Space Rack with 1/4" “Smart Jacks”  
(TS or TRS)
Ebtech
Eight channel single space rack version with 1/4" jacks. Reversible racks 
ears, passive design (no power required), two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Increase or decrease signal voltage (-10dBV and +4dBu) without 

adding noise
• Contains Hum Eliminator technology to get rid of hum caused by 

ground loops or unbalanced cables
• Converts balanced and unbalanced signals
• Eight 1/4" channels in single space rack
• Reversible or removable rack ears
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year warranty

00242750 Model LLS-8 .................................................MSRP/MAP $303.00

Line Level Shifter® 8 XLR
8-Channel Single Space Rack with XLR Jacks
Ebtech
Eight channel single space rack version with XLR jacks. Reversible racks ears, 
passive design (no power required), two-year warranty.

Features include:
• Increase or decrease signal voltage (-10dBV and +4dBu) without 

adding noise
• Contains Hum Eliminator technology to get rid of hum caused by 

ground loops or unbalanced cables
• Converts balanced and unbalanced signals
• Eight XLR channels in single space rack
• Reversible or removable rack ears
• Cold-rolled steel housing, two-year warranty

00242751 Model LLS-8-XLR .........................................MSRP/MAP $330.00
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INSTRUMENT CABLES

Tourtek Instrument Cables
Samson Audio
Tourtek Cables have been designed for musicians and sound engineers who 
require superior sound quality and demand ultimate reliability. The cables 
exceed the design goal by combining quality components like genuine 
Neutrik® connectors and durable low-noise wire with solid build construction.

Tourtek Instrument Cables feature inner stranded copper conductors covered 
by a PVC insulator, which is wrapped in a second carbon insulator, then 
wrapped in a braided copper shield with 96% coverage. This is protected 
by a 6mm PVC outer jacket. The low capacitance cable provides excellent 
rejection of RFI/EMI interference, extremely low handling noise and superior 
sound quality.

These instrument cables are available in a variety of lengths to ensure you 
have the appropriate cable for any application and can be purchased with one 
right angle connector as well. 
00140149 1-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................... $21.99 

00140150 3-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................... $29.99 

00140151 6-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................... $34.99 

00140152 10-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................. $35.99 

00140153 15-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................. $36.99 

00140154 20-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................. $42.99 

00140155 25-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................. $45.99 

00140156 50-Foot Instrument Cable ................................................. $71.99 

00140157  3-Foot Instrument Cable with 1 Right Angle Connector ...... $30.99 

00140158  10-Foot Instrument Cable with 1 Right Angle Connector .... $37.99 

00140159  20-Foot Instrument Cable with 1 Right Angle Connector .... $45.99 

00140160  25-Foot Instrument Cable with 1 Right Angle Connector .... $63.99 

IC1
1-foot Instrument Cable (2 Pack)
Samson Audio  
00140625  ........................................................................................ $49.99 

IC10
10-Foot Instrument Cable (2 Pack)
Samson Audio  
00140626  ........................................................................................ $64.99 

IC20
20-Foot Instrument/Patch Cable (2 Pack)
Samson Audio

Features include:
• 20-foot instrument/patch cable two-pack
• High quality nickel-plated 1/4-inch plugs
• Low noise cable with braided shield
• Heat shrink strain relief

00140627  ........................................................................................ $74.99



music
Includes sheet music, mixed folios, personality folios, fake books and 
instruction for piano and keyboard, guitar and bass, folk instruments, 
and other solo instruments. Also includes features on our play-along 
series, methods, Berklee Press, Musicians Institute, Spanish and 
French publications, merchandising displays, and manuscript paper.   
90013756

drum & percussion
All of our drum & percussion instruments and accessories including 
drum gear, percussion instruments, electronic kits, drum machines, 
and percussion-related gifts. Also includes top drum methods, 
songbooks, play-alongs, and DVDs.  
90014842

instruments & accessories
Brand-name gear for guitars, basses, keyboards, and ukuleles, plus 
beginner packs. Accessories include tuners, stands, folders, mobile 
device accessories, headphones, and more.   
90014840

recording & live sound
Includes software, interfaces, controllers, monitors, microphones, 
wireless systems, speakers, mixers, and more.   
90014841

gifts
Wide variety of artist-branded playing cards, puzzles and posters, 
pro sports-themed accessories, miniature guitar replicas, illustrated 
books, composer statuettes, and more.   
90014843
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STUDIO MICROPHONES

Musicians strive to capture the “moment,” as it is heard and performed, when recording. Every artist and 
engineer knows that capturing these “moments” starts with using a good microphone. Hal Leonard’s selection 
includes quality Dynamic, Ribbon, and Condenser microphones ideal for budget-conscience beginners to high-
end professionals.

Baby Bottle SL
Blue Microphones
Baby Bottle SL is a cardioid 
condenser microphone that 
delivers classic sound and 
incredible versatility. With 
a richly present midrange, 
smooth top end, and neutral 
bottom, Baby Bottle SL is 
reminiscent of the world’s 
finest vintage microphones. 
Featuring a high-pass filter 
and -20dB pad, Baby Bottle 
SL excels at adding a rich, 
classic vibe to nearly any 
sound source.

Building on the success of 
the original Baby Bottle, the 
SL model features refined 
sonics, a new streamlined 
build and versatile switches 
to capture the true charac-
ter of your voice and bring 
classic mojo to acoustic 
guitars and other instru-
ments. 
00214949  ......MSRP/MAP 

$399.00

Bluebird SL
Blue Microphones
Bluebird SL delivers pris-
tine, highly versatile sound 
that makes every detail of 
your performance come to 
life. With a high-pass filter 
and -20dB pad, Bluebird 
SL is ideal for capturing 
standout vocal performanc-
es, expressing the true tone 
of guitars, piano and more 
with extended upper clarity, 
smooth mids and rich lows. 
Next stop, top-flight sound. 

With the original Bluebird 
microphone, Blue set a 
new standard for modern 
recording mics. Bluebird SL 
advances that legacy with 
refined sonics and versatile 
switches to capture excep-
tionally clear and powerful 
sound that makes ears perk 
up and listen. 
00214950  ......MSRP/MAP 

$299.00

Hummingbird
Small Diaphragm 
Condenser  
Microphone with 
Pivoting Head
Blue Microphones
Hummingbird is a versa-
tile, precision-engineered 
Class-A small-diaphragm 
microphone. Like its avian 
counterpart, Hummingbird 
is compact, fits precisely 
into tight spaces and can 
nimbly change positions 
where others can’t. The 
pivoting head allows for 
180 degrees of rotation, so 
you can record at any angle 
without adjusting the stand. 
Featuring a precisely tuned 
diaphragm based on Blue’s 
acclaimed “B1” cardioid 
capsule, Hummingbird 
offers balanced character 
with plenty of sparkling 
high end in the studio and 
on stage for drum over-
heads, acoustic guitar, 
strings or any instrument 
with fast transients and rich 
overtones.
00145531  ......MSRP/MAP 

$299.99

Spark SL
Blue Microphones
Spark SL brings legend-
ary Blue studio sound and 
versatility to your record-
ing space. Produce stun-
ning recordings for vocals, 
guitars, drums, pianos 
and more with Spark SL’s 
detailed, transparent sound 
and versatile high-pass fil-
ter and -20dB pad. Whether 
starting a new studio or 
expanding your mic locker, 
Spark SL is ready to ignite 
your creativity.  

Based on the original Spark, 
the world’s best-selling 
studio condenser micro-
phone, Spark SL excels 
at delivering detailed and 
transparent sound to your 
recordings with a new level 
of versatility and sound 
quality. Featuring a new 
streamlined build, refined 
sonics and versatile switch-
es, Spark SL will transform 
your creative space into a 
professional studio.
00214951  ......MSRP/MAP 

$199.00

Blackout Spark 
SL
XLR Condenser Mic 
for Pro Recording and 
Streaming
Blue Microphones
Ready to upgrade your 
home studio or streaming 
setup to full broadcast stu-
dio level? Blackout Spark 
SL brings Blue’s legend-
ary studio sound to your 
space. With a professional 
XLR connection and ver-
satile switches, Blackout 
Spark SL gives you that 
broadcast studio voice 
that will transform your 
podcasts, Twitch® game 
streams and YouTube vid-
eos. The large-diaphragm 
cardioid condenser cap-
sule and JFET electronics 
deliver superb detail and 
rich harmonic audio for the 
ultimate in professional 
sound. Upgrade to Blackout 
Spark SL and hear why 
Blue is the number one 
choice for game streamers, 
podcasters and musicians 
worldwide.
00260513  ......MSRP/MAP 

$199.99
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C01
Condenser Microphone
Samson Audio
Samson’s C01 has all the performance features that 
you demand from a large diaphragm condenser 
microphone. It’s the perfect solution for recording 
vocals, acoustic instruments and for use as and over-
head drum mic.
00140022 ........................................... MSRP $119.99  

 MAP $79.99  

CR20
Versatile Condenser Microphone
MXL
Experience the versatility of two microphones in one 
with the MXL CR20 Condenser Microphone. The CR20’s 
fixed cardioid pickup is opt imized for recording vocals 
and instruments with a top-quality gold-sputtered dia-
phragm and an innovative tube emulation switch.

The CR20 offers unmatched flexibility and performance 
for multi-track vocal and instrumental studio record-
ings. At the flip of a switch, the sonic characteristics 
of the MXL CR20 instantly change from crisp and clear 
with detailed high-end to warm and balanced with a 
rich bottom-end, similar to the buttery tone of vintage 
tube microphones.
00214968  ..................................................... $199.95

CR21
Pair of Small Diaphragm 
Microphones (Black Chrome)
MXL
The state-of-the-art MXL CR21 Pair of microphones record in 
vivid detail. Suited for drum overheads, acoustic instruments, 
and pianos; the pencil condensers are also a powerful option 
in tight situations. The CR21 mics sound clean, articulate, and 
full. With a fast transient response, the mics accurately pick up 
every scintillating detail of the performance. 
00141150 ........................................................ MSRP $249.95  

MAP $149.95

CR77
Vintage Stage Dynamic Mic
MXL
The MXL CR77 is a dynamic stage micro-
phone that melds vintage style with modern 
design elements both inside and out. Behind 
the grill, an integrated foam windscreen 
filters out plosives and background noise 
while the super cardioid polar pattern rejects 
periphery noise. The CR77 also features a 
built-in shockmount to reduce noise from 
floor vibrations, allowing the singer to come in 
close to the mic while performing. The CR77’s 
construction is robust and heavy to withstand 
the rigors of the road. 
00141151 .....MSRP $249.95 • MAP $179.95

CR30
Large Diaphragm Condenser  
Microphone
MXL
The MXL CR30 has a small profile body with a 
sleek black chrome finish. It features a 32mm 
large diaphragm capsule with a fixed cardioid 
pattern, and a low noise FET preamp with fully 
balanced transformerless output. In addition it 
has a 3 position pad (pre attenuation) switch 
with settings of 0dB, -10dB and -20dB. The 
CR30 delivers power and depth to vocals, as 
well as capturing the clarity and smoothness of 
instrumental performances. Wired with Mogami 
cable, the CR30’s fidelity and versatility will 
ensure it is a favorite in your studio.
00153910  Black Chrome Body 

 ........................MSRP/MAP $199.95 

CR89
Black Chrome Condenser Mic
MXL
The MXL CR89 is a large diaphragm condenser 
microphone wrapped in sharply contrasted black and 
chrome. The sound is every bit as bold as the body; 
the CR89 can handle subtle acoustic guitar tones 
and loud vocals with the same sonic integrity. The 
CR89 has low noise circuitry and a very low proximity 
effect, making it ideal for up-close recording. At home 
on instruments and vocals, the CR89’s body design 
minimizes body resonance while the tuned grill cavity 
reduces standing waves and harmonic distortion.
00141152 ..............MSRP $469.95 • MAP $349.95
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Genesis
Tube Condenser Mic
MXL
The MXL Genesis is a master-
fully engineered tube micro-
phone with features and per-
formance levels found in mics 
priced thousands of dollars 
more. From intimate vocal 
recordings to fast-attacking 
rap, the Genesis cuts beau-
tifully through the mix with 
spectacular detail. Recording 
professionals and musicians 
are praising the Genesis for 
its clean highs, warm mids, 
and tight bottom-end, fea-
tures attributed in part to the 
genuine Mullard 12AT7 tube.
00141148....MSRP $995.00 • 

MAP $595.00

Genesis FET
Solid State Condenser 
Mic
MXL
The Genesis FET is designed 
to replicate the finest sonic 
characteristics of the original 
Genesis but with the added 
convenience of solid state elec-
tronics. The Genesis FET is an 
outstanding vocal mic, capable 
of capturing the details of any 
performance from soulful sing-
ers to raw rappers. It features 
low noise FET circuitry and 
Mogami cable to ensure clean, 
natural recordings.
00141149 ......MSRP $539.95 • 

MAP $399.95

DX-2
Variable Dynamic 
Instrument Microphone
MXL
The new MXL DX-2® Variable 
Dynamic Instrument Microphone 
allows limitless customization of 
tone and pickup with innovative 
design for optimal microphone 
performance and placement. It 
is flat-faced for side address 
pickup while the crossfade knob 
allows blending between two 
distinctly different capsules with 
complimentary characteristics. 
The slotted semi-open back lets 

Capsule 1’s super cardioid large capsule pick up 
ambient and naturalistic room tone; Capsule 2’s 
cardioid small capsule offers complete rejection 
of monitor and stage volume. Its design also 
allows for optimal placement directly on guitar 
cabinets with a higher SPL tolerance for horns 
and drums. Sturdy all-metal body construction 
for enhanced durability to withstand extend-
ed on-stage use and internal MOGAMI® wiring 
for unmatched clarity. This unique body style 
represents a step forward for MXL microphone 
designs and will set the standard for future MXL 
innovation.
00191990  .........MSRP $219.95 • MAP $149.95

V67GS
Condenser Mics with Pad 
and Attenuation Switches
MXL
The MXL V67GS combines 
Class-A FET circuitry and a 
transformer/coupled output for 
an open and pure sound. The 
V67GS offers a smooth rising 
presence peak which is preferred 
for vocals when there is a heavy 
low end in the mix. The high-
pass roll-off switch and addi-
tional -6 dB pad provide the ulti-
mate improvement to our classic 
version.

00141153............MSRP $279.95 • MAP $119.95

V67N
Instrument Condenser Mic
MXL
The MXL V67N is a robust condenser 
microphone that provides just the 
right amount of power, presence 
and clarity. Hand-selected compo-
nents and transformer-balanced 
output deliver a solid bottom end 
and exposed top, making it perfect 
for drums, piano, guitar, choirs, and 
many other applications. Plus the 
V67N is internally wired with world-
class Mogami® cable for sonic integ-
rity in every session.
00141154 ................MSRP $249.95 

MAP $149.95

V69M EDT
MOGAMI® Edition Large 
Diaphragm Tube  
Condenser Microphone
MXL
Musicians, artists, and bloggers 
agree – the V69 (MOGAMI® Edition) 
is the standard of excellence for 
tube condenser microphones. 
Tested against mics costing bar-
rels more, the V69 continues to 
impress with its rich midrange, 
punchy forward character, and 
mix-ready vocals. Providing a win-

ning combination of both crispness and warmth, 
the V69 is a must-have tool for the professional 
and home studio environment.
00147384............MSRP $399.00 • MAP $299.95

440
Condenser Microphone
MXL
The MXL 440 is a beautiful 
studio condenser microphone 
designed to complement a wide 
variety of vocal and instrument 
applications. By combining a 
FET preamp with an electrical-
ly-balanced output, the MXL 
440 delivers an uncompromised 
tonal quality perfect for all studio 
applications.
00147388 ...........MSRP $109.95 

 MAP $89.95
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440/441 Recording  
Condenser Mic Kit
Set of 2 Microphones in a Protective Case
MXL
The MXL 440/441 is a beautiful microphone 
ensemble designed to complement a wide variety 
of vocal and instrument applications. The 440 
studio condenser microphone combines a FET 
preamp with an electrically-balanced output and 
delivers an uncompromised tonal quality perfect 
for all studio applications. The MXL 441 instrument 
microphone delivers the dynamic range required in 
the most demanding instrument applications and 
is perfect for use on the road as well as on acoustic 
instruments and overhead studio drums.
00141156............MSRP $149.95 • MAP $109.95

550/551R
Recording Mic Kit
MXL
This all-in-one Recording Ensemble deliv-
ers outstanding performance for both vocals 
and instruments. Ideal for quality-oriented but 
budget-mindful musicians, the MXL 550/551R 
Ensemble includes the MXL 550 and MXL 551. 
The MXL 550 is a robust vocal condenser micro-
phone with exceptional clarity and tonal quality. 
The MXL 551 instrument microphone provides 
the dynamic range needed for acoustic guitars, 
drums, high-hat cymbals, pianos, percussion, 
stringed instruments and more. 
00147387  ............................................$179.95

603S Pair
Instrument Microphones  
with Shock Mounts &  
Deluxe Carrying Case
MXL
Designed with professional and 
working musicians in mind, 
the MXL 603 PAIR Instrument 
Microphones deliver the natural 
acoustic properties you need for 
overhead drums, piano, string 
instruments, and more. Sharing 
characteristics of European and 
Japanese imports at a fraction 

of the price, a transformerless design provides 
a solid bottom and an extremely open top end 
sound. The MXL 603 PAIR can even handle guitar 
amp recordings!
00147385  ............................................$299.00

770
Small Condenser  
Microphone
MXL
The MXL 770 continues to 
amaze recording artists all 
over the world with its incred-
ible price/performance ratio. 
Singers, especially rappers, love 
the 770 for its solid bass, as well 
as its upfront high-end. The MXL 
770 even uses a high quality 
FET preamp with balanced out-
put for a wide dynamic range. 

00147382  .........MSRP $169.95 • MAP $119.95

770X
Multi-Pattern Vocal 
Condenser Microphone
MXL
The MXL 770 continues to 
amaze recording artists all over 
the world with its incredible 
price/performance ratio. Singers, 
especially rappers, love the 770 
for its solid bass, as well as 
its upfront high-end. The 770X 
multi-pattern vocal condenser 
microphone features an upgrad-
ed MXL 770 with 32 mm LDC 
and multiple patterns. It also 

includes a complete vocal studio package with 
bonus accessories and a new shockmount with 
integrated pop filter and MXL mic cable.
00214969  .........MSRP $299.95 • MAP $199.95

2003A
Large Capsule Condenser 
Microphone
MXL
Another MXL winner that puts pric-
ier mics to shame, the MXL 2003A 
is a go-to tool for those critical 
recording applications like acous-
tic guitar, where clarity, presence, 
and detail are deal breakers. A 
switch selectable bass cut and -10 
dB pad provide additional record-
ing options, and a transformerless 
FET preamp will please the picki-

est engineers with its smooth and even response.
00147383  .........MSRP $219.95 • MAP $179.95

2006
Large FET Condenser  
Microphone
MXL
 Designed with a large, highly sen-
sitive 32mm condenser capsule, 
MXL 2006 captures the details 
and nuances of vocals, acoustic 
guitar, electric guitar cabinets, 
and even steps up for recording 
percussion. Its impressive sound 
quality is backed by impressive 
engineering like Class A circuitry 
and a balanced transformerless 
output for outstanding results in 
recording studios or live appli-
cations.

00141157  .........MSRP $179.95 • MAP $109.95

2010
Multi-Pattern Condenser 
Microphone
MXL
Sweet, silky and transpar-
ent describe the MXL 2010. 
Perfectly at home on vocals 
and instruments, what makes 
the 2010 so versatile is MXL’s 
multi-pattern design with omni, 
cardioid, and Figure-8 polar pat-
terns. The 2010 also includes 
a -10 dB attenuation switch for 
high sound pressure levels, so 
it’s also an excellent mic for 
drum overheads or guitar amps.

00141158  .........MSRP $219.95 • MAP $179.95

See page 96 for shock mounts.
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Heritage Edition (HE) Microphones
MXL

Genesis HE
Tube Microphone
The MXL Genesis HE is a masterfully engineered tube micro-
phone that cuts beautifully through the mix with spectacular 
detail. Recording professionals and musicians praise the 
Genesis for its clean highs, warm mids, and tight bottom-end. 
This award-winner makes magnificent recordings for any 
singer or genre. The rich vintage tone is attributed in part to 
the genuine Mullard 12AT7 tube. Vocals stay above the other 
tracks, with little or no EQ needed.
00148692 ................................................MSRP/MAP $595.00 

V69M HE
Diaphragm Tube Condenser Microphone
Musicians, artists, and bloggers agree – the V69 (MOGAMI HE) 
is the standard of excellence for tube condenser microphones. 
Tested against mics costing barrels more, the V69 continues 
to impress with its rich midrange, punchy forward character, 
and mix-ready vocals. Providing a winning combination of both 
crispness and warmth, the V69 is a must-have tool for the pro-
fessional and home studio environment.
00148693 ..................................................MSRP/MAP $299.95 

V67G HE
Large Capsule Condenser Microphone
“Old school tube mellow” is often used to describe the sound 
of the V67G HE. Designed mainly for vocals, the V67G HE 
combines Class A FET circuitry and a transformer-coupled 
output for an open and pure sound. The V67G HE comes 
through with killer vocals even in front of a busy mix and 
has great stage appeal with a gold-plated round grill and 
distinctive, vintage body. You’ll be amazed by the sound 
this cleverly-designed microphone provides and pleasantly 
pleased with the price.
00148694 .............................................MSRP/MAP $149.95 

R144 HE
Ribbon Microphone
Incorporating a Figure-8 polar pattern and a 1.8-micron alu-
minum ribbon, the MXL R144 HE offers breathtaking sound 
for vocal and instrument recordings and is an excellent 
microphone for broadcast applications. The R144 also per-
forms brilliantly on acoustic instruments, strings, and horns 
and offers high SPL capability, outstanding side rejection 
and precise directivity.
00148695 ...........................................MSRP/MAP $129.95

 

990-HE
Condenser  
Microphone
The MXL 990 HE remains one of the industry’s most 
ground-breaking microphones. The first high quality 
condenser microphone to come into reach of working 
musicians, the MXL 990 HE has a FET preamp and a 
large diaphragm for truly professional sound quality in 
both digital and analog recordings. This revolutionary 
condenser microphone continues to astound artists 
with its silky, high end and tight, solid low and midrange 
reproduction.
00148696 .....................................MSRP/MAP $129.95

Genesis FET HE
Studio Condenser  
Microphone
 The Genesis FET HE is designed to replicate the finest sonic 
characteristics of the original Genesis but with the added con-
venience of solid state electronics. The Genesis FET HE is an 
outstanding vocal mic, capable of capturing the details of any 
performance from soulful singers to raw rappers. It features low 
noise FET circuitry and Mogami cable to ensure clean, natural 
recordings.
00148697 .................................................MSRP/MAP $349.95 

R144
Small Ribbon Microphone
MXL
Incorporating a Figure-8 polar pattern and a 1.8-micron 
aluminum ribbon, the MXL R144 offers breathtaking sound 
for vocal and instrument recordings and is an excellent 
microphone for broadcast applications. The R144 also per-
forms brilliantly on acoustic instruments, strings, and horns 
and offers high SPL capability, outstanding side rejection 
and precise directivity.
00141155 ...........................MSRP $159.95 • MAP $99.95
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MTR Series
Condenser Microphones
Samson Audio
Samson’s MTR Condenser Microphones bring exceptional performance and high-end quality to a variety of live and 
studio situations. Ideal for recording vocals, close miking instruments, use as a room microphone and more, MTR mics 
solidify Samson’s commitment to offering superior sound and the ability to capture the best audio possible.

Features include:
• Smooth, extended frequency response of 20Hz-20kHz
• Low self-noise, wide dynamic range perfect for recording
• Internally shock-mounted capsule reduces handling noise and  

external vibrations
• Rugged die cast construction

MTR101
Features include:

• Large, 1-inch diaphragm 
studio condenser micro-
phone

• Cardioid pickup pattern for 
increased isolation

• Handles high SPLs of up 
to 137dB

• Includes mic clip

00140024................MSRP $129.99 
MAP $99.99  

MTR201
Features include:

• Large, 1-inch gold-sput-
tered diaphragm studio 
condenser microphone

• Cardioid pickup pattern for 
increased isolation

• Handles high SPLs of up 
to 132dB

• 10db attenuation switch 
handles ultra-high SPLs

• Includes pop filter, shock-
mount and carry case

00140026................MSRP $224.99  
 MAP $149.99  

MTR231
Multi-Pattern Condenser 
Microphone

Features include:
• Dual large, 1-inch 

gold-sputtered diaphragm 
studio condenser micro-
phone

• Three selectable pick-
up patterns – cardioid, 
omnidirectional and bidi-
rectional

• Handles high SPLs of up 
to 134dB

• 10db attenuation switch 
handles ultra-high SPLs

• Includes pop filter, shock-
mount and carry case

00140027................MSRP $299.99  
MAP $199.99  

VR88A
Velocity Ribbon Microphone
Samson Audio
Samson’s VR88 Velocity Ribbon 
Microphone combines traditional 
ribbon technology with the preci-
sion and versatility of advanced 
active electronics. It’s perfect for 
capturing warm, natural audio in a 
variety of live and studio applica-
tions, such as miking vocals, acous-
tic instruments, electric guitars and 
even overhead miking drums.

Features include:
• Low mass, 2.5-micron 

aluminum ribbon micro-
phone

• Ideal for miking soft, del-
icate sounds or warming 
up digital recordings

• Strong neodymium mag-
nets, precision electronics 
provide increased sensi-
tivity, low self-noise

• Bidirectional (figure-8) 
pickup pattern with excel-
lent off-axis rejection

• Smooth, extended fre-
quency response of 
20Hz-20kHz

• Handles high SPLs of up 
to 135dB

• FET amplifier and trans-
former provide increased 
output, stabilized source 
impedance for compatibil-
ity with any mic preamp

• Rugged die-cast con-
struction

• Includes shockmount and 
carry case

00140028................MSRP $599.99  
MAP $399.99  
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en•CORE 100 
Black Capsule Dynamic Mic
Blue Microphones
Hear your music’s full potential with 
enCORE 100 – the studio-grade 
dynamic microphone that reproduc-
es your voice exactly as you hear 
it. enCORE 100 stands head and 
shoulders above traditional-sound-
ing live mics. With a proprietary 
dynamic capsule custom-tuned for 
exceptional detail and clarity, and 
internal copper windings wound 
for optimal frequency response, 
enCORE 100 pulls the blanket off 
your sound so the audience can 
hear your voice in clear, detailed 
quality. It brings Blue studio sound 
to any project –üfrom lead and 
backing vocals, to guitars and 
drums, voice over and broadcast. 
enCORE 100 is built with the strict-
est quality standards. It features 
stage-ready construction, including 
a heavy-gauge barrel, reinforced 
grill with integrated guard ring, and 
hardened metal-plate finish that 
ensures your mic will be left stand-
ing after ferocious live sets and 
brutal tour schedules.
00211516......... MSRP/MAP $99.99

en•CORE 100i
Blue Microphones
The en•CORE 100i utilizes a new 
dynamic capsule with a cus-
tom-tuned diaphragm designed 
specifically to provide a tighter polar 
pattern perfect for miking instru-
ments and other sources requiring 
high isolation. A custom circuit with 
transformer optimizes frequency 
response for use with drums and 
amplified instruments and vocals, 
while a specially-designed grille 
provides protection from instrument 
strikes and facilitates mounting in 
tight spaces, making the en•CORE 
100i a versatile addition to the 
en•CORE family.
00754506......... MSRP/MAP $89.99

en•CORE 200 
Black Grill Dynamic Mic
Blue Microphones
The world’s first studio-grade 
phantom powered active dynam-
ic microphone is here – and it’s 
called enCORE 200. Thanks to a 
proprietary active dynamic phantom 
power circuit, you get more gain 
before feedback than any other 
dynamic mic – meaning you can be 
heard clearly through loud, dense 
mixes. The circuit also ensures 
natural, detailed and consistent 
sound – no matter what you plug 
into. enCORE 200 even delivers 
consistent tone regardless of your 
mic cable length or mixing board 
location. A new all-black finish plus 
an additional rose gold mic grille 
makes enCORE 200 customizable 
to the look of your application. And 
with heavy-duty tour-tough con-
struction, it’ll withstand anything 
you encounter on the road.
00211520....... MSRP/MAP $149.00

en•CORE 300
Blue Microphones
The en•CORE 300 is the flagship 
condenser performance micro-
phone in the en.CORE series with 
its roots in Blue’s legendary tuned 
condenser studio microphones. The 
en•CORE 300’s Condenser Capsule 
is hand-selected and tuned for an 
open, detailed and present sound 
that is as well-suited to the stage 
as it is the studio. Blue’s engi-
neers matched the capsule to a 
custom-designed phantom power 
circuit, which together provide a 
rapid and powerful sound that is 
an ideal match for powerful vocals. 
The en•CORE 300’s unique rein-
forced chassis design mounts the 
capsule for optimal performance 
and isolation from handling noise, 
while providing vault-like protection 
for the capsule to ensure years of 
breathtaking performances.
00754508....... MSRP/MAP $199.00
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Sound Check
Dynamic Vocal Microphone
M-Audio
Designed for recording vocals 
and guitars with computers, 
SoundCheck™ is a rugged, dynam-
ic mic. Its unidirectional design 
helps to eliminate unwanted back-
ground noise, producing clear-
er, more professional-sounding 
recordings without hassle. A perfect 
match for M-Audio® interfaces like 
the Fast Track™ and Fast Track 
Pro, SoundCheck boasts an internal 
filter that minimizes unwanted pops 
as well as a front-mounted on/off 
switch and contoured grip for live 
use. The mic includes a hard mount, 
case and XLR cable.
00633049......... MSRP/MAP $59.95

Q4
Dynamic Handheld  
Microphone
Samson Audio
The Q4 microphone is built with a 
gold-plated XLR connector and has 
a frequency response of 50 Hz to 
15 kHz. The neodymium dynam-
ic mic element delivers a wide 
dynamic range and the multi-axis, 
shock-mounted capsule minimiz-
es handling noise. Additionally, the 
rugged die-cast body, and hardened 
steel grill provides reliable perfor-
mance even in the most demanding 
environments.
00238449..................MSRP $37.49  

MAP $29.99

R21 3-Pack
Dynamic Vocal/Presentation  
Microphone 3-Pack
Samson Audio
The R21 Dynamic Vocal/
Presentation Microphone 3-Pack 
features three R21 mics, each with 
a tight cardioid pickup pattern for 
maximum gain before feedback, 
a dual stage windscreen, heavy 
gauge mesh and anti-dent ring for 
enhanced protection, as well as 
gold-plated XLR pins that ensure 
positive connetivity.
00140015 3-Pack .. MSRP $89.99 • 

MAP $49.99

Q6
Dynamic Microphone
Samson Audio
Samson’s Q6 Dynamic Microphone 
brings a high level of accuracy 
and audio performance to a vari-
ety of live and studio applications, 
including miking vocals, guitar cabi-
nets, drums and more. Designed for 
accuracy, as well as durability, the 
Q6 is a solid performer no matter 
the environment.
00254344..................MSRP $49.99 

MAP $39.99
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Q7x
Professional Dynamic Vocal 
Microphone
Samson Audio
This workhorse of a microphone 
provides exceptional sound repro-
duction for live and studio vocal 
and instrument performances. This 
mic accurately captures a wide 
dynamic range with tailored mid-
range presence. Its supercardioid 
pickup pattern provides maximum 
gain before feedback, while an 
updated body design and multi-axis 
capsule shockmount minimize han-
dling noise.

The heart of the Q7x’s performance 
lies within the wide dynamic range 
produced by its neodymium dynam-
ic mic element. 
00242598  ...............MSRP $99.99 

MAP $79.99

Q8x
Professional Dynamic Vocal  
Microphone
Samson Audio
This high output mic faithfully cap-
tures a wide dynamic range with 
exceptional mid-range clarity. Its 
supercardioid pickup pattern pro-
vides maximum gain before feed-
back, while an updated body design 
and pneumatic capsule shockmount 
minimize handling noise. The Q8x’s 
superior reproduction stems from 
the linear frequency response of its 
neodymium dynamic mic element. 
The response is flat with a slight 
lift around 8kHz. This makes fitting 
vocals in live mixes extremely easy 
with minimal EQ adjustments. 
00242599  . MSRP $124.99 • MAP 
$99.99

LSM-3
Live Series Dynamic  
Cardiod Microphone
MXL
Part of MXL’s Live Series Collection, 
the MXL LSM-3 is a well-round-
ed, versatile microphone. The 
LSM dynamic mic is ideal for live 
performances or presentations, 
enhancing the artist’s nuances and 
expressions in rich detail. The LSM-
3’s cardioid pattern is ideal for 
eliminating unwanted feedback in 
live settings.
00141159............................$99.95

LSM-5GR/7GN
Live Handheld Dynamic 
Microphone
MXL
Part of MXL’s Live Series Collection, 
the MXL LSM-5GR (Gray) and 7GN 
(Green) provides a solid low-end 
and clear high-end frequency spec-
trum. The LSM dynamic mics are 
the ideal microphones to reproduce 
a live performance or presentation. 
Enhancing the artist’s nuances and 
expressions in rich detail, the LSM 
Series mics offer high reliability. 
A magnetic contact on/off switch 
allows the mic to be turned off 
and left on stage while others are 
still performing. The LSM’s cardioid 
patterns are ideal for eliminating 
unwanted feedback in live settings.
00147389 (5GR) ..................$49.95
00147390 (7GN) ..................$49.95
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Spark Digital
for iPad and USB
Blue Microphones
Spark Digital is the world’s first stu-
dio-grade condenser microphone to 
offer both USB and iPad connectivity. 
Blue offers a 30-pin and Lightning 
connection models. Expanding 
on the professional and sound of 
Blue’s Spark XLR studio microphone, 
Spark Digital features the same stu-
dio-grade condenser capsule and 
hand-tuned components for high-fi-
delity recording and consistence per-
formance in any situation: vocals, 
drums, piano, speech, location 
recording and more. Spark Digital 
also includes the Focus Control, pro-
viding two different sonic options 
in one mic at the push of a button. 
Complete with an adjustable desk 
stand and built-in shockmount, Spark 
Digital also includes y-cables for 
each platform with a headphone jack 
for zero-latency real-time monitoring.
00125819  Lightning Pin 

 ....MSRP/MAP $199.99

Snowball Studio USB 
Mic and Software 
Bundle
Blue Microphones
Finally, a USB mic that’s not only 
easy to use, but sounds as good 
on your desktop as it does in a 
professional recording studio. Meet 
the Snowball; the world’s first pro-
fessional USB mic. Whether you’re 
recording a guitar at your kitchen 
table or a complete band in the 
studio, the Snowball can capture it 
with detail unheard of before in a 
USB mic. Includes custom PreSonus 
Studio One Artist software.
00197506  ...... MSRP/MAP $99.95 

 

Yeti Pro USB Studio 
Microphone with 
Software Bundle
Blue Microphones
The Yeti Pro is the world’s first USB 
microphone combining 24 bit/192 
kHz digital recording resolution with 
analog XLR output. Featuring three 
custom condenser capsules and 
four different pattern settings, the 
Yeti Pro can capture digital audio 
with up to four times the clarity 
found on CDs. Plus, the Yeti Pro fea-
tures a cutting-edge A-D converter 
chip and separate analog circuit 
path for usewith professional studio 
mixers and preamps. You also get 
a built-in headphone amplifier for 
zero-latency monitoring, and direct 
controls for headphone volume, 
pattern selection, mute, and micro-
phone gain. 
00197541  .... MSRP/MAP $269.99 

Yeti Studio Recording 
System Pack with 
USB Mic
Blue Microphones
Yeti Studio combines the 
award-winning Yeti USB micro-
phone with Studio One® record-
ing software and iZotope® Nectar® 
Elements advanced studio vocal 
effects. Start recording fast with 
customized easy-to-use quick-start 
templates. Using Yeti Studio means 
more productivity, and more profes-
sional-level content.

• Sweeten your voice with 
included iZotope Nectar 
Elements vocal effects

00139418  .... MSRP/MAP $149.99 

Raspberry Studio
Premium Mobile USB and 
iOS Vocal Recording System
Blue Microphones
Raspberry Studio is the ultimate 
mobile recording system for vocals 
and instruments. Informed by Blue’s 
illustrious studio heritage, the 
Raspberry microphone delivers dra-
matic, studio-quality sound directly 
to your laptop or mobile device. 
With custom recording software 
from PreSonus®, advanced master-
ing software from iZotope®, and a 
collection of quick start templates, 
Raspberry Studio makes it easy to 
produce professional recordings on 
the go.
00249462  .... MSRP/MAP $219.99
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C03UCW
Variable Pattern Large 
Diaphragm USB Studio 
Condenser Microphone
Samson Audio
The Samson C03UCW is a cost 
effective, multiple pattern studio 
condenser microphone designed for 
project studio applications. High-
speed USB output provides direct 
connection to desktop and laptop 
computers. The C03UCW provides 
super-cardioid, omnidirectional and 
figure 8 polar patterns. Variable 
patterns provide the flexibility nec-
essary to capture instrument and 
vocal signals in any recording sce-
nario. Dual 19mm capsules ensure 
high level and low noise floor on 
output. Also featured is a 10dB Pad 
switch that provides extra head-
room when capturing excessively 
loud audio signal, preventing peak 
distortion. A hi-pass (low-cut) fil-
ter switch eliminates noise caused 
by hum wind and low frequency 
ambiance.
00140002................MSRP $164.99  

MAP $99.99  

G-Track
USB Condenser Microphone 
with Audio Interface
Samson Audio
Samson’s G-Track is the total solu-
tion for taking you from inspiration 
to finished tracks. As the world’s 
first USB condenser microphone 
with a built-in audio interface and 
mixer, G-Track allows for simultane-
ous stereo input and gain control of 
vocals and guitar, bass, or keyboard 
while also providing switchable 
stereo, mono, and computer mon-
itoring through an on board head-
phone output. In addition, G-Track 
features a large 19mm diaphragm 
configured in a supercardioid pick-
up pattern to provide a smooth, flat 
frequency response.
00140009................MSRP $194.99  

MAP $119.99  

SP04
Spider Shockmount for 
G-Track Mic
Samson Audio
Spider shockmount specifically 
designed for the Samson G-Track 
(GM1U) microphone.

*** Please note: This is not the 
G-track microphone, it is only the 
shockmount for the G-Track. ***
00140635  .........................$39.99

G-Track Pro
Professional USB  
Microphone with Audio 
Interface
Samson Audio
Professional sounding recordings 
shouldn’t require an advanced 
degree in engineering. In your 
home studio or recording on the 
road, G-Track Pro allows you to 
focus on your recording and less 
on the process. G-Track Pro is a 
USB microphone with an instrument 
input and mixer for recording two 
independent audio channels at one 
time. With the ability to capture 
your audio at 24-bit/96kHz, your 
recordings will deliver extremely 
detailed, high-resolution results. 
With plug-and-play connectivity and 
a straightforward design, G-Track 
Pro is the right choice for musi-
cians, podcasters or streamers.
00263216  .............MSRP $194.99 

MAP $149.99

Go Mic
Portable USB Condenser 
Microphone
Samson Audio
Go Mic is perfect for recording 
music, podcasts or field record-
ing, but its range of functionality 
extends beyond typical USB micro-
phones. Ideal for voice recognition 
software, iChat, web casting and 
even Voice over Internet Protocol 
(VoIP), Go Mic is the ideal solution 
for recording on the go. Because of 
its custom, compact design, the Go 
Mic can clip right onto your laptop 
or sit unobtrusively on your desk. 
Plug and play operation also means 
it’s completely compatible with a 
Mac OS or Windows, with no drivers 
required.
00140003..................MSRP $64.99  

MAP $39.99  

Go Mic Connect
Portable USB Condenser 
Microphone
Samson Audio
Samson’s Go Mic Connect is the ideal 
computer-based solution for high 
quality VoIP communications and 
mobile recording. Perfect for con-
ference tables, noisy office environ-
ments and even recording music out-
doors, the Go Mic Connect employs 
Samson’s Sound Deck audio soft-
ware and its unique beam forming/
noise reduction technology to capture 
incredibly clear audio without the 
need for headset microphones. Go 
Mic Connect offers convenient plug-
and-play operation, as it’s custom, 
compact design clips to the top of 
your laptop or computer monitor. 
00140006................MSRP $119.99  

MAP $49.99  
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Go Mic Direct
Portable USB Microphone with Noise 
Cancellation Technology
Samson Audio
Samson’s Go Mic Direct is the ideal portable audio 
solution for Skype, FaceTime, voice recognition 
software, as well as recording audio for YouTube 
videos, lectures, podcasts and webinars. The Go 
Mic Direct also features Samson Sound Deck 
audio software with noise cancellation technology 
(Mac/PC only), allowing you to capture pristine, 
accurate vocal communications and recordings in 
any environment. With Go Mic Direct, you’ll never 
want to use your computer’s standard internal 
microphone ever again.
00140007................MSRP $64.99 • MAP $39.99  

Meteor Mic
USB Studio Microphone
Samson Audio
Meteor Mic is the universal solution for recording 
music on your computer. Perfect for your home 
studio, Meteor Mic is also ideal for Skype, iChat 
or voice recognition software. With Meteor Mic, 
you can make incredible recordings that are out 
of this world.
00140000..............MSRP $112.49 • MAP $69.99  

Meteorite
USB Condenser Microphone
Samson Audio
Samson’s Meteorite is the universal solution for 
capturing high-quality recordings on your com-
puter. Meteorite is ideal for podcasting, creating 
audio for YouTube videos and recording music 
on your favorite software or apps. This sleek 
microphone will also vastly improve your ability 
to communicate with friends, family and business 
associates on programs like Skype, FaceTime and 
other VoIP software.
00140005................MSRP $59.99 • MAP $39.99  

Q2U
USB-XLR Dynamic Microphone  
Recording Package
Samson Audio
The Q2U brings digital and analog together in one 
convenient microphone. Finally, a high-quality 
handheld mic to meet both your live sound and 
digital recording needs. Take the Q2U to your 
gig for a professional live performance then take 
it home to record any new ideas right to your 
computer. Whether your passion is recording or 
performing, this mic has you covered. The Q2U 
is a dynamic handheld microphone that features 
both an XLR output and a USB I/O, so it can plug 
directly into any live sound console or any com-
puter with a USB input. And the microphone’s on/
off switch lets you control the audio to the XLR 
output, allowing you to perform in a live setting 
and record to a computer simultaneously.
00140004  .............MSRP $99.99 • MAP $59.99  

Tempo
USB Vocal Microphone 
with White Body and  
Red Grill
MXL
Mobile vocal recording just 
got easier. The Tempo WR 
USB condenser microphone 
is a lightweight, easy-to-con-
nect portable microphone. This 
microphone allows users to 
record vocals and other sounds 
on-the-go via a USB 1.1 or 
2.0 connect. It also works with 
a wide variety of computer 
music programs, as well as 
over-the-internet communica-
tions systems such as ooVoo, 
Skype, iChat, and Google Talk. 

An integrated high-fidelity headphone output 
gives you the ability to monitor your recordings. 
00141160  White Body, Red Grill ...............$89.95

Trio
USB Condenser Microhpone with 
Desktop Stand and Cable
MXL
The MXL Trio is a compact USB condenser micro-
phone that is perfect for a variety of computing 
needs. The small size of the TRIO makes it ideal 
for the podcaster on the go, thanks to itst rugged 
metal construction. The smooth, clear sound of 
vocals are faithfully captured by the TRIO. It is 
the perfect solution for a wide variety of popular 
voice chat services that are now available to 
consumers.
00147392.....................................MSRP $129.95  

MAP $99.00
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MM110
Boundary Microphone for 
Mobile Devices
MXL
Record great audio using your mobile 
device with the MXL Mobile Media 
Meeting Microphone. The MM-110 
is a boundary microphone that plugs 
into the 3.5 mm mini jack of mobile 
phones and tablets. The MM-110 
enables high quality recording of 
meetings, lectures, presentations, 
interviews, and more. The included 
Y cable has a built-in headphone 
jack for convenient real time audio 
monitoring with the appropriate app. 
The MM-110 features a two-position 

gain switch to optimize the audio pickup. A two-capsule array captures sound 
from the front and sides of the mic. The MM-110 is compatible with iPhone, 
Android, Windows and most mobile devices and tablets with a 3.5mm jack.
00154970........................................................MSRP $109.95 • MAP $89.95 

AC-404
USB-Powered Microphone
MXL
Part of the ProCon series, the AC-404 
USB is a high quality capsule micro-
phone that dramatically improves 
voice quality on conference calls. 
Ideal for people who rely on free 
or subscription internet conferencing 
services such as Skype, the AC-404 
conference mic uses boundary micro-
phone technology and built-in custom 
circuitry to produce smooth, quiet, and 
professional sounding conferences, no 
matter where you are.

Features include:
• High-quality USB boundary mic for Web conferencing
• Excellent for offices and conference rooms
• Standard jack for headphones or speakers
• 180-degree coverage for great sound over a wide range
• Compatible with any computer (Mac or PC)

00222702  ...................................................................................... $129.95

CM10B
Unidirectional Boundary Microphone
Samson Audio
The CM10B is a uni-directional boundary mic that is ideal for capturing sound 
in a focused area, perfect for on stage or boardroom applications.
00143150............................................................................... MSRP $129.99 

MAP $99.99

UB1
USB Boundary Microphone (Omni-Directional)
Samson Audio
In light of the remarkable success of our USB microphones, Samson intro-
duces the new UB1 USB boundary microphone. The UB1 is a surface-mount 
condenser microphone featuring an omni-directional pickup pattern and USB 
connectivity for easy recording directly to your computer. Since the UB1 is a 
class compliant USB device, it is compatible with both Mac OS and Windows.
00140639............................................................................... MSRP $149.99  

MAP $99.99  
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iRig Mic HD 2
IK Multimedia
iRig Mic HD 2 is a high-quality 
handheld microphone that connects 
directly to your iPhone, iPad and 
Mac/PC. Capture exceptional con-
tent anywhere with this convenient 
device.

Featuring high-quality 24-bit con-
verters with sample rates up to 
96kHz, a low noise preamp, a high 
quality, gold-sputtered electret con-
denser capsule and an onboard 
dedicated headphone output with 
volume control for direct monitor-
ing, iRig Mic HD 2 offers unmatched 
quality and versatility at the most 
affordable price. It also comes with 
all the cables, accessories and soft-
ware you need!
00251413  .... MSRP/MAP $129.99

iRig Voice Mic
IK Multimedia
iRig Voice is a new handheld vocal 
microphone designed for iPhone, 
iPod touch and iPad. Compatible 
with all of today’s top music apps, 
like Glee! Karaoke, LaDiDa, Karaoke 
Anywhere, and dozens more, iRig 
Voice turns your Apple device into 
a never-ending karaoke machine or 
vocal-recording studio.†Get started 
fast with the included EZ VOICE 
app, which lets you sing along with 
music from your music library, add 
professional-grade vocal FX, includ-
ing reverb, chorus and pitch cor-
rection. Based on IK’s acclaimed 
VocaLive app, EZ VOICE lets you 
remove the vocals from your favor-
ite songs with just a single button, 
and even record yourself to share 
online!
00131251 Blue ..............................
MSRP/MAP $39.99 
00131252 Green ...........................
MSRP/MAP $39.99 
00131253 Red...............................
MSRP/MAP $39.99 
00131254 White ............................
MSRP/MAP $39.99 

MiC 96k
Professional Microphone 
Apogee
Introduced in 2011, the original 
MiC became the mobile micro-
phone of choice for both aspiring 
and professional artists looking for 
that big-studio microphone sound. 
Redesigned for the future, the new 
Apogee MiC 96k delivers unsur-
passed recording quality. MiC 96k 
is optimized for the latest Apple 
iOS devices, including the ability 
to record in pristine fidelity – up to 
24-bit/96 kHz.

MiC 96k combines a microphone, 
microphone preamp and an A/D 
converter into one compact device. 
Apogee has carefully designed each 
part of MiC 96k to deliver the lowest 
noise and highest quality signal 
possible for a digital microphone. 
And it all fits in your pocket.

for GarageBand on iPad, iPhone 
and Mac
00140808....... MSRP/MAP $229.00
for Windows and Mac with tripod 
and stand adapter
00197683  .... MSRP/MAP $199.00

MiC+ 
USB Microphone for iPad, 
iPhone, Mac and PC
Apogee
Apogee MiC Plus is a professional 
studio quality USB microphone you 
can connect to your iPad,iPhone, 
iPod touch, Mac or PC. MiC Plus 
makes it easy to capture your best 
take with incrediblequality, any-
where you go. Record any sound 
you can imagine, from vocals to 
voice-overs, instrumentsto inter-
views and everything in between.

Features include:
• Professional cardioid 

condenser microphone 
capsule

• PureDIGITAL connection 
for pristine sound quality 
up to 24-bit/96kHz

• 46dB of mic preamp gain, 
digitally controlled for 
greater precision

• Powerful headphone out-
put with Blend feature for 
zero latency recording

• No configuration required, 
just plug in and record

• Made in the U.S.A.
00256043  .... MSRP/MAP $249.00
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iRig Mic Field
IK Multimedia
Introducing iRig Mic Field, the pock-
et-sized digital stereo microphone 
for Apple’s range of Lightning-
compatible iPhone, iPad and iPod 
touch devices. Designed to be used 
for both video and audio recordings, 
it features a patent-pending rotatable 
enclosure that you can easily position 
for the best stereo image in both 
landscape and portrait orientations. 
Now you can capture pristine sound 
no matter whether you’re recording 
a rehearsal or a concert, captur-
ing audio for videography, acquiring 

audio for a music project, recording instruments while on the move, saving 
a lecture or speech or creating your next viral video hit – iRig Mic Field lets 
you create accurate and faithful field recordings in any imaginable context.

Features include:
• Digital stereo field-recording mic that connects to iOS devices via 

the Lightning port
• Lightweight and pocketable design
• Rotates 90 degrees for optimal audio/video positioning and locks in 

place with comfortable to use controls
• Great for music recording, video shoots or any field recording 

application
• Integrated headphone output for immediate real-time audio moni-

toring
• Gain control and multicolor LED indicator for easy and accurate 

level adjustion
• 2 high-quality cardioid electret condenser capsule
• 24-bit, 44.1-48 kHz A/D conversion
• Elegant design with black finish

00142409  ..................................................................... MSRP/MAP $99.99 

iRig Acoustic 
Stage
Advanced Digital 
Microphone Sys-
tem for Acoustic 
Guitar
IK Multimedia
iRig Acoustic Stage is a 
revolutionary new way 
to amplify your acous-
tic guitar for use live 
on stage. Just clip the 
ultra-compact micro-
phone to your guitar 
and connect it to the 
belt pack, and enjoy a 
clear, uncolored sound 

like that of a professional microphone. 6 EQ settings and apersonal calibration 
ensure the best possible sound and instant feedback elimination make this an 
amazing new way to preserve the real tone of your instrument. 
00214967  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $99.99

iRig Mic Lav
Lavalier Microphone 
for Smartphones and 
Tablets with Foam 
Pop Shield
IK Multimedia
The iRig Mic Lav is the 
audio solution for film, 
television or broadcasting 
scenarios. This lavalier mic 

provides convenient, crisp, high-quality audio, right into your smartphone or 
tablet. It’s equipped with an omnidirectional condenser microphone to pick 
up sound from all directions, and the foam pop filter eliminates vocal plosives 
and wind noises. Any app that accepts input from a headset connection is 
compatible with the iRig Mic Lav. This money-saving pack includes two iRig 
Mic Lavs – great for interviewing!
00172825 2-Pack ............................................................MSRP/MAP $79.99
00154951 Single Microphone ..........................................MSRP/MAP $49.99

iRig Pre HD
High Definition Microphone Inter-
face for iPhone, iPad and Mac
IK Multimedia
This digital, high definition microphone 
interface with studio quality preamp for 
iPhone, iPad, Mac and PC makes it easy 
to grab your favorite microphone and 
record straight to your device with true 
studio-quality sound, any time and any-
where. As pioneers of the mobile music 
revolution, IK Multimedia knows what it 
takes to produce great content on a por-
table device. Whether you are a musician, 
podcaster, journalist, videographer or vlog-
ger, you instinctively know how important 

it is for your content to be the highest quality possible to be well received and 
how audio plays a critical role in the process.
00260962  .......................................................MSRP $99.99 • MAP $99.99

MM130
Handheld Microphone for iPhone iOS and 
Android Phones and Tablets
MXL
The MXL MM-130 Handheld mic is ideal for recording 
interviews and live events on iPhone iOS and Android 
smart phones and tablets. The MM-130 works with a 
variety of cell phones and tablets, iPhone iOS, Android 
and Windows, by connecting to the 3.5mm jack. It can 
be used for audio only or audio for video applications like 
Periscope, Skype, YouTube, Meerkat and Google Hangouts. 
The MM-130 has a durable metal body, adjustable gain, 
and dual capsule. The mic’s cardioid pickup pattern 
targets a subject in front of the mic. The omni pattern 
captures sounds all around the mic. The microphone 
includes a detachable XLR to 3.5mm cable with a built-in 
headphone jack for real time audio monitoring with the 
appropriate app. The MM-130 can be handheld or placed 
on a mic stand using the included microphone clip. With 

clear sound quality and a rugged design, the MM-130 Interview Microphone 
is perfect for journalists, students, podcasters, and videographers. Record 
professional YouTube videos with rich audio by adding our MM130 mobile 
handheld microphone.
00154971........................................................MSRP $119.95 • MAP $99.95 
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Go Mic Mobile
Professional Wireless System for Mobile Video
Samson Audio
Samson’s Go Mic Mobile is the world’s first professional wireless microphone 
system for smartphones, allowing mobile filmmakers/journalists to capture 
incredible audio anywhere via a compact, dual-channel receiver that mounts 
and connects directly to smartphones, tablets, digital cameras and tripods. 
Available in handheld microphone and lavalier microphone with beltpack 
transmitter configurations, Go Mic Mobile captures the sound of your stories, 
without wires.

Handheld System
00260539 Bundle w/ Q8 Handheld Mic .........MSRP $324.99 • MAP $249.99
00260541 Handheld Transmitter Only .............MSRP $129.99 • MAP $99.99

Lavalier System
00260540 Bundle w/ LM8 Lavalier Mic.........MSRP $324.99 • MAP $249.99
00260542 Lavalier Beltpack Only ...................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $99.99

MM160
Mobile Media Lavalier Microphone
MXL
The MXL MM-160 Lavalier Microphone is made to record audio onto cell 
phones, tablets and other mobile devices. As a small lapel microphone, the 
MM-160 is positioned close to the source of speech, so audio comes through 
loud and clear to your mobile device. Best of all, the MM-160 lav mic works 
with virtually any smartphone or mobile device through the 3.5mm jack. Plug 
it in and you’re ready to record using virtually any video or audio recording 
app. The MM-160 lavalier lets you walk and talk freely with nothing more 
than a phone in your pocket recording your speech. For video production, the 
lavalier is easily hidden on camera. The 6 ft. cable is long enough to allow the 
mic to be worn by the person on-camera while another person records with 
the mobile device. The cable has a built-in headphone jack to allow audio 
playback and audio monitoring (with appropriate app). The MM-160 is an 
omni-directional microphone with a clip and 3.5mm cable. A windscreen is 
supplied to minimize plosives.
00154972..........................................................MSRP $79.95 • MAP $59.95 

MM-165GP
Lavalier Microphone 
for GoPro
MXL
Use a GoPro? Then you 
need the MXL Lavalier 
Microphone for GoPro 
cameras! The MXL lapel 
mic works with GoPro 
Hero3, Hero 3+ and Hero4 
cameras. It has a rugged, 
low profile, right angle 
connector that is com-
patible with GoPro cases. 
The MM-165GP is the first 

lavalier microphone for GoPro that has the right angle mini USB connector 
built into the microphone cable. No adapter is needed. A foam windscreen is 
included plus a bonus fuzzy windscreen provides an extra layer of noise pro-
tection in windy environments. The MM-165GP has a generous 5 ft. Mogami 
cable for sound clarity and durability. A clip is included.
00154973..........................................................MSRP $79.95 • MAP $69.95 

iKlip A/V
Smartphone Broadcast Mount
IK Multimedia
iKlip A/V is a complete mobile solution for professional audio and video 
recording with your smartphone. An industry first, it’s a system that now gives 
you the ability to capture and monitor pro-quality audio on the go thanks to 
an integrated high-quality mic preamp and built-in wireless receiver support. 
With iKlip A/V you can take your best shot, capture your best take and get 
professional broadcast-ready results with just your smartphone and your 
favorite microphone.

Features include:
• Professional audio and video broadcast recording system for 

smartphones
• XLR mic preamp with phantom power and gain
• Integrated wireless receiver support
• 1/8" TRRS analog audio output
• Headphone output for real-time monitoring
• Standard tripod and camera mount threads
• Powered by two standard AA batteries

00158579  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $179.95
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LOW FREQUENCY 
MICROPHONES

Solomon LoFReQ
Solomon Mics
The Solomon LoFReQ sub-mic is purpose built 
from the ground up to get all the coveted 
chest-rumbling, sub-freq goodness in a smaller 
package and at half the weight of the convention-
al manufactured sub-mic. It mounts to standard 
mic stands for limitless placement options and 
stand choices. Round out your sound like never 
before!
00152226 Black ..........................MSRP $249.99  

MAP $199.99 
00152227 White ..........................MSRP $249.99  

MAP $199.99 
00152228  Trooper (Black & White) 

 ..........MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99 

Daru Jones Signature Model
00156924   Gold Sparkle ...........MSRP $299.99 •  

MAP $249.99
00222703 Black .MSRP $249.95 • MAP $199.95 

LoFReQ Gig Bag
Solomon Mics
Custom designed to protect your LoFReQ sub 
mic, the LoFReQ GigBag features a tear-proof 
nylon exterior, 1/2" foam liner to minimize any 
impact, heavy-duty zipper, and double-stitched, 
ergonomic handles for easy transport. Whether on 
your way to the gig or the studio, get a little extra 
security for your LoFReQ mic from Solomon Mics!
00192052  .............MSRP $65.00 • MAP $39.99

PUQ
Cajon Pickup Microphone
Solomon Mics
The PUQ Cajon Pickup is a whole 
new way of mic-ing the cajon. 
Since the PUQ is not a micro-
phone at all, it doesn’t suffer the 

same issues as standard microphones. By taking 
the sound directly off the structure, the PUQ has 
more headroom, and less interference from other 
sources. Plug directly into a DI like your acoustic 
guitarist, or bring effect pedals into the mix for a 
new world of sonic possibilities!

Features include:
• Heavy-duty powder-coated chassis
• Wired exclusively with Mogami cable
• Protective travel-tin for safekeeping
• Neutrik/REAN 1/4" connector

00214972 Bronze .............MSRP $149.99 • MAP 
$109.99
00243947 Pewter .............MSRP $149.99 • MAP 
$109.99

MB1 – Mini Boom Stand
Samson Audio
The ideal low profile boom stand for miking 
drums, speakers and anything close to the floor. 
Heavy-duty adjustable boom mic stand, die-cast 
and steel construction. Mic clip included.
00140125.................................................$94.99

Drum PA 5K Dynamic Drum 
Mic Kit
MXL
Includes the A-55 Kicker and two A-5t mics.
00147386...............................................$275.95

DRUM 
MICROPHONES

DK703
3-Piece Drum Mic Kit
Samson Audio
Samson’s DK700 Series Drum Mic Kits are an 
essential collection of professional quality micro-
phones designed to provide excellent sound for 
close-mic performance and recording environments. 
The DK703 features three Q72 instrument mics with 
swivel-style mic adapters and tension-mounted rim 
clips. Includes hardshell carry case.
00211505  .........MSRP $204.99 • MAP $149.99

DK705
5-Piece Drum Mic Kit
Samson Audio
Samson’s DK700 Series Drum Mic Kits are an essen-
tial collection of professional quality microphones 
designed to provide excellent sound for close-
mic performance and recording environments. The 
DK705 features one Q71 kick drum mic with swiv-
el-style mic adapter and four Q72 instrument mics 
with swivel-style mic adapters and tension-mounted 
rim clips. Includes hardshell carry case.
00211506  .........MSRP $279.99 • MAP $199.99

DK707
7-Piece Drum Mic Kit
Samson Audio
Samson’s DK700 Series Drum Mic Kits are an 
essential collection of professional quality micro-
phones designed to provide excellent sound for 
close-mic performance and recording environ-
ments. The DK707 features one Q71 kick drum 
mic with swivel-style mic adapter, four Q72 instru-
ment mics with swivel-style mic adapters and 
tension-mounted rim clips, and two C02 pencil 
condenser mics with shock-mounted swivel-style 
mic adapters. Includes hardshell carry case.
00211508  .........MSRP $409.99 • MAP $299.99
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VP10X Value Pack
Includes the R21 Dynamic 
Microphone, MK10 Micro-
phone Stand, XLR Cable, 
and Mic Clip
Samson Audio
00139514 ...............MSRP $124.99 

MAP $49.99  

VP10 Microphone 
Value Pack
Includes R21S Handheld Mi-
crophone, MK10 Boom Stand 
and 18' Cable with 1/4" to 
XLR Connectors
Samson Audio
00139513...............MSRP $124.99  

MAP $49.99

Q7VP
Complete Dynamic Mic System
Samson Audio
With everything you need in one box, the Q7VP 
Complete Dynamic Mic System provides a total 
solution for anyone that’s in the market for 
a great microphone with all the accessories. 
With the Q7VP, you’re not only getting one of 
the most reliable, professional-sounding dynamic 
microphones on the market, you’re also getting 
everything you need to set up and perform. In this 
package we include a Q7 Dynamic Microphone, a 
boom mic stand, a durable mic clip, a low-noise 
mic cable and a system gig bag. With its neodym-
ium element, supercardioid pickup pattern and 
ability to withstand high sound pressure levels, 
the Q7 is an ideal vocal mic for both the stage and 
the studio. And with all the accessories necessary 
to ensure a professional vocal performance, you 
won’t find a better deal than this all-inclusive 
package.
00140632.....................................MSRP $199.00 

 MAP $129.99  

Loopa®

The World’s First 
Looper Microphone
Sonuus
A looper microphone 
works just like a nor-
mal microphone, but 
lets you record what 
you sing, replay it in a 
loop and sing over it. 
Beatboxing is very cool, 
but takes years to per-
fect. Acappella singing is 
beautiful, but you can’t 
do harmonies on your 
own. With the Loopa 
you will be knocking out 
beatbox rhythms faster 
than ever before, and 
performing complete 
acappella songs before 
you know it. The Loopa 
makes it super-easy to 
record a loop and sing 
over it. This lays the 

foundations for a great performance. Beatboxers 
create complex rhythms by quickly making differ-
ent sounds. This is hard to do, and takes a lot of 
practice. Using the Loopa you can record a simple 
beat and loop it. Then add more sounds on top of 
it. Very quickly you end up with a complex rhythm. 
As a beginner, it’s a great way to start beatboxing. 
As an accomplished artist, it lets you expand your 
performance even further. But the Loopa isn’t just 
for singers. If you can make a noise, you can loop 
it. Hit it, bang it, loop it!
00255625  ...........MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99

PRM1
Precision Refer-
ence  Microphone
PreSonus
The PRM1 is a spe-
cial type of condens-
er microphone that 
provides an accurate 
reproduction of a 
room’s sound charac-
teristics for use with 
audio-analysis tools 
such as real-time 
analyzers (RTAs) and 
spectrographs. It has 

an omnidirectional polar pattern and exhibits 
linear frequency response between 20 Hz and 20 
kHz, so it won’t color the sound. With this mic and 
PreSonus VSL software with Smaart® Measurement 
Technology, PreSonus StudioLive digital mixer 
owners can have a powerful and affordable 
audio-analysis and correction system.
00125201..............MSRP $149.95 • MAP $99.95
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MICROPHONE CASES
ABS Series Mic Cases
Grundorf
The Grundorf ABS Series Microphone Cases are designed to house microphones as well as offer room for cable storage! These versatile, lightweight, rugged 
transport cases provide robust protection for your gear, are ideal for musicians and DJs, and also make an outstanding choice for house of worship, corporate 
AV centers, and educational applications.

These cases are manufactured from ultra-high molecular weight ABS material and utilizes a 3 mm thick high density ABS shell with a heavy duty aluminum 
extrusion to ensure outstanding protection for many years of use. This case features a contemporary, professional black textured finish that is easy to clean and 
maintain. Each case is designed with molded-in structural bracing for added strength and features two key-locking latches and a spring-loaded recessed handle.

9 Mics
The ABS-MC09C stores up to nine mics and also offers ample cable storage. 
Each mic slot has a 1.5" round opening and accommodates mics up to 7.5" 
high. The cable storage compartment measures H-8", W-5" D-8.75" inside. 
Protect your investment.
00152455......................................................MSRP $174.95 • MAP $114.95 

12 Mics
The ABS-MC12C stores up to 12 mics and also offers ample cable storage. 
Each mic slot has a 1.5" round opening and accommodates mics up to 8" 
high The cable storage compartment measures H-8.5", W-6.75", D-11" 
inside. Protect your investment.
00152456......................................................MSRP $189.95 • MAP $124.95
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FILTERS
RF-100
Reflection Micro-
phone Filter
MXL
The MXL RF-100 
Reflection Filter is a 
lightweight portable 
device designed to min-
imize unwanted room 
ambiance and reflec-
tions in difficult environ-
ments. Utilizing a unique 
five panel design con-
structed with high qual-
ity metal and acoustic 

foam, the MXL RF-100 features two alternative mounting methods and is 
suitable for use on both straight and boom type microphone stands. The 
RF-100 will effectively give the “dry” vocal sound even in rooms with awk-
ward reflections. Perfect for use in studio recording, personal recording, and 
other similar situations where it is required to isolate the microphone from 
ambient noise. 
00141175  ...................................................................................... $399.00

PF-001
Black Nylon Microphone 
Pop Filter
MXL
MXL’s universal microphone pop 
filter reduces plosives and P-pops 
during vocal performances. It fea-
tures a flexible gooseneck for easy 
positioning and its universal mount 
fits on all standard mic stands.
00141174 ......MSRP $24.95 • MAP 
$19.95

PS01
Microphone Pop Filter
Samson Audio
This nylon mesh screen reduces vocal popping and sibilance. Comes with a 
universal mic stand mounting bracket and has a flexible metal gooseneck.
00140139........................................................................................... $89.99

Spark Pop Filter
Blue Microphones
A custom-designed pop filter for the Spark microphone (HL 00754519).
00119731.........................................................................MSRP/MAP $30.00

WINDSCREENS 

Headset Windscreens 5-Pack
Samson Audio
5-pack of foam windscreens that greatly reduces occurrences of P-popping. 
Fits many popular headset microphones (including Samson Qe, Qv). 
00140135 Fits QE & QV Headsets ...................................................... $44.99

WS1 – Microphone Windscreen 5-Pack
Samson Audio
This 5-pack of foam windscreens greatly reduces occurances of popping and 
wind noise and fits many popular handhel microphones. 
00140134........................................................................................... $44.99 

The Pop
Blue Microphones
The Pop is a universal wind-
screen for use with any micro-
phone. Simply clamp it to the 
mic stand and position where 
desired. The sturdy wire mesh 
and frame ensure years of 
durability.
00754522 .MSRP/MAP $69.99
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SHOCK MOUNTS

41-603
High-Isolation Shock Mount for  
V67N Microphone
MXL
MXL’s 41-603 High Isolation Shock Mount is 
compatible with MXL 603, 604, 991, V67N micro-
phones. It provides excellent isolation from mic 
stand noise.
00141176  .............MSRP $49.95 • MAP $38.95

57
High-Isolation Shock Mount for  
V67 and 2006 Microphones
MXL
MXL’s 57 High Isolation Shock Mount is compat-
ible with MXL V67 Series, MXL V69, MXL 2006, 
and other wide body mics greater than 1-7/8" 
O.D. It provides excellent isolation from mic stand 
noise.
00141177  .............MSRP $49.95 • MAP $38.95

56
High-Isolation Shock Mount for  
2010 Microphone
MXL
MXL’s 56 High Isolation Shock Mount is com-
patible with MXL 2001, MXL 2003 & MXL 2010 
microphones. It provides excellent isolation from 
mic stand noise.
00141178  .............MSRP $49.95 • MAP $38.95

Radius III
Custom Shockmount for Yeti and Yeti 
Pro USB Microphones
Blue
Radius III is a vintage-style suspension mount 
designed to isolate Yeti and Yeti Pro USB micro-
phones from noise, shock and ambient vibration. 
Radius III features a new streamlined, lighter 
weight design, perfect for on camera streaming. 
Custom designed for the Yeti and Yeti Pro micro-
phones, Radius III also works with virtually any 
microphone that has a standard thread mount 
and is compatible with standard microphone 
stands. Taking your recording and streaming pro-
ductions to the next level, Radius III is the perfect 
companion to get the most from your Yeti or Yeti 
Pro USB mic.
00265748  ............................MSRP/MAP $49.99

S3 Shockmount
Blue Microphones
The spider S3 Shockmount was designed for use 
with Blue’s Bottle Rocket Stage 1, Bottle Rocket 
Stage 2, Kiwi, Baby Bottle, Bluebird, and Spark 
mics. Isolates mic from  stand vibration and 
protects mic capsule from shock, while built-in 
thumbscrew assembly allows easy positioning.
00754521..............MSRP $199.99 • MAP $99.99

S2 Shockmount
Blue Microphones
The S2 Shockmount was designed to work with 
Blue’s Dragonfly, Blueberry, and Cactus micro-
phones. All of our shockmounts and pop filters 
are composed of solid brass and individually 
hand-built and soldered.
00754520...............................MSRP/MAP $69.99
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USB CONVERTER

Icicle
Blue Microphones
The Icicle is Blue’s new stylish USB converter and 
mic preamp combo that allows you to connect 
any XLR microphone directly into your comput-
er via USB! The Icicle features a studio quality 
microphone preamp, 48V phantom power, fully 
balanced low noise front end, analog gain control, 
and driverless operation. Setup is a snap!

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
• Windows: Vista, 7, or XP; USB 1.0 or 2.0; 

64MB RAM (min.)
• Macintosh: Mac OSX; USB 1.0 or 2.0; 

64MB RAM (min.)
00754509...............................MSRP/MAP $59.99

MICROPHONE 
CLIPS

MC1 – Microphone Clip  
3 Pack
Samson Audio
A set of three heavy-duty microphone clips with 
sturdy brass threading.
00140137.................................................$44.99

MICROPHONE  
CABLES

Dual Cable
Blue Microphones
22-AWG high-fidelity cable highlights the neutral 
presence of a mic, with an extended high and fre-
quency response. Recommended for use with the 
Baby Bottle, Bluebird and Blueberry mics.
00754504...............................MSRP/MAP $29.99

Quad Cable
Blue Microphones
Quad conductor cable (4-22 AWG) for maximum 
frequency resolution – extended low and high 
frequency response. Recommended for use with 
our Kiwi, Cactus, Bottle Rocket Stage 1 & 2 and 
Bottle mics.
00754511...............................MSRP/MAP $49.99

MC18
Microphone Cable 3-Pack
Samson Audio

Features include:
• 18' low noise microphone cables
• Heavy duty XLR connectors
• Three cables per pack 

00140628  ..............................................$84.99

Tourtek Microphone Cables
Samson Audio
Tourtek Cables have been designed for musicians 
and sound engineers who require superior sound 
quality and demand ultimate reliability. The cables 
exceed the design goal by combining quality 
components like genuine Neutrik® connectors 
and durable low-noise wire with solid build con-
struction.

Tourtek Instrument Cables feature inner stranded 
copper conductors covered by a PVC insulator, 
which is wrapped in a second carbon insulator, 
then wrapped in a braided copper shield with 96% 
coverage. This is protected by a 6mm PVC outer 
jacket. The low capacitance cable provides excel-
lent rejection of RFI/EMI interference, extremely 
low handling noise and superior sound quality.

These instrument cables are available in a variety 
of lengths to ensure you have the appropriate 
cable for any application and can be purchased 
with one right angle connector as well.
00140140 3-Foot Microphone Cable ........$36.99 

00140141 6-Foot Microphone Cable ........$39.99 

00140142 10-Foot Microphone Cable ......$42.99 

00140143 15-Foot Microphone Cable ......$57.99 

00140144 20-Foot Microphone Cable ......$65.99 

00140145 25-Foot Microphone Cable ......$71.99 

00140146 30-Foot Microphone Cable ......$77.99 

00140147 50-Foot Microphone Cable ......$93.99 

00140148 100-Foot Microphone Cable ..$173.99 
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BL3
Ultra-Light Boom Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s BL3 microphone boom stand combines 
the crucial elements of lightweight durability with 
an attractive and functional design. This collaps-
ible tripod boom stand has a sturdy die-cast and 
steel construction that offers superior resiliency 
with great flexibility of positioning, so it’s always 
convenient and never conspicuous. Its glossy 
black finish ensures an elegant yet unobtrusive 
presence and its lightweight design enables max-
imum portability. Perfect for on-the-go musicians, 
performance venues or studios, the BL3 provides 
the strength you need with the portability you 
crave.
00140124  ..............................................$84.99

BL3 VP
Boom Stand and Cable 3-Pack
Samson Audio
A handy value pack consisting of three light-
weight collapsible tripod boom stands, three 
18-foot gold-plated XLR microphone cables and 
a nylon carry bag.
00140128  ............................................$239.99

BT4
Telescoping Boom Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s BT4 telescoping boom stand combines 
lightweight durability with an attractive and func-
tional design. This collapsible tripod mic stand 
has a sturdy die-cast and steel construction that 
offers superior resiliency with great flexibility of 
positioning, so it’s always convenient and never 
conspicuous. And its sleek black finish ensures 
an elegant yet understated presence, making it 
perfect for on-the-go musicians, performance 
venues and rehearsal/recording spaces.
00140126  ............................................$124.99   
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Straight Tripod Base Mic 
Stand
StagePRO Series, KB210M Model
Hamilton Stands
This excellent step-up straight mic stand includes 
a composite plastic hub and collet, making it 
lighter for traveling. Includes threaded lock nut 
and folds easily for transport and storage. Ideal for 
the advancing singer, a professional or an aspiring 
singer. The plastic collet adjusts height from 39" 
to 66-1/2".
00140531  ..............................................$39.99 

Tripod Base Boom Mic Stand 
with Alloy Hub
StagePRO series, KB229M Model
Hamilton Stands
A professional 30-1/8" boom stand, built for use 
and abuse for working musicians. It features a die 
cast aluminum hub and collet, T-handle adjust-
ment for secure boom positioning, and a square 
boom clamp with large clamping area. The die 
cast collet can adjust height from 39" to 66-1/2".
00140532  ..............................................$64.99 

MB1
Mini Boom Stand
Samson Audio
The ideal low profile boom stand for miking 
drums, speakers and anything close to the floor. 
Heavy-duty adjustable boom mic stand, die-cast 
and steel construction. Mic clip included.
00140125  ..............................................$94.99  

MD5
Desktop Microphone Stand
Samson Audio
Five-inch desktop microphone stand designed to 
hold any standard microphone for desktop place-
ment. Weighted metal base for stability. 
00140122  ..............................................$64.99 
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MK5
Boom Microphone Kit
Samson Audio
The MK5 package gives you all the accessories 
you need: a heavy-duty adjustable boom mic 
stand, an 18-foot XLR mic cable, a microphone 
windscreen and a mic clip. Perfect for use 
with your favorite microphone, our MK5 mic 
stand gives you both durability and portability, 
so it’s ideal for on-the-go musicians, venues and 
rehearsal spaces. Combined with our profession-
al-grade windscreen and mic cable, you’re ready 
to perform anywhere anytime.
00140127  ............................................$124.99

MK10
Lightweight Boom Stand
Samson Audio
The MK10 Microphone Boom Stand combines the 
crucial elements of lightweight durability with an 
attractive and functional design. It comes a very 
small package that folds up easily for transport 
anywhere you need it.
00140123  ..............................................$72.49  

Go Stand
Portable Mic Stand for Musicians and 
Presenters
AirTurn
If you’re a traveling musician or performer, or 
simply have to take your mic stand to the garage 
down the street, carrying a mic stand has always 
been an awkward task. Now with the goSTAND 
you throw it in your backpack and don’t think 
about it.

Features include:
• 16" when fully folded – fits most back-

packs and plane carry-on restrictions
• 51" when fully extended
• Extended legs create the same footprint 

as most mic stands keeping your load 
secure

• Steel tubing provides the weight to keep 
attached objects steady

• Standards 5/8-27 mic thread fitting on 
top

• Works with all AirTurn tablet mounting 
systems

00141979 MSRP/MAP  ............................$49.00

Go Stand Telescoping Boom
AirTurn
The goSTAND telescoping mic boom can be 
mounted using a standard 5/8-27 mic thread and 
is the perfect companion to the goSTAND portable 
mic stand.
00143408  ..............................................$19.00
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Accessory Boom  
(Telescoping)
KB202M Model
Hamilton Stands
Built for step-up and professional use, this mic 
boom features telescoping for greatest flexibility 
in positioning. It includes a square style boom 
clamp, with standard US mounting thread and 
large clamping area. It adjusts from 30” to 46” 
long.
00140530  ..............................................$25.99 

Accessory Boom  
(Non-telescoping)
StagePRO Series, KB850M Model
Hamilton Stands
This non-telescoping boom is designed for use as 
an accessory with the KB840 combination boom 
stand or any other standard US threaded mic 
stand. It features metal mounting threads, fixed 
length (adjustable through boom clamp), and a 
T-handle adjustment for secure boom positioning.
00140542  ..............................................$20.99  

Combination Boom and 
Straight Tripod Base Mic 
Stand
StagePRO Series, KB840M Model
Hamilton Stands
A composite plastic base and collet make this 
stand lighter for the traveling musician. Perfect 
for acoustic guitar and vocal or for kick drum and 
overhead miking, it features a boom that slides 
up and down along the top post while the top of 
the post accepts a goose neck or second boom. 
Standard US threads for mounting second boom 
or gooseneck are also included.
00140540  ..............................................$53.99 

“E-Trigger” Straight Mic 
Stands
StagePRO Series
Hamilton Stands
“E-Trigger” mic stands are the most ergonomi-
cally designed trigger grip available! The unique 
and comfortable trigger design allows a firm grip 
for fast height adjustment. They are ideal for the 
professional, but also work well for advancing 
musicians. 
00140533  Die Cast Base (KB240M Model) 

 .............MSRP $59.99 • MAP $41.99  
00140534  Tripod Base (KB214M Model) 

 ..............MSRP $79.99 • MAP $55.99  
00140535  Tripod Base, Fixed Boom (KB242M 

Model) ...MSRP $89.99 • MAP $62.99
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Euro Style Tripod 
Base Mic Stand with Telescoping 
Boom
StagePRO Series, KB845M Model
Hamilton Stands
For the aspiring rocker or casual gigging pro, this 
mic stand featuring standard US mounting thread, 
knob adjustment for secure boom positioning, and 
a square style telescoping boom clamp.
00140541  ..............................................$58.99

“Nu-Era” Lightweight Floor 
Mic Stand
Mic Stand with Mic Clip and Bag, 
KB820 Model
Hamilton Stands
Ideal for the aspiring singer and entertainer!

Features include:
• Unique base design is lightweight and 

portable
• Height adjustable; metal-to-metal threads
• Great for home kaaoke and entertainment
• Mic clip removes easily for non-stand 

performing
• Supplied with carrying bag and mic clip
• Standard US mic thread

00140539  ..............................................$23.99

“Nu-Era” Lightweight  
Tabletop and Kick Drum Mic 
Stand
Mic Stand with Mic Clip and Bag, 
KB810 Model
Hamilton Stands
Ultra lightweight and portable, weighing in at just 
10 ounces! 

Features include:
• Unique base design which provides sta-

bility
• Height adjustable; metal-to-metal threads
• Standard US mic thread
• Ideal for conference room, desktop studio 

or performance
• Includes a mic clip and carrying bag with 

additional accessory pouch

00140536.................................................$14.99 

“Nu-Era” Tabletop Stand  
with Offset Adapter
Mic Stand with Mic Clip & Bag, 
KB815M Model
Hamilton Stands

Features include:
• Offset adapter (included) allows heavier 

microphones to be mounted with confi-
dence

• Unique design allows the center of gravity 
of heavy microphones to be over the cen-
ter of the stand, reducing the likelihood 
of tip over

• Adapter can be used as a stereo mic bar
• Includes a mic clip, mounting hardware 

and carrying bag with additional  
accessory pouch

00140537  ..............................................$22.99 
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Compass
Premium Tube-Style Broadcast  
Boom Arm
Blue
Compass is a premium tube-style desktop boom 
arm with internal springs and built-in cable 
management, ideal for broadcast applications 
like game streaming, podcasting, voice-over, and 
more. With smooth, quiet operation and sophisti-
cated on-camera looks, Compass is the perfect 
boom arm for mics weighing up to 2.4 pounds, 
including the Blue Yeti and Blackout Spark SL.

Features include:
• Premium all-tube, internal spring design
• Hidden channel cable management
• Hand-tightened friction-hinges for 

smooth, quiet operation
• Designed for Yeti and other professional 

broadcast mics
• Compatible with all standard shock-

mounts
00265749  ............................MSRP/MAP $99.99

MBA
Microphone Boom Arms
Samson Audio
These microphone boom arms are the perfect 
microphone accessories for any radio, podcast or 
home studio setup. The articulating design of the 
MBA28 and MBA38 provides a maximum horizon-
tal/vertical arm reach of 28" and 38" respectively, 
giving users convenient flexibility with their mic 
placement. Both models also feature internal 
springs that allow for silent and effortless posi-
tioning, which is ideal while recording or during 
live broadcasts.

With two mounting options included with each, the 
MBA28 and MBA38 can be temporarily attached 
to a table or desk with the C-clamp mount, or 
more permanently fixed to a surface with the 
flange mount. In combination with durable steel 
construction, both mic boom arms offer 58"-27 
mic clip threading that can accommodate any mic 
weighing up to five pounds.

MBA28
28" Microphone Boom Arm
00242905  ..............................................$49.99

MBA38
38" Microphone Boom Arm
00242906  ..............................................$69.99

Universal Tabletop Mic Stand 
Offset Adapter
KB816M Model
Hamilton Stands

Features include:
• Offset adapter (for KB810 desktop 

stand) allows heavier microphones to 
be mounted with confidence

• Unique design allows the center of 
gravity of heavy microphones to be over 
the center of the stand, reducing the 
likelihood of tip over

• Adapter can be used as a stereo mic 
bar

• Standard US mic mounts will work with 
any microphone stand or clip

00140538  ................................................$8.99

BCD-Stand
Desktop Microphone Stand
MXL
The BCD-STAND is an articulating swivel stand 
that works with MXL BCD-1 and BCD-2 micro-
phones. It attaches to tables and desks with a 
secure clamp. This stand is ideal for broadcasting.
00153839.................................................$79.95
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Give your customers the right tools they need to shape their sound both in the studio and live with quality brand 
compressors, pre-amps, EQ units and more

Robbie
Blue Microphones
Simplicity of design. Purity of sound. Robbie is 
Blue’s Class-A discrete tube microphone and 
instrument preamplifier. With no ICs and only the 
highest-quality discrete components from input 
to output, Robbie is one of the quietest (-131 dB 
EIN @ 50 ohms) and most detailed (THD 0.006%) 
tube preamps available today. It features audio-
phile-grade ultra low noise metal film resistors 
and polystyrene capacitors, and provides the user 
with the best of both worlds: an electronically-bal-
anced, fully discrete input stage, tube gain stage 
(ECC88 twin triode), and an electronically-bal-
anced solid-state output stage.
00754524.............................MSRP/MAP $999.99

FeQ-50
Passive Tube/Solid State Equalizer
Summit Audio
Summit Audio built a fully passive equalizer in a 
very small package to come up with an exciting 
audio tool! The FeQ-50’s sound is simply amazing 
and it has a ton of versatility in a conveniently 
small package. When you combine the unique 
passive circuitry, both vacuum tube/solid-state 
outputs and pristine Summit Audio build quality 
with the price, there really is nothing else like it in 
the marketplace! 

Features include:
• Single-channel EQ with a characteristically 

warm sound
• Switch-selectable frequencies plus low 

and high shelving
• Both XLR and 1/4" inputs with balanced 

and unbalanced outs
00118010............MSRP $749.00 • MAP $679.00

TLA-50
Tube-Leveling Amplifier
Summit Audio
The TLA-50 Tube Leveling Amplifier offers the 
sound of Summit Audio’s famous TLA-100 in a 
half-rack package designed for smaller digital 
studios and live rigs. The price is nice, too. The 
TLA-50 adds warmth to your digital signal, while 
providing an extremely musical compression. 
Overall, the TLA-50 delivers the classic smooth 
Summit Audio sound. This full-featured leveling 
amplifier offers three position attack and release 
switches, continuously variable gain and gain 
reduction control, and provides VU metering of 
output and gain reduction for precise visual 
tailoring of the audio signal. The TLA-50 also 
features a side chain insert for flexible use. The 
output stage is a discrete component transistor 
circuit optimized for smooth and quiet response 
utilizing plus and minus 24-volt rails from the 
internal high-voltage power supply. The unit also 
offers the ability to link with another TLA-50 for 
outstanding stereo compression capabilities.
00118011............MSRP $749.00 • MAP $679.00

SRK-100 Rackmount Kit 
for 19" Rack
Summit Audio
Rack adapter for all Summit Audio half-rack 
processors.
00118099................MSRP $60.00 • MAP $59.99

BlueTube™ DP V2
2-Channel Mic/Instrument  
Tube Preamp
PreSonus
Enjoy solid-state clarity or tube warmth with 
the BlueTube DP dual-path mic/instrument pre-
amp, which features both PreSonus classic Class 
A XMAX™ solid-state mic preamplifier and a 
high-output, 12AX7 tube preamp that operates 
on voltages double that of other preamps in its 
class, providing lots of headroom and big tone. A 
Tube Drive control produces anything from gentle 
warmth to edgy distortion. With two combo mic/
instrument inputs, the half-rack space BlueTube 
DP is a great choice for guitars and basses as 
well as vocals.
00125079............MSRP $279.95 • MAP $229.95

Power Supply (12V DC)
for BlueTube DPV2/FS Mobile/ 
AudioBox 44VSL/HP4 New/TubePreV2
PreSonus
00125203  .............MSRP $39.95 • MAP $29.95

Power Supply (16V AC)
for BlueTube DP/Monitor Station/ 
Studio Channel/TubePre V1/FireBox/
HP4 Original
PreSonus
00125202  .............MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95
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DigiMax DP88
8-Channel A/D/A Converter with Re-
mote Preamps
PreSonus
For more than a decade, DigiMax-series preamp/
converters have been relied on in countless 
recording studios worldwide. The DigiMax DP88 
is the latest innovation in the DigiMax line, 
offering digitally controlled, analog preamps and 
unmatched digital conversion up to 96 kHz. Like 
its predecessors, the DigiMax DP88 provides the 
connectivity, flexibility, and professional sound 
quality to make it a perfect fit in any studio envi-
ronment.

The DigiMax DP88 is equipped with audio-
phile-grade, Burr-Brown processors to deliver 
top-quality digital conversion up to 96 kHz. These 
converters provide 118 dB of dynamic range and 
are backed by a boast-worthy clock with sub-50 
picosecond jitter to capture complex musical har-
monics smoothly and naturally. You’ll hear every 
breath, transient, and detail of a performance in 
your recordings.

The DigiMax DP88 includes eight digitally con-
trolled, analog XMAX preamps, each providing 
high headroom, low noise, wide dynamic range, 
and extended frequency response. The resulting 
musicality and transparency made this design 
an industry favorite. In 1995, PreSonus patented 
digital control over analog circuits for our first 
product. Building on this legacy, we created a 
separate digital volume-control circuit ahead of 
our award-winning analog XMAX preamp design, 
providing the convenience of digital recall without 
sacrificing fidelity.
00152388  .........MSRP $899.95 • MAP $699.95 

DigiMax™ D8
8-Channel Preamplifier 
with 48 kHz ADAT Output
PreSonus
The DigiMax D8 is a high-quality, 8-channel, 
analog front end for ADAT Lightpipe-equipped 
digital-audio devices. The 1U rack-mount unit fea-
tures 8 mic/line inputs with Class A XMAX™ sol-
id-state mic preamps, 2 instrument inputs, word-
clock input, and an 8-channel ADAT Lightpipe 
output with 24-bit, 44.1/48 kHz A/D converters.

Features include:
• 8-channel, 24-bit, 44.1/48 kHz ADAT 

optical output
• 8 front-panel mic/line inputs with Class 

A XMAX™ mic preamplifiers
• 2 instrument inputs (front panel; Ch. 1 

and 2, bypasses mic input)
• 8 balanced 1/4" direct outputs  

(1 per channel)
• 1 BNC word-clock input
• 1U rack-mountable, rugged steel  

chassis
00125080............MSRP $499.95 • MAP $399.95

TubePre V2
1-Channel Tube Preamplifier/DI Box
PreSonus
Twist the TubePre V2 Drive saturation control and 
add the color that only a hand-selected 12AX7 
vacuum tube can deliveró from gentle warmth to 
total fuzz. Unlike other compact tube preamps, 
TubePre V2 starts with the low noise, high head-
room Class A XMAX preamp input stage found 
in our premium interfaces and digital mixers. 
Discrete components and high-voltage operation 
deliver best-in-class dynamic range and detail 
not found in other single-channel tube preamps.

Features include:
• 12AX7 tube-based preamp with XMAX 

solid-state input stage
• Gain control
• Tube Drive saturation control
• Low-noise dual-servo (no capacitors) 

gain stage
• Separate instrument and mic inputs
• Phantom power, HP filter, -20 dB pad, 

and polarity-reverse
• Compact 1/3U rack-mount chassis

00125082............MSRP $159.95 • MAP $129.95
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DIRECT BOXES

MDA1
Mono Active Direct Box
Samson Audio
Samson’s MDA1 Mono Active Direct Box com-
bines premium sound circuitry with durable, 
roadworthy construction, providing high-quality 
signal connection solutions for live sound and 
recording studio applications. The MDA1 operates 
on either batteries or phantom power and allows 
clean, balanced lines to be sent from your guitars 
and basses. 

Features include:
• All-metal, impact resistant design
• 2-position 0dB/-15dB attenuation 

switch
• Ground Lift switch
• 1/4" Input and Thru
• Balanced XLR output
• 48V Phantom and 9V Battery power 

options
00156724  .............MSRP $54.99 • MAP $34.99

MD1
Mono Passive Direct Box
Samson Audio
Samson’s MD1 Mono Passive Direct Box com-
bines premium sound circuitry with durable, 
roadworthy construction, providing high-qual-
ity signal connection solutions for a variety of 
live sound and recording applications. The MD1 
allows clean, balanced lines to be sent from an 
unbalanced line or instrument signal to a micro-
phone level balanced input. 

Features include:
• All-metal, impact resistant design
• Samson STL transformer
• Ground Lift switch
• 1/4" Input and Thru
• Balanced XLR output
• No Phantom or Battery power required

00156725  .............MSRP $64.99 • MAP $39.99

MD1 Pro
Mono Passive Direct Box
Samson Audio
Samson’s MD1 Pro Mono Passive Direct Box 
combines premium sound circuitry with durable, 
roadworthy construction, providing high-quality 
solutions for line, instrument and speaker level 
signals. The MD1 Pro allows balanced lines to be 
sent from your instrument long distances without 
inducing noise. 

Features include:
• All-metal, impact resistant design
• Samson STLX Mu-Metal shielded trans-

former
• 3-position0dB/-15dB/-30dB attenuation 

switch
• Ground Lift switch
• 1/4" Input and Thru
• Balanced XLR output
• No Phantom or Battery power required

00156726  .............MSRP $89.99 • MAP $59.99

MD2 Pro
Stereo Passive Direct Box
Samson Audio
Samson’s MD2 Pro Stereo Passive Direct Box 
combines two premium direct boxes in a single 
case. Rugged, roadworthy construction and two 
shielded transformers provide high-quality signal 
connection solutions for a variety of live sound 
and recording applications. The MD2 Pro is per-
fect for converting unbalanced stereo line level 
or instrument signals from keyboards, electronic 
drum kits, acoustic-electric guitars and more. 

Features include:
• All-metal, impact resistant design
• Dual Samson STLX Mu-Metal shielded 

transformers
• Stereo/Mono sum switch
• Dual 3-position 0dB/-10dB/-20dB 

attenuation switches
• Dual Ground Lift swithes
• Dual 1/4" Inputs and Thrus
• Dual balanced XLR outputs
• No Phantom or Battery power required

00156727  ...........MSRP $154.99 • MAP $99.99

MCD2 Pro
Stereo Passive PC Direct Box
Samson Audio
Samson’s MCD2 Pro Stereo Passive PC Direct 
Box is the ideal solution for connecting unbal-
anced line level signals from laptops, CD/MP3 
players, and DJ mixers to professional, balanced 
equipment. Durable, roadworthy construction 
and two Mu-Metal shielded transformers provide 
high-quality signal connection solutions for a 
variety of live sound and recording applications. 

Features include:
• All-metal, impact resistant design
• Dual Samson STLX Mu-Metal shielded 

transformers
• Stereo/Mono sum switch
• 2-position 0dB/-12dB attenuation 

switch
• Ground Lift switch
• Dual 1/4" and RCA inputs
• Stereo 1/8" input
• Dual balanced XLR outputs
• No Phantom or Battery power required

00156728  .................MSRP $169.99 • $119.99
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S-Com 4
4-Channel Compressor/Gate
Samson Audio
The S-com 4 is a compact and versatile single-rack space device that pro-
vides four channels of high-quality dynamic processing with an Expander/
Gate and Compressor/Limiter on each channel. The four channels operate 
independently or in stereo pairs. Its multi-segment LED metering displays 
input/output level as well as gain reduction. The Expander/Gate section 
features a continuously variable Threshold control, as well as a switch for 
fast or slow release times. The Compressor/Limiter section includes variable 
Threshold, Ratio and Output levels. S-com 4’s Enhancer switch restores high 
frequencies that are sometimes diminished by heavy compression.
00140634  ...................................................MSRP $284.99 • MAP $169.99  

S-3-way 
Stereo/Mono Crossover
Samson Audio
The S 3-way is a versatile 2-way, 3-way and 4-way crossover with a differ-
ence. First, it’s a perfect 2-way or 3-way stereo crossover. But its mode is 
also switchable for use as a 4-way mono crossover. The input gain features 
+/-12dB range with LED metering and Peak indicators. S 3-way features Low, 
Mid and High Frequency outputs with +/-6dB of gain control. Each output 
incorporates a Mute switch for monitoring the individual frequency bands and 
a phase switch to invert the phase of the output.
00140097  ...................................................MSRP $284.99 • MAP $169.99  

SM10
Line Mixer
Samson Audio
Ideal for stage, studio and an infinite variety of installation applications, 
Samson’s SM10 Line Mixer is a versatile and reliable addition to your audio 
setup. This internally powered, 19-inch rackmount metal chassis unit can 
be easily integrated into any existing system to more efficiently group your 
signals.

The SM10 features ten channels with 1/4-inch stereo line inputs and a 
balance control for each channel. Two channels include XLR mic inputs. This 
allows you to blend the relative levels of stereo inputs to your liking. In addi-
tion, each channel includes a switch for +4 dBu or -10 dBV line level input.
00131606  ...................................................MSRP $274.99 • MAP $199.99  

S-Patch Plus
48-Point Balanced Patchbay (with Front Panel Switches)
Samson Audio
The ultimate patchbay. Fully balanced and extremely durable, our 48-point 
patchbay makes all your connections easy. 

Features include:
• Fully balanced, extremely durable 48-Point Patchbay
• Normal, Half-normal and Through Mode operation
• 3-way Front Panel Mode Switches
• 1/4" TRS Connectors
• 19" Rack Mount Chassis

00131605  ...................................................MSRP $207.49 • MAP $119.99  

S-Phone
4-Channel Headphone Mixer/Amplifier
Samson Audio
The S-phone is a versatile single rack space four channel headphone ampli-
fier, loaded with advanced features that provide tremendous flexibility for 
monitor and cue mixing. The Master Input features an input level and LED 
meter to control and display the overall stereo input. Each of S-phone’s four 
channels includes three Headphone Outputs with an overall Volume control 
and individual Level meters. A convenient Stereo Auxiliary input is available 
on each channel so that individual line signals from direct or buss outputs can 
be mixed with the main stereo input. The Balance control adjusts the ratio of 
the Main and Auxiliary signal or the left to right balance (based on the setting 
of the ST/2CH switch) so that each headphone mix can be further tailored for 
a particular listener’s individual needs (“More Me”). For greater sonic control, 
S-phone also features a 2-band equalizer on each of the four channels. A 
master Stereo Aux input on the front panel is also supplied for inserting a 
second signal to all headphones.
00140636  ...................................................MSRP $284.99 • MAP $169.99  
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Give your customers the right tools they need to shape their sound both in the studio and live with quality brand 
compressors, pre-amps, EQ units and more.

AEQ215
Stereo 15-Band Graphic EQ Processor
Alto Professional
With AEQ215 you get precise and reliable sound-shaping control. It’s built 
to last and perfect for any pro audio application, offering the essential EQ 
features you need for either straightforward spectral balancing or enhancing 
particular sonic characteristics. Use it for studio recording, live sound and 
everything in between.

This stereo 15-band graphic EQ has a 117 dB signal-to-noise ratio and an 
all-metal design. What’s that mean for you? – ultra-low-noise frequency 
control in a rugged package. AEQ215 also features balanced XLR, 1/4" 
TRS and RCA input and output connectors, fixed high-pass and low-
pass filters, variable input level controls, and constant Q filtering, which 
gives you accurate and predictable EQ response. AEQ215’s bands are 
spaced 2/3-octave apart and it offers selectable boost/cut ranges of 6 
dB or 12 dB for detailed gain control.

It’s an EQ with all of the essentials, built for solid and reliable performance.
00122056 ........................................................MSRP $199.00 •  MAP $99.00

AEQ231
Stereo 31-Band Graphic EQ Processor
Alto Professional
With AEQ231 you get precise and reliable sound-shaping control. It’s built 
to last and perfect for any pro audio application, offering the essential EQ 
features you need for either straightforward spectral balancing or enhancing 
particular sonic characteristics. Use it for studio recording, live sound and 
everything in between.

This stereo 31-band graphic EQ has a 117 dB signal-to-noise ratio and an 
all-metal design. What’s that mean for you? – ultra-low-noise frequency 
control in a rugged package. AEQ231 also features balanced XLR, 1/4" 
TRS and RCA input and output connectors, fixed high-pass and low-
pass filters, variable input level controls, and constant Q filtering, which 
gives you accurate and predictable EQ response. AEQ231’s bands are 
spaced 1/3-octave apart and it offers selectable boost/cut ranges of 6 
dB or 12 dB for detailed gain control.

It’s an EQ with all of the essentials, built for solid and reliable performance.
00122057 ......................................................MSRP $249.00 •  MAP $149.00

CHANNEL STRIP

Studio Channel
1-Channel Vacuum-Tube Channel Strip
PreSonus
The Studio Channel is great for studio and live use. Its Class A preamp 
features a high-output 12AX7 tube and Gain and Tube Drive controls. The 
full-featured, VCA-based compressor includes Auto Attack/Release. The EQ 
can be pre- or post-compressor and has a fully parametric mid band and 
semi-parametric high and low bands that can be shelving or peak.

Features include:
• High-voltage Class A 12AX7 vacuum-tube mic/instrument pream-

plifier
• Gain, Tube Drive, HP filter, -20 dB pad, phantom power, polarity 

reverse
• Variable VCA compressor with Auto Attack/Release and Soft/Hard 

Knee
• 3-band EQ with parametric mid and semi-parametric, shelving/

peak low and high bands
• Instrument, line, and mic inputs

00125081......................................................MSRP $359.95 • MAP $299.95
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iLoud® 
Portable Personal Speaker for Musicians and Audiophiles
IK Multimedia
iLoud is the high-performance, battery-operated portable speaker for musi-
cians and audiophiles. Rated at powerful 40W RMS, it providees up to five 
times the volume of comparably-sized speakers. Connect your smartphone, 
tablet, laptop or MP3 player, and get ready to be blown away.

A speaker system needs to sound good at all volumes, and reproduce the 
music the way it was meant to sound. IK has leveraged its 16-year expe-
rience in creating tools for professional recording studios into developing 
iLoud’s two-way, high-definition speaker system, onboard DSP, digital Class-D 
amplifier and high-performance enclosure. For the first time, you can enjoy 
studio-class sound and performance, comparable to professional monitors, in 
a surprisingly small package.

iLoud connects via Bluetooth or to the headphone output of your smartphone, 
tablet or laptop. iLoud is also equipped with an iRig 1/4” instrument input, so 
you can plug in a guitar, bass, keyboard or dynamic mic and jam along to your 
music using an iPhone, iPod touch or iPad for real-time effects processing.
00120176......................................................MSRP $299.99 • MAP $249.99

iLoud Padded Travel Bag
IK Multimedia
To protect your iLoud when you’re carrying it around, you can order the iLoud 
Travel Bag. This durable, 100% polyester case features a stitched-in iLoud 
logo, adjustable straps and a zippered pouch for cables and other small items. 
Dimensions: 11.8" x 7.8" x 5.5"
00190257  ........................................................................................ $39.99

Bluetooth Wireless Mini Speaker 
Portable Speaker with SD Card
UGO®

With four playback modes UGO Bluetooth has the ability to deliver deep bass 
tones, crystal clear midranges and sparkling tenor from any audio source. 
This can be via Bluetooth connection or direct plug-in. With Bluetooth connec-
tivity you can stream your music wirelessly from up to 30 feet away. Bluetooth 
4.0 technology provides the fastest data transfer with the lowest energy loss 
creating a portable sound machine that plays for hours on a single charge. 
MSRP $129.99 • MAP $69.99
00129172 Black
00129174 Blue
00129175 Silver

00129176 Red
00129177 Purple
00129178 Pink

00146227 Yellow
00146228 Orange

(actual size)
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Expedition Escape 
Rechargeable Battery-Powered Speaker System with 
Bluetooth®

Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition Escape is a rechargeable battery powered speaker 
system that provides incredible sound in any environment. Weighing only 8.5 
pounds, this ultra-portable device combines pristine audio performance with 
convenient Bluetooth connectivity for wireless audio streaming. It’s the ideal 
sound system for BBQs, parties, outdoor sporting events, tailgates, presen-
tations, fitness classes and anywhere else loud, full-range sound is desired.

Packed with high-quality components to ensure an optimal music listening 
experience, the Expedition Express offers a 2-way speaker design with a 6" 
subwoofer for deep pounding bass, while its 1" high frequency driver trans-
mits the finer details of your favorite tracks. The system is also Bluetooth-
compatible, allowing you to wirelessly stream music from your smartphone, 
tablet or laptop up to 50' away from the Expedition Escape. The unit’s 
2-channel mixer features a 1/4" input with its own dedicated volume control 
for a variety of live performance applications, including use with dynamic 
microphones. In addition, the Expedition Escape has an 1/8" input for directly 
connecting MP3 players, keyboards and more.
00140066  .....................................................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99  

Expedition Express 
Rechargeable Battery Powered PA with Bluetooth®

Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition Express Rechargeable Battery Powered PA is packed 
with incredible features, including Bluetooth connectivity and a built-in 
3-channel mixer. It also comes complete with a wired handheld dynamic 
microphone for delivering impromptu performances and professional pre-
sentations in any environment. Such versatility, combined with clean, crisp 
audio, makes the Expedition Express an all-in-one solution for classrooms, 
conferences, tour groups, parties, as well as a variety of outdoor applications.
00140067  ...................................................MSRP $279.99 • MAP $199.99  
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Expedition XP106/XP106w  
Rechargeable Battery-Powered PA with Bluetooth®

Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP106 Rechargeable Battery Powered PA is packed with 
incredible features, including Bluetooth connectivity and a built-in 4-channel 
mixer. It also comes complete with a microphone for delivering impromptu 
performances and professional presentations in any environment. Such 
versatility, combined with clean, crisp audio, makes the XP106 & XP106W an 
all-in-one solution for classrooms, conferences, tour groups, parties, as well 
as a variety of outdoor applications.

Features include
• All-in-one, lightweight portable PA system
• Bluetooth connectivity to wirelessly stream music
• Rechargeable battery for up to 20 hours of continuous use
• 2-way speaker enclosure with 6" woofer
• 1" high frequency driver
• Class D amplifier produces 100 watts of power
• 4-channel mixer
• XLR-1/4" combo input for microphones and other line level devices
• 1/4" input for guitars and other line level devices
• 1/8" stereo Aux input allows for stereo line level devices (MP3 

players, keyboards, etc.)
• Line output to cascade multiple systems together
• Music/Speech switch for optimizing output EQ for speech or music 

playback
• USB Wireless port
• Battery level LED indicator
• Integrated carry handle
• 1-3/8" speaker stand mount

Expedition XP106
Includes wired handheld dynamic microphone
00140069  ...................................................MSRP $329.99 • MAP $249.99  

Expedition XP106w
Includes Stage XPD1 USB Digital Wireless System with handheld dynamic 
microphone (100' operating range)
00140070  ...................................................MSRP $404.99 • MAP $299.99  

Lavalier Mic Bundle
00242016 Includes LM lavalier mic ..............MSRP $429.99 • MAP $319.99

Headset Mic Bundle
00191865 Includes DE10 headset mic ..........MSRP $429.99 • MAP $319.99

Expedition XP106w DE 
Rechargeable Battery-Powered Wireless PA with DE10 
Headset Mic
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP106w Rechargeable Battery Powered Wireless PA is 
packed with incredible features, including Bluetooth connectivity and a built-
in 4-channel mixer. It also comes complete with a USB digital wireless system 
for delivering impromptu performances and professional presentations in any 
environment. Such versatility, combined with clean, crisp audio, makes the 
XP106w an all-in-one solution for classrooms, conferences, tour groups, par-
ties, as well as a variety of outdoor applications. This package also includes 
a DE10 headset mic.
00191865  ...................................................MSRP $429.99 • MAP $319.99

LS40
Expedition Single Speaker Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s LS40 Speaker Stand raises your music to where audiences can 
enjoy it to the fullest. Ideal for use with Samson Expedition Portable PAs 
(Escape, Express, XP106, XP106w), this lightweight, telescoping tripod speak-
er stand features a roadworthy, steel-constructed design with a sleek black 
finish. With a standard 1-3/8" pole adapter, the LS40 fits virtually any PA 
speaker. Adjustable up to 4.5' in height, this stand can handle enclosures that 
weigh up to 55 pounds (25kg) and has a locking latch for increased support.
00140108  ........................................................................................ $99.99
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TransActive Wireless 2 
Rechargeable Bluetooth® Speaker with Lights
Alesis
The TransActive Wireless 2 is a complete, active PA system with built-in 
lights designed for on-the-go use. Pull up the telescoping handle, tilt it back 
onto the recessed wheels, and take your TransActive Wireless 2 with you 
wherever you go. Once you’re there, simple single-button pairing allows 
you to instantly stream audio from any Bluetooth-enabled device. You can 
also activate an exciting full-color light show that reacts to your music – no 
programming required! TransActive Wireless 2 is the ultimate mobile PA. It’s 
perfect for outdoor parties, live gigs, business meetings, sporting events and 
tailgate parties.
00234389  ...................................................MSRP $349.00 • MAP $249.00

PA System in a Box
280-Watt (80 Watts Continuous) 4-Channel PA System
Alesis
The Alesis PA System in a Box includes a 4-channel powered mixer with a 
powerful 280-watt (peak power) amplifier, two 10-inch 2-way, high-output 
passive speakers and two 20-foot speaker cables – everything you need for 
great sound reinforcement, all in one box. It’s perfect for anyone who needs 
an affordable but complete mobile PA system for a small venue, rehearsal 
space, presentation, ceremony, house of worship or sporting event.
00231693  ...................................................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $249.00

Trouper
Compact High-Performance PA 
System
Alto Professional
The Alto Professional Trouper is a compact 
high-performance PA system that perfectly 
fulfills the unique demands of solo artists 
and small ensembles.  Leveraging technol-
ogy from our widely-acclaimed Truesonic 
and Black Series sound reinforcement sys-
tems, Trouper is the best-sounding and 
most full-featured small-venue PA system 
available.

Trouper is a 2-way 200-watt bi-amplified 
system (130 watts LF/70 watts HF) with (3) 
6-1/2" (165mm) woofers and a 1" (25mm) 
high-frequency compression driver, span-
ning the full musical frequency range from 
65-20kHz. The system has thermal and 
dynamic overload protection, so the sound 
is always clean and clear no matter how 
hard you push it.

Trouper is brimming with thoughtful touches 
and conveniences that are exactly what 
you need to ensure your performances are 
smooth and glitch-free. 
00149750 ...MSRP $299.99 • MAP $199.00

TCL Cover
Padded Slip-On Cover for Trouper or Spectrum PA
Alto Professional
00257086  .......................................................MSRP $39.00 • MAP $19.00

MPE350 Mixpack 
Express
Ultra-Portable  
Powered PA System
Alto Professional
The 350 Watt MIXPACK 
Express is one of three PA 
systems in the MIXPACK line, 

along with the 600 Watt MIXPACK and 1000 Watt MIXPACK Pro. Being the 
lightest and most portable of all MIXPACK PAs has its advantages. There sim-
ply isn’t an easier, more affordable way to get this much clean power, mixing 
and Alesis DSP effects in one place. It takes only a few minutes from the time 
you bring MIXPACK Express into the venue, to the time the gig powers on, 
and power on it will. 

Features:
• 350 Watts of continuous power
• Lightweight, one-piece design for convenient transport
• Two 10" speakers with cables included
• Built-in mixer with seven-band graphic EQ and XLR, line and RCA 

inputs
• Integrated Alesis DSP with 24-bit effects including reverb, delay 

and chorus

00122022 ......................................................MSRP $599.00 •  MAP $499.00
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Expedition XP150
150-Watt Portable PA
Samson Audio
The Expedition XP150 offers a PA solution that 
combines powerful stereo sound with portability 
and simplicity. With its clever design, the XP150 
packs up into a single unit that weighs only 24 
pounds. Perfect for schools, conferences and 
presentations, as well as musicians and sing-
er-songwriters, the XP150 is the ultimate in 
portable sound.
00140062  .........MSRP $419.99 • MAP $299.99  

SMS150 
Mixer Stand Holder
Samson Audio
The SMS150 Mixer Stand Holder is the ideal 
accessory for Samson’s Expedition XP150 
Portable PA, custom-designed to fit the system’s 
mixer. The SMS150 mounts to any standard 
microphone stand, allowing for custom placement 
of the mixer. With a solid metal design, the mixer 
stand is built to handle heavy and constant use. 
Samson’s SMS150 Mixer Stand Holder provides 
exceptional convenience to PA users everywhere, 
allowing for audio level adjustments to be made 
without interrupting ongoing performances.
00140111  .............................................. $59.99

Expedition XP112A/115A
2-Way Active PA Speakers
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP112A/115A 2-Way Active PA Speakers are an epiphany in premium sound and 
value. Combining exceptional portability and power, they are an ideal PA speaker for live sound setups. 
Perfect for bands, DJs, vocal presentations and much more, the Expedition XP112A is a versatile PA 
solution for serious performers.

Features include
• 1" high frequency driver
• 500 watts of output power
• XLR-1/4" combo input for microphones and line level devices
• Contour equalization switch
• XLR Link output connector to daisy chain multiple speakers
• Tilt-back design for floor monitor positioning
• 1-3/8" speaker stand mount
• Integrated top/side carry handles
• Rugged polypropylene cabinet construction

Expedition XP112A
Features include

• Lightweight 2-way active PA speaker, 
weighing only 30 lbs.

• 12" extended range low frequency 
woofer

00140065  .........MSRP $304.99 • MAP $219.99  

Expedition XP115A
Features include

• 15" extended range low frequency 
woofer

00139516  .........MSRP $344.99 • MAP $239.99  
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Expedition XP800
800-Watt Portable PA System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP800 is an all-in-one sound system that offers excellent audio quality with quick and easy setup. Providing 800 watts of power, the XP800 
features a lightweight, 8-channel powered mixer and two 8" speakers. For enhanced portability, the XP800 offers a unique speaker-locking design that allows 
the system and all its components to be packed up and transported as a single unit weighing just over 40 pounds.

Powerful enough for musical performances, the XP800 includes features like Bluetooth® and USB connectivity (for optional Stage X USB Digital Wireless 
Systems), making it ideal for streaming music from mobile devices or managing events and presentations.

Features include:
• 800-watt portable PA system
• Ideal for small to medium-sized venues (audiences of 60-100)
• Packs up into a single portable unit that weighs just over 40 lbs
• Bluetooth connectivity to wirelessly stream music
• Dual 2-way speakers with 8" woofers and 1" tweeters
• Removable 8-channel lightweight Class D power mixer
• 16 presets of 24-bit digital effects with Send level control
• Footswitch jack for remote FX control
• Four Mic/Line inputs (XLR and 1/4") for microphones and other line level devices
• Hi-Z input for direct guitar connections
• Two stereo channels with 1/4", RCA and 3.5mm inputs
• 2-band EQ on all channels
• USB Wireless port for use with Samson’s XPD USB Digital Wireless Systems (sold separately)
• Phantom power for condenser microphones
• Sub output for active subwoofers
• Music/Speech switch for optimizing output EQ for speech or music playback
• Integrated 1-3/8" speaker stand mount
• Stereo monitor outputs with level control
• 30-degree “kickback” design for using enclosures as floor monitors
• Two 25-inch speaker cables included

00156730  .................................................................................................................................................................................. MSRP $809.99 • MAP $599.99

Expedition XP800 Stand Mount Adapter
Samson Audio
00140112  ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $74.99
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Expedition XP1000
1,000-Watt Portable PA System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP1000 Portable PA system is an all-in-one sound sys-
tem with incredible features and tons of power that packs into a single com-
pact design. It’s perfect for live music performances, DJ sets, parties, group 
exercise classes, office presentations, academic lectures and anywhere else 
you want great sound.

Features include
• Packs up into a single portable unit that weighs just over 50 lbs
• Lightweight, Class D amplifier produces 1,000W (2x500) of stereo 

power
• Bluetooth connectivity to wirelessly stream music
• Dual 2-way speaker enclosures with 10" woofers
• 1" high frequency drivers
• Removable 10-channel mixer with 16 presets of 24-bit digital 

effects
• Bass and Treble controls on each channel
• Four Mic/Line inputs (XLR and 1/4" jacks) for microphone, guitars 

and other line level devices
• Three stereo channels with multiple input options (1/4", 1/8", RCA) 

for connecting external devices (MP3 players, keyboards, etc.)
• USB Wireless port for use with Samson’s Stage XPD1 USB Digital 

Wireless System (sold separately)
• Phantom power for condenser microphones
• Two 1/4" Monitor outputs allow connections to external powered 

speakers
• Additional RCA output for external recorders
• Selectable compressor on two Mic/Line channels
• Music/Speech switch for optimizing output EQ for speech or music 

playback
• 6-segment level meter with limiter indicator
• Integrated 1-3/8" speaker stand mount
• 30-degree kickback design 

00140064  .................................................MSRP $1039.99 • MAP $799.99 

Expedition XP1000 Mixer Stand
Mixer Stand Holder for the Expedition XP1000 and XP510i 
Portable PAs, SMS1000 Model
Samson Audio
The SMS1000 Mixer Stand Holder is the ideal accessory for Samson’s 
Expedition XP1000 and XP510i Portable PAs, custom-designed to fit either 
system’s mixer. The SMS1000 mounts to any standard microphone stand, 
allowing for custom placement of the mixer. With a solid metal design, the 
mixer stand is built to handle heavy and constant use. Samson’s SMS1000 
Mixer Stand Holder provides exceptional convenience to PA users every-
where, allowing for audio level adjustments to be made without interrupting 
ongoing performances.
00140113  ........................................................................................ $84.99

Auro D1228
Performer Pack
Samson Audio
Samson’s Auro D1228 Performer Pack offers tremendous value in a single 
box, giving performers everything they need to establish a professional PA 
setup. Encompassing the key elements of power, portability and exceptional 
sound, the Auro D1228 features two Auro D208 2-Way Active Loudspeakers, 
an Auro D1200 Active Subwoofer, a pair of LS40 Speaker Stands and four 
Tourtek XLR Cables (2 x 10', 2 x 20'). It’s the ideal performance package for 
DJs, bands, singer-songwriters and other live sound reinforcement applica-
tions in smaller venues, such as house parties and intimate concerts.
00140668  .................................................MSRP $1299.99 • MAP $999.99 
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As a musician, performing live is still the best way to market your music and reach your audience. Having the 
right live sound equipment allows both the listener to enjoy the show and allow the musician to give a stress-
free performance. Putting together the right system of mixers, speakers, power amplifiers, signal processors, 
microphones and accessories will help your customers deliver a professional performance in any environment.

When it comes to putting together PA systems for live use, speakers are one of the most crucial components to 
make every performer sound great.  Piece together a house system or live band rig with a set of passive speakers, 
or offer up some powered speakers to musicians on the go. Regardless of the scenario, feel confident in offering 
your customers a wide variety of speakers for every type of performance, venue, style, and ensemble-size

iPA 
Portable Music System for iPad
Alto Professional
The iPA Music System from Alto Professional is a portable loudspeaker with 
400 watts of power for amplifying your iPad apps, playing your iTunes library 
and running karaoke presentations. Load your iPad into the iPA Music System 
dock, run your app of choice and you are ready to entertain. The iPA Music 
System’s internal power amplifier has plenty of juice to run a backyard or liv-
ing room party, a small to medium-sized club, or a professional presentation 
that requires background music and clear microphone intelligibility.

Features:
• Two-way speaker system with 400 Watts of peak power
• Fully integrated Universal Dock for iPad
• Includes Alto Professional ADM10 dynamic mic, holder and 10-foot 

(3m) cable
• Integrated mixer and high-efficiency power amp
• 10-inch (254 mm) low frequency transducer for deep bass
• Compact lightweight design for easy transport
• 35 mm socket for mounting on a speaker stand
• Designed and tuned in the USA
• 30-pin dock also charges iPad
• Contour switch instantly provides the perfect EQ for music playback 

and karaoke
• RCA input for playback of iPod, CD players and other music devices
• XLR-1/4" combo inputs with volume control
• XLR output to add more speakers
• 200 watts of continuous power

00121386 ......................................................MSRP $399.00 • MAP $299.00

TS115 Vibe
Active 800-Watt 2-Way  
15" Loudspeakers with Media Player
Alto Professional
The Truesonic TS115 Vibe features a solid-state media player, complete with 
LCD screen. The TS115 Vibe can play all of your song files and playlists directly 
from a USB drive or microSD card. Play music between sets. Add backing 
tracks to any event. Plug a microphone into the two-channel mixer and offer a 
toast or become the master of ceremonies-no other equipment required. The 
TS115 Vibe unlocks a world of possibilities.

Features:
• 800 Watt Class D power amp
• 15" low-frequency transducer
• 1" neodymium driver
• Full audience coverage, on and off axis
• Onboard solid-state media player with volume control
• Load your favorite music via USB drive or microSD card
• Compatible with MP3, WMA, and AAC files
• Features include Folder Search and ID3 Tagging
• Built-in two-channel mixer with independent volume controls
• Clip Limiter with red LED
• Contour switch for increased EQ control
• XLR send – pre or post volume – to link multiple speakers
• Ground lift switch
• Lightweight cabinet with metal grille and integrated handles
• Use as traditional PA loudspeaker or floor wedge monitor
• Stand and pole-mountable or flyable
• Designed and tuned in the USA

00122046 ......................................................MSRP $499.00 • MAP $399.00
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TS 212W/  
215W
1100-Watt 2-Way 
Powered Loud-
speakers with 
Bluetooth
Alto Professional
Alto Professional 
Truesonic speakers have 
established a well-de-
served benchmark for 

clarity, high output, flexible I/O options and value 
that has made them the worldwide standard of 
comparison. Now, with the TS2Ws, Alto Pro has 
significantly enhanced that level of achievement. 
The range is comprised of two models, the 
TS212W and TS215W. The amplifiers in both are 
rated at 550 watts continuous, 1100 watts peak – 
a significant increase over our previous Truesonic 
line. This higher power capability ensures greater 
output for use in larger spaces, with increased 
clarity, since the amplifiers won’t “run out of 
steam” and distort the way less powerful units 
will.

The TS212W and TS215W have five integrated 
handles making them easy to pick up in either H 
or V orientation. Each model also employs profes-
sional-grade M10 rigging/suspension points. The 
tough, durable cabinets have excellent acoustic 
properties, while their light weight makes them 
easy to transport.

Features include:
• 550W continuous, 1100W peak Class 

D power
• 1-inch (25.4 mm) neodymium HF driver 

with precision waveguide
• Bi-amplified design with precision 

active crossover and EQ
• Integrated 2-channel mixer with dual 

XLR 1/4-inch combo mic/line inputs and 
independent level controls

• Bluetooth-equipped-wirelessly stream 
backing tracks or background music 
from any Bluetooth-compatible device

• Bluetooth Link-Stream a stereo signal to 
separate speakers – no cables required

• Custom engineered high-efficiency 
class D amplifiers with passive cooling 
design – no fan means the speaker 
runs cleaner, quieter and has greater 
long-term reliability

TS212W
12-Inch 2-Way Powered Loudspeaker
00253977  .........MSRP $559.00 • MAP $349.00

TS215W
15-Inch 2-Way Powered Loudspeaker
00253978  .........MSRP $629.00 • MAP $399.00

TS SUB15 
& SUB18
Active 
1200-Watt 
Subwoofer
Alto  
Professional
The frequen-
cy range and 
crossovers of 
the Truesonic 

TSSUB18 and TSSUB15 have been tuned to 
provide smooth, low-end sound production in 
the 37Hz-125Hz range (42Hz-125Hz for the 
TSSUB15). They also offer stereo inputs, an 
internal active crossover, and are housed in 
rugged, compact, 18mm Birch plywood cabi-
nets with durable metal recessed handles. When 
you’re ready to extend the frequency range of 
your live performance reinforcement, Truesonic 
subwoofers are the effective, economical, and 
professional choice.
00122049  15" ....MSRP $699.00 • MAP $599.00
00122050  18" ....MSRP $799.00 • MAP $699.00

Cover for TS212/TS212W
Alto Professional
00243982  .............MSRP $59.00 • MAP $39.00

Cover for TS215/TS215W
Alto Professional
00253979  .............MSRP $69.00 • MAP $49.00

SXM112A
Active 800-Watt 2-Way Stage Monitor
Alto Professional

Features:
• 800 Watts Class D power
• 12" coax woofer, 1" neodymium driver
• XLR/Line input with volume control, XLR 

output to link speakers
• 16 modeling presets to tweak the sonic 

characteristic of your sound
• Rugged multi-layer birch plywood cabi-

net with recessed handles
• Scratch and dent-resistant finish

00122051............MSRP $399.00 •  MAP $299.00

TX Series
Powered 
Loudspeakers
Alto  
Professional
The TX Series 
l o u d s p e a k e r s 
come in four dif-
ferent sizes (8", 
10" 12" & 15"), 
all equipped with 
efficient, bi-amped 
Class D amplifica-
tion that provide 

from 280 to 600 Watts of peak power. An exacting 
electronic crossover ensures smooth frequency 
response from the low-frequency driver and 
high-frequency compression driver. Bass porting 
offers extended low-end response, while the steel 
grille adds extra protection.

The TX Series is lightweight, portable, and very 
reasonably priced. The trapezoid cabinet con-
touring makes either upright or wedge-monitor 
placement a snap. A pole-mount socket and a 
comfortable handle are conveniently built in. 
Create a custom setup using the Link output to 
chain multiple cabinets together.

Features include:
• 280 Watts peak/140 Watts continuous 

power
• Efficient Class-D power amp, bi-am-

plified
• LF woofer with 1.5" voice coil
• 1" titanium diaphragm HF compression 

driver with 1" voice coil
• Balanced XLR Mic/Line Input and Link 

Output
• Precision electronic crossover
• Integrated analog limiter and overload 

protection circuitry
• Lightweight, portable design
• Integrated 36mm speaker pole socket
• Main or wedge monitor operation

TX8
00192544 8" LF Woofer ...MSRP $259.00 • MAP 
$129.00

TX10
00192545 10" LF Woofer .MSRP $339.00 • MAP 
$169.00

TX12
00192546 12" LF Woofer .MSRP $399.00 • MAP 
$199.00

TX15
00192547 15" LF Woofer .MSRP $499.00 • MAP 
$249.00
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AIR10/12/15
2-Way 1200w Active Loudspeakers
PreSonus
Each type of power amplifier has advantages and disadvantages. By employing different amplifier types for each 
driver, AIR10, 12 & 15 loudspeakers use the respective strengths of Class D and Class A/B amplifiers to provide 
optimal response throughout the speaker’s frequency range. 

AIR10
A 500W (continuous), Class D amplifier powers 
the 10-inch low-frequency driver, providing effi-
cient, clean low end when you need it. A 200W 
(continuous), Class AB amplifier powers the 1-inch 
high-frequency driver, delivering a natural sounding, 
“AIR-y” high end. The combination can deliver up to 
121 dB SPL of sweet, clear sound between 55 Hz 
and 20 kHz.
00196611  .............MSRP $599.95 • MAP $499.95

AIR12
2-Way 12" 1200w Active Loudspeaker
PreSonus
A 500W (continuous), Class D amplifier powers the 
12-inch low-frequency driver, providing efficient, 
clean power for gut-shaking low end when you need 
it. A 200W (continuous), Class AB amplifier powers 
the 1.35-inch high-frequency driver, delivering a 
natural sounding, “AIR-y” high end. The combination 
can deliver up to 131 dB SPL of sweet, clear sound 
between 48 Hz and 20 kHz.
00196612  .............MSRP $699.95 • MAP $599.95

AIR15
2-Way 15" 1200w Active Loudspeaker
PreSonus
A 500W (continuous), Class D amplifier powers the 
15-inch low-frequency driver, providing efficient, 
clean power for gut-shaking low end when you need 
it. A 200W (continuous), Class A/B amplifier powers 
the 1.35-inch high-frequency driver, delivering a 
natural sounding, “AIR-y” high end. The combination 
can deliver up to 132 dB SPL of sweet, clear sound 
between 40 Hz and 20 kHz.
00196613  ...............MSRP $799.95 • MAP $699.95

Shoulder Tote Bags
PreSonus

AIR 10
00237322  ....MSRP $89.95 • MAP $79.95

AIR 12 
00237323  ....MSRP $99.95 • MAP $89.95

AIR 15 
00237324  ..MSRP $109.95 • MAP $99.95

AIR15s & AIR18s
1200w Active Subwoofers
PreSonus
Although it has a rugged, tour-grade birch 
enclosure, the PreSonus AIR15s & 18s is 
much more compact and lightweight than 
you’d expect from a subwoofer that can 
deliver this much power. With integrated 
provisions for the included caster kit, 
ground-stacking provisions, and ergonom-
ic handles on both sides, it’s easy to trans-
port for mobile applications, while offering 

the features and preformance needed for demanding installs. The AIR15s & 
18s sports two combo XLR and 1/4" TRS line-level inputs with level control, 
and throughputs are provided to connect full-range systems or multiple sub-
woofers in larger systems. You can even defeat the front power-indicator LED 
for low-visibility installs.

AIR15s
15" 1200w Active Subwoofer
00196614  ...................................................MSRP $999.95 • MAP $799.95

AIR18s
18" 1200w Active Subwoofer
00196615  .................................................MSRP $1099.95 • MAP $999.95

Speaker Covers
PreSonus

AIR 15S
00237325  MSRP $79.95 • MAP $69.95

AIR 18S
00237326  MSRP $89.95 • MAP $79.95
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StageSource L2m
Portable, 2-Way Powered 
Smart Loudspeaker
Line 6
StageSource® L2m loudspeak-
ers use massive DSP-unmatched 
in their class-and huge power to 
deliver studio-quality live sound at 
every gig. You can use six powerful 
DSP-based Smart Speaker modes 
to optimize the speaker’s output 
for a variety of performance sce-
narios including front-of-house PA, 
floor monitor, personal PA, keyboard 
backline, acoustic guitar back-
line, or with a multi-effects guitar 
processor as a high-performance 
electric guitar speaker system. An 
onboard accelerometer and pole-
mount sensors automatically detect 
the speaker’s orientation and set 
the Smart Speaker mode accord-
ingly.
00122995 ..............MSRP $1259.99 

..................MAP $749.99

StageSource L2t
Portable, 2-Way Powered 
Smart Loudspeaker with 
Digital Mixer
Line 6
The perfect blend of multi-function 
design, powerful DSP and precision 
components, StageSource™ L2t is 
the world’s most versatile loud-
speaker system for musicians on 
the go. Embedded Smart Speaker 
technology optimizes the elec-
tro-acoustic performance for any 
application-front-of-house PA, floor 
monitor, instrument backline and 
more. The onboard multi-channel 
digital mixer provides world-class 
effects, acoustic guitar modeling 
and feedback suppression, making 
StageSource L2t a self-contained 
live sound solution. Whether you 
choose a single 800-watt, two-
way, bi-amped L2t speaker or scale 
up to large multi-speaker systems 
via L6 LINK™ digital networking, 
StageSource systems deliver best-
of-class performance across the 
widest variety of live sound appli-
cations.
00122084 ..............MSRP $1399.99 

..................MAP $849.99

StageSource L3m
1,400-watt 3-way Powered Loudspeaker System 
with Embedded Smart Speaker Technology
Line 6
StageSource™ loudspeaker systems combine multi-function design, powerful 
DSP and precision components to deliver the perfect blend of high-powered 
performance and true scalability. Designed to expand the capabilities of any 
StageSource™ L3t-based or third-party PA system, the StageSource L3m 
loudspeaker features a balanced XLR/TRS combo jack input, stereo auxiliary 
inputs and L6 LINK™ connection for fast integration. StageSource L3m also 
delivers the same Smart Speaker modes and multi-band feedback suppression 
as the StageSource L3t loudspeaker system, making it easy to always sound 
your best.

StageSource is designed to be the world’s most versatile loudspeaker system for 
musicians. Using six powerful DSP-based Smart Speaker modes, StageSource 
L3m optimizes its output for a variety of performance scenarios including front-of-
house PA, floor monitor, personal PA, keyboard backline, acoustic guitar backline, 
or with a Line 6 POD® multi-effects processor as a high-performance electric guitar 
speaker system. Onboard accelerometer and pole-mount sensors automatically 
detect the speaker’s orientation and set the Smart Speaker mode accordingly, or 
the speaker mode can be set manually on the rear control panel. Smart Speaker 
modes include reference/PA mode, playback mode, floor monitor mode, keyboard 
mode, acoustic guitar mode, and electric guitar mode.

The 1,400-watt, 3-way, tri-amped speaker system and a dual-braced tour-
grade plywood enclosure combine to deliver astounding power and reliabil-
ity. The innovative multi-function design enables the L3m to be the perfect 
loudspeaker in a wide variety of applications including floor or stage-stacked, 
pole-mounted, horizontal as a floor monitor, Virtual Tilt-back for instrument 
backline, or flown with the integrated M10 suspension points for installation.
00122993 ....................................................MSRP $1399.99 • MAP $899.99
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StageSource L3t
1,400-watt 3-way Powered  
Loudspeaker System with  
Embedded Smart Speaker Technology
Line 6

Features
•  1400-watt, 3-way, tri-amped speaker system

•   Dual direct radiator design with 1" Exit HF com-
pression driver

•   132 dB max SPL

•   Smart Speaker modes for main PA, personal 
PA, floor monitor, instrument backline and more

•   Multi-function, modular architecture for true 
scalability

•   Multi-channel mixer with 3-band EQ, Smart 
Effects, acoustic guitar modeling and more

•   Digital networking via L6 LINK™

•   12-band feedback suppression and output 
limiter

•   On-board accelerometer and pole-mount sen-
sors for sound optimization in horizontal, verti-
cal, or pole-mount applications

•   M10 Suspension points

•   Dual-braced tour-grade plywood construction

•   Retractable Handle

•   Direct Thru and Mix outputs

00122994 ....................................................MSRP $1679.99 • MAP $999.99

StageSource L3s
1,200-watt 2x12" Powered Sub-
woofer System with Embedded 
Smart Speaker Technology
Line 6

Features
•   1,200-watt bi-amped Subwoofer

•   Precision 2x12" bass-reflex design

•   Smart Speaker modes for standard live 
performance, bass-heavy live perfor-
mance, pre-recorded music playback 
and extreme bass in pre-recorded 
music playback

•   Selectable cross-over points

•   Digital networking via L6 LINK

•   Three threaded pole-mounts

•   Dual-braced tour-grade plywood con-
struction

•   Multi-function modular architecture for 
true scalability

•   Multiple handling points

•   Tilt-and-go portability

00122992 ..................................................MSRP $1679.99 • MAP $1199.99

See page 132 for the StageScape M20d Digital Mixer  
from Line 6.

StageSource 
Subwoofer 
Mounting  
Pole – Long
Line 6
00123005  ......... MSRP $39.99

StageSource Subwoofer 
Mounting Pole – Short
Line 6
00123007  ............................... MSRP $29.99

Eyebolt Suspension Kit
for StageSource L3T Speaker
Line 6
00123008 .......................... MSRP $79.99

L2TM Speaker Bag
Line 6
00123011  ............. MSRP $84.99
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SAMSON POWERED SPEAKERS
Auro D Series Speakers
2-Way Active Loudspeaker
Samson Audio
Designed to produce the key elements of power, portability and exceptional sound, Samson’s Auro D 2-Way Active Loudpeakers are a compact enclosure that 
combines superior components and meticulous engineering. Ideal for installation purposes, gigging musicians and general live sound reinforcement applications, 
they provide a versatile speaker solution that integrates easily into PA setups.

Compact yet resilient, this loudspeaker supports immersive, articulate bass and sweet, lucid highs for well-balanced and expressive audio suitable for any 
situation where pro-quality sound is a must.

Auro D208
Auro D208 features a conveniently lightweight Class D design, producing 
200 watts of onboard power via its 8-inch extended low frequency driver and 
accompanying 1-inch (25mm) compression driver. 
00140071......................................................MSRP $259.99 • MAP $199.99  

Auro D210
Auro D210 features a conveniently lightweight Class D design, producing 200 
watts of onboard power via its 10-inch extended low frequency driver and 
accompanying 1-inch (25mm) compression driver. 
00140072......................................................MSRP $324.99 • MAP $249.99  

Auro X12D/X15D
1000W 2-Way Active Loudspeakers
Samson Audio
The elements of power, precision and value have inspired Samson’s Auro X12D & X15D 2-Way Active 
Loudspeakers. Lightweight yet resilient, this loudspeaker boasts an impressive 1,000 watts of output 
power and Samson’s own R.A.M.P. DSP technology for full-range, high definition audio at all volume 
levels. The Auro X12D and X15D are versatile speaker solutions for gigging musicians, DJs and live sound 
professionals.

They feature a lightweight 1,000-watt Class D amplifier and Samson’s R.A.M.P. Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) technology. The R.A.M.P. DSP provides reactive alignment that continually corrects the audio signal, 
ensuring a high-integrity linear response. It also offers the speaker and its components with maximum 
protection via over current/temperature sensors and fault indication.

Thanks to its extended low frequency driver and accompanying 1.34" compression driver, the X12D & 
X15D generate a well balanced and incredibly articulate audio experience. Its back panel offers two XLR-
1/4" input channels, each with independent volume controls. They also feature a master volume control, 
as well as a 3-position EQ and HPF presets for different applications and setups. Lastly, an XLR Link 
output lets you expand your sound with the integration of additional powered speakers.

Auro X12D
00145499  ............................................................................................. MSRP $389.99 • MAP $249.99

Auro X15D
00145500  ............................................................................................. MSRP $474.99 • MAP $299.99
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Auro D Active Subwoofers
Samson Audio
Samson’s Auro D Active Subwoofers provide powerful lows that let audiences not only hear, but “feel” the bass. The Auro D packs heart-thumping power in 
an efficient enclosure that weighs just over 40 pounds, making it ideal for fixed installations, DJs and sound reinforcement applications. The Auro D Active 
Subwoofers go where low-end is a must.

Signal, Limiter and Protect indicators offer constant monitoring of the amplifier. Its variable low pass filter control allows you to properly tune the subwoofer for 
specific applications, while the system’s Polarity switch can be used to ensure that the subwoofer is in phase with the rest of your PA system. The Auro D also 
features balanced stereo XLR-1/4" combo inputs, parallel XLR outputs and a 3-position (Normal, Deep, Boost) DSP contour control.

Auro D1200
Active Subwoofer
Samson Audio

Features include
• 12" long excursion low frequency driver 
• 700 watts of output power

00140075  .........MSRP $699.99 • MAP $499.99  

Auro D1500
Active Subwoofer
Samson Audio

Features include
• 15" long excursion low frequency driver
• 1,000 watts of output power

00140076  .........MSRP $829.99 • MAP $599.99

HD400
Hi-Definition 2.1 Stereo Speaker System
KAT Percussion
KAT’s new HD400 2.1 Hi-Definition Stereo PA Speaker System is the first amplification system of its kind. 
While it effectively delivers powerful PA functionality, the HD400 is optimized to reproduce the detail, 
punch and sonic range of the ever-expanding selection of digital instruments.

The HD400 represents a great live sound solution for electronic drums, keyboard synths, DJ controllers, 
guitar synths, as well as VST computer software. Your instruments will jump into the spotlight with new 
brilliance and energy during live performances without sonic compromises. The HD400’s microphone 
input also gives vocals a resounding burst of vibrancy that places them front and center.
00775606  ........................................................................................... MSRP $1666.99 • MAP $799.99
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RSX Series Loudspeakers
2-Way Passive Loudspeakers
Samson Audio
Samson’s RSX Series are high performance, 2-way passive loudspeakers ideal for sound professionals and performers looking for serious output and precision sound 
quality from their PA setup. Perfect for gigging musicians, houses of worship and performance venues of varying sizes, RSX offers professional sound in a versatile 
cabinet that is ideal for both road and installation applications.

The speakers’ detailed high frequency reproduction is created by a Celestion PETP compression driver mounted in a 60-degree x 90-degree horn with a 1" exit. 
The result is brilliant, crystal-clear audio with precision control of the sound field. They have dual Speakon® and 1/4" phone speaker inputs wired in parallel. 
This enables you to expand your PA system by directly connecting an extension speaker to the RSX loudspeaker.

The RSX enclosure is constructed of solid 9-layer plywood and finished with a durable black, textured paint. Its black powder-coated, perforated steel grill 
ensures maximum protection against wear and tear. The speaker’s rugged, roadworthy design also features a 1 3/8" pole mount receptacle and an integrated 
carry handle, making transportation of the cabinet a breeze. The RSX can also be used as a wedge monitor. And for situations that require permanent speaker 
installation, RSX is furnished with twelve M10 (10mm) fly points.

As fixed sound reinforcement or as a durable, great-sounding road PA cabinet, Samson’s versatile RSX loudspeakers are a passive powerhouse!

RSX115A
1600W 2-Way Active Loudspeaker
Samson Audio
Samson’s RSX115A 2-Way Active Loudspeaker delivers 1,600 watts of output 
power and impeccable sound quality. The RSX115A combines 9-layer ply-
wood cabinet construction with ultra-efficient Class D power and advanced 
Digital Signal Processing technology to provide unrivaled performance to live 
sound professionals.

Featuring Samson’s proprietary R.A.M.P. (Reactive Alignment, Maximum 
Protection) DSP technology, the RSX115A employs Reactive Alignment filters 
to enhance transducer performance. The DSP also offers Maximum Protection 
to the speaker’s components via thermal and over current sensors. Along 
with a 15" low frequency driver, the speaker features a single 1.75" PETP 
Celestion® compression driver mounted within a dispersion efficient wave-
guide, adding a wide and balanced sound field to the RSX design.
00146567  ...................................................MSRP $749.99 • MAP $599.99

RSX215 
Handling 1,200 watts AES and 4,800 watts Peak of power at 8 ohms, the 
RSX215 is well-suited for large PA systems. It features two heavy duty, 15" 
low frequency drivers with 3" voice coils for an extended low frequency 
response of 40Hz-20kHz. It also features a custom 3-way crossover network 
(LF1 at 300Hz, LF2 at 2.4kHz, HF at 2.4kHz). 
00140081......................................................MSRP $719.99 • MAP $549.99
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RSX118S
Passive Subwoofer
Samson Audio
Samson’s RSX118S is a high performance passive 
subwoofer ideal for sound professionals and per-
formers looking for serious low end output from 
their PA setup. The RSX118S offers professional 
sound in a powerful subwoofer that is ideal for 
both road and installation applications.

Handling 500 watts AES and 2,000 watts Peak 
of power at 8ohms, the RSX118S is well-suited 
for large PA systems. It features a heavy-duty, 
18-inch low-frequency driver with a 3-inch voice 
coil for an extended low frequency responce of 
35Hz-150Hz and can delier a maximum SPL of 
129dB. The RSX118S has two Speakon® inputs 
wired in parallel. This enables you to expand your 
PA system by directly connecting an extension 
speaker to the RSX118S.

The RSX118S’s enclosure is constructed of solid 
11-layer plywood and finished with a durable 
black, textured paint. Its black powder-coated, 
perforated steel grill ensures maximum protection 
against wear and tear. The RSX118S’s rugged, 
roadworthy design also features a 1 3/8-inch pole 
mount receptacle, as well as two integrated carry 
handles for easy transportation.
00140082............MSRP $719.99 • MAP $599.99    

RSX112A
1600W 2-Way Active Loudspeaker
Samson Audio
Samson’s RSX112A 2-Way Active Loudspeaker 
delivers 1,600 watts of output power and impec-
cable sound quality. The RSX112A combines 
9-layer plywood cabinet construction with 
ultra-efficient Class D power and advanced Digital 
Signal Processing technology to provide unrivaled 
performance to live sound professionals.

Featuring Samson’s proprietary R.A.M.P. (Reactive 
Alignment, Maximum Protection) DSP technology, 
the RSX112A employs reactive alignment filters 
to enhance transducer performance. The DSP 
also offers maximum protection to the speaker’s 
components via thermal and over current sen-
sors. Along with a 12" low frequency driver, the 
speaker features a single 1.75” PETP Celestion® 
compression driver mounted within a dispersion 
efficient waveguide, adding a wide and balanced 
sound field to the RSX design.

In addition to its ultra-durable cabinet construc-
tion, the RSX112A features a perforated steel grill, 
1-3/8" pole mount receptacle and two rubberized 
carry handles. Connectivity includes two XLR-1/4" 
combo input channels with a selectable Mic/Line 
switch on Channel 1. Additionally, an XLR Link out-
put is available for stereo operation. The speaker 
performs equally as well as a floor monitor or 
main system speaker. For situations that require 
permanent speaker installation, the RSX112A is 
furnished with twelve M10 (10mm) fly points.
00146566............MSRP $649.99 • MAP $529.99

RSXM10A/RSXM12A
800W 2-Way Active Stage Monitors
Samson Audio
Samson’s RSXM 2-Way Active Stage Monitors 
bring exceptional monitoring versatility, ultra-ef-
ficient Class D power and the durability of all-
wood cabinet construction to touring musicians/
DJs, front-of-house engineers and live sound 
professionals.

The RSXM produces 800 watts of Class D power 
via its respective low frequency driver and pre-
mium 1" horn-loaded tweeter. A compact, coaxial 
design gives the monitor amazing portability with 
impeccable sound. In addition, the RSXM has 
an integrated 1-3/8" pole mount receptacle and 
a Monitor/FOH optimization switch for added 
flexibility.

Designed to bring professional performance to 
a variety of monitoring applications, including 
keyboards and electronic drums, the RSXM is also 
convenient for DJs needing a dedicated monitor 
while working in a compact booth. A single XLR-
1/4" combo input is provided, along with an XLR 
Link output for system expansion. In addition, 
the RSXM includes a powder coated steel grill 
and two integrated side carry handles, making it 
durable, yet highly portable for use on the road.

RSXM10A
00146568.....................................MSRP $369.99  

MAP $299.99

RSXM12A
00146569.....................................MSRP $429.99 

MAP $349.99
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Servo 120a
Power Amplifier
Samson Audio
Ideal for powering near field monitors or installation sound, the new Servo 
120a provides you with “reference-class” audio performance and reliability 
in a compact package. 

Features include
• Single-space 19-inch rackmount servo controlled power amplifier
• 60 watts per side at 4 ohms stereo
• 120 watts at 8 ohms (bridged mono)
• 1/4-inch balanced phone jack and RCA inputs
• Bi-polar design and toroidal transformer power supply
• Individual left and right level controls
• 10-segment, 3-color LED meters
• Convection-cooled design
• Headphone jack with speaker output mute

00140083  ...................................................MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99  

Servo 200
Power Amplifier
Samson Audio
Perfect for installation sound, the servo 200 is ideal for powering small to 
medium sized speaker chains, as well as playback and studio monitors. The 
servo 200 amplifier features large 10-segment 3-color level LED meters and 
independent channel volume controls. 

Features include
• 100 watts per side at 4 ohms
• 200 watts bridged mono at 8 ohms
• 1/4-inch and RCA input connectors
• 5-way binding post and 1/4-inch outputs
• Dual Rack Space Design
• 10-segment, 3-color Level LED meters
• 4-stage power protection circuitry

00140084  ...................................................MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99  

Servo 300
Power Amplifier
Samson Audio
The Servo 300 is a great choice for powering a small to medium sized PA, or 
an intergrated conference room audio system.

Features include
• 150 watts per side at 4 ohms
• 300 watts bridged mono at 8 ohms
• 1/4-inch and RCA input connectors
• 5-way binding post and 1/4-inch outputs
• Dual Rack space design
• 10-segment, 3-color Level LED meters
• 4-stage power protection circuitry

00140085  ...................................................MSRP $349.99 • MAP $279.99  

Servo 600
Power Amplifier
Samson Audio
The Servo 600 is ideal for larger applications where added power is needed 
to drive multiple speaker chains, or larger format speakers.

Features include
• 300 watts per side at 4 ohms
• 600 watts bridged mono at 8 ohms
• 1/4-inch and RCA input connectors
• 5-way binding post and 1/4-inch output
• Dual Rack space design
• 10-segment, 3-color Level LED meters
• 4-stage power protection circuitry

00140086  ...................................................MSRP $409.99 • MAP $329.99 
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SXD Series
Power Amplifiers with DSP
Samson Audio
Samson’s SXD Series Power Amplifiers combine impressive power with 
advanced DSP technology, pushing the boundaries of value, performance and 
reliability. With a full-featured interface for precise control over DSP parame-
ters, SXD amplifiers are an ideal choice for front of house engineers, installers 
and anyone else looking for a reliable power distribution setup.

They feature a convenient dual rack space design and an exceptional power 
ratings, and are meticulously engineered to provide robust, clean output with 
low distortion and a wide dynamic range over a full frequency spectrum of 
20Hz-20kHz.

SXD3000
Features include

• Professional stereo power amplifiers with advanced DSP control
• Ample power for most performance and installation speaker con-

figurations
• 450 watts per side at 4 ohms
• Crystal clear audio guaranteed (0.01% THD, 102dB SNR, 

20Hz-20kHz frequency response)
• Editable presets for DJ, live sound and commercial installations
• Front panel LCD for navigating DSP settings, including Crossover, 

Filter, EQ, Limiter, Delay and more
• Individual channel level controls with detents for accurate setting of 

gain and sensitivity Multi-segment LED metering on each channel
• XLR and 1/4" inputs
• Binding Post and Speakon® outputs
• Dual rack space design

00140087  ...................................................MSRP $459.99 • MAP $349.99  

SXD5000
Features include

• Professional stereo power amplifiers with advanced DSP control
• Ample power for most performance and installation speaker con-

figurations
• 750 watts per side at 4 ohms
• Crystal clear audio guaranteed (0.01% THD, 102dB SNR, 

20Hz-20kHz frequency response)
• Editable presets for DJ, live sound and commercial installations
• Front panel LCD for navigating DSP settings, including Crossover, 

Filter, EQ, Limiter, Delay and more
• Individual channel level controls with detents for accurate setting of 

gain and sensitivity
• Multi-segment LED metering on each channel
• XLR and 1/4" inputs
• Binding Post and Speakon® outputs
• Dual rack space design

00140088  ...................................................MSRP $519.99 • MAP $399.99

SXD7000
Features include

• Professional stereo power amplifiers with advanced DSP control
• Ample power for most performance and installation speaker con-

figurations
• 1,000 watts per side at 4 ohms
• Crystal clear audio guaranteed (0.01% THD, 102dB SNR, 

20Hz-20kHz frequency response)
• Editable presets for DJ, live sound and commercial installations
• Front panel LCD for navigating DSP settings, including Crossover, 

Filter, EQ, Limiter, Delay and more
• Individual channel level controls with detents for accurate setting of 

gain and sensitivity
• Multi-segment LED metering on each channel
• XLR and 1/4" inputs
• Binding Post and Speakon® outputs
• Dual rack space design

00140089  ...................................................MSRP $599.99 • MAP $499.99
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Musicians spend so much time playing and rehearsing “live” that a good mixer is an essential component to 
every PA rig.Whether it’s portable, powered, or even computer-recording ready, make sure your customers have 
everything they need to plug-in and perform.

MultiMix 4 USB FX
4-Channel Mixer with Effects &  
USB Audio Interface
Alesis
MultiMix 4 USB FX is a four-channel desktop mixer 
with a USB digital audio interface that lets you mix 
live, in the home studio, and record audio directly 
to a computer. This compact mixer is perfect for 
using in computer-recording setups, intimate live-
sound environments, video-editing and production 
studios, and portable podcasting setups. It outputs 
line-level analog audio and stereo 16-bit, 44.1/48 
kHz digital audio over USB for recording low-noise, 
CD-quality mixes directly to your Mac or PC.
00128819  ...........MSRP $199.00 • MAP $99.99

MultiMix 8 USB FX
8-Channel Mixer with Effects/ 
USB Audio Interface
Alesis
This compact mixer with built-in effects doubles 
as a computer recording interface so you can 
mix, record, or do both at the same time. Whether 
you are mixing a band or sub-mixing a group of 
inputs, such as a drumset, the MultiMix 8 USB FX 
is easy to use, rugged, and packed with features. 
Offering microphone inputs with phantom power, 
guitar-direct inputs, and line-level inputs for 
connecting everything else, plus a wide range 
of effects, the MultiMix 8 USB FX delivers clean 
audio to your PA or recording system plus has-
sle-free computer connection.
00121382 ............MSRP $199.00 • MAP $149.00

ZMX 52
5-Channel Compact Mixer
Alto Professional
The Zephyr ZMX52 is a 5-channel mixer with all 
the essential inputs, outputs, and EQ for solo gigs 
and multimedia studios. It features one mono 
channel with a microphone input (with Phantom 
Power), balanced TRS input, and a two-band 
EQ. It also delivers two stereo channels with two 
balanced TRS inputs each. There’s even two-track 
inputs for things such as audio playback. The 
ZMX52 is the perfect compact take-anywhere 
professional mixer.
00122061 ................MSRP $89.00 • MAP $49.00

ZMX862
6-Channel Compact Mixer
Alto Professional
The Zephyr ZMX862 is an 6-channel, 2-bus mixer 
with the right amount of inputs, outputs, routing, 
and EQ for more intimate live performance rein-
forcement situations. It features two microphone 
inputs (with Phantom Power) with balanced TRS 
jacks, a three-band EQ and two AUX sends on 
each of the two mono channels and the two 
stereo channels, and even two-track inputs for 
things such as audio playback. The ZMX862 is 
the perfect compact take-anywhere professional 
mixer.
00122062 ..............MSRP $119.00 • MAP $79.00

ZMX 122FX
8-Channel Compact Mixer with Effects
Alto Professional
The Zephyr ZMX122FX is an 8-channel, 2-bus mixer 
with all the inputs, outputs, routing, EQ, and effects 
you need for more intimate live performance rein-
forcement situations. It features four microphone 
inputs with balanced TRS jacks (two with Phantom 
Power), a three-band EQ and two AUX sends on 
each of the four mono channels and the two stereo 
channels, and even two-track inputs for things such 
as audio playback. The ZMX122FX is the perfect 
compact take-anywhere professional mixer.
00122063 ............MSRP $219.00 •  MAP $119.00

Multimix 10 Wireless 
10-Channel Rackmount Mixer
Alesis
The Alesis MultiMix 10 Wireless is redefining the 
rackmount mixer category. Compact and com-
plete, the MultiMix 10 Wireless delivers ten-chan-
nel mixing in a neat 3U package that is perfect for 
smaller clubs and venues, houses of worship, as 
well as mobile/traveling systems. The MultiMix 10 
Wireless benefits from an array of easily accessi-
ble front panel jacks that enhance the versatility 
and usefulness of this generously equipped mixer. 
Topping off the feature list is a channel dedicat-
ed to receiving the stereo playback from any 
Bluetooth device. The MultiMix 10 Wireless is a 
new breed of rackmount mixer.

Features include:
• 4 high-gain mic/line preamps with inserts
• 2-band high and low shelving EQ on 

every channel
• Pre-fader and post-fader aux sends; 

stereo aux return
00140821  .........MSRP $399.00 • MAP $299.00
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MixPad MXP Series Mixers
Analog Stereo Mixers
Samson Audio
Samson’s all-new MixPad MXP Analog Stereo Mixer combine uncompromising sonic quality with road-
worthy durability. MXP mixers boast an ultra-low noise, high headroom design from every input to every 
output. 

MXP features premium circuitry specifically designed to work with Samson’s MDR (Maximum Dynamic 
Range) mic preamps to provide wide frequency range, definitive channel separation and natural response. 
This ensures that all your mixes originate from pure, authentic audio signals, making the MXP perfect for 
education, broadcast, band rehearsals and other live sound applications.

MixPad MXP124FX
Compact, 12-Channel Analog Stereo 
Mixer with Effects and USB

Features include
• Ultra-low noise, high headroom analog 

mixer
• Four Class A MDR (Maximum Dynamic 

Range) mic preamps with 3-band EQ
• Four Stacked-Stereo channels
• High-quality, precision faders
• Two single-knob, studio-quality 

compressors
• High-integrity, bi-directional USB interface
• 100 24-bit, low-noise digital effects
• One pre-fader Aux Send per channel for 

monitor mix
• All mic channels equipped with input Gain 

and high pass filters
• 48V Phantom Power for condenser 

microphones
• Multiple outputs: Main Mix, Mix 2, Phones 

and Tape
• USB/Tape inputs assignable to Main Mix or 

Mix 2/Phones outputs
• Optional mic stand mount available

00140103.....................................MSRP $219.99  
MAP $149.99  

MixPad MXP144FX
14-Channel Analog Stereo Mixer with 
Effects and USB

Features include
• Ultra-low noise, high headroom analog 

mixer
• Six Class A, MDR (Maximum Dynamic 

Range) mic preamps
• Four stereo channels with multiple input 

options (1/4" and RCA)
• High-integrity, bidirectional USB interface
• 100 24-bit, low-noise digital effects
• Four TRS inserts for external signal 

processing
• 3-band active EQ
• High-quality, precision 60mm faders
• Four single-knob, studio-quality 

compressors
• Pre-fader Aux Send for monitor mix
• Post-fader Aux Send for external effects
• All mic channels equipped with input Gain 

and high pass filters
• 48V Phantom Power for condenser 

microphones
• Multiple outputs: Main Mix, Mix 2, Phones 

and Tape
• XLR and 1/4" Main Mix outputs
• USB/Tape inputs assignable to Main Mix or 

Mix 2/Phones outputs
00140105.....................................MSRP $349.99 

MAP $269.99  

SM4
4-Channel Mixer
Samson Audio
Samson’s SM4 is a half-rack, 4-channel line 
mixer designed to easily integrate into any instal-
lation or commercial sound system. Perfect for 
fitness clubs, gyms, restaurants, night clubs and 
schools, the SM4 features a balanced microphone 
channel with 2-band EQ, voiceover priority duck-
ing, stereo line level inputs, as well as Bluetooth® 
and Samson XPD wireless connectivity. So, now is 
the time to Mix It Up!

Features include:
• Microphone input with 2-band EQ (bal-

anced XLR-1/4" combo)
• Stereo line input (rear-mounted RCA, 

front-mounted stereo 1/4" and 1/8" 
[3.5mm])

• Bluetooth connectivity to wirelessly 
stream music

• USB port for use with Samson XPD 
Series USB Digital Wireless Systems 
(sold separately) and phone charging

• Voiceover control with priority ducking 
and variable hold time

• Rear panel master volume control
• Mono/Stereo output switch

00256110  ..........................MSRP/MAP $179.99
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DIGITAL MIXERS

StudioLive 
16.0.2 USB
16x2 Perfor-
mance and 
Recording USB 
Digital Mixer
PreSonus
In a footprint of less 
than 2 square feet 
(0.19 square meters), 

the compact, 16-channel StudioLive® 6.0.2 offers 8 mono input channels, 4 
stereo channels, and 4 aux buses, each with a high-quality, 60 mm fader. 
You get generous analog I/O, 12 XMAX Class A solid-state mic preamps, a 
Talkback input with Class A mic preamp, extensive signal processing with 
physical controls, MIDI control, accurate metering, and a built-in multichannel 
recording interface. As with all StudioLive mixers, the 16.0.2 comes with a 
suite of tightly integrated recording, control, and audio analysis software. And 
it’s so lightweight and compact that you can easily hold it in one hand and 
tuck it under your arm.

StudioLive 16.0.2 mixers provide plenty of DSP power, with no limitations, 
no shared resources, no figuring out what processing is available where. 
You have all of the processing available at all times, with no compromises 
or caveats. The unique Fat Channel provides a compressor, limiter, expander, 
and 3-band semi-parametric EQ on every channel and bus; a highpass filter 
on each channel; phase reverse for the channel mic preamps; a library of 
professionally crafted presets; and the ability to save and selectively recall 
processor settings. A stereo, 31-band graphic EQ sits on the main bus. To top 
it off, you get two 32-bit delay/reverb effects processors, each with its own 
dedicated mix bus and a library of useful effects presets.

Connect a StudioLive 16.0.2 mixer and you’ll instantly hear details and clar-
ity you’d expect to find only in a much more expensive console. StudioLive 
mixers operate at up to 48 kHz for high-definition mixing and recording. 
High-quality Burr-Brown converters on every input and output provide a 
best-in-class 118 dB of dynamic range so you’ll catch every high and low 
with great accuracy and no audible distortion. And our XMAX microphone 
preamps deliver incredibly high headroom, deep lows, smooth highs, and a 
rich overall sound.
00262112  ...............................................MSRP $1399.95 • MAP $1099.95

StudioLive™ 16.0.2 Backpack
PreSonus
Specifically for your small-format StudioLive mixer, the StudioLive 16.0.2 
Backpack provides you with the protection and storage options you need 
to take your whole rig on the road. Thickly padded and freakishly durable 
synthetic fabric keeps your StudioLive 16.0.2 safe from scuffs, scrapes, and 
mild impact. In addition to the large main compartment, the StudioLive 16.0.2 
Backpack also gives you a large outer pocket for your laptop, plus a handy 
internal pocket for cables, mics, and other essentials. Whether you’re running 
live sound or a mobile recording rig, you’ll get the most milage out of your 
mixer with this PreSonus StudioLive 16.0.2 Backpack.
00125177 ..........................................................MSRP $89.95 • MAP $69.95

Protective Cover for StudioLive™ 16.0.2
PreSonus
00125180..........................................................MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95

Rack Ear Kit for StudioLive™ 16.0.2
PreSonus
Safely and quickly rackmount your PreSonus StudioLive 1602 mixer. 
Installations only takes a few minutes then you can rack your 1602 for ease 
of transport, or to position it in your mixing table or side rack.
00125178 ..........................................................MSRP $39.95 • MAP $29.95

StudioLive® III Series
Digital Consoles/Recorders with Motorized Faders
PreSonus
The StudioLive digital consoles/recorders are by far the most powerful mixers 
in their class. These third-generation StudioLive mixers are fully recallable, 
with touch-sensitive, motorized faders and recallable XMAX preamps. Yet 
despite its extensive features, these mixers actually improve upon PreSonus’ 
legendary ease of use while letting you customize its workflow and opera-
tions. The StudioLive sound is better than ever, including all-new Fat Channel 
processing, re-engineered from the ground up, and vintage-style EQs and 
compressors. Add built-in AVB networking, onboard multitrack Capture record-
ing to SD Card, and a complete suite of software, and you have a mixing and 
recording powerhouse that’s equally formidable in live and studio applications.

StudioLive® 16
24-Input Digital Console/Recorder

Features include:
•  17 touch-sensitive, motorized faders with 

1-to-1 workflow

•  RGB Select buttons with user-assignable 
colors

• Transport control

•  All-new Fat Channel controls including 8 
scribble strips, encoders, and multicol-
or buttons; customizable user layer; and 
7-inch color touchscreen

00237315  ...............................................MSRP $2599.95 • MAP $1999.95

StudioLive® 24
32-Input Digital Console/Recorder

Features include:
•  25 touch-sensitive, motorized faders with 

1-to-1 workflow

•  RGB Select buttons with user-assignable 
colors

• Transport control

•  All-new Fat Channel controls including 8 scribble strips, encoders, and 
multicolor buttons; customizable user layer; and 7-inch color touchscreen

00237314  ...............................................MSRP $3299.95 • MAP $2499.95

StudioLive® 32
40-Input Digital Console/Recorder

Features include:
•  33 touch-sensitive, motorized faders with 

choice of: 1-to-1 workflow – assign all 
channels to the top layer, with one fader per 
input channel; Split-layer workflow – split 
the faders between inputs and outputs, 
including DCAs and Aux outputs

• RGB Select buttons with user-assignable colors

• Transport control

• 8 user-assignable buttons for mute groups, scenes, and more

•  All-new Fat Channel controls including: 8 scribble strips, encoders, and 
multicolor buttons; customizable user layer; and 7-inch color touchscreen

00237316  ...............................................MSRP $3899.95 • MAP $2999.95
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StudioLive R Series III
Stage Boxes and Rack Mixers
PreSonus
The StudioLive R Series III rack mixer is a perfect partner for your StudioLive Series III console/recorder, serving as either a simple stage box or a combination 
stage box and monitor mixer. Since Series III rack mixers and consoles can network using AVB, you can connect your StudioLive R to a Series III front-of-house 
console with one lightweight CAT5e or CAT6 Ethernet cable, eliminating the need for a heavy, expensive copper snake – and the signal degradation that goes 
with long analog cable runs. You can even remote control this rack mixer’s preamps and phantom power from your networked Series III console. In stage box + 
monitor mixer mode, the StudioLive R not only serves as an excellent networked stage box, it is a full blown monitor mixer with far more processing and mixing 
power than any mixer in its class.

When we say the StudioLive Series III stage boxes and rack mixers are by far the most powerful rackmount digital mixers in their class, that’s no idle claim. 
The result of ten years of R&D, third-generation StudioLive Series III rack mixers are fully recallable, including remote-controlled XMAX preamps. Yet despite 
their extensive features, StudioLive Series III rack mixers actually improve upon PreSonus’ legendary ease of use while letting you customize their workflow and 
operations in software to fit the way you work. The coveted StudioLive sound is better than ever, including third-generation Fat Channel processing, re-engineered 
from the ground up, and vintage-style EQs and compressors. Add built-in AVB networking, multitrack recording via USB 2.0 and AVB, onboard stereo recording 
to SD Card, and a complete suite of software, and you have a mixing and recording powerhouse that’s equally formidable as a stage box/monitor mixer, as a 
rackmount front-of-house mixer controlled from a touchscreen computer or tablet, and as the heart of your studio.

StudioLive 16R
Features include:

• 18 Inputs
• 16 Channels
• One rackspace (1U)

00262114  ...................................................MSRP $999.95 • MAP $799.95

StudioLive 24R
Features include:

• 26 Inputs
• 32 Channels
• Two rackspaces (2U)

00262115  ...............................................MSRP $1499.95 • MAP $1099.95

StudioLive 32R
Features include:

• 34 Inputs
• 32 Channels
• Two rackspaces (2U)

00262116  .................................................................................... $1999.95

SW5E
5-Port AVB Network Switch with PoE
PreSonus
PreSonus’ SW5E AVB switch supplies five AVB ports with secure. locking XLR 
Ethernet jacks. This, along with its robust construction, makes the SW5E an 
especially good choice for live sound systems. Network Link/Activity indica-
tors help you ensure that network data is flowing properly.

Live sound gigs are hard on gear, and if your network fails, the show could be 
over. That’s why the SW5E is built to stand up to the rigors of live sound and 
perform reliably every time. In addition to using rugged, locking XLR Ethernet 
connectors, the SW5E is housed in a heavy-duty, all-metal chassis and can 
be rack mounted using a rack tray (not included). The unit also employs an 
internal power supply with standard IEC connector – not a clumsy “wall wart” 
supply that could easily get bumped loose. 

When used with StudioLive digital mixers, an SW5E AVB switch makes many 
wonderful things possible. Use an SW5E to network StudioLive Series III con-
soles or to connect a StudioLive AI-series console and StudioLive RML-series 
rack mixer (as a stage box). Put an SW5E at the center of your network to 
connect a StudioLive RML-series rack mixer with a StudioLive CS18AI control 
surface. You can even cascade two StudioLive RML-series mixers to create a 
larger system by AVB networking them with an SW5E. You also can use the 
SW5E to connect non-PreSonus AVB-enabled equipment. As long as the prod-
uct is compatible with the AVB specification, it is compatible with the SW5E.
00262117  ...................................................MSRP $599.95 • MAP $399.95
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StudioLive AR USB Series
Hybrid Perfomance and Recording Mixers
PreSonus
These hybrid mixers makes it simple to mix and record live shows, studio productions, band rehearsals, podcasts and much more. They are musician’s mixers: 
lightweight, versatile, feature-rich, and packed with analog connections and digital tools, yet easy to learn and use. Mix with with PreSonus’ famous Class A 
preamps and three-band EQ. Create multitrack recordings and fly in backing tracks with a 24-bit, 96 kHz USB 2.0 digital audio interface. Record and playback 
in stereo with the integrated SD digital recorder. Stream program music wirelessly, using onboard Bluetooth. Compact and road-ready, StudioLive AR mixers 
provide a superior all-in-one solution for mixing and recording your performances.

StudioLive AR8 USB
8-Channel Hybrid Perfomance and Recording Mixer
00193866  ...................................................MSRP $499.95 • MAP $399.95

StudioLive AR12 USB
14-Channel Hybrid Perfomance and Recording Mixer
00193867  ...................................................MSRP $599.95 • MAP $499.95

StudioLive AR16 USB
18-Channel Hybrid Perfomance and Recording Mixer
00193868  ...................................................MSRP $699.95 • MAP $599.95

StudioLive AR22 USB
22-Channel Hybrid Performance and Recording Mixer
PreSonus
00262113  ...................................................MSRP $899.95 • MAP $799.95
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StageScape M20d Dust Cover
Line 6
At the club or on the road, this dust cover is a 
great way to protect your M20d mixer.
00123004 .......................................MSRP $49.99 

StageScape M20d 
Shoulder Bag
Line 6
With a padded interior and sleek exterior design, 
the Line 6 StageScape M20d Shoulder Bag offers 
high style and quality protection for your Line 6 
M20d.
00123002 .....................................MSRP $129.99

StageScape M20d Mixer 
Rackmount Kit
Line 6
Mount your M20d mixer to a standard rack case 
with this simple and effective rackmount kit.
00123003 .......................................MSRP $49.99 

StageScape M20d
20-Input Live Sound Digital Mixer
Line 6
StageScape™ M20d is the world’s first smart mixing system for live sound. Utilizing a groundbreaking 
touchscreen visual mixing environment, StageScape M20d streamlines the way you mix to keep you in the 
creative zone while getting your live sound dialed in quickly. Massive DSP power delivers comprehensive, 
professional audio processing on every channel including multi-band feedback suppression. Pristine audio 
quality will impact your stage performances, and multi-channel recording allows you to easily capture 
every rehearsal or show, with or without a computer. The entire system can be controlled remotely from the 
stage or audience with one or more iPad® devices. StageScape M20d is an extremely compact, integrated 
professional mixing system that delivers great live sound, so you can focus on what’s most important: your 
performance.

StageScape M20d features an intuitive, 7" full color resistive touchscreen interface to get you mixing fast. 
The touchscreen displays icons on a stage that represent each performer or input, replacing generic rows 
of knobs and faders. Now you can reach for elements in the mix as you see them on the stage in front 
of you. A single touch on a performer’s icon gives full access to all parameters relating to that channel, 
from basic tweaks through deep effects editing.

INPUTS/OUTPUTS:
• 20 inputs: 18 analog and 2 digital
• 4 auto-sensing monitor outputs on balanced XLR connectors
• 2 auto-sensing main outputs on balanced XLR connectors
• L6 LINK multi-channel digital networking for integrating L6 LINK-enabled speaker systems

CONTROL:
• 7-inch full-color touchscreen visual mixing environment
• Remote control capability via one or more iPad® and iPad® 2 devices, via USB WiFi adapter  

(sold separately)

RECORDING:
• Multi-channel recording to computer, USB drive or SD card
• Quick Capture recording to internal memory for sound check

PROCESSING:
• Internal 32-bit floating point audio processing
• Massive DSP power provides parametric EQs, dynamic EQs, compressors, multi-band  

compressors, gates, delays, limiters and more
• Multi-band feedback suppression on ever mic input
• 4 stereo master effects engines including reverbs, delays, vocal doubling and more
• Virtually unlimited I/O setups, scenes and channel processing presets

00122991 .............................................................................................. MSRP $2799.99 •  MAP $999.99
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Steel Speaker Stand
Adapter Included
Hamilton Stands
Ideal for the advancing musician, 
this stand works well for a profes-
sional. The sturdy stand features a 
1-3/8" upper tube with adapter for 
1-1/2" speaker mounts. The height 
can be adjusted from 46" - 76" and 
locked with a pin on chain for 5 
preset heights. The wide base has a 
maximum spread of 40".
00140549  .........................$79.99 

Two Speaker Stand 
Carrying Bag
Hamilton Stands
This durable heavy weight polyester 
cloth bag holds two speaker stands. 
It has divided compartments so the 
stands stay separated in storage 
and travel, and each zips closed for 
security. There is also an accessory 
compartment.
00140550  .........................$39.99 

SP50P Speaker 
Stand Set
Samson Audio
Samson’s SP50P Speaker Stand 
Set raises your music to where 
audiences can enjoy it to the fullest. 
This pair of lightweight, telescoping 
tripod speaker stands features a 
roadworthy, aluminum-constructed 
design with a sleek black finish. 
With their standard 1-3/8” pole 
adapters, the SP50P stands fit vir-
tually all PA speakers. Adjustable 
up to 6’ in height, these stands can 
handle enclosures that weigh up to 
110 pounds (50kg) and each has a 
locking latch for increased support.
00140114  .......................$329.99

SP100 Speaker Stand
Single Heavy Duty Speaker 
Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s SP100 Speaker Stand 
raises your music to where audi-
ences can enjoy it to the fullest. 
This lightweight, telescoping tripod 
speaker stand features a roadwor-
thy, aluminum-constructed design 
with a sleek black finish. With a 
standard 1-3/8” pole adapter, the 
SP100 fits virtually any PA speaker. 
Adjustable up to 6” in height, this 
stand can handle enclosures that 
weigh up to 110 pounds (50kg) and 
has a locking latch for increased 
support.
00140115  .......................$179.99 

TS20 –  
Satellite Mounting 
Poles
Samson Audio
Features: telescoping mounting pole 
for sub/satellite PA systems; heavy 
gauge aluminum construction with 
standard 1-3/8 inch diameter; 
secure locking-pin height adjust-
ment; height adjustable to 56 inch-
es; ideal for Expedition, Resound 
and dB Series cabinets.
00140116  .......................$139.99 
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ABS Series Amp Racks
Grundorf
The ABS Series Amp Racks are designed to house everything from amps, processors, patchbays, and more! These versatile, lightweight, rugged transport cases 
provide robust protection for your gear, are ideal for musicians and DJs, and also make an outstanding choice for house of worship, corporate AV centers, and 
educational applications.

The Grundorf ABS Series racks are manufactured from ultra-high molecular weight ABS material and utilize a 3mm thick high density ABS shell with a heavy 
duty aluminum extrusion to ensure outstanding protection for many years of use. All models feature a contemporary, professional black textured finish that is 
easy to clean and maintain. These racks have gasket-fitted front and rear lids – each with a 2.25” inside depth – to protect your gear from moisture and dirt.

The Grundorf ABS Series Professional Amp Racks are designed with molded-in structural bracing for added strength. In addition to ensuring the case retains its 
structural rigidity, this design characteristic also enables them to be stacked to conserve valuable space. For this reason, the ABS Series amp racks feature a 
molded-in, stackable ‘lock-in-place’ design to ensure the equipment stays securely in place.

These racks feature pre-tensioned rack rails that eliminate the occurrence of loose racking screws. Also featured is the field-replaceable rack rail – should the 
need to replace it ever become necessary.

2 Space
The ABS-R0216 two space rack has a 16.75” 
rackable depth space between the front and rear 
rack rail. The front rails are inset .25”. There is a 
total of 19” of rackable depth from the front rails 
to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5” depth 
from inside front cover to inside rear cover. This 
rack offers an optional small (2”) caster dolly 
plate.
00152457............MSRP $209.95 • MAP $129.95 

4 Space
The ABS-R0416 four space rack has a 16.75” 
rackable depth space between the front and rear 
rack rail. The front rails are inset .25”. There is a 
total of 19” of rackable depth from the front rails 
to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5” depth 
from inside front cover to inside rear cover. This 
rack offers an optional small (2”) caster dolly 
plate.
00152458............MSRP $239.95 • MAP $147.95 

6 Space
The ABS-R0616 six space rack has a 16.75-inch 
rackable depth space between the front and rear 
rack rail. The front rails are inset .25”. There is a 
total of 19” of rackable depth from the front rails 
to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5” depth 
from inside front cover to inside rear cover. This 
rack offers an optional small (2”) caster dolly 
plate.
00152459............MSRP $259.95 • MAP $129.95 

8 Space
The ABS-R0816 eight space rack has a 16.75-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25”. There 
is a total of 19” of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5” 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover. 
This rack offers an optional small (2”) caster dolly 
plate.
00152460............MSRP $309.95 • MAP $188.95 

10 Space
The ABS-R1016 ten space rack has a 16.75-inch 
rackable depth space between the front and rear 
rack rail. The front rails are inset .25”. There is a 
total of 19” of rackable depth from the front rails to 
the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5” depth from 
inside front cover to inside rear cover. This rack 
offers an optional small (2”) caster dolly plate.
00152461............MSRP $339.95 • MAP $208.95 
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12 Space
The ABS-R1216 twelve space rack has a 16.75-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 19" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover. 
This rack offers an optional small (2") caster dolly 
plate.
00152462............MSRP $379.95 • MAP $229.95 

3 Space
The ABS-R0416C three space rack has a 16.75-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 19" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover.

This rack includes a built-in pull-out handle and 
two sets of recessed dual wheels. The design of 
this rack incorporates a built-in bottom support 
that eliminates stress on the rack rail from the 
weight of the equipment.  Also, there is a built-in 
filler panel to cover handle access at the bottom 
of the rack, ensuring greater protection for both 
the equipment and the case itself.
00152463............MSRP $299.95 • MAP $189.95 

5 Space
The ABS-R0616C five space rack has a 16.75-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 19" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover. 
This rack offers an optional small (2") caster dolly 
plate.

This rack includes a built-in pull-out handle and 
two sets of recessed dual wheels. The design of 
this rack incorporates a built-in bottom support 
that eliminates stress on the rack rail from the 
weight of the equipment. Also, there is a built-in 
filler panel to cover handle access at the bottom 
of the rack, ensuring greater protection for both 
the equipment and the case itself.
00152464............MSRP $339.95 • MAP $209.95 

7 Space
The ABS-R0816C seven space rack has a 16.75-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 19" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 21.5" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover. 
This rack offers an optional small (2") caster dolly 
plate.

This rack includes a built-in pull-out handle and 
two sets of recessed dual wheels. The design of 
this rack incorporates a built-in bottom support 
that eliminates stress on the rack rail from the 
weight of the equipment. Also, there is a built-in 
filler panel to cover handle access at the bottom 
of the rack, ensuring greater protection for both 
the equipment and the case itself.
00152465............MSRP $379.95 • MAP $239.95 

SELL CASES WITH GEAR!
Pictured here are the 4 Space and the 3 Space with Wheels cases. 
Consider cross-promoting cases with purchases of wireless mic 
systems, power amps, and other rack mounting gear.
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ABS Series Wireless Racks
Grundorf
The ABS Series Wireless Racks are designed to house wireless systems, small processing gear, and more! These versatile, lightweight, rugged transport cases 
provide robust protection for your gear and are ideal for musicians and DJs and also make an outstanding choice for house of worship, corporate AV centers, 
and educational applications.

These racks are manufactured from ultra-high molecular weight ABS material and utilize a 3mm thick high density ABS shell with a heavy duty aluminum 
extrusion to ensure outstanding protection for many years of use. All models feature a contemporary, professional black textured finish that is easy to clean and 
maintain. These racks have gasket-fitted front and rear lids – each with a 2.25-inch inside depth – to protect your gear from moisture and dirt.

The Grundorf ABS Series Professional Wireless Racks are designed with molded-in structural bracing for added strength. In addition to ensuring the case retains 
its structural rigidity, this design characteristic also enables them to be stacked to conserve valuable space. For this reason, the ABS Series Wireless Racks 
feature a molded-in, stackable ‘lock-in-place’ design to ensure the equipment stays securely in place.

These racks feature pre-tensioned rack rails that eliminate the occurrence of loose racking screws. Also featured is the field-replaceable rack rail – should the 
need to replace it ever become necessary.

2 S
The ABS-WR0208 two space rack has an 8.25-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 10.5" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 12.25" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover.
00152467..............MSRP $159.95 • MAP $99.95 

3 S
The ABS-WR0308 three space rack has an 8.25-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 10.5" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 12.25" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover.
00152468............MSRP $179.95 • MAP $109.95 

4 S
The ABS-WR0408 four space rack has an 8.25-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 10.5" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 12.25" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover.
00152469............MSRP $219.95 • MAP $139.95 

6 S
The ABS-WR0608 six space rack has an 8.25-
inch rackable depth space between the front and 
rear rack rail. The front rails are inset .25". There 
is a total of 10.5" of rackable depth from the front 
rails to the inside of the rear cover, and 12.25" 
depth from inside front cover to inside rear cover.
00152470............MSRP $234.95 • MAP $147.95 

Rack Drawer – 1 Space
Grundorf
This drawer with one space is made of 1.5mm 
metal and lockable with key. Measurements are 
1.75" high, as wide as a rack mount, and 13.75" 
in diameter.
00152472.................................................$99.95

Rack Drawer – 2 Space
Grundorf
This drawer with two spaces is made of 1.5mm 
metal and lockable with key. It features a matte 
black epoxy powder coat. Measurements are 
2.75" high, 16" wide, and 143.38" in diameter.
00152473...............................................$119.95
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Rack Drawer – 4 Space
Grundorf
This drawer with four spaces is made of 1.5mm 
metal and lockable with key. It features a matte 
black epoxy powder coat. Inside dimensions are 
6.25" high, 16" wide, and 14.38" in diameter.
00152475...............................................$139.95

Compact Rack Drawer for 
Wireless Racks
Grundorf
The Grundorf 75-110 Compact Rack Drawer for 
Wireless Racks is ideal for adding dedicated stor-
age space to protect one’s valuable microphones. 
This drawer features a rugged metal design with 
multiple compartments and foam lining. This 
Compact Rack Drawer is a perfect rack accessory 
for touring musicians, audio professionals, AV 
technicians in presentation environments, House 
of Worship, and DJs.

This Compact Rack Drawer uses two rack spaces 
and features a short body depth to fit in most 
wireless racks. The 75-110 Compact Rack Drawer 
provides three compartments with metal dividers 
designed to provide separate space for one’s 
microphones, belt pack or plug-on transmitters, 
and other related items. The two compartments on 
the left (front and back) each measure H - 2.50", 
W - 11.13", D - 3.13" inside. The compartment on 
the right measures H - 2.50", W - 3.75", D - 7.13" 
inside. The two left compartments are for storing 
microphones and the right compartment stores 
the transmitter, cables, and extra batteries.

The Grundorf 75-110 Compact Rack Drawer also 
has high-grade foam in all three compartments 
to safely and securely store your valuable equip-
ment. Ball bearing draw glides let the drawer slide 
smoothly and effortlessly and is ruggedly built to 
provide a long product life. Four mounting screws 
and washers are included with this drawer.
00152476................MSRP $99.95 • MAP $79.95 

Gear & DJ Table with  
Adjustable Legs
Grundorf
Another Grundorf original design! The AT-5422 
table is equipped with adjustable legs that give 
you just the height you need for your gear. The 
table height is adjustable from 26.50" up to 
39.50". Exclusive new feature: Grundorf has 
added an alignment marker to the table legs to 
make adjusting the table leg height much easier! 
Just view the marker through the alignment holes 
– no more turning the leg to find the button! The 
table top measures 54" wide by 22" deep. There 
is a port hole conveniently installed for cable 
feed through. With the legs collapsed, it is easily 
carried with the steel reinforced strap handle. The 
smooth black carpet finish and durable plastic 
corners will help protect your gear.
00152477............MSRP $199.95 • MAP $139.95 

Gear & DJ Table with  
Adjustable Legs
Grundorf
Another Grundorf original design! The AT-6022 
table is equipped with adjustable legs that give 
you just the height you need for your gear. The 
table height is adjustable from 26.50" up to 
39.50". Exclusive new feature: Grundorf has 
added an alignment marker to the table legs to 
make adjusting the table leg height much easier! 
Just view the marker through the alignment holes 
– no more turning the leg to find the button! The 
table top measures 60" wide by 22" deep. There 
is a port hole conveniently installed for cable 
feed through. With the legs collapsed, it is easily 
carried with the steel reinforced strap handle. The 
smooth black carpet finish and durable plastic 
corners will help protect your gear.
00152478............MSRP $209.95 • MAP $149.95 

Road-Runner Cart –  
Four Wheel
Grundorf
A completely collapsible handle and platform 
allow this cart to fold to the size of a briefcase. 
Strong and lightweight aluminum framing makes 
it easy to transport. The base may be used in two 
positions to accommodate small or large loads. 
Two swivel and two rigid casters are installed 
to give better steering control. The wheel brakes 
allow the cart to stay stationary while loading. 
Durable vinyl corner bumpers are impact resistant 
and help protect doorways and walls.

This lightweight cart weighs in at just over 19 
pounds yet hauls an incredible 300 pound load! 
The dimensions of the Road-Runner cart, in the 
fully collapsed transport mode, are H - 9.63", W - 
16.5", D - 23.0". The handle height starts at 29.5" 
and extends up to 38". The platform length starts 
at 21.25" and extends to an impressive 31.5" for 
larger loads. The width is 16.5".

Along with all the original features, this new 
Road-Runner version rolls out several really cool 
additional reasons to purchase the one and only 
original – Road-Runner cart from Grundorf!Black, 
shock-absorbing padded comfort grip on the han-
dle – no more hot or cold handle to grab! The han-
dle collapsing mechanism has been improved to 
function easier and with less friction. A seamless 
steel tube design offers better handle strength. 
Heavier gauge steel and aluminum frame for extra 
strength, durability, and load capacity – now a 
heavy-duty 300 pounds! The platform lock is now 
equipped with a spring and a slotted lock keeper 
for optimum operation. Upgraded 4" soft-rubber 
casters with a wider wheel, large hub and sealed 
ball bearings for long life. A unique Grundorf 
exclusive wheel brake designed to stop rotation 
and swivel at the same time. This improved wheel 
brake design can now be locked and unlocked 
with the touch of your toe!
00152471............MSRP $159.95 • MAP $119.95 
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TUTORIALS AND MEDIA

Tourtek Speaker Cables
Samson Audio
Tourtek Cables have been designed for musicians and sound engineers who require superior sound 
quality and demand ultimate reliability. The cables exceed the design goal by combining quality com-
ponents like genuine Neutrik® connectors and durable low-noise wire with solid build construction.

For delivery of serious power, Tourtek Speaker Cables use genuine Neutrik® Speakon® and 1/4" con-
nectors, heavy-duty oxygen free 14-gauge copper wire and solid build construction. The result is a 
reliable cable with low loss, extreme durability and superior sound quality.

The Tourtek Speaker cables are available in a variety of lengths to ensure you have the appropriate 
cable for any application. Available in 3-foot, 10-foot and 30-foot with 1/4" connectors; 30-foot with 
Speakon® connectors; 30-foot with one 1/4" and one Speakon® connector.
00140161 3-Foot Speaker Cable, 1/4-Inch Connectors............................................................ $34.99 
00140162 10-Foot Speaker Cable, 1/4-Inch Connectors.......................................................... $52.99 
00140163 30' Speaker Cable & 1/4-Inch Connector ................................................................ $86.99 
00140164 30' Speaker Cable & 2 Speakon Connectors ......................................................... $167.95 
00140165 30' Speaker Cable & Speakon Connector.............................................................. $147.99 

The Ultimate Live Sound 
Operator’s Handbook –  
2nd Edition
by Bill Gibson • Music Pro Guides
00333183 Book/DVD-ROM Pack ..............$39.99

Live Sound
Theory & Practice
by Mark Amundson
00331931  ..............................................$34.95

Live Sound for the 
Performing Musician
by Paul White
14031014  ..............................................$19.95

Basic Live Sound
by Paul White
14003539  ................................................$7.95

Crank It Up
Live Sound Secrets of the Top Tour 
Engineers
by Clive Young
00331176  ..............................................$19.95

How to Mic a Band for  
Ultimate Live Sound
Tips, Techniques & Expert Advice
featuring John McCarthy
14027276 DVD ........................................$19.99

The Basics of Live Sound
Tips, Techniques & Lucky Guesses
by Jerry J. Slone
00330779  ..............................................$14.99

The Live Sound Manual
Getting Great Sound at Every Gig
00330933  ..............................................$29.95

Live Sound for Musicians
by Rudy Trubitt
00330249  ..............................................$24.99

The Sound Reinforcement 
Handbook – Second Edition
by Gary Davis & Ralph Jones
00500964  ..............................................$34.95

JBL Audio Engineering for 
Sound Reinforcement
by John Eargle and Chris Foreman
00650509  ..............................................$49.95

Your Sound Onstage
by Emile D. Menasché
00333156 Book/CD-ROM Pack ................$29.99

Exploring Sound  
Reinforcement
A Practical Guide to Understanding PA 
Systems, Applications, and Operation
00504744 DVD ........................................$24.95

Church Sound Systems
by Lonnie Park
00330542  ..............................................$12.99

The Ultimate Church Sound 
Operator’s Handbook –  
2nd Edition
by Bill Gibson • Music Pro Guides
00333182 Book/DVD-ROM ......................$39.99

The Ultimate Live Sound 
Operator’s Handbook –  
2nd Edition
by Bill Gibson
Music Pro Guides
00333183 Book/Online Media ................. $39.99

Your Sound – Vol. 1
00321276 DVD ........................................$29.95
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Give your customers the right tools they need to shape their sound both in the studio and live with quality brand 
compressors, pre-amps, EQ units and more

XD-V35 
Digital Wireless Handheld  
Microphone System
Line 6
For vocalists, performers and spoken word pre-
senters, XD-V35 sets a new standard in hand-
held wireless systems, delivering the superior 
audio quality, ease-of-use, and reliability of the 
proven Line 6 digital wireless platform in a com-
pact, highly portable format. Featuring 24-bit, 
10Hz-20kHz, compander-free performance, the 
XD-V35 provides unmatched full-range audio 
clarity and license-free operation worldwide.

Unlike traditional analog wireless systems, the 
XD-V35 does not use signal companding, so 
the full 115dB dynamic range is available at all 
times, giving a huge amount of headroom for the 
clearest possible sound. The high-performance 
dynamic capsule features a cardioid polar pattern 
and captures every nuance of your voice with 
stunning clarity.

Features:
• 10Hz-20kHz audio frequency response 

with 115dBA dynamic range
• Rugged polycarbonate construction with 

protected internal antennas
• Reliable 2.4GHz operation
• One-step setup
• License-free worldwide
• 6 always-available channels
• 275-foot/83-meter range

00118220............MSRP $419.99 • MAP $299.99

XD-V35L 
Digital Wireless Lavalier  
Microphone System
Line 6
The XD-V35L sets a new standard in lavalier 
wireless systems for performers and presenters, 
delivering unparalleled audio clarity with the 
superior audio quality, performance and reliability 
of a proven 4th-generation digital wireless plat-
form, the most mature in the industry. Ensuring 
peace of mind and the most reliable performance, 
XD-V35L operates in the 2.4GHz band, which 
is free from interference due to TV broadcast, 
public safety announcements, cell phone towers 
and other transmitting devices. Encoded DCL™ 
(Digital Channel Lock) technology prevents recep-
tion of any audio interference from other 2.4 GHz 
devices and ensures signal integrity.

Whatever the application, XD-V35L is all about 
simplicity. You don’t need to be a live sound 
engineer to use it, just connect the lavalier mic 
to the robust bodypack, select one of the six 
always-available channels on the transmitter 
and receiver and you’re up and running. That’s it, 
no tweaking, no frequency scanning – it’s ready 
to go in seconds. Easy-to-read displays on the 
bodypack and receiver provide accurate battery 
life data, so you can be confident you won’t get 
caught with dead batteries in the heat of perfor-
mance. The two included AA alkaline batteries will 
provide 8 hours of constant use. (same specs as 
the V35 handheld)
00118221............MSRP $419.99 • MAP $299.99

V35-BP 
6-channel Transmitter  
Bodypack Separate
Line 6
Included as part of XD-V35L systems. For vocal-
ists, musicians, performers and active spoken 
word presenters who require hands-free oper-
ation, this transmitter offers selectable, cut-
ting-edge EQ filter modeling technology for opti-
mal audio clarity in a variety of applications. A 
custom EQ filter model optimizes system perfor-
mance for mic placement.
00118222............MSRP $195.99 • MAP $139.99

V35-HHTX 
6-channel Transmitter Handheld 
Separate
Line 6
Included as part of XD-V35. For the performing 
vocalist, this handheld transmitter puts the power 
of cutting-edge microphone modeling in the palm 
of your hand. With a spectacular model based 
on one of the world’s most popular live sound 
mics this transmitter delivers rich, full tone with 
the added clarity of award-winning Line 6 digital 
wireless technology.
00118223............MSRP $251.99 • MAP $179.99
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V35-RX 
6-channel Receiver Separate
Line 6
Included as part of XD-V35 and XD-V35L systems, 
which set new standards for versatility, reliability, 
ease of use and superior audio quality. Designed 
for vocalists, active performers and spoken word 
presenters, this receiver features exclusive DCL™ 
(Digital Channel Lock) technology and delivers 
great-sounding, trouble-free performances. 

Features include:
• Can be used with V75-HHTX, V70-HHTX, 

V55-HHTX, V35-HHTX,  V30-HHTX, V75-
BP, V70-BP, V55-BP, V35-BP, V30-BP, 
Relay G90, G50, and G30 Bodypack 
transmitters

• Requires Line 6 DC-1g 9V power supply 
(not included)

00118224............MSRP $279.99 • MAP $199.99

Carrying Case 
for XD-V35 Handheld
Line 6
Protective hardshell carry case for the handheld 
microphone transmitter of XD-V35 system.
00118225................MSRP $29.99 • MAP $19.99

HS30 Headset Mic
Line 6
HS30 is a headset microphone for use with 
XD-series TBP06 and TBP12 beltpack transmit-
ters. It features an integrated, uni-directional 
condenser microphone with cardioid polar pat-
tern, which helps resist feedback and minimize 
background noise. Adjustable microphone arm. 
Windscreen included.
00750462..............MSRP $119.99 • MAP $69.99

XD-V55
Digital Wireless Mic System
Line 6
The XD-V55 from Line 6 sets a new standard in 
professional handheld wireless systems for per-
forming vocalists. Featuring exclusive 12 chan-
nels, 300-foot range, and microphone modeling 
technology, XD-V55 delivers the sounds of the 
world’s most popular wired mics combined with 
a proven 4th-generation digital wireless platform, 
the most mature in the industry.

Features:
• Professional digital wireless system 

for performing vocalists
• License free worldwide
• Four microphone models
• 10Hz-20kHz audio frequency response 

with 113dB dynamic range
• 12 channels (up to 12 systems simul-

taneously)
• Reliable 2.4GHz operation
• One-stop setup
• Rugged, metal handheld transmitter and 

receiver

00122086............MSRP $629.99 • MAP $399.99

XD-V55L
Digital Wireless System with Bodypack 
Transmitter and Lavalier
Line 6
The Line 6 XD-V55L lavalier digital wireless 
system delivers unmatched digital wireless per-
formance, simplicity, and sound on every stage 
around the world – license free. Choose from 
three different EQ filter models to get the best 
possible live vocal sound for your voice and style!
00122121 ............MSRP $629.99 • MAP $399.99

XD-V55HS
Digital Wireless Headset System
Line 6
The Line 6 XD-V55HS digital headset wireless 
system delivers unmatched digital wireless per-
formance, simplicity, and sound on every stage 
around the world – license free. You just power 
up, pick a channel, and go – with no hoops to 
jump through and no required adjustments for 
you to make. Choose from three different EQ filter 
models to get the best possible live vocal sound 
for your voice and style!
00122996 Black  .MSRP $629.99 • MAP $399.99
00122997 Tan  ....MSRP $629.99 • MAP $399.99
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V55-HHTX
12-Channel Handheld 
Mic Transmitter
Line 6
For the professional vocalist, this handheld trans-
mitter puts four superb microphone models right 
in your hand, including three that are based on the 
world’s most popular live sound mics from Shure 
and Sennheiser. With the touch of a button on the 
microphone, you can find the mic model that best 
fits your unique voice.
00123014 ............MSRP $265.99 • MAP $189.99

XD-V55 BP
Digital Wireless Mic System  
Bodypack Transmitter
Line 6
The XD-V55 sets a new standard in professional 
handheld wireless systems for performing vocal-
ists. Featuring exclusive 12 channels, 300-foot 
range, and microphone modeling technology, 
XD-V55 delivers the sounds of the world’s most pop-
ular wired mics combined with a proven 4th-gen-
eration digital wireless platform, the most mature 
in the industry.
00123012  Bodypack Transmitter 

 .........MSRP $265.99 • MAP $159.99

V55 RX Receiver
12-Channel Wireless Receiver for the 
XD-V55 Series
Line 6
The V55-RX 12-channel wireless receiver is includ-
ed as part of XD-V55, XD-V55HS and XD-V55L 
systems. Designed for vocalists, active perform-
ers and spoken word presenters, this receiver 
features exclusive DCL technology and delivers 
great-sounding, trouble-free performances.
00123013............MSRP $363.99 • MAP $259.99

XD-V75
Digital Wireless Mic System
Line 6
The XD-V75 features 14 channels, 300-foot range 
and exclusive microphone modeling technology 
that offers instant access to 10 of the world’s 
greatest mic sounds. The XD-V75 delivers the 
most mature wireless platform in the industry.

Features:
• Rugged, metal handheld transmitter 

and receiver
• 10 microphone models
• 10Hz-20kHz audio frequency response 

with 115dB dynamic range
• 14 always-available channels
• Reliable 2.4GHz operation
• One-step setup
• License free worldwide

00122087 ............MSRP $839.99 •  MAP $499.99

XD-V75L
Digital Wireless Lavalier Microphone 
System
Line 6
The XD-V75L from Line 6 sets a new standard 
in discrete lavalier wireless systems for active 
musicians, performers and presenters. Offering 
spectacular audio quality, the XD-V75L systems 
feature exclusive EQ filter modeling technology 
combined with a proven 4th-generation digital 
wireless platform, the most mature in the indus-
try. With 14 channels of 24-bit, 10Hz-20kHz, com-
pander-free performance, the XD-V75L provides 
unmatched full-range audio clarity and license-
free operation worldwide.

Features:
• Professional lavalier mic with metal 

body pack transmitter and receiver
• Nine EQ Filter models
• 10Hz-20kHz audio frequency response 

with 120dB dynamic range
• 14 always-available channels
• Reliable 2.4GHz operation
• One-step setup
• License free worldwide

00122088 ............MSRP $839.99 •  MAP $499.99
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XD-V75HS 
Digital Wireless Headset  
Microphone System
Line 6
XD-V75HS from Line 6 sets a new standard in 
hands-free wireless systems for active perform-
ers and presenters. Offering spectacular audio 
quality, XD-V75HS systems feature exclusive EQ 
filter modeling technology combined with a prov-
en 4th-generation digital wireless platform, the 
most mature in the industry. With 14 channels 
of 24-bit, 10Hz-20kHz, compander-free perfor-
mance, the XD-V75HS provides unmatched full-
range audio clarity and license-free operation 
worldwide.

Features:
• Accurate and precise vocal reproduction 

with full-range 24-bit 10 Hz-20 kHz 
(- 2.5 dB) frequency response, wide 120 
dB dynamic range (A weighted), superi-
or transient response, and 24-bit digital 
conversion

• Premium omni-directional condenser 
capsule (available in black or tan)

• Standard TA4 mini-XLR input
• 2.4GHz band operation, free from 

interference due to TV broadcast, white 
space devices, and cell phone towers

• 14 always-available channels
• 300-foot (100-meter) extended range
• Premium cardioid condenser micro-

phone
• Signal encryption
• Dynamic Filter
• Gain control
• Channel Scanning
• 2 powered BNC antenna inputs
• BNC antenna outputs
• Transmitter LCD screen
• Large LCD screen on receiver
• Road-ready headset, bodypack and 

receiver chassis

00122998 Tan  .............................MSRP $909.99 
 ...............................MAP $499.99

00119260 Black  ..........................MSRP $909.99 
 ............................MAP $499.99

XD-V75TR 
Digital Wireless Bodypack  
and Receiver
Line 6
XD-V75TR from Line 6 sets a new standard in 
wireless bodypack systems for active musicians, 
performers and presenters. Offering spectacular 
audio quality, XD-V75TR systems feature exclu-
sive EQ filter modeling technology combined 
with a proven 4th-generation digital wireless 
platform, the most mature in the industry. With 14 
channels of 24-bit, 10Hz-20kHz, compander-free 
performance, the XD-V75TR provides unmatched 
full-range audio clarity and license-free operation 
worldwide.

Features:
• Standard TA4 mini-XLR input
• 2.4GHz band operation
• 300-foot (100-meter) extended range
• Signal encryption
• Dynamic Filter
• Gain control 
• Channel Scanning
• 2 powered BNC antenna inputs
• BNC antenna outputs
• Transmitter LCD screen
• Large LCD screen on receiver
• Road-ready bodypack and receiver 

chassis
• Bodypack transmitter with protective 

storage case, 1/2U receiver, 2 x 1/2 
wave antennas, front-mount antenna 
kit, rackmount kit, two AA alkaline 
batteries

00122999 ............MSRP $769.99 •  MAP $449.99

XD-V75 HHTM
14-Channel Handheld Digital Wireless 
Transmitter
Line 6
For the professional vocalist, these handheld 
transmitters put 10 superb microphone models 
right in your hand, including nine that are based 
on the world’s most popular live sound mics from 
Shure®, Sennheiser® and others. With the touch of 
a button on the microphone, you can find the mic 
model that best fits your unique voice.
00123017 ............MSRP $293.99 • MAP $209.99

XD-V75 BP
14-Channel Digital Wireless 
Bodypack Transmitter
Line 6
For vocalists, musicians, performers and active 
spoken word presenters who require hands-free 
operation, these bodypack transmitters offer nine 
EQ filter models that enable fast access to pro-
fessionally tailored sounds. Mic placement is no 
longer a variable – on collar, chest or cheek, or 
even plugging an instrument into the transmitter 
– the custom EQ filter models will optimize the 
system performance to the situation.
00123015 ............MSRP $265.99 • MAP $179.99

V75 RX Receiver
Separate 14-Channel Receiver
Line 6
Included as part of Line 6 XD-V75, XD-V75L, 
XD-V75HS and XD-V75TR systems, which set 
new standards for versatility, reliability, ease 
of use and superior audio quality. Designed for 
vocalists, active performers and spoken word 
presenters, this receiver features exclusive DCL 
(Digital Channel Lock) technology and delivers 
great-sounding, trouble-free performances.
00123016 ............MSRP $559.99 •  MAP $349.99
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XD-V75
Digital Wireless Mic System
Line 6
The XD-V75 features 14 channels, 300-foot range 
and exclusive microphone modeling technology 
that offers instant access to 10 of the world’s 
greatest mic sounds. The XD-V75 delivers the 
most mature wireless platform in the industry.

Features:
• Rugged, metal handheld transmitter and 

receiver
• 10 microphone models
• 10Hz-20kHz audio frequency response 

with 115dB dynamic range
• 14 always-available channels
• Reliable 2.4GHz operation
• One-step setup
• License free worldwide

00122087 ............MSRP $839.99 •  MAP $499.99

XD-V75L
Digital Wireless Lavalier Microphone 
System
Line 6
The XD-V75L from Line 6 sets a new standard 
in discrete lavalier wireless systems for active 
musicians, performers and presenters. Offering 
spectacular audio quality, the XD-V75L systems 
feature exclusive EQ filter modeling technology 
combined with a proven 4th-generation digital 
wireless platform, the most mature in the indus-
try. With 14 channels of 24-bit, 10Hz-20kHz, com-
pander-free performance, the XD-V75L provides 
unmatched full-range audio clarity and license-
free operation worldwide.

Features:
• Professional lavalier mic with metal 

body pack transmitter and receiver
• Nine EQ Filter models
• 10Hz-20kHz audio frequency response 

with 120dB dynamic range
• 14 always-available channels
• Reliable 2.4GHz operation
• One-step setup
• License free worldwide

00122088 ............MSRP $839.99 •  MAP $499.99

XD-V75HS 
Digital Wireless Headset Microphone 
System
Line 6
XD-V75HS from Line 6 sets a new standard in 
hands-free wireless systems for active perform-
ers and presenters. Offering spectacular audio 
quality, XD-V75HS systems feature exclusive EQ 
filter modeling technology combined with a prov-
en 4th-generation digital wireless platform, the 
most mature in the industry. With 14 channels 
of 24-bit, 10Hz-20kHz, compander-free perfor-
mance, the XD-V75HS provides unmatched full-
range audio clarity and license-free operation 
worldwide.

Features:
• Accurate and precise vocal reproduction 

with full-range 24-bit 10 Hz-20 kHz 
(- 2.5 dB) frequency response, wide 120 
dB dynamic range (A weighted), superi-
or transient response, and 24-bit digital 
conversion

• Premium omni-directional condenser 
capsule (available in black or tan)

• Standard TA4 mini-XLR input
• 2.4GHz band operation, free from 

interference due to TV broadcast, white 
space devices, and cell phone towers

• 14 always-available channels
• 300-foot (100-meter) extended range
• Premium cardioid condenser micro-

phone
• Signal encryption
• Dynamic Filter
• Gain control
• Channel Scanning
• 2 powered BNC antenna inputs
• BNC antenna outputs
• Transmitter LCD screen
• Large LCD screen on receiver
• Road-ready headset, bodypack and 

receiver chassis

00122998 Tan  .............................MSRP $909.99 
 ...............................MAP $499.99

00119260 Black  ..........................MSRP $909.99 
 ............................MAP $499.99

 

 

 

ALSO AVAILABLE
Lavalier Lm4-t Mic 
For V75/70/55 And Relay G90 And 
G70 Beltpack
Line 6
00124418 ............MSRP $89.99 •  MAP $49.99

V75-SC Super-Cardioid  
Capsule
Line 6
00124420  Chrome  .................MSRP $139.99  

 .................................. MAP $99.99
00124421  Black ......................MSRP $139.99 

 .................................. MAP $99.99

V75-SC Mic Grille
Line 6
00124422  Chrome ....................MSRP $41.99  

 .................................. MAP $29.99
00124423  Black .MSRP $41.99 • MAP $29.99

V75-SC Capsule Kit
Line 6
00124424 ........MSRP $349.99 • MAP $249.99

XD-V Road-Ready  
Carry Case
Line 6
00124425 ........MSRP $167.99 • MAP $119.99
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XD-V75TR 
Digital Wireless Bodypack  
and Receiver
Line 6
XD-V75TR from Line 6 sets a new standard in 
wireless bodypack systems for active musicians, 
performers and presenters. Offering spectacular 
audio quality, XD-V75TR systems feature exclu-
sive EQ filter modeling technology combined 
with a proven 4th-generation digital wireless 
platform, the most mature in the industry. With 14 
channels of 24-bit, 10Hz-20kHz, compander-free 
performance, the XD-V75TR provides unmatched 
full-range audio clarity and license-free operation 
worldwide.

Features:
• Standard TA4 mini-XLR input
• 2.4GHz band operation
• 300-foot (100-meter) extended range
• Signal encryption
• Dynamic Filter
• Gain control 
• Channel Scanning
• 2 powered BNC antenna inputs
• BNC antenna outputs
• Transmitter LCD screen
• Large LCD screen on receiver
• Road-ready bodypack and receiver 

chassis
• Bodypack transmitter with protective 

storage case, 1/2U receiver, 2 x 1/2 
wave antennas, front-mount antenna 
kit, rackmount kit, two AA alkaline 
batteries

00122999............MSRP $769.99 • MAP $449.99

XD-V75 HHTM
14-Channel Handheld Digital Wireless 
Transmitter
Line 6
For the professional vocalist, these handheld 
transmitters put 10 superb microphone models 
right in your hand, including nine that are based 
on the world’s most popular live sound mics from 
Shure®, Sennheiser® and others. With the touch of 
a button on the microphone, you can find the mic 
model that best fits your unique voice.
00123017............MSRP $293.99 • MAP $209.99

XD-V75 BP
14-Channel Digital Wireless 
Bodypack Transmitter
Line 6
For vocalists, musicians, performers and active 
spoken word presenters who require hands-free 
operation, these bodypack transmitters offer nine 
EQ filter models that enable fast access to pro-
fessionally tailored sounds. Mic placement is no 
longer a variable – on collar, chest or cheek, or 
even plugging an instrument into the transmitter 
– the custom EQ filter models will optimize the 
system performance to the situation.
00123015............MSRP $265.99 • MAP $179.99

V75 RX Receiver
Separate 14-Channel Receiver
Line 6
Included as part of Line 6 XD-V75, XD-V75L, 
XD-V75HS and XD-V75TR systems, which set 
new standards for versatility, reliability, ease 
of use and superior audio quality. Designed for 
vocalists, active performers and spoken word 
presenters, this receiver features exclusive DCL 
(Digital Channel Lock) technology and delivers 
great-sounding, trouble-free performances.
00123016............MSRP $559.99 • MAP $349.99

V75-40V
Digital Wireless Microphone 
with Earthworks® WL40V Capsule
Line 6
V75-40V combines industry-leading Line 6® 
digital wireless technology with the renowned 
Earthworks® WL40V premium hyper-cardioid 
capsule-delivering performance previously found 
only in the highest quality wired studio mics. 
The Line 6 XD-V wireless platform is uniquely 
capable of transmitting the stunning sound of 
the celebrated Earthworks WL40V capsule. The 
result is the world’s most inspiring vocal wireless 
microphone, providing exceptional clarity, precise 
response and unmatched sound quality. The 
premium hand-tuned and tested WL40V capsule 
from Earthworks features lightning-fast impulse 
response, high SPL handling and a wide frequen-
cy range. A textbook-perfect hyper-cardioid polar 
pattern conveys exceptional detail and nuance, 
resulting in incredible vocals that require little to 
no EQ. You’ll also experience greatly minimized 
proximity effect and natural on- and off-axis 
performance.

Featuring 24-bit precision, 10Hz-20kHz full fre-
quency response, and wide dynamic range, our 
digital wireless system transmits the stunning 
sound of the WL40V with total transparency 
and accuracy. Unlike analog wireless and digital 
systems from other manufacturers, we never 
compress the signal. So you’ll be able to convey 
every nuance of your performance in the most 
natural way, with crystal clarity.

Features:
• Premium Earthworks WL40V capsule
• Textbook-perfect hyper-cardioid polar 

pattern for exceptional clarity and detail
• Crystal-clear, compander-free, 24-bit 

precision
• The widest dynamic range of any wire-

less transmitter – 118dB
• Rugged, tour-tough metal body
• Includes custom hard-shell touring case 

with soft inner padding
• Up to 14 channels for maximum flex-

ibility
• 10Hz-20kHz frequency response
• Backlit LCD display for fast and easy 

operation
• 8 hours battery life with 2 AA batteries

00124419........MSRP $1679.99 • MAP $1049.99
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Stage X1U Series
USB Digital Wireless Systems
Samson Audio
Samson’s Stage X1U USB Digital Wireless System brings the convenience of wireless to your computer recordings and beyond. With a wireless receiver built 
into a USB stick and a high-quality beltpack transmitter with microphone, the Stage X1U series allows you to wirelessly capture stunning audio straight to your 
Mac/PC and favorite digital audio software. 

The Stage XPD1 Headset provides over 100’ of wireless range (environment dependent), operating in the license-free 2.4 GHz band to prevent interference from 
television stations and other broadcast devices. The RXD1 Wireless Receiver is USB powered and features plug-and-play operation with no driver installation 
required. Simply connect the RXD1 directly to your computer via USB and start working with your favorite DAWs, VoIP communication software and applications for 
speech-to-text dictation. It’s also compatible with iPads and iPhones (4S and later) using Apple’s Lightning USB Camera Adapter or Camera Connection Kit (30-pin).

In addition to computer applications, the XPD1/X1U series can be paired with Samson’s battery-powered Expedition XP106 PA, as well as the larger Expedition 
XP1000 system, for complete wireless capability in a variety of live applications, including outdoor events, fitness classes, guided tours and more.

Stage X1U
Samson’s X1U brings wireless freedom to your 
computer recordings. Perfect for capturing lec-
tures, podcasts and audio for YouTube, Sa

mson’s Stage X1U is also the ideal wireless audio 
solution for Skype, FaceTime, Google Hangouts 
and voice recognition software.

With up to 100’ of operating range between the 
HXD1 handheld dynamic microphone transmitter 
and the RXD1 USB receiver (connects directly  to 
your computer), the X1U provides users with plen-
ty of room to work wirelessly. The HXD1 hand-
held dynamic microphone transmitter features 
Samson’s Q6 mic capsule for natural, detailed 
vocals. The capsule is internally shock-mounted 
to reduce ambient noise and vibrations caused 
by handling and movement. The HXD1 transmitter 
offers eight hours of battery using two AA bat-
teries (not included), while the RXD1 receiver is 
powered by your computer or tablet. Using the 
included tripod stand and mic clip, the Stage 
X1U makes for a convenient desktop setup.With 
the Stage X1U Digital Wireless USB Microphone, 
Samson invites you take your computer audio into 
the wireless future. 
00146561..............MSRP $144.99 • MAP $89.99 

Stage XPD1 Presentation 
(Lavalier)
The Stage XPD1 Presentation USB Digital Wireless 
System is the ideal wireless system for record-
ing lectures and seminars. The included PXD1 
Beltpack Transmitter comes with a Samson LM5 
lavalier mic that is ideal for discreet spoken word 
presentations and more. 
00146572..............MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99 

Stage XPD1 Headset
The Stage XPD1 Headset USB Digital Wireless 
System is the ideal wireless system for recording 
high-energy performances and self-dictation. The 
included PXD1 Beltpack Transmitter comes with a 
Samson HS5 headset mic that is ideal for active 
presentations and more. 
00146571..............MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.95 

XPD1
Wireless Handheld Microphone Only
Samson Audio
Samson’s Stage XPD1 Handheld microphone only.
00150249  ..............................................$59.99
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Stage 212
Frequency-Agile, Dual-Channel Hand-
held VHF Wireless System, E Band
Samson Audio
Samson’s Stage 212 is a frequency-agile, 
dual-channel wireless microphone system that 
provides two handheld dynamic microphones that 
transmit to a single rugged metal receiver. Each 
handheld features Samson’s Q6 mic element, 
providing crisp, clear sound and reliable VHF wire-
less performance for karaoke, live presentation, 
education, house of worship and other applica-
tions where two mics are more agile than one.

Features include:
• 12 operating channels across 173MHz-

198MHz frequency range
• IR sync wirelessly matches receiver and 

transmitter frequency
• Dedicated Volume controls for each 

channel
• 1/4" outputs for sending each channel 

to mixer
• Balanced XLR Mix output combines 

both receiver signals to a single output 
channel

• Two handheld transmitters with Q6 
dynamic microphone capsules

• Transmitters offer up to 12 hours of bat-
tery life, 200' operating range

00260543  .........MSRP $249.99 • MAP $179.99

Stage v466
Quad Handheld Vocal Wireless System
Samson Audio
Designed for four times the versatility, Samson’s 
Stage v466 Quad Vocal Wireless System let’s 
you use four microphones simultaneously with a 
single receiver. It’s the ideal wireless solution for 
vocalists, karaoke performers, DJs or any applica-
tion where multiple mics are needed.

At the core of the Stage v466 system is a full-rack 
quad VHF wireless receiver. The receiver’s front 
panel features an RF channel indicator and a large 
rotary volume knob for each channel. The receiver 
also offers two tuned antennas, XLR mix, as well 
as four 1/4-inch outputs that give you the option 
for each transmitter pair mixed or each transmit-
ter individually. The Stage 4v66 system comes 
with two 1/4-inch to 1/4-inch cables.

The Stage v466 system includes four HT6 dynam-
ic handheld microphone transmitters, each with 
a Samson H6 dynamic microphone element for 
capturing clear, accurate vocals. Each transmitter 
operates for up to ten hours on a single 9-volt 
battery (four included) and offers a handy audio 
on/off switch.

With the meticulous engineering, state of the art 
technology and impressive audio capabilities that 
are built into every Samson wireless system, the 
Stage v466 system ensures crystal clear oper-
ation and the most dependable quad-channel 
performance available.
00140197  Channels A1, A2, A3 and A4  

MSRP $269.99 • MAP $219.99
00140198  Channels B1, B2, B3 and B4  

MSRP $269.99 • MAP $219.99

Stage 200
Dual-Channel Handheld VHF  
Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Stage 200 is a dual-channel wireless 
microphone system that provides two handheld 
dynamic microphones that transmit to a single 
rugged metal receiver. Each handheld features 
Samson’s Q6 mic element, providing crisp, clear 
sound and reliable VHF wireless performance 
for home karaoke, live presentation, education, 
house of worship and other dual-performer appli-
cations.

The Stage 200 operates in the reliable VHF fre-
quency spectrum, which has become significantly 
less crowded with the advancement of digital TV. 
VHF operation also provides both mic transmitters 
with an exceptional battery life of up to 12 hours 
via two AA batteries (not included).

Featuring the rugged metal SR200 receiver, the 
Stage 200 is designed for maximum durability 
and versatility. Its back panel provides two 1/4" 
outputs, as well as a balanced XLR out, to connect 
to a dedicated mixer or powered PA speaker. The 
1/4" outputs send each channel separately, while 
the XLR sends a mix of both. Front panel volume 
controls on each channel let you find the perfect 
blend between two performers.
00172089 Group A ...................MSRP $174.99 •  

MAP $129.99
00174537 Group B ...................MSRP $174.99 •  

MAP $129.99
00174538 Group C ...................MSRP $174.99 • 

MAP $129.99
00174539 Group D ...................MSRP $174.99 •  

MAP $129.99

For frequency agile systems Airline and Concert.
Samson frequency agile wireless systems have been designed so that each channel within a band 
or group will work together without any interference. If a customer is looking to use more wireless 
systems than the listed total number of simultaneous systems per band, they can purchase additional 
frequency bands. Consequently, for initial purchases, all bands and channels can be sold.
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Concert 88 Wireless Presentation Systems
16-Channel Diversity UHF Wireless Systems
Samson Audio
Samson’s Concert 88 Presentation System offers a high performance UHF 
wireless solution where the freedom of mobility is a must. It’s perfect for 
business professionals, educators and others looking for stunning sound and 
versatility without cables. The frequency-agile Concert 88 system allows for 
up to 16 systems to operate simultaneously across two frequency bands with 
up to 300' separating the receiver and transmitter. At the core of the system 
is the CR88 Wireless Receiver. Featuring a true diversity design, the CR88 
minimizes signal dropouts during performance. If a dropout does occur, the 
CR88’s tone key and auto mute functions eliminate any background noise 
until the signal is restored. The CR88 receiver’s front panel provides a Select 
button for auto syncing receiver and transmitter channels via an infrared sig-
nal. The panel also features a 7-segment Channel LED, Volume knob, Power 
button, two tuned antennas, as well as Audio and Ready indicators, for optimal 
functionality and monitoring. Balanced XLR and 1/4" outputs can be found on 
the receiver’s back panel. 

The Concert 88 Presentation System features a beltpack transmitter, which 
can operate for up to eight hours on two AA batteries, is engineered to the 
finest detail to provide the ultimate in sound reproduction. With Samson’s 
Concert 88 Presentation System, advanced technology and total versatility 
combine to provide high quality wireless performance wherever business 
professionals, educators and others need it.

Concert 88 Earset
16-Channel Diversity UHF Wireless System
Samson Audio
00137331  Includes SE10 Headworn Microphone with locking connector  

(D Band) ......................................MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99
00249995 Includes SE10 Headworn Mic (K Band) .................. MSRP $249.99  

MAP $199.99

Concert 88 Handheld
00140204  Includes Q6 Handheld Dynamic Mic (D Band) 

 ...................................................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $179.99
00249993 Includes Q6 Handheld Dynamic Mic (K Band) ........ MSRP $199.99  

MAP $179.99

Concert 88 Headset
00140206 Includes HS5 Headset (D Band) ....MSRP $199.99 • MAP $179.99
00249378 Includes HS5 Headset (K Band) ....MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99

Concert 88 Lavalier
00140205 Includes LM5 Lav Mic (D Band) ....MSRP $199.99 • MAP $179.99
00249994 Includes LM5 Lav Mic (K Band) ....MSRP $199.99 • MAP $179.99

Concert 88 Guitar
00140203  Includes GC32 Guitar Cable with locking connector  (D Band)

 ...................................................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $179.99 
00249992  Includes GC32 Guitar Cable (K Band)  .................... MSRP $199.99 

MAP $179.99
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Concert 288 Wireless Systems
Dual-Channel Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson takes the worry out of wireless with the Concert 288 Wireless 
System. Offering easy setup, flawless operation and premium sound, it’s 
the ideal high-performance UHF wireless solution for vocal performances, 
presentations, Q&A sessions, house of worship, educational applications and 
more where two users are needed.

The dual-channel Concert 288 allows for up to 24 systems (48 performers) 
to operate simultaneously (region dependent). The Concert 288 gives both 
performers an impressive 300-foot range of wireless operation between 
the transmitters and receiver, making the system ideal for large stages and 
crowd participation. To ensure interference-free performance, the Concert 
288 features a true diversity design. If a drop out does occur, the receiver’s 
tone key triggers an Auto Mute function to eliminate any background noise 
until the signal is restored.

Concert 288 All-in-One
00140661 H Band ........................................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99
00140662 I Band ..........................................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99

Concert 288 Presentation
00140663 H Band ........................................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99
00140664 I Band ..........................................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99
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Concert 99
Frequency-Agile UHF Wireless Systems
Samson Audio
Samson’s Concert 99 systems combine 80 channels of high-definition audio 
and extreme reliability into a rugged all-metal, rack-mountable chassis with 
a stage-ready backlit display. With simple 1-touch setup, convenient moni-
toring, a 300' UHF operating range and impressive transmitter battery life, 
this frequency-agile system offers unprecedented value to those in search of 
reliable wireless freedom.

In both single and multi-system arrangements, the CR99 Wireless Receiver 
offers 80 total operating channels, selecting the best frequency option for 
your area. Quick to setup, the CR99’s Group scan helps avoid conflicting 
frequencies, while its IR sync function allows users to wirelessly match the 
transmitter to the receiver’s operating frequency.

The CR99 receiver features a bright, backlit LCD for monitoring on dark 
stages, even at long distances. The LCD also shows the exact battery life of 
your transmitter, along with the channel number and its corresponding UHF 
frequency.

Concert 99 Earset
This system offers unprecedented value to presenters, educators, house of 
worship speakers, fitness instructors and others.
00156721 D Band ........................................MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99
00254967 K Band.........................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $279.00

Concert 99 Handheld
This system offers unprecedented value to singers, business professionals, 
educators and others.
00156719 D Band ........................................MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99
00254965 K Band.........................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $279.00

Concert 99 Presentation
This system offers unprecedented value to presenters, educators and others.
00156720 D Band ........................................MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99
00254966 K Band.........................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $279.00

Concert 99 Guitar
This system offers unprecedented value to guitarists, bassists and other 
stringed instrumentalists.
00156718 D Band ........................................MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99
00254964 K Band.........................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $279.00
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AirLine 77 Systems
True Diversity UHF Wireless Systems
Samson Audio
The AirLine 77 Systems offers a true wireless experience with no beltpacks or cables, allowing total freedom of mobility. All of the AirLine transmitters operate 
on inexpensive and lightweight AAA batteries that offer 14 hours of operation on a single battery. 

The core of these systems is the CR77 true-diversity half-rack UHF receiver. It works flawlessly with all AirLine UHF transmitters. Featuring a front panel display 
with large multi-segment audio level and RF level LED meters, and a large rotary volume knob that allows easy adjustment of audio output, the CR77 takes all 
of the guesswork out making your wireless system perform.

Its synthesized PLL frequency control circuitry keeps the signal locked and true while dual tuned molded antennas with LEDs monitor the true-diversity operation. 
The rear panel features balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4-inch outputs allowing flexible connection options. In addition, two CR77 receivers can be rackmounted 
together in a single space rack adapter available as an added accessory.

With AirLine 77 Systems, you get complete wireless freedom that’s good to go anywhere the music takes you.

AirLine 77 Headset
Includes AH1 Headset Transmitter
The AirLine headset transmitters feature the Samson Qe Fitness and QV10e 
Vocal microphone elements. The Qe and QV10e headsets were designed to 
go around the back of your head rather than over the top. This allows the 
transmitter to be attached directly to the headband, out of the way and com-
pletely unobtrusive, while being comfortable and secure during performances 
or group fitness classes.

Both the Qe and the QV10e are designed with unidirectional microphones and 
cardioid pickup patterns that reject feedback. The Qe Fitness headset is ideal 
for group fitness instructors who need a durable headset that will remain in 
place despite repetitious movement. The QV10e Vocal headset has a micro-
phone element that’s perfect for singers who need hands free performance. 
00137222 Channel N1 ..................................................................... $379.99 
00137223 Channel N2 ..................................................................... $379.99 
00137224 Channel N3 ..................................................................... $379.99 
00137225 Channel N4 ..................................................................... $379.99 
00137226 Channel N5 ..................................................................... $379.99 
00137227 Channel N6 ..................................................................... $379.99 
00131610 Vocal (AH1-Qv10e) .......................MSRP $429.99 • MAP $299.99  
00131611 Fitness (AH1-Qe) ..........................MSRP $499.99 • MAP $299.99  

AirLine 77 Headset
True-Diversity UHF Wireless System (AH1-QE/CR77)
Samson Audio
00242603 Channel K1 ..................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $299.99
00242604 Channel K2 ..................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $299.99
00242605 Channel K3 ..................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $299.99

AH1 Headset Transmitter with QE Mic
Use with AirLine 77 Fitness Headset System
Samson Audio
The AH1 Headset Transmitter is designed to go around the back of your head 
rather than over the top. This allows the transmitter to be attached directly 
to the headband, out of the way and completely unobtrusive, while being 
comfortable and secure during performances. The AH1 offers 14 hours of 
operation on a single AAA battery. For the AirLine 77 Fitness Headset system, 
the AH1 Headset Transmitter features Samson’s Qe condenser microphone 
element. The Qe is designed with a unidirectional microphone and cardioid 
pickup pattern that rejects feedback. It’s ideal for group fitness instructors 
who need a durable headset microphone that will remain in place despite 
repetitious movement.
00242606 Channel K1 ..................................................................... $319.99
00242607 Channel K2 ..................................................................... $319.99
00242608 Channel K3 ..................................................................... $319.99
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AirLine 88
UHF Wireless Systems
Samson Audio
Offering frequency-agile operation, the system’s rack mountable CR88 
Wireless Receiver provides 16 selectable channels for reliable performance 
no matter where you are. The receiver’s True Diversity design minimizes 
dropouts, while tone key technology prevents unwanted noise when your 
transmitter is off or out of range.

AirLine 88 
Headset
Samson’s AirLine 88 
Headset system offers 
true wireless free-
dom without the hassle 
of a beltpack or cable. 
Featuring a lightweight, 
water-resistant micro 
transmitter headset with 
a secure yet comfortable 
fit, this frequency-ag-
ile UHF wireless system 
provides high definition 

sound, premium reliability and a 300' operating range for fitness instructors 
and active performers.

Building on the legacy of the world’s first cable-free wireless system 
(Samson’s AirLine 77), the AirLine 88 Headset combines a micro transmitter 
and adjustable gooseneck into a low profile headset that molds to the shape 
of your head. Other great features of the AH8 Headset Transmitter include an 
internal 8-hour rechargeable lithium ion battery, easily accessible Gain and 
Mute controls, and IR sync to wirelessly match the receiver and transmitter 
frequency.

Designed with Yoga, Pilates, Zumba and cycling instructors in mind, the 
system’s headset features water-resistant components, including a marine-
grade stainless steel gooseneck, sealed circuit board and AE50X micro-min-
iature microphone capsule. The capsule’s cardioid pickup pattern prevents 
feedback and other unwanted noise from affecting a performance.
00191868 D Band ........................................MSRP $529.99 • MAP $399.99
00191984 K Band.........................................MSRP $529.99 • MAP $399.99

AirLine 88 
Guitar
Samson’s AirLine 88 
Guitar system offers true 
wireless freedom without 
the hassle of a beltpack 
or cable. Featuring a 
plug-in transmitter with 
a dual-position connec-
tor that is designed to fit 
a variety of guitar jacks, 
this frequency-agile UHF 

wireless system provides high definition sound, premium reliability and a 
300’ operating range for guitars, basses and other stringed instruments.

AirLine 88 Guitar continues Samson’s longstanding commitment to wireless 
innovation. Designed to be an extension of your instrument rather than a 
separate component, the AG8 Guitar Transmitter lets you rule the stage with 
confidence. It provides IR sync to wirelessly match the receiver and transmit-
ter frequency, an audio Mute switch, battery life LED indicator and up to 12 
hours of operation on a single AA battery.
00191983 D Band ........................................MSRP $399.99 • MAP $199.99
00191985 K Band.........................................MSRP $399.99 • MAP $199.99

AirLine Micro Earset
Includes AH2 Headset Transmitter
Leaving beltpacks behind, AirLine Micro employs the AH2, a complete earset 
transmitter for total freedom and uninhibited movement. The transmitter fea-
tures an omnidirectional microphone to ensure your voice is picked up and 
amplified even during periods of fast, heavy movement. Plus, its water resis-
tant design protects the mic and transmitter from moisture and perspiration 
that can accumulate during intensely active performances.

Despite its modest size and inconspicuous appearance, the AR2 receiver 
boasts meticulous engineering that provides AirLine Micro with professional 
sound reproduction and exceptional reliability. Like the AH2 transmitter, the 
AR2 also houses a rechargeable battery that will offer about seven hours of 
operation. A 3.5mm unbalanced mic/line level output and USB DC power input 
round out the features on this pioneering receiver.

Elevating the convenience of micro-size wireless transmitters and receivers, 
the AirLine Micro Earset Wireless System packs an incredible amount of 
technology and innovation into small, unobtrusive components.
00140207 Channel N1 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99  
00140208 Channel N2 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99  
00140209 Channel N3 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99  
00140210 Channel N4 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99  
00140211 Channel N5 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99  
00140212 Channel N6 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99  

AirLine Micro Earset
Wireless System (AH2-SE10/AR2)
Samson Audio
00242600 Channel K1 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99
00242601 Channel K2 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99
00242602 Channel K3 ..................................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99

UHF
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UHF FIXED FREQUENCY
AirLine ATX Series 
Micro Transmitter UHF Wireless Systems
Samson Audio
Samson’s AirLine ATX Series offers frequency-agile UHF wireless freedom via the world’s smallest clip-on transmitter, which places high definition sound, an 
internal rechargeable battery, and 300 feet of reliable performance in a device that fits in the palm of your hand. Available in four configurations (Headset, Fitness 
Headset, Lavalier, Wind Instrument) to ensure your specific microphone needs are met.

The AirLine ATX Series continues Samson’s longstanding commitment to wireless innovation with the world’s smallest clip-on transmitter. The ATX Wireless Micro 
Transmitter clips directly to your belt, waistband or instrument bell, allowing you to rule the stage with confidence and without cables. It provides infrared sync 
to wirelessly match the receiver and transmitter frequency, easily accessible Gain and Mute controls, a battery life LED indicator and an 8-hour rechargeable 
lithium-ion battery.

Offering frequency-agile operation, the AirLine ATX Series’ rack mountable CR99 Wireless Receiver provides 80 selectable channels for reliable performance no 
matter where you are. The receiver’s True RF Diversity design minimizes dropouts, while tone key technology prevents unwanted noise when your transmitter 
is off or out of range.

AHX Headset System
Includes CR99 Receiver & DE10 Earset
00265801 D Band ........................................MSRP $454.98 • MAP $349.99
00265803 K Band.........................................MSRP $454.98 • MAP $349.99

ALX Lavalier System
Includes CR99 Receiver & LM8 Microphone
00265800 D Band ........................................MSRP $454.98 • MAP $349.99
00265802 K Band.........................................MSRP $454.98 • MAP $349.99

 

AWX Wind Instruments
Samson Audio
AWX Wind Instrument system offers true wireless freedom without the hassle 
of a beltpack or cable. Featuring the world’s smallest clip-on transmitter with 
a shockmounted microphone and adjustable gooseneck, this frequency-agile 
UHF wireless system provides high definition sound and 300’ of reliable 
wireless operation for saxophones, trumpets, trombones and other wind 
instruments. D Band (542-566MHz)
00256112 D Band (542-566MHz) .................MSRP $454.98 • MAP $349.99
00256113 K Band (470-494MHz) .................MSRP $454.98 • MAP $349.99
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Synth 7 Wireless Systems
Professional UHF Wireless Systems
Samson Audio
Samson’s Synth 7 Systems set the standard for premium UHF wireless performance. Featuring rugged all-metal construction on both the receiver and transmitter, 
advanced features and flawless operation, Synth 7 is the future of wireless.

The Synth 7 allows for up to 20 systems to operate simultaneously (region dependent) with up to 300' separating the receiver and transmitter. The system’s 
UR7 Wireless Receiver matches rugged all-metal construction with an incredible user experience. The UR7’s multifunctional full-color LCD plays host to a variety 
of amazing features, including an auto frequency spectrum analyzer that seeks out the most desirable operating frequency in your area. Via the LCD, you can 
also manually select from over 100 operating channels across the systems 25MHz bandwidth, lock the receiver for uninterrupted performance and monitor the 
battery life of your transmitter. For further control over your performance, an Advanced Settings menu offers Squelch and Tone Key controls. Lastly, an IR set 
function automatically syncs the UR7 receiver with the transmitter for fast and easy setup.

Complete with its own LCD for monitoring battery life (up to 15 hours on two AA batteries) and current operating channel, these systems were meticulously 
crafted to meet the demands of serious performers.

The Synth 7 represents the culmination of Samson’s long history in wireless microphone technology and our steadfast commitment to giving musicians the best 
products at groundbreaking prices. With Synth 7, Samson is the wireless future.

Synth 7 Guitar
Features include

• Ideal for guitarists, bassists and other stringed instrumentalists
• Includes the all-metal UB7 Beltpack Transmitter and GC32 Guitar 

Cable with a locking connector

00140220  ...................................................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99  

Synth 7 UB7/UR7
UHF Multi-Channel Wireless Headset System with  
QV Headset
Samson Audio
00146570 UB7/UR7 ......................................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99

Synth 7 Presentation
Features include

• Ideal for presenters, educators and others
• Includes the all-metal UB7 Beltpack Transmitter and LM10 Lavalier 

Microphone with Micro-Miniature Condenser Capsule, lightweight 
clip design and locking connector. 

00140221  ...................................................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $329.99
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DE10/DE50
Headset Microphones with Miniature Condenser Capsule
Samson Audio
Samson’s DE10 & DE50 Headset Microphones are low profile, miniature 
condenser microphones with a capsule that provides outstanding audio 
reproduction and a double ear (DE), moisture resistant design. And with four 
included adapters, the DE10 & DE50 can be used with most popular wireless 
transmitters.

The microphones’ omnidirectional pickup pattern results in clear and articu-
late sound reproduction, regardless of the position of the capsule relative to 
the sound source. Its water resistant coating also provides protection from 
sweat and other moisture during high-energy performances. The DE10’s 
unique double ear headset is meticulously designed to hold the mic in place 
even during the most active of presentations. The headset also folds up to 
allow for easy placement in the system’s included protective carry case.

Though the DE10 & DE50 are particularly well suited for use with Samson 
wireless systems, the four included adapters enable the microphone to be 
used with most other brand’s wireless transmitters as well. The microphone 
is also bundled with four windscreens for reducing occurrences of popping 
and wind noise, as well as a clothing cable clip for inconspicuous/unobtrusive 
placement of the cable.

Manufactured with extreme care and the highest quality components, the 
Samson DE10 & DE50 deliver exceptionally clear, articulate sound with reli-
able performance in an extremely low profile design. 

DE10
Features include

• 3mm capsule
• Perfect for presentations, fitness and other active vocal applications

00139509  .....................................................MSRP $124.99 • MAP $99.99

DE50
Features include

• 2.5mm capsule 
• Perfect for professional presentations, house of worship and other 

active vocal applications.
00139510  ...................................................MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99

SE10/SE50
Omnidirectional Headworn Microphones (Beige)
Samson Audio
Samson’s SE10 & SE50 Omnidirectional Headworn Microphones are low 
profile, micro-miniature condenser microphones with a capsule that provides 
outstanding audio reproduction and a moisture resistant design, making it 
perfect for presentation, fitness and other vocal applications. And with four 
included adapters, the SE10 can be used with most popular wireless trans-
mitters.

Features include
• Micro-miniature condenser microphone for nearly invisible use
• Outstanding audio quality for presentation, fitness and other vocal 

applications
• Omnidirectional pickup pattern
• Easily adjusts to fit left or right ear, retaining band holds mic in 

place
• Moisture resistant coating
• Detachable cable
• Includes cable adapters for compatibility with most popular wire-

less transmitters
• Windscreens, clothing cable clip and carry case also included
• These headsets will work with any Samson systems that use a P3 

beltpack, including the Concert 88 and UM1/77

SE10
Includes 3mm mic capsule
00140030  .....................................................MSRP $124.99 • MAP $99.99  

SE50
Includes 2.5mm mic capsule
00140029  ...................................................MSRP $249.99 • MAP $199.99
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WIRELESS FOR SPEAKERS & MIXERS

Stealth Wireless
Stereo Wireless System for Active Loudspeakers
Alto Professional
The easy-to-use Stealth Wireless system from Alto Professional replaces hun-
dreds of feet of audio cable with a reliable wireless connection. Compatible 
with all active loudspeakers, as well as traditional passive speaker/amplifier 
setups, this expandable two-channel system delivers interference-free sound.

Features:
• Add wireless audio connectivity to any active loudspeaker
• Enjoy faster setups and teardowns
• Eliminate complex cable runs
• Dual-channel transmitter (x1)  with two XLR+1/4
• Single-channel receivers (x2) with one XLR output (per unit)
• Replaces up to 200' of console-to-system cabling
• No compromise in audio quality
• Reliable UHF band; 16 selectable channels
• Adjustable squelch eliminates interference
• Grow your system using the Stealth Expander Pack  

(sold separately)
• Transmitter: (2) XLR+1/4 combo inputs
• Receiver: (1) XLR output (per receiver)

00122018 ......................................................MSRP $499.00 •  MAP $399.00

Stealth Wireless 
Expander Pack
Includes 2 Additional 
Stealth Wireless Receivers
Alto Professional
The easy-to-use Stealth Wireless 
system from Alto Professional 
replaces hundreds of feet of audio 
cable with a reliable wireless 
connection. Grow your Stealth 
Wireless system with the handy 
Expander Pack, containing two 
additional single channel receiv-
ers. Includes single-channel 
receivers (x2) with one XLR output 
(per unit).

Features:
• Add wireless audio connectivity to any active loudspeaker
• Enjoy faster setups and teardowns
• Eliminate complex cable runs
• Dual-channel transmitter (x1) with two XLR+1/4
• Single-channel receivers (x2) with one XLR output (per unit)
• Replaces up to 200' of console-to-system cabling
• No compromise in audio quality
• Reliable UHF band; 16 selectable channels
• Adjustable squelch eliminates interference
• Grow your system using the Stealth Expander Pack  

(sold separately)
• Transmitter: (2) XLR+1/4 combo inputs
• Receiver: (1) XLR output (per receiver)

00122066 ......................................................MSRP $249.00 •  MAP $199.00

Alto BAT PRO 
XLR-Equipped Rechargeable Blutetooth Receiver
Alto Professional
The BAT PRO from ALTO is an XLR-equipped rechargeable Bluetooth receiver 
that allows for wireless audio streaming to any mixer or powered speaker 
with an XLR line input. The BAT PRO pairs with most Bluetooth music players, 
and can also pair with an additional BAT PRO receiver for stereo use with 
two speakers.
00172774  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $49.00

For Guitar and other instrument wireless systems, see our “Instruments & 
Accessories” catalog.

 

 



GET STARTED TODAY!
Ask for details on a recommended starter pack.

CALL TODAY! 1-800-554-0626

The mobile music making market 
is exploding and Hal Leonard is 
your source for what musicians need. 
Contact your sales rep to learn about 
everything we offer:

 • MERCHANDISING
  kiosk options and signage support

•  TECH SUPPORT
     and recommended apps to tie into product sales

 • FLEXIBLE DEALER TERMS

 • THE BEST MIX OF PRODUCTS

M4

HAL LEONARD INVITES YOU TO EXPLORE THE
MOBILE MUSIC MAKING MARKET

Ask for
details on a

display!
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Blue Microphones In-Store Display
Blue
Spotlight your Blue Microphones collection in this new sturdy powder-coated 
metal glass display case with lock, and cool retro lighted logo on top. 60" tall 
x 20" deep and 16" wide. Free with qualifying order!
00131256................................................................................... $400.00 Net

IK Multimedia Mobile Music Creation Display
IK Multimedia
Create an instant mobile department in your store that can support almost 
any need for a musician or recording engineer using a tablet, smartphone or 
laptop. This attractive, light-weight point-of-sale display is 27" wide x 16" 
deep x 72" high. It is free with a qualifying order of about 35 pieces. Ask your 
Hal Leonard sales representative for a recommended mix.
90013007  ................................................................................ $200.00 Net

IK iRig 8 Unit Counter Top Display with Header
IK Multimedia
This handy counter-top is a great option to display the best-selling iRigs 
at your store. Order any mix of eight iRig units and the display is free. We 
recommend four iRig 2 (for electrics, HL# 00142930) and four iRig Acoustics 
(HL# 00153171).
90013388 
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AirTurn Dealer In-Store Demo Pack 1
E-Music Stand Display
AirTurn
Get your share of the digital music market place by displaying a eMusicStand 
Display brought to you buy AirTurn. These two demo packs are free with a 
qualifying order. Components include a Manos Universal Tablet holder with side 
mount, a GoStand Portable Mic stand with telescoping boom, and the best-sell-
ing, AirTurn Duo wireless Bluetooth foot switch page turner. Pack 2 offers the 
same pack as 1 plus a 10.1" Android monitor display with 8 videos loaded to 
demonstrate the products and print music software to demonstrate the Duo. 
The videos and software are available free separately as well. Ask your Hal 
Leonard rep for details. Make more sales to this emerging market. The future 
gig-on-the-go set up is here now!
90013565  Pack 1 (free with qualifying order) .................................. $249.00

AirTurn Dealer In-Store Demo Pack 2
Includes a 10.1" Android Tablet to show videos
90013566 Pack 2 (free with qualifying order) .................................. $359.00

9"x12" Corrugated 
Counter Display
A terrific way to focus or highlight those 
special folios or books on a counter or 
near equipment or instruemnts. This 
attractive displayer contains 3 pockets, 
each holding 2 to 4 standard size folios.
00750020 ............................ $7.50 net

18" Countertop Combo  
Corrugated Display
This countertop display holds 30-50 
DVDs. Only requires 18 inches of 
counter space!
00750010 .......................... $25.00 net

Reference and Software Book Shelf Display
This sturdy laminated-wood display has four shelves, the top three of which 
are adjustable. Accomodates all sized books, including oversized hardcovers. 
Portable unit allows product to sell in current empty spaces.

57" high X 25" wide X 16" deep.
00750030................................................................................... $400.00 net
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Scan the QR Code  
for a video overview  

of the new site

Easy to use and better than ever:
• Browse products and categories just 

like on halleonard.com

• Order items right from your search 
results

• Review your store’s order history to 
know what’s seling

• Browse best-seller lists for what your 
store is missing

• Review your orders, back orders and 
special imports

• Download valuable marketing tools

• Live Chat – coming soon!

• and much, much more!

Contact your Hal Leonard sales rep on the E-Z Order line at 800-554-0626 to set one up today any other 
questions you have about the new site. 

Have you visited the enhanced and completely  
redesigned Hal Leonard Dealer Access website?

Don’t have an account set up on Dealer Access?

Do you receive our monthly TECH TALK emails?

Welcome to Tech Talk
Tech Talk is an email newsletter for music retailers focused on all music technology products 
available from Hal Leonard. It covers recent releases and our sales specials on products including:

Software - Interfaces - Microphones - Speakers - Studio Monitors - Mixers - 
Wireless Systems - Recording Hardware - Studio Equipment

dealers.halleonard.com

Not receiving TechTalk emails?
Ask your sales rep to add you to the list today!
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Attention: Retailers that sell to schools

FOLLOW US ON THE INTERNET!

HAL LEONARD MAKES SELLING A  
SOFTWARE SITE LICENSE AS EASY AS 1-2-3!

1.  Take the Order
  Many schools purchase multiple copies known as site licenses for use in computer labs. You will find site licence 

pricing and requirements as they pertain to each program throughout this catalog.

2.  Place Your Order with Hal Leonard
  This process is the same for you as with any other product.

3.  Order Is Drop Shipped to the Institution
  We will complete and submit the appropriate paperwork to the software publishers. They will then drop ship the 

order directly to the institution. There is no need for you to keep an inventory since site licenses are done on a 
special order basis.

Site licenses available from the following software publishers:

Sibelius (page 17)

Pro Tools (page 4)

Cubase (page 6)

Notion (page 20)

Reason (page 7)

Mixcraft (page 9)

Studio One (page 11)

Band-in-a Box (page 27)

Practica Musica (page 27)

NoteFlight (page 21)

Groove 3 (page 29)

Dealer Access Website:
dealers@halleonard.com

Twitter:
@halleonardtech

YouTube:
HalLeonardTech Channel

Word Press:
halleonardtechtalk.wordpress.com



HOW TO ORDER
By Phone
Call the Hal Leonard Retail Support Tech Line at 1-844-364-8324, Monday through Friday between  
8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. or Saturday 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m and Sunday 11:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m. 
Please have ready the following information:
 • Your customer account number
 • Your purchase order number
 • Special shipping instructions (if any)
 • Quantity of each item
 • Hal Leonard inventory number of each item (the 8-digit number listed with all products)

By E-Mail
Simply e-mail us at techtak@halleonard.com with the same information as above.

On Line
Visit Hal Leonard on the internet at https://dealers.halleonard.com. Ask your sales rep about 
our dealer access web features.

By Mail
For stock orders, simply indicate the quantity of each item you wish to order directly in this 
catalog and mail it back to us. A Hal Leonard sales representative will be happy to provide you 
with a replacement catalog.

By Fax
You may fax your order to 414-774-3259. Be sure to put “Attention: Sales” on your cover page, 
and include all of the same information listed under the “By Phone” section.

International Orders
For international inquiries, please contact the Hal Leonard International Sales Department at  
internationalsales@halleonard.com.
Canadian Dealers, please contact the Sales Representative for Canada at sales@halleonard.com.

Customer Service
Should you have any questions regarding your account (shipping, orders, etc.), please call 
our Customer Service Department in Winona, Minnesota, toll-free at 1-800-321-3408 Monday 
through Friday between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. C.S.T.

Credit Questions
Should you have any questions regarding credit or billing of your account, please call our Credit 
Department in Winona, Minnesota, toll-free at 1-800-321-3408 Monday through Friday between 
8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. C.S.T. or write to:

Hal Leonard
1210 Innovation Dr.
Winona, MN 55987

507-454-2920

Phone  (414) 774-3630 • FAX  (414) 774-3259

Prices, availability, and contents subject to change without notice and may not be available outside the U.S.
© 2018 Hal Leonard



other hal leonard catalogs:

music
Includes sheet music, mixed folios, personality folios, fake books and 
instruction for piano and keyboard, guitar and bass, folk instruments, 
and other solo instruments. Also includes features on our play-along 
series, methods, Berklee Press, Musicians Institute, Spanish and 
French publications, merchandising displays, and manuscript paper.   
90013756

drum & percussion
All of our drum & percussion instruments and accessories including 
drum gear, percussion instruments, electronic kits, drum machines, 
and percussion-related gifts. Also includes top drum methods, 
songbooks, play-alongs, and DVDs.  
90014842

instruments & accessories
Brand-name gear for guitars, basses, keyboards, and ukuleles, plus 
beginner packs. Accessories include tuners, stands, folders, mobile 
device accessories, headphones, and more.   
90014840

recording & live sound
Includes software, interfaces, controllers, monitors, microphones, 
wireless systems, speakers, mixers, and more.   
90014841

gifts
Wide variety of artist-branded playing cards, puzzles and posters, 
pro sports-themed accessories, miniature guitar replicas, illustrated 
books, composer statuettes, and more.   
90014843

90014841

7777 West Bluemound Road
Post Office Box 13819
Milwaukee, WI 53213
Phone: 414-774-3630

Fax: 414-774-3259
Email: halinfo@halleonard.com

Internet: www.halleonard.com




